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ABSTRACT
Cosmopolitan Imagination in Salman Rushdie and Ha Jin
by
LI Zhenling
Doctor of Philosophy
Indian subcontinent postcolonial diaspora and Chinese diaspora constitute
two of the most remarkable types of diaspora in the modern era. In order to gain a
better understanding of contemporary diasporic experience, this study chooses from
each group one of the most representative diasporic writers—Salman Rushdie and
Ha Jin respectively—and analyses their fictional writings within the theoretical
framework of cosmopolitanism, a concept closely related to transnational experience
of contemporary diaspora. In view of their wide spectrum of diasporic writing and
the distinct transitions made in terms of subject matter in the latter phase of their
respective careers, this study divides the works of each into two parts and works on
the reasonable hypothesis that each part is representative of a different mode of
cosmopolitanism.
As this study demonstrates, while Rushdie enacts a metropolitan scenario of
migrancy and occupies an interstitial space of hybridity to synthesize the two worlds
in his earlier works on post-war India and Britain, in his later fiction on postmillennial America he elaborates on a condition of constant border-crossing and
repositioning, from which a tentative engagement between an envisioned global and
a rooted local emerges. Ha Jin, on the other hand, makes efforts to reconstruct
Chineseness from a transnational and globalized perspective, thus bringing globality
and universal humanity in his earlier writings on China and Chinese people, while in
his more recent works on the Chinese immigrant experience in the U.S. , he develops
a transnational geography of cultural and lingual transcendence, in which both
national and ethnic identity based on a more conformist collective imagination is
rejected.
Both writers’ diasporic writings are contextualized within the contemporary
reality of globalization; their imagination of cosmopolitanism elucidates the
intersections between diasporic life and globalization, thus epitomizing a
contemporary culture marked by such phenomena as globalization, migration,
mobility, transformation, transgression, world citizenship, one-world consciousness,
and universal hospitality. My thesis illustrates how both writers’ appeal for
connection and communication in contemporary culture serves as the antithesis of
the ongoing political rivalry and economic disparity that prevail around the globe,
thus promoting further reflections on the complex contemporary realities of what it
means to be a truly independent and migrant soul.
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Introductions
Salman Rushdie and Ha Jin are well-known and emblematic of contemporary
English-language writers from the Asian diaspora. Having begun his writing career
in the early 1980s, Rushdie has presented his readers with fourteen fictions, four
nonfictions and two co-edited anthologies, which together comprise his unique
literary window on the world. Largely due to his extraordinary life experience, his
diasporic writing is marked by its complexity, flexibility and plurality. Apart from
their overwhelming postcolonial and postmodern aspects, his diasporic works are
also prominent for their globalized contexts, international perspectives and
transcendent humanity. Ha Jin, on the other hand, has been an Anglophone writer
since the early 1990s. Not only is he a novelist and short story writer, he is also a
poet, essayist, and biographer. He has published eight novels, four collections of
short stories, four volumes of poetry, one essay collection and one biography. As a
member of the Chinese diaspora in America, Ha Jin has devoted himself to writing
about life both in China and, latterly, the U.S. Chinese immigrant community. His
diasporic narratives are characterized by his use of a plain linguistic style, a realistic
mode of representation and often whimsical plotting; at the same time they contain
much delicacy and wisdom. Rushdie and Ha Jin have played active and
representative roles in contemporary Asian diaspora literature, and their writings
have drawn widespread attention to contemporary Asian diaspora communities,
issues and experience.
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I. Salman Rushdie’s Life and Works
Salman Rushdie was born to a middle-class Muslim businessman family on
June 19, 1947, just two months before India became independent from Britain on
August 15, 1947. From then on, Rushdie’s life has been imbued with transformation
within the ever-changing context of postcolonial India and post-imperial Britain.
Rushdie grew up in a liberal, highly educated family characterized by its different
language choices, religious beliefs and cultural preferences. His grandfather was an
Urdu poet; his father was a businessman with a law degree from Cambridge
University; and his mother was a schoolteacher. The parents were devout Muslims,
but they sent Rushdie to an English Mission school instead of giving him a
specifically Muslim education. English, Hindi and other Indian languages were
spoken every day in the family, so from the beginning, Rushdie was immersed in a
culturally hybrid and heterogeneous environment.
Rushdie grew up in metropolitan Bombay (now Mumbai) where various
races, ethnicities, and classes had been mixed and living together reasonably and
harmoniously. Young Rushdie was fascinated by the bustling streetscape and diverse
cultural life of Bombay, especially its Bollywood cinema, its oral storytelling and
popular music. It is clear from the way he writes and talks about it that Bombay has
remained for Rushdie his beloved city and spiritual home and equally that his
childhood there has had great impact on his personality and his writing. He speaks
highly of this city and sees it as encapsulating the best of India’s social and cultural
strengths and possibilities. According to Rushdie, Bombay is “a metropolis in which
the multiplicity of commingled faiths and cultures curiously creates a remarkably
secular ambience” (Imaginary Homelands 16). In other words, the Bombay that
2

Rushdie knew in his youth is seen by him as an incarnation of tolerance, plurality
and secularism. But he also laments his loss of the spirit of the place he regards as
home. As he writes in “Imaginary Homelands” in 1987, “the past is home, albeit a
lost home in a lost city in the midst of lost time” (9). He has thus attempted an
ambitious restoration of the past, the lost home, the lost city and the lost time through
his fictional imagination. In his own words, “I … was gripped by the conviction that
I, too, had a city and a history to reclaim” (10). It is evident to his readers that the
novelist’s childhood in Bombay has become one of the major sources of his literary
creation, if not the most significant of all.
In 1961, when Rushdie was thirteen, he was sent by his father to Rugby
School in the United Kingdom for education, a point at which he embarked on his
displaced life. However, it was not a good experience for Rushdie. According to
what Rushdie says in his memoir entitled Joseph Anton: A Memoir, in the first place
he learned such concepts as “foreignness”, “Other”, “alienation”, “racism”, and so on
(26-29). The life there was so unbearable that he describes this period as “the largely
wretched Rugby years” among “all those cold unfriendly fish” (35). But he did not
return to Bombay after his five-year high-school study in Rugby, because by 1964
Rushdie’s family had moved from his beloved Bombay home to Karachi of Pakistan.
Upset by this move, Rushdie describes it as “the great mistake of his parents, the
blunder that had deprived of him of his home” (60). Rushdie has never liked Karachi
or Pakistan. Compared with the inclusive, free and cosmopolitan Bombay, Karachi is
conservative, confined and oppressive to him.
From 1965 to 1968, Rushdie studied history in King’s College of Cambridge.
No longer a believer, he developed a historical interest in Islam, and it was at
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Cambridge that he had the chance to read the satanic verses1. His systematic study of
history has offered him a superior historical consciousness and horizon in his
fictional writing. His interest in literary writing and acting were also developed
during this time. Not only did he begin to read such acclaimed novels as Sterne’s
Tristram Shandy, he also became addicted to English theater, and once acted in the
Cambridge Footlights Revue. In contrast with the dark Rugby years, his life at
Cambridge was filled with experiences of equality and freedom. It represented a
happy and stimulating period, one that has often been recalled by Rushdie in his
works. He was influenced by the radical social spirit and movements of the 1960s,
e.g., the anti-Vietnam War, the various Civil Rights Movements, and the hippie subculture.
After graduating with M.A. with honors, Rushdie returned to Karachi.
Refusing to take over his father’s business, Rushdie wrote for magazines and worked
in Pakistan’s new television service. However, Karachi was not Bombay. The stifling
and pervasive censorship there disenchanted him and pushed him to escape to
London the same year. In metropolitan London, the hippie-like Rushdie saw the
possibilities to fulfil his ambition. Losing the financial support of his father, Rushdie
had to work as an actor in a small company called Oval House productions. Working
in theater helped him know how to make use of stage settings and interact with an
audience, which benefited his writing to a large extent.
From 1969 to 1980, Rushdie worked as a copywriter in advertising agencies
in London. After stopping to work on a novel (unpublished) for a while, he took up
copywriting again, but only on a part-time basis, which offered him sufficient time to

1

It inspires his most controversial novel, The Satanic Verse (1988).
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write. Noticeably, his ten-year immersion in copywriting has made Rushdie wordconscious, “ready to draw on surprising sources to create effects and lead him to
question the intelligence and integrity of both writer and reader” (Goonetilleke 5). In
1975, Rushdie published his first novel, Grimus. However, it is a failed one in terms
of its absence of discernible historical and cultural locations. It is partly due to the
fact that Rushdie was caught in confusion about “who and what he had become after
being uprooted from Bombay” (Rushdie, Joseph Anton 47). The turning point for
him was the year 1974 when Rushdie had revisited India and Pakistan for five
months. There he was hit by the power of his past and memory of his earlier life. In
the streets, houses, people, smells and sounds of India, Rushdie found his voice and
direction. As he asserts, “that was when my novel Midnight’s Children was really
born; when I realized how much I wanted to restore the past to myself” (Imaginary
Homelands 10). After returning to London, Rushdie began to work on MC. In 1980,
he became a full-time writer. In London, Rushdie witnessed the hardship of South
Asian and Black diasporic and immigrant communities who were struggling in the
face of racism and severe social inequality. From 1977 to 1983, he was involved in a
local project to help Bangladeshi immigrants, which permitted him to understand
their life from within, and become affiliated with them. This experience provided
valuable materials for The Satanic Verses.
In 1981 MC was published. Rushdie became a renowned novelist overnight.
Readers and critics were amazed by the hybrid, inclusive and secular India
represented via the city life of Bombay in fluctuating political and social
circumstances. MC has brought Rushdie many honors. It was awarded the Booker
Prize in 1981, far outstripping the opposition, the “Booker of Bookers” Prize in 1993
and the best all-time prize winner award in 2008. In 1983, a novel about the political
5

dictatorship and corruption of Pakistan called Shame was published, which is often
viewed as a companion piece to MC. Different from Rushdie’s strong affective
attachment to and emotional investment in Bombay and India in MC, what was
expressed in Shame is his repulsion and indifference to Karachi and Pakistan. In
many ways, Karachi and Pakistan represent the antithesis of Bombay and India of
that period, i.e. intolerance, authoritarianism, narrow-mindedness and singularity.
Rushdie planned to write Shame as his leave-taking from the East. In the same year,
he started writing SV. Rushdie’s involvement in diasporic and immigrant issues and
politics in Britain became more prominent in the second half of the 1980s. Allying
himself with liberal leftism and the anti-Establishment spirit, Rushdie was critical of
the Conservative Thatcher regime in the U.K., blaming it for its imperial nostalgia
and racist attitude towards immigrants. He even visited Nicaragua in 1986 out of his
sympathy for Nicaraguan people suffering from U.S. imperial intervention. He saw
parallels between his India and Nicaragua. Back in London, he became a sponsor of
the Nicaragua Solidarity Campaign and wrote his critical nonfiction travelogue of the
experience, The Jaguar Smile.
It was under these circumstances that SV came out in 1988. However, its
publication turned out to be a nightmarish turning point of Rushdie’s professional
life. Accused by some Muslims of blasphemy against the Islamic prophet
Muhammad, the holy city of Mecca and their holy book of Qur’an, he experienced
the banning and then the burning of the book, witnessed demonstrations and revolts
in Islamic countries and the UK, and was seriously affected by the threats of the
fatwa pronounced by Iran’s religious leader Ayatollah Khomeini on February 14,
1989. It is worth mentioning that India became the first country to ban his book,
which broke Rushdie’s heart. For the next ten years, he lived an underground life in
6

hiding under the protection of British police. The religious and cultural controversy
around the novel has tended to make readers and critics neglect the text itself. The
importance of SV as literary writing lies in its shifted focus on metropolitan London
and post-imperial Britain from a postmodern perspective, though with numerous
Islamic cultural elements. Its thematic core is migration and it is narrated from the
migrants’ eyes.
During the earlier period of his underground life, Rushdie had to mediate
between different forces, which caused him physical and psychic disruption.
Rushdie, wittingly or unwittingly, makes use of his fictional texts to address his
plight and defend himself. Self-representation and self-referentiality characterize his
works during this period, accompanied by an overtone of disillusion and pessimism.
His focus on freedom of expression and language is overwhelming. By appropriating
fairytales and allegories, Haroun and the Sea of Stories (1990) is an immediate
response to those who misunderstood and misinterpreted his work and attacked him
personally. East, West (1994) is a mixture of Eastern stories, Western stories and
immigrant stories. There are not only reflections on political, social, religious and
historical matters in both India and Britain, but also perceptions on the immigrant
and diasporic predicament. Though protected by British police, Rushdie became
more alienated from his adopted land after becoming disillusioned with the attitude
of the British government and the British public towards the controversy. Therefore
in 1995 when his first novel after the fatwa, The Moor’s Last Sigh, was published,
readers found out that he had returned once more to Bombay and India for
inspiration, with the story set this time in contemporary India. Nevertheless, Rushdie
suggests a closure of possibilities in it. The novel is more an elegy for lost India than
a celebration of the present India.
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In 1998 the Iranian government officially distanced itself from the fatwa.
Rushdie’s life in hiding came to an end, and he moved to America the following
year. Rushdie’s migration to America was largely due to the opposite attitudes of the
British and the Americans towards the fatwa. According to Rushdie, while the
British government, press and public treated him as an arrogant immigrant who was
protected from the consequences of his own action at taxpayers’ expense, their
American counterparts took his side and showed warmth and support to him. He
writes, “Americans saw the issue as I did, as one in which an old, taken-for-granted
freedom had become a life-and-death affair. … In Britain, it seems to be about a man
who has to be saved from the consequence of his own actions” (Step Across This
Line 242-43). Though America’s “warmly” response was largely due to the ArabAmerican divide since Iran overthrew the pro-American dictator Shah Reza Pahlevi
and installed Khomeini, for Rushdie it did not affect his determination to start a new
life in America.
After relocating to New York, Rushdie has experienced various changes of
himself. He has become a literary, cultural and intellectual icon in a global sense,
being at the center of the celebrity culture of New York. Not only was he a member
of the American Academy of Arts and Letters, he was also the president of PEN
American Center from 2004 to 2006. Meanwhile, Rushdie has immersed himself in
the consumer culture and popular culture of New York, embracing New York as the
locus of globalization and internationalization. His political outlook has also shown a
global perspective, with no prior attachment to any campaign or community. This
makes some critics detect a marked rightward turn in Rushdie’s political stance,
especially when he supports the U.S. military intervention worldwide and the
notorious “the War on Terror” in his review, columns and comments. All these
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indicate a more loose and flexible identity and shifting position of Rushdie since his
move to the United States.
Starting from The Ground Beneath Her Feet (1999), the main context of
Rushdie’s novels has been shifted to New York and America. More importantly,
Rushdie narrates New York and America from predominantly global perspectives.
His novels are therefore global novels or global-spanning novels, dealing with
globalization and migrant life on a global scale. The main characters in these novels
are almost always Indian-origin diasporic or immigrant figures; these diaspora or
immigrant protagonists have a global trajectory of life experience, (un)attached to
many places; they hope to reinvent themselves by indulging in the globalized culture
of consumerism and its simulacra represented by New York and America. In many
ways they closely resemble Rushdie himself. His global novels include The Ground
Beneath Her Feet, Fury (2001), Shalimar the Clown (2005), The Enchantress of
Florence (2008), Luka and the Fire of Life (2011), Two Years Eight Months and
Twenty-Eight Nights (2015), and The Golden House (2017).
II. Ha Jin’s Life and Works
On February 21, 1956, Ha Jin (a pen name) was born Xuefei Jin in Jinzhou
City of Liaoning province in northeastern China. His father was a major before this
rank was abolished from the Chinese army, and had participated in the Korean War.
But when Jin was born, the father became a low-ranking military officer, being
posted to various places in both rural and urban areas. For this reason, Jin’s family
had to move around to different provinces in the northeast of China throughout his
formative years. This migrant life gave Jin a very limited sense of a hometown.
Though an officer and never enrolled in college, Jin’s father had many books and
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loved reading. In fact, the family had an intellectual tradition, since intellectuals had
never been absent from previous generations of the family. Jin’s uncles were even
better-read and better-learned than his father, and one of them was a scholar. Thus
the intellectual ambience surrounding Jin’s family was helpful in stimulating Jin’s
interest in reading.
When Jin was seven, he went to an army boarding school. As he recalls, he
would have to stay in the school for a fortnight before going back home every other
Sunday. His time with parents and siblings was strictly limited and he did not feel
very close to them. In 1966, the Cultural Revolution was started and all the schools
in mainland China were closed. Jin’s school life was disrupted, and he had to return
to his parents. But the Revolution further undermined Jin’s attachment to home.
Though his family was to some extent sheltered from the turmoil and disorder, due to
the father’s military position, they were not able to avoid attacks and insults. All of
the father’s books were expropriated and burned. The mother was severely criticized
and sent to collect trash, because her father used to be a landlord. As his parents were
often away, Jin and his siblings would stay with their neighbors and other local
families. As Jin says in one of his interviews, “home was not always home” (Fay
128). Having nothing to do, Jin joined the Little Red Guard and spent much time on
“wearing red armbands, waving flags and singing revolutionary songs” every day
rather than staying at home (Garner 41). As with other Chinese who were affected,
the Cultural Revolution has had a profound impact on Jin, and constitutes one of the
essential components of his depictions of China in his fictional writing.
In 1969 when he was thirteen, in order to escape from home, Ha Jin enlisted
in the People’s Liberation Army by lying about his age. For the first year of his army
life, Jin was an artillery man whose main job was to carry shells. Later on, he was
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selected to be trained for telegraphing. After becoming a telegraph operator, Jin had
some free time to read and learn. He began to educate himself, especially on Chinese
literature. He managed to obtain a Chinese version of War and Peace by accident,
which opened the door to Russian literature for him. Stationed at the China-Soviet
border, Jin knew nothing about the Russians on the other side. Reading Tolstoy
eliminated the border in his heart and made him realize that the Russians are not
different from him and are experiencing the same harsh life. When foreign books
were banned during the Revolution, only some Russian books were available to Jin,
which have turned out to be the most significant source of Jin’s literary inspiration.
From Russian predecessors of the nineteenth century, e.g. Tolstoy, Chekhov,
Turgenev, Gogol and Dostoyevsky, Jin inherits their realistic mode, their tragic
complex, their precise and constrained language, and other features.
After serving in the army for nearly six years, Jin left and worked as a
telegrapher in a railroad company in Jiamusi City. As the Cultural Revolution came
to an end, schools were reopened. In an attempt to go to university, Jin educated
himself on high-school courses and kept learning English every day through a radio
program. In 1977 Jin was enrolled as an English major at Heilongjiang University, in
Harbin. As the biggest city in the northeastern area of China, Harbin has been a
cosmopolitan center fusing such cultures as Chinese, Russian, East European, French
and Jewish. Harbin became Jin’s favorite city in China. Indeed, the “Ha” (哈) in his
pen name is taken from the first Chinese character of Harbin (哈尔滨). In his senior
year, Jin became interested in American literature. At that time, China was open to
foreign books again, and English became a popular subject. American Romantic and
Modernist writers were notably celebrated by Chinese readers, including Jin. In 1981
he obtained his bachelor’s degree and entered Shandong University in Jinan City to
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study American Literature. Jin’s family also moved to Shandong province, where
their ancestors came from. In 1982 Jin got married and had a son shortly after. He
read numerous books of English literature and befriended some American professors
who taught in his class. One of them, Beatrice Spade, encouraged and helped Jin to
pursue doctoral study in the U.S.
Upon graduating from Shandong University in 1985 and being guaranteed a
one-year scholarship, Jin flew to America for his doctoral program at Brandeis
University. Jin worked on a comparison between Anglo-American modernist poetry
and Chinese literature and culture, intending to return to China, and teach in
university afterwards. As a former soldier, Jin believed that his duty was to serve and
protect people. After the scholarship expired, Jin began to do odd jobs, such as night
watchman, busboy, custodian, and janitor, to support himself. Unlike Rushdie, Jin
had more of a challenge to survive in the U.S. and more experience as a displaced
subject there. Suffering from severe stomach problems, he was permitted to bring his
wife over from China to take care of him. Formerly a mathematician back in China,
Jin’s wife had to do various menial jobs in her new environment. The couple’s harsh
life during the earlier years of their migration impacted greatly on Jin’s writings and
while doing research on poetry, he started writing his own poetry in English.
Just when the couple was looking forward to their homecoming, the
Tiananmen Incident happened in 1989. Frightened by the political tension and social
turbulence in China, Jin cancelled his plan of going back and a few months later,
succeeded in bringing his son to America. The 1989 crackdown represented a turn in
Jin’s life, namely the change from being a temporary migrant to the state of
permanent exile, as a result of which home became an illusion forever. Not able to
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go home2, Jin worried about his survival in America. Writing and researching Chinarelated topics in Chinese was not the key to open the door to the American job
market. Writing in English seemed to be a viable choice. As Jin has stated in various
interviews, his decision to write in English was largely due to his need for survival.
From 1990 to 1993, Jin was enrolled in the creating writing program in Boston
University, being a classmate of Jhumpa Lahiri, Peter Ho Davies, and others. Jin’s
stories sometimes astonished his classmates by their brutality and vulgarity. Lahiri
says in Garner’s New York Times profile of Jin that “his stories really pushed
people’s buttons … I remember people being shocked and outraged” (40-41). But Jin
himself never intends to write gentle stories. As he rhetorically asks in the same
piece, “How do you write about terrible things without resorting to vulgarity? I think
I might push things father than people expect. But that’s how you test yourself as a
writer” (41). This proposition indicates the solid foundations of Jin’s narrative style
and tone, although for years, he had been under pressure simply to survive in the
U.S. After receiving a doctoral degree in 1992 and beginning to teach poetry in
Emory University in 1993, Jin was anxious about his future as an exile in America.
Things turned better when Jin got his tenure in Emory and became a U.S. citizen in
1997. Having stayed in the south for nearly a decade, Jin returned to Boston in 2002
and has been a professor in Boston University since then. Atlanta and Boston
constitute the whole of Jin’s life experience as a migrant to America, thus
representing the major contextual coordinates of Jin’s immigrant stories.
In the 1990s and the earlier 2000s, when struggling with how to find his
position in his adopted country, Jin published abundant works, including poetry

2

For many years, the Chinese Government refused to renew his passport. Later, they banned his
books.
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collections, short story collections and novels, exclusively on the subject of China
and Chinese people during the period from the 1960s to the 1980s. These covered the
years stored in Jin’s memory of his past life in China. His literary life began with the
production of poetry, publishing Between Silences in 1990 and Facing Shadows in
1996. Soon afterwards Jin turned to write short stories, a genre he feels more
dedicated to (Fay 135). In 1996, Ocean of Words, a collection of short stories about
army life along the Sino-Russian border, was published and won the
Hemingway/PEN Award for First Fiction that year. Under the Red Flag in 1997
depicts village life in China during the Cultural Revolution and received the 1997
Flannery O’Connor Award for Short Fiction. It was followed by The Bridegroom in
2000, which gathers stories set in the fictional Muji city in China in the earlier 1980s,
a collection that received the Asian American Literary Award in 2001 and the
Townsend Prize in fiction in 2002. Meanwhile, Jin has also established a reputation
in the field of novel-writing. In 1998, In the Pond, a tragic comedy about the
bureaucratic corruption in a town commune in post-Maoist China, was published and
succeeded by Waiting in 1999, a 1999 National Book Award for Fiction and 2000
PEN/Faulkner Award piece which was widely acclaimed by critics. The story spans
eighteen years during which a couple waits to get married. As with The Bridegroom,
it is set in the fictional Muji City. The Crazed (2002) is a political novel dealing with
the Tiananmen crackdown on 1989. War Trash (2004), a finalist for the Pulitzer
Prize, focuses on the Chinese POWs during the Korean War. These works piece
together a full picture of China and Chinese people from Jin’s diasporic perspective.
As his American experience has come to outweigh his Chinese experience,
Jin has gradually shifted his attention to the themes of contemporary U.S. Chinese
immigrant and diaspora experience. A Free Life in 2007 registers the beginning of
14

this change. In FL, Jin records the life experience of a Chinese immigrant family in
America with an evident autobiographical slant. The family moves from Boston, via
New York, to Atlanta, virtually replaying the metropolitan route of Jin’s own
migrant life. To those who discern Ha Jin through his portrait of China, reading FL is
a fresh experience. The turn is well explained in The Writer as Migrant (2008), his
collection of essays. A Good Fall, his collection of short stories published in 2009,
concentrates on the Chinatown of Flushing, New York in order to throw light on the
survival of the new Chinese immigrants there. A Map of Betrayal (2014) and The
Boat Rocker (2016), though continuing to address Chinese immigrant subjects,
involve more transnational dimensions geographically speaking. The former draws a
transnational trajectory around China, Japan and America, exploring the buried past
and the traumatized present of the migrant. The latter digs into Chinese immigrants’
struggle caught between national rhetoric and individual freedom.
III. Rationale and Theoretical Perspective
The introductions of Rushdie and Jin above feature some interesting points
about both writers. In the first place, they share a wide spectrum of writing on their
respective diasporas. Rushdie started his writing career in the early 1980s. His
works, some of which have become canonical, have enriched Indian diasporic
writing in English and become one of the essential avenues to perceive contemporary
Indian diasporic and immigrant experience. Geographically, Rushdie has drawn his
literary map from India to England, and from England to America, with most of
regions around the globe included. His oeuvre covers nearly all momentous events in
postcolonial Indian history, while equally reflecting the political and social realities
of post-imperial Britain and post-millennial America. Ha Jin, on the other hand, has
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been an Anglophone writer since the 1990s. He is blessed with exceptional
productivity and has won or been nominated for nearly all the mainstream literary
awards in America. Jin’s literary writing has thus been an authoritative and timely
medium for exploring contemporary Chinese diasporic and immigrant writing in
English, and for probing the inner world of Chinese diaspora and immigrant
communities. Having lived in China for nearly three decades before settling in the
United States, Jin devotes himself in most of his works to giving profound depictions
of his homeland and compatriots. His writings on Chinese diasporic and immigrant
life in America is extremely penetrating. While his narration of China mainly covers
the period from the 1960s to the 1980s, a chaotic but crucial period in contemporary
Chinese history, his depiction of U.S.-based Chinese as displaced subjects
concentrates on the newly arrival from the early 1990s onwards, both periods
essentially dependent on his personal life experience for their verisimilitude. His
work thus touches on Chinese and Chinese diasporic subjects over two decades in
the second half of the last century.
Secondly, the respective writers’ literary careers are characterized by an
“American turn”, though with slightly different implications in each case. In other
words, there is a narrative turn evident in the trajectory of both writers, a turn from
diasporic imagination related to homeland to the depiction of diasporic life in or
related to America. Owing to this narrative turn, each of their writing spectrums can
be divided roughly into two segments; these two segments are presented
chronologically as the earlier writing period and the later writing period of each
author.
Also, they give much focus on city life in their respective diasporic writings.
Never living outside a metropolitan context, Rushdie has a marked preference for
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urban life. A “born-and-bred metropolitan of the countryside-is-for-cows persuasion”
aptly describes his bias towards the metropolis (Rushdie, Fury 6). Following his
Bombay-London-New York path, his fiction often unfolds through the three
metropolitan hubs. Rushdie scholar Parashkevova even draws up a list of Rushdie’s
literary cities featured in his oeuvre and concludes that there are nearly fifty cities
cited, of which some are real and geographically identifiable, but some are fictional
and imaginary (xi-xii). There is barely a trace of rural reference in Rushdie’s
diasporic fictions, except a few allusions to Kashmir which is his ancestral home. As
Parashkevova observes, he “silences the villages or the countryside, which indeed is
sometimes equated with a vast expanse of nothingness in Rushdie’s novels” (7). Jin,
on the other hand, moved frequently between rural areas and cities during his
childhood. But this formative experience doesn’t prevent him from having close
affinity with city. Instead, it helps him pinpoint the cruxes of city life in his writing
by being aware of the distinctions between villages and cities. Later, by emigrating
from one metropolis to another, first from Harbin to Jinan, then from Boston to
Atlanta, Jin has been firmly attached to both Chinese and American cities, which
helps him further develop his perception of city life from a Chinese diaspora
perspective. In a way, both writers endow the city with the best of possibilities and
treat the city as the hub of changes, exchanges and conflicts. They highlight and
examine the convergence of realities from all aspects, e.g. the historical, the political,
the social, the cultural, the ethnic, the religious and the ethical in cities, thus implying
the complexity of life in the diaspora’s eyes.
Furthermore, as literary diaspora, they are extremely privileged subjects who
have found success and fame in their emigrant and transnational lives, thus being in
contrast to those vulnerable trans-migrants on the opposite end of their respective
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displacement spectrums. As a consequence, both of them write from Western
metropolitan locations and write for English-literate metropolitan readers. Having
been cultivated in an elite Western system and being active in metropolitan literary
and cultural circle, Rushdie locates himself first in London and then in New York as
the environment for his writing. No matter what he writes about, India or Britain or
America, his intended readers seem to be always those who live in a modern
metropolis and read in English. Jin studied and has been teaching in American
universities. He thus roots himself in the American cities of Boston and Atlanta for
his writing and his inspiration. Though Jin claims his writing in English is a passive
choice made under the pressures of necessity for the sake of his livelihood, his
success indicates that his writing is in tune with the taste of English metropolitan
readers.
Most importantly, among different Asian diasporas, Rushdie and Jin
represent two of the most significant types of diaspora in the modern era, namely,
(Indian subcontinent) postcolonial diaspora and Chinese diaspora. To some extent,
postcoloniality symbolizes the social reality of the contemporary era, of a world that
has been living in the aftermath of colonialism and imperialism. Contemporary
literary and cultural studies have contributed much to postcolonial issues and
postcolonial theory has played a significant role in contemporary literary and cultural
theories. Transnational flows of people, culture and ideas take place largely between
postcolonial regions and the former empires. Postcolonial diaspora is thus often
regarded as the archetypal type of diaspora in the modern era and diasporas from
such ex-colonial countries as India are composed of the main diasporic and
immigrant communities in Western countries. Contemporary diaspora literature and
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culture have also placed considerable emphasis on postcolonial diaspora and
immigrants.
Compared with postcolonial migration which constitutes the mainstream of
transnational dynamics, Chinese diaspora is less archetypal but has gained increasing
critical attention. It would be unwarranted to place the Chinese diaspora within the
context of postcoloniality. This is determined both by the history and current reality
of China. China was never fully colonized and thus is not a postcolonial country like
India, Brazil or Nigeria. As a major, self-proclaimed “socialist” state3, it engages the
global economy in a quite different way from smaller developing countries (Ong,
Flexible Citizenship 36). Therefore, the Chinese diaspora cannot be called
postcolonial diaspora who are often seen as oppressed and subordinated;
contemporary Chinese transnational migration cannot adjust to the general pattern of
“diverse labor supplies flowing toward an advanced capitalist formation” (8).
As an India-born British citizen residing in the U.S., Rushdie belongs to the
group of postcolonial diasporas; as a Chinese migrant in America, Jin is a member of
the Chinese diaspora. While Rushdie concentrates on writing on/from postcolonial
diasporic experience, Jin specializes in giving insights into/from Chinese diasporic
experience. Rushdie has become a symbolic figure for postcolonial diaspora
literature, and it is natural to see that his fictions have received much scrutiny for
their presentations of postcolonial diaspora. Jin, along with his works, has shown his
critical significance for Chinese diaspora literature. Taken together, they are
representative of Asian diasporic voices among the extensive output of contemporary

3

Present-day China’s claims to still being genuinely socialist in any recognizable manifestation of
‘socialist’, at least in the Marxist sense of the word, are hard to substantiate, given its radical market
reforms and pronounced capitalist turn since the millennium.
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English-language writings. Evidently, their fictive presentations are of great
importance in their respective diaspora literatures, which then reflect diaspora
literature in general, and can thus be seen as providing access to contemporary
transnational diaspora people and helping them to understand contemporary
transnational diaspora experience better.
In order to penetrate into the two writers’ diaspora writing so as to shed light
on contemporary diaspora experience, this study will employ cosmopolitanism, a
concept closely related to transnational experience of contemporary diaspora, as the
theoretical perspective to describe and discuss the social and cultural realities based
on diasporic experience in their works.
Cosmopolitanism is not a new way of thinking. It has a long history and can
be dated back to ancient times. Though cosmopolitan thought might have appeared
even earlier, most contemporary cosmopolitan theorists attribute its origin to ancient
Greece and consider it to be rooted in ancient Greek and Roman philosophy. The
term “cosmopolitan” derives from kosmopolites in ancient Greek, the combination of
kosmos (world) and “polis” (city), which means “citizen of the world”. Diogenes of
Sinope (400-323 BC) from the school of Cynics is respected by contemporary
cosmopolitans because he is probably the first one who claimed to be a “citizen of
the world” when being asked about his place of origin. Later, influenced by
Diogenes and the philosophy of the Cynics, many Roman Stoics absorbed and
developed cosmopolitan thought. Zeno of Citium (334-262 BC), the founder of
Stoicism, was a representative among them. “City under one law”, i.e., a certain sort
of universal city-state, is what Zeno conceived of as an ideal human order in
harmony with the common laws of nature (Pearson 102). During the long period of
Christianity and in the Middle Ages, many Christian thinkers discussed such subjects
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as universal human beings, the harmony of human coexistence, and natural law. The
Neo-Thomist thinkers at the turn of the fifteenth to the sixteenth century were the
most influential during that period. Inspired by the discovery of the New Continent,
these scholars sought to include the Native Americans in universal natural law
created by God and regard them as having basic natural rights granted by God.
The three chronological types of cosmopolitan thought above consist of what
we call classical cosmopolitanism, which played a vital role of precedent for
Enlightenment cosmopolitanism during the seventeenth and the eighteenth century.
Among these Enlightenment pioneers, Immanuel Kant made the most contribution to
the development of cosmopolitanism and has been closely attached to contemporary
cosmopolitanism. His political philosophy is adorned with cosmopolitan insights,
which are most notably his “Idea for a Universal History with a Cosmopolitan
Purpose” (1785) and “Perpetual Peace: A Philosophical Sketch” (1795). Kant turned
to a more practical pursuit of cosmopolitanism, viz. charting the legal, moral and
political conditions needed for a “cosmopolitan order”. By a “cosmopolitan order”,
Kant meant an order in which there are an established “lawful external relations
among states” and a “universal civic society” under “cosmopolitan law” (“Idea for a
Universal History”). Perceiving independent sovereign states as deficient, he
proposed a transcendent system of law and justice for citizens of the world. He thus
suggested that
a constitution allowing the greatest possible human freedom in
accordance with laws which ensure that the freedom of each can
coexist with the freedom of all the others … is at all events a
necessary idea which must be made the basis of not only the first
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outline of a political constitution but of all laws as well. (Critique of
Pure Reason 221)
Besides, Kant also contributed such concepts as “universal hospitality” and
“perpetual peace”. To him, human beings should show unconditional hospitality to
everyone they meet, be they strangers or neighbors. Moreover, he suggested that
cosmopolitanism should be developed in accordance with the idea of perpetual
peace, because war is destructive, and violence is against human reason.
Enlightenment cosmopolitanism continued to be a source of debate in the
subsequent two centuries. In the nineteenth century, with the rise of economic
globalization and market capitalism, Marx and Engels perceived cosmopolitanism as
an ideological reflection of capitalism. For Marx, “cosmopolitanism is no longer just
a normative horizon or a matter of right growing out of international commerce. It is
an existing and necessary condition resulting from the development of forces of
production on a global scale” (Cheah, “The Cosmopolitical-Today” 26). Meanwhile,
he mapped the shared features and common interests of proletarian class in every
country, which advocates a form of cosmopolitanism of its own. In the twentieth
century, due to frequent world wars and violence, cosmopolitanism is found in the
attempt to create global peace and advance cosmopolitan law. Such international
institutions as The International Criminal Court and International Red Cross were
established to deal with individuals as perpetrators of certain crimes or in need of
international aid regardless of their nationalities.
Cosmopolitanism has achieved a revival in the contemporary era, perhaps
partly because the contemporary world is marked by an unprecedentedly intricate
reality. On one hand, the nation-state is still the primary unit of world order and
political life, and we still rely largely on the model of the sovereign state to define
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our location, culture, behavior, identity, and outlook, among others. On the other
hand, contemporary globalization pushes the world beyond the control of
independent states. Ecologically, global warming and other ecological risks generate
a global crisis to the human future. Economically, capital and market shares are free
to flow around the globe. International economic organizations and multinational
corporations represent the economic trend of the contemporary world. Politically,
such issues as human rights, and international crime and terrorism are beyond the
capacity of nation states. International political institutions and multinational military
interventions are established to deal with them. Socially and culturally, there are
large-scale social changes and numerous new forms of culture. The easy access to
modern transportation across long distances assists mass tourism, mass migration
and other forms of transnational movement. The rapid development of
telecommunication and mass media technology helps the global and transnational
spread of news, events, information, fashion, values, images, ideas, culture, so on
and so forth. All these “have wrought a socially and culturally interpenetrated planet,
on a scale and intensity hitherto unseen” (Vertovec and Cohen 9). As a consequence,
transnational communities and transnational experiences have become one of the
most characteristic aspects of contemporary society. People today are offered the
possibility to configure their belonging, identity and culture beyond their resident
states. Different cultures often coexist and interact with each other in metropolises or
other sites. To sum up, the world order on the basis of nation states which formulate
various borders and restrictions has been facing unprecedented challenges.
Caught in the current contestation between the nation-state mindset and
global or transnational openness, cosmopolitanism, owing to its long-standing
rejection of what it regards as parochial perspectives and national commitment, has
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been pushed to the forefront of debate. It has been regarded as being able to provide
a viable theoretical framework for contemporary imperatives towards moral, political
and cultural configurations. As a moral commitment, cosmopolitanism positions
itself in contemporary moral philosophy which suggests the responsibility to aid
others and the obligation to promote human rights and humanitarian support. Kwame
Anthony Appiah and Marthia C. Nussbaum are representative of these positions. As
a political project, cosmopolitanism is widely observed in contemporary political
philosophy and theory which offers institutional approaches to advance global justice
and rights. Some propose a single world state, some advocate a federation of states,
some favor international political institutions, and still others imply a system of
global governance. The discussion among Jurgen Habermas, Charles R. Beitz,
Thomas W. Pogge, and John Rawls is largely based on Kant’s ideas; David Held in
his writings promotes the idea of “cosmopolitan democracy”; William Smith
explores political identity as “cosmopolitan citizenship”.
Most importantly, cosmopolitanism is found in transnational modes of
contemporary society and culture. As critics observes, “Contemporary transnational
cultural flows create a zone in which emergent global forms of cosmopolitanism are
brought into a conflictual relationship with nationalist forms of culture” (Cheah,
Inhuman Conditions 35). For many, cosmopolitanism is adopted to loosely refer to
such a socio-cultural condition for contemporary transnational flows and mobility,
with “its vibrant cultural creativity as well as its political challenges to various
ethnocentric, racialized, gendered and national narratives” (Vertovec and Cohen 9).
The hybridity theories of Bhabha and James Clifford, claiming rootlessness and
detachment from nation-bound lives, are often considered to be the reflection of
cosmopolitan mentality. Some like Arjun Appadurai anticipate the arrival of post24

nationalism which is characterized by “complex, non-territorial, postnational forms
of allegiance” and “the collective interests of many groups in translocal solidarities,
cross-border mobilizations and postnational identities” (“Patriotism” 418). Such
theorists as Nussbaum propose “cosmopolitan education” by arguing that “a
commitment to basic human rights should be part of any national educational
system” for the student to “learn to recognize humanity wherever she encounters it,
undeterred by traits that are strange to her, and be eager to understand humanity in its
‘strange’ guises” (5-6, 8). Jeremy Waldron, Will Kymlicka, and other social theorists
focus on multiculturalism and minority culture. Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak coins
the term “planetarity” to epitomize a contemporary cosmopolitan culture and
mindset. According to Spivak, we are all planetary beings bound by a one-world
consciousness. She goes on to argue: “The planet is in the species of alterity,
belonging to another system; and yet we inhabit it, on loan” (72). Paul Gilroy puts
forward the idea of “conviviality” to replace “multiculturalism”, which refers to “the
processes of cohabitation and interaction that have made multiculturalism an
ordinary feature of social life in Britain’s urban areas and in postcolonial cities
elsewhere” so as to have “a renewed and much more direct confrontation with the
issues of racial hierarchy and cultural diversity” (xi, 18).
However, since the early 1990s, contemporary cosmopolitanism has
undergone huge changes due to the efforts of a group of social and cultural critics
from the left who have strived to free the term from its conventional notion of
transcendence and privilege. This is what is normally called “new cosmopolitanism”,
“racial cosmopolitanism”, or “cosmopolitanism from the left”. The new
cosmopolitanism features a new cast of characters. In the first place, it has tried to
extract itself from the dominance of Western experience or European experience of
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migration. The theorists argue that we have not only one cosmopolitanism, but many
cosmopolitanisms. Secondly, it has been wary of its elitist inclination of being
dedicated to such migrant subjects as “Christians, aristocrats, Jews, homosexuals,
and intellectuals” (Rabinow 258). Instead, it calls for the inclusion of the
unprivileged groups who are accustomed to travel and those who are left behind
because they don’t have the privilege to travel. Thirdly, and also most importantly, it
has called into question its antagonistic attitude towards nationalism. It criticizes
post-national discourses and rejects a binary opposition between cosmopolitanism
and nationalism.
Rabinow replaces the term “cosmopolitanism” with “critical
cosmopolitanism” which is defined as “an ethos of macro-independencies, with an
acute consciousness (often forced upon people) of the inescapabilities and
particularities of places, characters, historical trajectories, and fates” (258).
Appadurai urges anthropology to “study the cosmopolitan cultural forms of the
contemporary world without logically or chronologically presupposing either the
authority of the Western experience or the models derived from that experience”
(“Global Ethnoscapes” 192). He sees in a “grassroots globalization” or
“globalization from below” the possibility of cosmopolitan social and cultural
movements (“Grassroots” 3). Benita Parry perceives “an emergent postcolonial
cosmopolitanism” in global and transnational cultural flows (41). Mitchell Cohen,
Appiah, David Hollinger, and Will Kymlicka prefer a “rooted cosmopolitanism” to
describe how one is related to local state and culture while also being a universalist.
James Clifford coins the term “discrepant cosmopolitanisms” to embrace the
travelling cultures of those who are accustomed to travel. Bruce Robbins proposes
“comparative cosmopolitanisms” to “reconcile a self-conscious academic
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professionalism with a worldly expansiveness of subject matter and political
engagement” (Neilson 111). Bhabha creates “vernacular cosmopolitanism” to aim at
a “cosmopolitan community envisaged in marginality” (“Unsatisfied Notes” 195).
Apart from these, such qualified notions as Radhakrishnan’s “eccentric or ex-orbitant
cosmopolitanism”, Louisa Schein’s “oppositional cosmopolitanism”, and Amanda
Anderson’s “exclusionary cosmopolitanism” and “inclusionary cosmopolitanism”
are also among this new genre.
Among those critics from the left, there are heated debates on to what extent
cosmopolitanism needs to reconcile with nationalism. Those debates are
anthologized and presented largely through some book-length works, e.g. Timothy
Brennan’s Salman Rushdie and the Third World: Myths of the Nation and At Home
in The World: Cosmopolitanism Now, and Pheng Cheah and Bruce Robbins’s
Cosmopolitics: Thinking and Feeling beyond the Nation. In Salman Rushdie,
Brennan criticizes the complicity of cosmopolitanism with cultural hybridity. He
coins the term “Third World cosmopolitans” to refer to those transnational writers
who introduce the Third World culture to the First World under the impetus of
global/transnational capitalism (viii). As he argues, the celebration of a “hybrid
cosmopolitanism” in the US academy is useless to remove the binary between the
colonizer and the colonized. On the contrary, it is in line with transnational
capitalism, and ignores the inequalities and imbalance involved. It is for this reason
that Brennan calls for the returning of postcolonial nationalism which in his view
may succeed as a means of countering transnational inequalities. The ideas of Cheah
and Benedict Anderson are close to that of Brennan in terms of their passionate
appeal for the retaining of nationalism. While Brennan blames cosmopolitanism for
its US-centeredness, subjection to transnational capitalism, neglecting of indigenous
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issues, and rejection of postcolonial nationalism in At Home in The World, Cheah in
“Given Culture” attacks the hybridity theories of Bhabha and Clifford for their
indifference to the uneven structures of global capitalism. In that case, according to
Cheah, postcolonial nationalism must be revived to speak for those who, “unlike the
mobile subjects of diasporic theory, do not have the economic option of postnationalism through transnational migrancy” (Neilson 118). Anderson in
“Nationalism, Identity, and the World-in-Motion” defends nation-state still as the
fundamental locus of contemporary political activities. To him, the binary opposition
between nationalism and cosmopolitanism cannot be sustained because “national
movements can open horizons to wider solidarities and new senses of political
possibility” (Neilson 121).
Different from these and other critics who emphasize the danger of
transnational cultural formations and advocate nationalism as a counterforce, most of
the theorists of the new cosmopolitanism are more positive and restrained in dealing
with the relations between cosmopolitanism and nationalism. They admit that
transnational activities are full of risks and inequalities; but argue this does not mean
there is a need to revert to nationalism which has been historically accompanied by
various oppressive barriers. Cosmopolitanism can be understood as a “contested
political domain that works both within and beyond the nation” (112) that “does not
abandon hope for transnational political activities that seek to deliver greater
economic, social, and cultural justice to a plurality of overlapping global/local
communities” (122). For instance, Robbins claims an “actually existing
cosmopolitanism” which is “a reality of (re)attachment, multiple attachment, or
attachment at a distance” (3). Cosmopolitanism is now “located and embodied” (2)
with “complex and multiple belonging” (3) in a “particular or actually existing
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sense” (6). We have many cosmopolitanisms. Like nations, they are “plural and
particular”, are “both European and non-European, […] weak and underdeveloped as
well as strong and privileged”, and are “habits of thought and feeling that have
already shaped and been shaped by particular collectivities, that are socially and
geographically situated, hence both limited and empowered” (2).
Cosmopolitanism as a social and cultural condition for transnational flows, as
reviewed above, is by and large dedicated to postcolonial migration, either wittingly
or unwittingly. Many essential critics of postcolonial culture and diaspora, e.g. Stuart
Hall, Homi Bhabha, Paul Gilroy and James Clifford, are at the same time the main
contributors of contemporary cosmopolitanism. Nevertheless, as Chinese
transnational migration has increasingly drawn the attention in contemporary
academia of social and cultural studies, there are many cultural theorists who
specifically concentrate on the transnational experience of contemporary Chinese
diaspora. From this point of view, there are “postcolonial cosmopolitanism” and
“Chinese cosmopolitanism”, among other types.
Chinese cosmopolitanism is put forward mainly by some theorists of the new
cosmopolitanism, who regard it as one of the many cosmopolitanisms around the
world so as to counter the ethnocentric notion of one cosmopolitanism with universal
humanity and values. It inherits the debates on whether cosmopolitanism can provide
an alternative to the nation-based rhetoric. Chan Kwok-Bun, Pheng Cheah, Aihwa
Ong, and Louisa Schein are the representatives among those theorists. Chan argues
that the new cosmopolitan Chinese emerges along with the spatial dispersal of
Chinese families across national borders (“A Family Affair”). Those new Chinese
cosmopolitans, according to Chan, combine the fixity of Chineseness with the
volatility of global capital and cosmopolitanism lies “in the many everyday life
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strategies of generations of Chinese immigrants overseas coping with living with
others culturally” (“Both Sides” 208). In her “Flexible Citizenship among Chinese
Cosmopolitans” and Flexible Citizenship: The Cultural Logics of Transnationality,
Ong “points to the entrepreneur business migrant riding the crest of capital flows
unrestrained by citizenship ties as an important type in contemporary Chinese
cosmopolitanism” (Cheah, “The Cosmopolitical-Today” 22). For Ong, this merchant
class of overseas Chinese is different from the conventional image of Chinese
migrants as coolies, laboring workers, smugglers and slaves. Their migration is not a
permanent and unilateral move from their home country to the U.S. and other
countries, but a constant (re)positioning of the self and their families marked as a
“flexible citizenship”. According to Ong, flexible citizenship refers especially to “the
strategies and effects of mobile managers, technocrats, and professionals who seek to
both circumvent and benefit from different nation-state regimes by selecting different
sites for investments, work, and family relocation” (“Flexible Citizenship” 136).
Though showing an intimate affinity with global capitalism, those flexible citizens
disperse their families and markets in a patriarchal and familial way. Based on this,
she rejects a simplified opposition between cosmopolitanism and nationalism. As she
further argues,
Although contemporary Chinese merchants, bankers, and managers
have burst through closed borders and freed up spaces for economic
activities, they have also revived premodern forms of child, gender,
and class oppression, as well as strengthened authoritarian regimes in
Asia. A different kind of cosmopolitical right is at play. (157)
Louisa Schein focuses on Hmong—the diasporic population of Miao
ethnicity outside China—to examine the dialectical relation between the state and the
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production of the transnational. Through complex ethnographic accounts of a Hmong
symposium in 1995, Schein reveals that the “non-elite cosmopolitanism” or the
“oppositional cosmopolitanism” she confers upon Hmong as an solidarity beyond
nation turns out to be a romanticized imaginary concealing the fact that “[n]onelite
cosmopolitanisms contribute to the normal remaking of national multicultures and
render them less fixed” (Clifford, “Mixed Feelings” 364). In other words, she shows
that “transnational and national cultural forms are mutually constitutive” (363) or
that the state is “crystallized in part through its engagement with that which breaches
its border control, its putative sovereignty” (Schein 165). The “oppositional
cosmopolitanism” shows its political efficacy not through transnational solidarity
with “the privilege of border-crossing mobility and affluence, but rather by the
identity slippage that renders untenable the fixity of nations and their
political/cultural constitutions” (187). Cheah interrogates “two opposed
representations of the cosmopolitanism of the Chinese diaspora in Southeast Asian
postcolonial national memory” to exemplify the limits of seeing cosmopolitanism as
a liberatory or liberal transnational practice (“Chinese Cosmopolitanism” 7).
According to Cheah, both the Chinese mercantile cosmopolitanism and huaqiao
cosmopolitanism “were generated by processes of spectralization at different points
in history” (35). By “spectralization” or “fabulation”, Cheah means “the incarnation
of an ideational or phantomatic form in an aphysical body which is then taken on as
the real body of a living and finite being” (22). Coming to the Southeast Asian
Chinese diaspora, “the mercantile activity of the overseas Chinese was spectralized
as Chinese mercantilism by the plural society policies of colonial regimes” and
huaqiao was spectralized by anti-colonial modernization with “re-Sinicization” (35).
In a word, they are spectral responses to national strategies of dealing with the
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transnational Chinese and global capitalism. Cheah therefore strongly critiques the
notion that cosmopolitan identity and culture promote the decomposition of the role
of nation-state. Moreover, such cultural critics like Rey Chow, Ien Ang, Laurence J.
C. Ma, Arif Dirlik, and Wei-Ming Tu, though not theorizing Chinese
cosmopolitanism directly, show their active participation in promoting the
transnationalism and cosmopolitanism of contemporary Chinese diaspora. Their
focus on the Chinese migrant’s subjectivity, the mobility of place and space through
their transnational migration, and a global “Chineseness” based on cultural
inclusiveness weave the Chinese migration and diaspora into contemporary
cosmopolitan imagination.
Evidently, as a theory revived from the transnational social and cultural flows
of contemporary globalization, cosmopolitanism has an intrinsic affinity with
contemporary transnational migration. In contemporary context, it can be roughly
used to refer to a social and cultural condition for contemporary transnational
mobility. It is this contemporary cosmopolitanism that constitutes the theoretical
framework of the present thesis, which is employed to largely describe contemporary
social and cultural realities based on diasporic experience. In other words,
cosmopolitanism has been tied to the transnational experience of contemporary
diaspora—either postcolonial or Chinese—and thus becomes an accessible way to
look into both Rushdie and Jin’s diasporic writings. In addition, as a metropolitan
theory “[privileging city] for the emergence of the form of life that we call
cosmopolitan”, cosmopolitanism is in line with the two writers’ focus on the influx
of transnational flows of people and culture through cities (Abbas 212). Coming to
the diasporic writings of Rushdie and Jin, they are already numerous scholarships
respectively discussing them from cosmopolitan perspectives.
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IV. Literature Review: Cosmopolitanism in Rushdie and Jin
As regards Rushdie and his diasporic writing, critics often focus on
postcolonial transnationality to explore his contribution to cosmopolitan thought. The
works they tend to cite with close reference to cosmopolitanism include: MC, SV,
MLS, GBHF, FR, SC, and EF. Brennan’s Salman Rushdie and the Third World is not
only the first monograph on Rushdie, but also the first piece of cosmopolitan
criticism on Rushdie. In this book, Brennan on one hand establishes the connection
between a postcolonial hybrid Rushdie and a cosmopolitan Rushdie. He puts Rushdie
into the category of “Third World cosmopolitans” whom “Western reviewers seemed
to be choosing as the interpreters and authentic public voices of the Third World—
writers who, in a sense, allowed a flirtation with change that ensured continuity, a
familiar strangeness, a trauma by inches” (viii-ix). For Brennan, Rushdie succeeds in
introducing Indian culture, tradition and value to the English metropolitan world,
thus creating a hybrid cultural site distinguished from nation-bound cultural
formations. Living with this hybrid cultural identity, Rushdie, together with other
intellectuals of his type, are “alien to the public that read them because they were
black, spoke with accents or were not citizens”, but “they were also like that public
in tastes, training, repertoire of anecdotes, current habitations” (ix). In other words, a
cosmopolitan like Rushdie is somewhere in between. Nation loses its meaning to
Rushdie who lives a detached life, becoming only an “empowering image” with “an
everything-and-nothing quality” to engage in “taming and reinterpreting it for a
public tired of talking about Empire” (ix). All these seem to point to a transnational
cultural formation alternative to national cultural allegiance.
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On the other hand, as Brennan argues, the complicity of cosmopolitanism
with cultural hybridity derived from such transnational writers as Rushdie is
dangerous and untenable. For Brennan, Rushdie represents the transnational elites
who benefit from transnational/global capitalism and only reflect the “goodness” of
transnational flows. But as a matter of fact, transnational capitalism is marked by its
uneven structures which include millions of those who are exploited within their
resident states and are constrained to move as laborers and vagrants. Thus, in
Brennan’s view, the cultural hybridity and cosmopolitanism epitomized by Rushdie
are too partial and elitist to provide a solution or have political efficacy to the social
and cultural predicament that Rushdie configures in his works.
Taking their cue from Brennan’s criticism, numerous Rushdie scholars have
embarked on examining Rushdie’s diasporic fictions from cosmopolitan angles.
Some of them follow Brennan’s path, regarding cosmopolitanism as with intrinsic
bias or limitation, which is them claimed to be reflected through Rushdie’s diaspora
writing. They bear the impact of the new cosmopolitanism which sets itself against
post-nationalism by calling for the return of nationalism. Specifically, they single out
the problems of cosmopolitanism and cultural hybridity, and instead defend
nationalism in Rushdie’s texts. In “Irradiations of History: The Author,
Cosmopolitanism and The Satanic Verses”, Mookerjea regards cosmopolitanism as
an affiliation which mediates both Rushdie’s writing and the reception of his works.
To Mookerjea, cosmopolitanism or the “privileged trope of hybridity” is offered not
as a free-floating cultural site beyond national politics, but against the
marginalization of migrants who are “out-of-language and out-of-country” in the
context of the British “mainstream” (118). In other words, it presupposes the
difference between the center and the marginal, and rationalizes the line between
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Eurocentric culture and Third-World periphery. In this case, SV, “with its crosscultural coding and jokes-for-insiders” (120), is a “profoundly western book”
justifying “Rushdie’s metropolitan-imperialist affiliations” in the sacrifice of
transnational ethnic solidarity (108). Hawley illustrates the essential role of the
market and one’s choice of audience in the writings of such cosmopolitan
intellectuals as Rushdie. As he explains, Rushdie on one hand denies the authenticity
of Indian national writing as “the respectable child of old-fashioned exoticism” and
endorses “a mixed tradition” as “the very essence of Indian culture” (qtd. in Hawley
33). On the other hand Rushdie declares that “the true Indian literature of the first
postcolonial half of the century has been made in the language the British left
behind” (33). Rushdie’s partial view is, according to Hawley, determined by his
location in the metropolis and his affiliation with a metropolitan English audience.
Jani (2010) claims that Rushdie’s work portrays a “new cosmopolitanism” of
Brennan’s “at home in the world” which retrieves nationalism against a postnational
discourse. As he explains, since MC Rushdie and the Indian writing in English
represented by him are deemed to advocate postnationalism in opposition to
bourgeois nationalism. This idea of postcolonial cosmopolitanism as inherently
postnational is partial in terms of not only its neglecting of Rushdie’s longing for
nation but also its dismissal of “real struggles of subalterns who have used the nation
as a space for cohesion and identity” (ch. 4: 187-88). By probing into Rushdie’s
employment of Burton’s Nights and South Asian travelogues in Shame and SV, Horta
discerns Rushdie’s retrieval of one aspect of Burton’s cosmopolitanism neglected by
Appiah. Defined as an ethic of either openness to the other and foreign culture by
Appiah, or global distributive egalitarianism by leftist critics, as Horta summarizes,
cosmopolitanism is often regarded as a coherent and consistent ethical project
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applied to any place. Therefore, when Appiah notes the anachronistic “prejudice and
hierarchical attitudes towards some of the foreign cultures” in Burton’s travelogues,
he categorizes them into counter-cosmopolitanism (90). But Horta argues that the
prejudice is integral to Burton’s cosmopolitanism because his “ability to insinuate
himself into other cultures and belief systems and think like the ‘natives’ may not
have been possible without his embrace of their prejudices” (91). Rushdie’s fictions
are therefore regarded as engaging in the same cosmopolitan project as Burton, not
only for its “recurring plot motif of a boy’s discovery of Burton’s volumes … as
embodiment of a neglected cosmopolitan legacy”, but also for their giving voice to
prejudices (93). For Horta, this cosmopolitan bias comes from a latent contradiction
in the writings of both Burton and Rushdie, i.e. a sense of cosmopolitan
transcendence but a given readership. Nitsch assumes that neoliberalism oriented by
elite and masculine privilege underpins the cosmopolitan ambivalence in FR and it
“mirrors the common trends of cosmopolitanism to ignore the gender [and class]
inequality inherent in (trans)national mobility and privilege” (35).
Due to critics’ different understanding of Indian subcontinent diaspora and
cosmopolitanism, there are disputes on whether Rushdie successfully inserts
cosmopolitan thinking in his diasporic writing. Among them, some adopt the
conventional notion of cosmopolitanism to probe into Rushdie’s works, to see how
he either is successful or fails to construct a cosmopolitanism of transnational
transcendence and post-national detachment. Sharma in “Aestheticized Angst:
Rushdie and the Idea of Home” claims that “cosmopolitanism is never enough” to
Rushdie because it does not help him end his entanglement with the ideas of home
(78). As Sharma argues, if cosmopolitanism means “a way of talking and seeing,
unanchored and flexible … the metaphysical state of transculturalism … estranged
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from home” (Brennan, At Home in the World 37), Rushdie “is not at ease with [it]
and is constantly revising his lack, even as he states it” (Sharma 76). This can be
glimpsed from his “visioning and revisioning of his relationship to history and to
home” in MC and SV (78). Though “[t]he idea that one can flee home to become a
world citizen, helped by money and talent, is a theme Rushdie insistently returns to,
especially in his recent writing”, his attempt is always “dogged by ghosts from the
old country” (78).
By probing into Bombay—“city of mongrel joy”—in MC and MLS,
Trousdale argues that “while Rushdie subscribes to the idea of a productive,
inclusive cosmopolitanism, he shows that his ideal, when only partially achieved, can
have terrible, unintended consequences” (“City of Mongrel Joy” 95). According to
Trousdale, Rushdie in these two novels displays different types of failed
cosmopolitanism which only “remain rhetorical goals rather than realities”: Saleem’s
vision of a plural Bombay, Shiva/Fielding/Thackeray’s vision of Marathi unity and
Abraham’s vision of Bombay as “ruthless business center … immersed in
international trade at the expense of any moral or social consideration” (108, 107).
As a consequence of those unfulfilled cosmopolitanisms, Bombay in Rushdie is
damaged by communalism or “destructive, exploitative internationalism” (108).
Thiara contends that in MLS “Rushdie portrays the transformation of India in terms
of a transformation of an allegedly cosmopolitan, tolerant, and hybrid Bombay into a
city dominated by an extremist Hindu nationalist party, whose aim is to mould India
into an exclusive Hindu nation” (19). To her, contemporary India fails Rushdie’s
cosmopolitan imagination. Spencer points out that SV shows the latency, not the
actuality, of cosmopolitan condition through the experience of migration. The reason
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is that London in the novel is far from the condition of benign interaction of different
cultures, but is marked by tension, violence and riots (ch. 5).
Teverson proposes that Rushdie displays his post-nationalist narrative by his
fairy tales HSS and LFL. As he argues, Rushdie not only “foregrounds the
cosmopolitan and transnational nature of tradition”, but also “depict[s]…a utopian
model of culture, in which the plurality of community is underwritten by the plurality
of the stories it tells” (75). In this way, Rushdie is said to dismantle the alliance
between the folk tradition and the idea of nation, and to insert a cosmopolitan and
transnational attitude in culture and tradition. Gauthier reckons that though Rushdie
intends to set music as the secret language to “transcend binaries and connect people
of divergent cultures” in GBHF, he is nonetheless going the opposite way by
overemphasizing this point, which results in the reiteration of the dominant role of
American culture (155). Mishra notes in Rushdie’s SV a “sonic cosmopolitanism”
which refers to “a modernist audio-visuality that informs Rushdie’s style as the sonic
world becomes crucial to the writer’s aesthetic vision” (179). As he explains, the
“conventional cultural cosmopolitanism” marking Chamcha’s list of films is created
by “cinema’s sonic style” which “mediates and provides extradiegetic acoustics for
the mechanical sounds of the city (cars, trains) and the organic sounds of the human
world” (177). By drawing on sounds and making them function in films, Rushdie not
only “dislodges the mind/body binary”, but also “adds an extra layer of meaning to
both narrative and image … The emotional weight of the moment, its timeless,
transcendental quality” (179). This “sonal auteurism”, according to Mishra, and the
“modernist cosmopolitan sonic imaginary” it creates, are “Rushdie’s remarkable
contribution to the Indian novel in English” (191).
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Other critics, having been influenced by such scholars as Robbins, focus on
whether Rushdie successfully configures a new cosmopolitanism mediating between
the national and the global. Orgun in “Marginality, Cosmopolitanism and
Postcoloniality” denies cosmopolitanism as “the notion of being ‘at home’ in two
harmonized cultures” by looking through Rushdie’s fictions which are represented
by “repeated journeys back and forth between” different locations. He instead argues
that “cosmopolitanism is no longer a neutral word, a vision of synthesizing the best
of two worlds, but a condition of constant border-crossing and repositioning”. Only
in this way can it “characterize an intellectual from the post-colonial periphery who
has travelled to the metropolitan centre” (116). Adorjàn in “New Cosmopolianism:
Altered Spaces in A Postcolonial Perspective” traces a “new cosmopolitanism” or
“cosmopoetics” in Rushdie’s GBHF which witnesses “the sort of postcolonial artistic
practice that thematizes the intermingling of ‘local’ cultures with the dominant
‘global’ one” (Adorjàn 200-01). Under the influence of Bruce Robbins’s “actually
existing cosmopolitanism”, Adorjàn claims that “the novel foregrounds the need for
both an ‘excess of belonging’ and a subtle sense of distance and alienation”, i.e. the
“strategy of dispersing the very idea of the ‘inside’ by extending its shifting
reference to the world at large” (213-14). Gillian Gane in “Migrancy, the
Cosmopolitan Intellectual, and the Global City in SV” contends that, although
Rushdie belongs to the group of postcolonial writers who are “deracinated
cosmopolitans aligned with discourses of the post and the trans”, he also displays the
tension between the postcolonial discourse of hybridity and that of stability, though
with an ambivalent attitude (28). This, together with Rushdie’s attention to those
migrants “who are not members of the intelligentsia or other global elites” in
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London, makes Gane agree regarding Rushdie’s claim that “the migrant condition
[is] a metaphor for all humanity” (44).
Mijares critiques Rushdie’s simplification of cosmopolitanism as
transnational culture and metropolitan migrancy, which is originated from Bhabha’s
theory of hybridity. As Mijares asserts, the hybrid Anglo-Indians in the subcontinent
are overlooked by Rushdie’s cultural hybridity in MC. He thus proposes an
incorporation of “the history of racial mixture in colonial India into our analysis of
MC” to prevent the slippage of racial hybridity to cultural hybridity so as to
“adequately account for the postcolonial remaining in the decolonized world” (131).
In a polemic against Brennan’s charge of cosmopolitanism as Rushdie’s construction
of migrant hybrid site which “neglects the struggles of his native land”, Kunow
proposes that his cosmopolitanism is not “a lack”, but “a form of excess, his
particular site-polygamy in terms of what Paul Rabinow has called … ‘an ethos of
macro-independencies’” (381). Kunow perceives such an ethos in “Rushdie’s
representations of India, England, and the United States” in MC, SV and GBHF and
FR. But he also notices a divergence between the former two and the latter two, with
the latter two showing an “American cosmopolitanism”—the conflation of
cosmopolitanism with the U.S. and New York City. He thus asserts that Rushdie
abandons his postcolonial terrain of cosmopolitan multiplicity and hybridity beyond
the line and steps into the line by embracing America as the only site for
cosmopolitanism.
Walkowitz claims that Rushdie practices a “critical cosmopolitanism” which
promotes the affiliation between the global and the local by (re)attaching to different
identities and cultures from SV to FR (ch. 5). Zimring sees a “passionate
cosmopolitanism” in Rushdie’s FR which refers to “an enraged emotional response
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to displacement typified by, but not necessarily exclusive to, the immigrant to
America” (6). In other words, it speaks to the character who is “displaced from
multiple homes for whom nostalgia provides no consolation” (11). Karajayerlian in
his Ph.D. dissertation thinks that Rushdie in both his fictional and non-fictional
writing reveals his stance of a critical cosmopolitanism which is committed to both
the local and the global. To be specific, he perceives in Rushdie’s FR and the
concept of “stereoscopic vision” a cosmopolitanism distinguished from the old
notion of cosmopolitanism emphasizing universal humanity, planetary beings and
worldliness, which is “situated between a liberal ideology of common humanity and
a postcolonial outlook championing resistance” and “moves from a discourse of
dislocated subjectivity in postcolonialism to one of the multiply-linked subjectivities
of globalization” (5).
Trousdale, in her book Nabokov, Rushdie and the Transnational Imagination,
contends that Rushdie’s transnational fictions create “the imaginative home of everexpanding cosmopolitan communities” (14). She adopts Appiah’s “rooted
cosmopolitanism” to explain Rushdie’s movement between the rooted local and the
imagined global. Apart from her perception of MC and MLS as failed
cosmopolitanism, which has been mentioned before, she also sees in SV the
formation of a transnational site by way of conflict-marked experience of nationality
and in GBHF Ormus’s success of “present[ing] competing realities without
discrediting any of them, while simultaneously producing ‘a single unified whole’”
(Nadiminti 360). B. Ghosh deems in EF that Rushdie presents a “historical
cosmopolitanism” which is “a recuperation, and inevitable reinvention, of
discontinuous ‘pasts,’ usually told from localized perspectives but threaded into the
greater story of a global history” (15; emphasized origin). According to Ghosh, this
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“historical cosmopolitanism” is constructed as a “genealogical quest” of how to
counter chauvinism and other provincialisms in a highly connected contemporary
world. Therefore, it “becomes the conciliatory practice of mixing, the sense of
mutuality necessary for generating consensus on shared interests in the present; it is
at once future-oriented, a praxis to be perfected, still to come”, all of which
distinguish it from “critical cosmopolitanisms” showing “the instrumentality of
managerial cosmopolitanism” (18).
S. Kim perceives in FR a “radical cosmopolitanism” which is “a type of nonallegiance that deconstructs a utopian rendition of cosmopolitanism and refuses to
commit to either cosmopolitanism or nationalism” (65). He argues that Rushdie is
not satisfied with living in an “American cosmopolitanism” epitomized by consumer
and imperial culture, but rebels against it by pushing its consumer culture to the
extreme, and thus problematizing it. This “radical cosmopolitanism” is essentially a
“poststructuralist mode of cosmopolitanism” due to its endorsement of nonallegiance as “an ethical strategy that continually problematizes its imperialist, moral
law within the empire” (78). Kim claims that FR already looks beyond the binary of
cosmopolitanism and nationalism. Jirn in his Ph.D. dissertation discusses Rushdie
and other transnational writers from their ways of representing migrant life in such
metropoles as London, New York and Seoul. As regards Rushdie, Jirn argues that his
FR “wrestle[s] with the promises and failure of New York as a cosmopolitan city”
(61). On one hand, New York is a hub for transnational immigrants and a mixture of
diverse cultures, thus looking beyond the national border of America. On the other
hand, its “cosmopolitan ideal [is often] offset by the shadow of Empire” due to the
dominant power of the U.S. capitalist and consumerist culture. In other words, FR
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illustrates a cosmopolitanism which is in a dialectical relation to American
nationalism.
Luburić-Cvijanović and Muždeka retrospect Rushdie’s transition from
postcolonialism and postmodernism to cosmopolitanism and argue for the
combination of postcolonialism and postmodernism with cosmopolitanism as the
position in his later works. They see “migration as the meeting point of the
postmodern, postcolonial, and cosmopolitan, which additionally problematizes
questions of belonging, affiliation, detachment, and (re)attachment” (441).
Therefore, it is difficult to insist on a pure cosmopolitanism devoid of
postcolonialism and postmodernism. Taking GBHF and FR as examples, they
contend that an ideology of cosmopolitanism is insufficient to explain the complex of
migrant condition in the novels, e.g. the coexistence of ‘belongingness’ and
‘unbelongingness’4 in the characters, or the privileged status of the main characters
whose cosmopolitan lives cannot reflect those of the majority. They thus conclude
that Rushdie creates a sort of global(ized) writing which mingles different “theories
and categories of any kind” (445).
With regard to Ha Jin, there is comparatively less scholarship on him and his
works. Nonetheless, increasing critical attention has been paid to him in recent years.
Due to his consistent writing about China in his earlier works, some critics from both
mainland China and America initially regard him as a national writer of China.
While the Mainland critics emphasize Jin’s Chinese identity and attack his portray of
China as “self-orientalization”, American reviewers perceive an alien country from
an alien writer. As criticism on Jin is intensified, this nationalistic type of critical
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“Unbelonging” as a word is specialized by Rushdie. He writes in his memoir that “he felt cursed by
a double unbelonging” (54).
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perspectives has been readily outweighed by multiple perspectives which highlight
Jin’s transnationalism and cosmopolitanism in his diasporic writing.
Among them, those who focus on his earlier works often regard him as a
mediator between the Chinese context and the English language. In other words, they
are interested in how Jin, by writing in English and adopting a diasporic perspective,
situates the particular location of China within a cross-border and cross-cultural
context and thus inserts cosmopolitan ideas which stress universal humanity and
personal freedom to challenge the national discourse of China.
Some specify Jin’s social and political critique of China for individuality and
personal freedom. Robert D. Sturr in “The Presence of Walt Whitman in Ha Jin’s
Waiting” argues that by including Whitman—“an elusive poet who is not so easily
contained in single-minded political interpretations” (16), Jin “offer[s] a belated
objection to the cruelty of the Cultural Revolution” (14). He later adds to it that the
novel also “dramatizes the stifling consequences of both the traditional Chinese
values of filial piety and more modern notions of Maoist purity” (“Ha Jin” 191).
Parascandola claims that Jin presents an repressive world caught between the
Confucian pattern and the Maoist system, i.e., “the new Communist world with
elements of a past system that may have receded but has never fully gone away” by
revealing the oppressed love and sex among the individuals in Waiting (“Love and
Sex” 47-48). William Walsh and Liangyan Ge agree that Jin reveals the
constructedness of art, heroism and tradition by Maoist discourse, thus highlighting
Jin’s introspection on paradigmatic hegemonies. Jerry Varsava contends in “Sphere
of Superfluity in Ha Jin’s China Fiction” that “Jin’s China fiction focuses on a major
elemental theme: the State’s domination of both the private and public sphere in
modern, post-1949 Chinese society” by introducing the term of “superfluity” from
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the nineteenth-century Russian fiction, which “signals a tragic mismatching of
ambition and actuality, a soul-destroying disjunction of hope and fate, in a period of
czarist autocracy and bureaucratic sclerosis” (128, 130).
Some stress the English writings of Jin and other diasporic Chinese writers as
exemplifying the globalized process of literature by adopting universal humanity and
cosmopolitan concerns. By making distinction between the English writings of
postcolonial writers and transnational Chinese writers, Zheng-wei Chen thinks that,
unlike the former that tends to write against the hegemony of the Western empires,
the latter often shows a resistance to the homeland (190). This, according to her,
reveals such transnational writers like Jin as framed in a globalization which replaces
the obsolete binary opposition between the third world and the first world with a
“poly-centric bio-politics” and as participating in the making of global literatures
(210). By focusing on Jin’s insistence on universality, Zhou Xiaojing in “Writing
Otherwise than as a ‘Native Informant’” observes that rather than repeating
“Orientalist ethnographic representation of the Chinese” (281), “Jin’s poetry
embodies the possibilities of literature in reclaiming the humanity of those who have
been dehumanized, not by denying particularities of cultural difference or historical
specificities, but by showing what transcends these particularities” (292-93).
More critics show interests in Jin’s lingual strategies and cultural mediations.
Zhang Hang, Jing Tsu and Haomin Gong concentrate on Jin’s bilingualism. Zhang in
“Bilingual Creativity in Chinese English: Ha Jin’s In the Pond” argues that through
nativizing English to the Chinese context, Jin not only “conveys a distinct
‘Chineseness’” which refers to “a dramatic and arresting literary effect” (305, 307),
but also “shows the possibilities of human communication and cultural
understanding through a common medium, the medium of Englishes that are
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increasingly pluricentric in their linguistic and literary manifestations” (313). She
thus suggests that this “bilingual creativity” has the potential to “redefine world
literature in English” (313). Tsu endorses Jin’s translation of Chinese language and
culture as a “bilingual loyalty” of “global Chinese literature” and asserts that “That
translations open up new worlds, sustained by a kind of textual afterlife so
influentially articulated by Walter Benjamin, has become the reigning sentiment of
an ideal global cosmopolitanism” (109). Gong coins the term “translation literature”
to refer to Jin’s English writing marked by literal translation and playfulness with
languages. According to him, “translation literature foregrounds the importance of
migration of languages and deterritorialization of them, and thus destabilizes the
categorization of national literatures that is still largely based on linguistic
determinism” (147).
Seiwoong Oh and Kenny K. K. Ng focus on Jin’s dealing with cultural
translation. Seiwoong Oh’s “Cultural Translation in Ha Jin’s Waiting” and “Crosscultural Narrative Interventions by Ha Jin, Junot Díaz, and Uwem Akpan” reveals
that as a migrant writer, Jin tends to transcend cultural and lingual differences and
boundaries for universal appeal and humanity by employing multiple narrative
strategies to minimizing the differences and maximizing the similarities. Ng calls
attention to the rich cultural references in Jin’s works. He finds that “Jin’s works …
are invested with complex cultural codes (or passwords) hidden in a migrant voice,
which depends on English to evoke his native memories” and “Jin and his characters
are sensitively engaged in a dialectical process of reading across cultures in
language” (147, 150). This, according to Ng, shows Jin “as the figuration of the
migrant subject in a new phase of transnational literature” and presents “a more
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dynamic practice of bilingual (and multilingual) writing going on in global
literature” (155, 154).
Some scholars are inclined to prefix diaspora with such adjectives as
“nativized”, “domestic” and “internal” to crystalize Jin’s intervention into the
Chinese context through his diasporic experience, highlighting his unique position in
breaking the boundaries between national literatures for global literature or world
literature. Shen Shuang in her “Time, Place, and Books in Ha Jin’s Waiting” coins
the term “internal diaspora” to describe Jin’s transnational sensibilities, viz. a status
of being “anchored between the diasporic and the national” which constitutes his
cosmopolitanism (56). She further argues that “Ha Jin’s writing does not celebrate
border crossing through creating postmodernist characters; rather, his singular focus
on China embodies a form of crossing that results from a certain kind of
transnational backformation” (55). In the same journal, Kwai Cheung Lo perceives a
unique position of Jin’s writing, i.e. a position existing between modern Chinese
literature and world literature. As Lo illustrates, the logic of romantic love shown in
WT exemplifies the “paradoxical mechanism” of Chineseness and “the limits and
failure of the ideology of modern Chinese literature” (78). This means, on one hand,
Jin’s English writing “speaks in the history of Chinese cultural nationalism”; on the
other hand, it challenges the national paradigm of modern Chinese literature (74). All
these, combined with a foreign language and global context, make Jin’s China story
a figuration of a “vague and fluid idea of nation” which “no longer stops at a fixed
frontier but rather designates a kind of mobility that can shift…from one frontier to
another, no matter whether a geographical or linguistic one” and which is in line with
Wei-Ming Tu’s “Cultural China” (74). Liu Zengmei refuses to categorize Jin’s China
stories into either Chinese literature or American literature. She contests that “Ha
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Jin’s literary creation has gone beyond the surface meaning of ‘Chinese stories’ and
is about the ‘American experience’ deep in the mind” (23). Belinda Kong categorizes
Jin into the group of “post-Tiananmen literary diaspora” which refers to those
Chinese writers who “continue to imagine and write about China in their works”,
“though geographically located abroad” following June 4 (Tiananmen Fictions 6).
As Kong further argues, “the emergence of this class of transnational writers” is not
only “a major cause of Chinese diasporization in recent history” (“Theorizing the
Hyphen’s Afterlife” 146), but also is “[o]ne effect of globalization” (145). Lily Li in
her Ph.D. thesis links Jin’s China stories directly to his immigration by reckoning
that “the novel can be read as an allegory for the migrant or immigrant experience”,
thus perceiving a mobilized concept of home, identity and nation despising
singularity and boundary (218).
Jin’s diasporic self-representation, starting from FL, has led critics to examine
the transnational politics of home, identity and language in his works. Though
inheriting a critical preference to transnationalism and cosmopolitanism, the focus
has been shifted from a challenge to various boundaries related to the concept of
“China” to a more straightforward construction of mediatory in-betweenness along
the borders of nations, languages and cultures.
Clara Juncker’s “The New Americans: Ha Jin’s Immigration Stories” claims
that “in Ha Jin’s narratives, many aspects of which are thinly-veiled examples of
self-writing, immigrant life remains suspended between cultures, both outside and
within the United states” and the characters “somehow remain suspended between
continents and cultures as hybrid, liminal figures” (217, 228). By appropriating the
literary genre of Künstlerroman to analyze the protagonist’s poetry writing in FL,
Bettina Hofmann contends that “Jin has formed a new kind of synthesis between
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Eastern and Western literary tradition” (211). Melissa Lam’s “Diasporic Literature:
The Politics of Identity and Language”, by juxtaposing Jin with Yiyun Li, another
Chinese diasporic writer in America, suggests that both writers “are breaking new
ground” of “linguistic and cultural hybridity” which “become[s] more representative
of their situation” through their efforts to deal with cultural intersection and
“bilingual heteroglossia” (317, 313).
Holly E. Martin’s “Falling Into America: The Downside of Transnational
Identities in Ha Jin’s A Good Fall” notices the transnational identity of those living
in the Chinatown of Flushing and claims the place as an in-between space. However,
it sees more disadvantages of the transnational identity than its advantages by
concluding that those immigrants on one hand “continue to be tied to China in
restricting ways” and on the other hand “might never be accepted … as fully
American”, which becomes “the underbelly of transnationalism” (1). Belinda Kong,
by making comparison between Maxine Hong Kingston’s “The Brother in Vietnam”
and Jin’s “A Good Fall”, argues that they “share a common poetics of diasporic
exceptionality” which means an “enduring concern with the political predicament of
migrants or immigrants vis-à-vis nation-states” (212). In other words, they both
“grapple with the challenges of inhabiting a contemporary transnational
geography”—not only the danger of assimilationism but also “the dark side of
transnational networks”, which links them to “Chinese American global literature”
(205, 209, 206).
Matt Pratter in “Animal Speaking in the Fiction of Jin and Malamud”
explores the interspecies relationships in Jin’s “A Composer and His Parakeets” and
Malamud’s “The Jewbird” and argue that they “figure [animal] into transcultural and
transnational discourses in ways other than the symbolic” (1). Melody Yunzi Li in
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“Home and Identity En Route in Chinese Diaspora—Reading Ha Jin’s A Free Life”
observes that “To the Chinese diasporic characters in A Free Life, the notions of
identity and home are not fixed, but are constantly on the move in the process of the
characters’ uprooting and re-rooting” (205). However, she does not therefore
perceive Jin’s celebration of a complete fluidity but instead assumes that the
engagement with two cultures is both dangerous and promising: “the possibility of
breaking down and challenging fixed categories, but also the risk of being unable to
survive until ‘loneliness’ transforms into ‘solitude’” (217).
Kenny K. K. Ng thinks that “Jin has tried his hand at bilingualism by
translating his own work, A Good Fall, back into Chinese” and thus becomes a
“bilingual translator” (154, 156). In The Cosmopolitan Dream: Transnational
Chinese Masculinities in a Global Age, Derek Hird and Geng Song argue that “the
concept of cosmopolitanism is being increasingly used to explore the localization of
globally circulating ideas and images in Chinese masculinities” (7). As Lezhou Su
argues in a chapter about Jin’s FL, FL involves a transnational reconstruction of
Chinese Wen (literary) masculinity. The male protagonist Nan Wu reconstructs his
Wen masculinity through his transnational migration which brings both challenges
and opportunities to his masculinity, encountering new life, new people and new
ideas. He reaches “the reconciliation of Chinese intellectual masculinity with global
business masculinity” by finally becoming a businessman and a poet at the same
time (18). As Hird and Song comment, this reconstruction of overseas Chinese Wen
masculinity embodies the combination of Chineseness and the global circulation, the
local and the global, i.e. a transcendent cosmopolitan desire. Furthermore, Jin’s
novels of war, i.e. War Trash on the Korean War and Nanjing Requiem on Anti-
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Japanese War, have aroused some discussion on human rights which is an important
issue of cosmopolitanism.
V. Questions and Structure
Through the above literature reviews, it can be seen that both writers’ works
are representative of contemporary cosmopolitan ideas. The controversy around
contemporary cosmopolitanism is also a representation of some key predicaments
faced by diaspora. During the process of constructing cosmopolitan alternatives, they
are in fact dealing with such inevitable issues related to diaspora as home, nation,
identity, culture, language and location. Nevertheless, the ways of their
representation are very different from each other, which then mirrors the various
modes through which the two authors tackle transnational experience of their
respective diasporas. Cosmopolitanism even reveals itself differently in different
fictional texts and contexts of the same writer. While Rushdie’s earlier novels are
often claimed to be related to a cosmopolitanism based on Indian diasporic
experience of shuttling between the Subcontinent and Britain, his more recent works
are perceived to become attached to global trajectory of Indian subcontinent diaspora
for cosmopolitan pursuit. Differently, Jin’s China stories are analyzed against the
powerful hegemony of “China” for cosmopolitan globality while his immigrant
works are shown to be seeking for cosmopolitan detachment through Chinese
diaspora experience. As a whole, cosmopolitanism gains a diversity through the
diasporic writings of Rushdie and Jin.
If looking deeper and essentially, what distinguishes the two writers’
presentations of cosmopolitanism is the difference between postcolonial diaspora and
Chinese diaspora rather than other factors. To be specific, Rushdie’s critics often
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focus on postcolonial transnationality to explore his contribution to cosmopolitan
thoughts. As an consequence, Rushdie’s cosmopolitanism is said to be closely
connected to postcolonial context and migrancy, preoccupied with the division
between the Third World and the First World inherited from postcolonial discourse.
On the other hand, Jin’s critics emphasize the idiosyncrasies of Chinese diaspora in
the making of cosmopolitanism in his works. Therefore, Jin’s cosmopolitanism is
characterized by Chinese way of engaging in the transnational migration.
All these arouse interests in the two writers’ diasporic writings and there are
further questions concerning their works to be answered. In the first place, by
identifying with cosmopolitanism, what does each writer imagine about their
respective diasporic life? What are the major similarities and differences between the
fictive presentations of postcolonial diaspora and Chinese diaspora? In what ways
and how effectively do their writings represent contemporary diasporic experience?
What are the main aspects of contemporary diasporic experience as manifested in the
respective novelists’ fiction? What do fictive presentations of contemporary
diasporic experience evoked in their novels contribute to contemporary culture?
In response to those questions and in view of the significance of
postcoloniality and Chineseness in defining the two writers’ diaspora writing, the
present thesis will bring the diaspora fiction of Rushdie and Jin together, divide them
into postcolonial and Chinese diaspora writing, situate them within the context of
contemporary diasporic culture, employ cosmopolitanism as the point of penetration,
perform a thorough investigation on their diasporic texts, and give a systematic and
critical analysis and discussion of them. In view of their wide spectrum of diasporic
writing and the distinct transition of subject matter in the latter phase of their careers,
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this study divides the works of each into two parts and assumes that each part
bespeaks a different mode of cosmopolitanism for their respective diasporas.
By analyzing the two writers’ spectrums of diasporic writing from the
cosmopolitan perspective, my study aims to highlight the contribution of both
postcolonial and Chinese diasporic writing to contemporary diaspora literature, in the
process correcting it to contemporary diasporic experience. Thus, we can have better
prospects of mapping contemporary diasporic experience and understand it as an
evolving and diversified process to respond to contemporary cultural issues. To sum
up, the present study is predicated on the hypothesis that the diasporic writings of
Rushdie and Jin epitomize two types of the most significant diasporic experience in
the modern era.
This thesis consists of four main chapters, excluding the introduction and
conclusion. The first two chapters will be dedicated to Rushdie and his postcolonial
diasporic writings, while the subsequent two chapters focus on Jin and his Chinese
diasporic writing.
In chapter one, this thesis focuses on Rushdie’s MC and SV as representative
of Rushdie’s early India-UK novels to sketch his cosmopolitan imaginary. For this
chapter, I highlight post-colonial India and post-imperial Britain as the sociohistorical context and Rushdie as a metropolitan migrant and hybrid cosmopolitan
from the postcolonial subcontinent. Based on this, I argue that Rushdie, having been
affected deeply by postcolonial politics and postmodern aesthetics, draws on his
metropolitan migrant location and endorses a cultural hybridity to tackle different
and complex realities. Rushdie shows a culturally secular, hybrid and diversified
Bombay by promoting hybrid origin and genealogy, deconstructing Manichaean
divides, portraying failed nationalisms of the M.C.C, inserting imagery of fragments
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and multitudes, and presenting unreliable narrators and different levels of narration
in MC. In SV he displays a deconstructed London of migrancy through advocating
fantastical reincarnation and metamorphosis, endorsing the pluralistic culture rather
than the socio-political movements within the diasporic community, and writing
eclecticism into Islamic religion to hint at migrant sensibilities. As a whole,
Rushdie’s cosmopolitan ideal is thus located in his looking beyond national borders
for postcolonial migrancy and taking it as a natural model for human existence.
In chapter two, this thesis turns to two of Rushdie’s later diasporic novels,
GBHF and FR, to examine his cosmopolitan thinking. I propose that after relocating
to New York and immersing himself in the context of post-millennial America and
globalization, Rushdie has discarded his position as a cultural mediator between
India and U.K. and reappeared as a global exile and a global writer residing in
America. There are two meanings within my proposal. On one hand, as Rushdie has
written himself into a globalized new century, he now appears to prefer an
expatriate’s identity free of all yokes, seeking for an existential condition without
moorings. On the other hand, his globalized migrancy is still culturally specific as he
weaves the global into everyday realities and registers multiple cultural roots without
being affiliated with any of them. In the two novels, Rushdie initiates his characters
into constant border-crossing and repositioning, who thus switch between the global
and the local. This idea is further illuminated by his construction of competing
alternate worlds and, as solutions, his illustration of myth, rock music, photography
and visual media as uniting forces. Apart from these, he critiques the American
Empire and its imperialist politics and culture at home and abroad by placing it
within the context of globalization and seeing it as part of the global flow. Overall, I
argue that Rushdie in his New York fiction practices a cosmopolitanism resting in a
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tentative engagement between an envisioned global and a rooted local brought up by
postcolonial diaspora.
In chapter three, the focal point of analysis will be given to two of Jin’s
earlier China fiction, namely WT and BG. Invoking the sociohistorical context of
Maoist and post-Maoist China from the 1960s to the 1980s and Jin’s emigration to
America in the late 1980s, this chapter argues that Jin is inclined to the global reality
of massive capital and cultural flows, thus belonging to the group of new or global
literary diaspora who rewrite/redefine China and Chineseness from a transnational or
global perspective. Specifically, Jin exiles himself from “tribal spokesman” and
“cultural ambassador”5 roles in the very beginning of his career to possess the means
of self-advocacy that permits him to shed light on the creative and transformative
potential of the Chinese literary diaspora. By probing these two texts, this chapter
firstly propounds the view that Jin sees the specifically Chinese context open to
critical interrogation according to universal human values. As a consequence, Jin
presents its history as fluid and reality as transformative (though negatively), home
and location as unattainable and illusory, sociopolitical morality as oppressive and
anti-human. I also find that Jin positively reconstructs Chineseness in directly or
indirectly cross-cultural and cross-lingual encounter. He not only forms composite
views on gender and sexuality, but also promotes the intermingling of cultures and
languages at both thematic and formal levels.
In chapter four, this thesis focuses on FL and GF to assess Jin’s
cosmopolitanism in his immigrant stories. I look back to the Chinese immigration
history to America and locate Jin and his immigrant stories in being related to the
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From “The Spokesman and the Tribe” in Ha Jin’s The Writer as Migrant.
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third wave, namely, the post-1970s Chinese immigration. By examining the
theorization of contemporary Chinese diaspora in American universities, I argue that
the post-1970s Chinese diasporas are different from their predecessors; they are
“more footloose, less fixed in space and elusive in place attachment” (Ma 19). In
other words, they are intimately connected to transnationalism and globalization,
having the potential to offer an alternative responding to such pertinent issues as
nationhood and ethnicity. As for Jin, he believes that it is his transnational
immigration as an individual being that rationalizes his existence as well as his
writing and he envisions a migrant world free from ethnic politics and nationalistic
rhetoric.
This chapter firstly finds that Jin portrays the Chinese diasporic community
as being overshadowed by global sovereign power of either China or America. Thus,
nationalism and patriotism prevail there, together with the repressive Chinese past
and the illusory “American dream”. After showing his critique of the community, he
then highlights the Chinese migrants’ subjectivity as the kernel of new possibilities.
Penetrated by two languages and two cultures at the same time, the Chinese migrant
characters are depicted as constantly having to make cultural and linguistic
negotiation and synthesis. Thus, there are not only individual negotiations of
intercultural poet, transnational masculinity, non-ethnicity-based networking and
transnational baby adoption to consider, but also the social migrant’s bilingualism
and transitory Chinatown of Flushing. As is shown, Jin develops a transnational
geography of cultural and lingual transcendence, in which both national and ethnic
identites based on a more conformist collective imagination are rejected. He
showcases the Chinese diaspora’s endeavor to transcend cultural and lingual
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boundaries for cosmopolitan possibilities and their potential to explore new cultural
horizons.
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Chapter One
Hybrid Cosmopolitanism in Rushdie’s India-UK Novels
I. Rushdie’s Hybridity of Metropolitan Migrancy
1. Post-Colonial India and Post-Imperial Britain
Rushdie’s early writing is rooted in the socio-historical context of the second
half of the twentieth century. During the years following the end of the Second
World War, national liberation, nation formation, and anti-colonization movements
had swept through most of the former European colonial/semi-colonial countries.
Most of those countries entered into an historic period of post-independence and
post-colonization. As a result, colonial empires such as Great Britain entered a postimperial phase in the post-WWII era.
After being ruled by British colonialists for centuries, India declared its
independence in 1947, but this positive development came at the expense of a very
bloody partition, as the separate Muslim nation of Pakistan was established.
Moreover, in 1971, East Pakistan called for its independence, resulting eventually in
the creation of Bangladesh. In India, the first Prime Minister Nehru and his Indian
National Congress embarked on a series of economic, political, and social reforms in
the hope of transforming India from a colony to a republic. Nevertheless, turbulence
still haunted India. Wars broke out between India and Pakistan four times during the
period from the 1940s to the 1990s due to territorial and religious conflicts, and
in1962, India went to war briefly with China.
In India, mixed groups of people from different races, religions, and sects
used to live in peace, distinguished by their different cultures and independent
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governing of their various states. In other words, India had long had a tradition of
communalism. However, during the rule of Indira Gandhi (1966-1977, 1980-1984),
state power was highly centralized, triggering opposition between the individual
states and the central government. A state of emergency was declared by Mrs.
Gandhi with the aim of obliterating “internal disturbance” and remained in effect
from 1975 to 1977. During “the Emergency”, widespread atrocities, including forced
mass-sterilization, media censorship, and arbitrary arrests were carried out. The
central government was under the domination of Hindu officials, who held an
exclusive attitude towards other religious and racial communities. This way of rule
gave rise to massive religious revolts and separatist movements, such as the
Khalistan Movement and Tamil Tigers. After the assassination of Indira Gandhi by
her Sikh bodyguards and the consequent Sikh massacres in 1984, Rajiv Gandhi was
also assassinated by a Tamil extremist in 1991. In the 1990s the right-wing Hindu
nationalist Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) played a dominant role in national elections,
which accelerated Hindu nationalism in India, leading to the BJP’s present
hegemonic control of the country.
In Pakistan, the long-standing geopolitical rivalry, with India, coupled with
political instability and corruption, caused numerous deaths and refugee crises in the
new nation. Islam was politicized by the state and military to control the country, and
a subsequent coup and experience of military rule characterized Pakistani politics.
This situation severely hindered the development of a democratic process in
Pakistan. Political corruption and scandal beset this country frequently. Political
dictatorship and conspiracy likewise caused disorder and fear.
After the partition of India and formation of Pakistan, the status of Kashmir
remained an issue of considerable controversy. For many years, Kashmir had
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suffered from frequent political conflicts and military interventions between India
and Pakistan, and specifically between Hindus and Muslims. As a disputed region,
Kashmir had become the stronghold of various extremist and separatist groups. Apart
from the three Indo-Pakistani Wars in 1947, 1965, and 1999, there were frequent
skirmishes concerning control of the divided region. In 1989 within Indiancontrolled Kashmir, due to their discontent with the Indian Hindu government,
Muslims openly rebelled against the government, and carried out a series of
revolutions and strikes on a large scale. Later, the Indian government took revenge
on Muslims, resulting in the death of thousands of innocent people.
Meanwhile, the clash between nationalism and imperialism had never ended.
Haunted by its imperial past, the Subcontinent also had to confront the constant
interventions of neo-imperialism in the name of the Cold War between the Soviet
Union and American ‘Empire’ together with its British satellite, India’s former
colonizer. These intensified the antagonism between India and Pakistan, making the
two countries even further divided serving different geopolitical ideologies. All over
the Subcontinent there were fierce clashes between secularism and religious
fundamentalism, mercantilism and asceticism, national culture and capitalist culture.
National music and cinema had been in a state of continuous rapid development,
while Western industries and technologies were developed alongside traditional
indigenous crafts.
In short, such problems as factionalism, communalism, authoritarianism,
separatism, and sectarianism hindered the development of the Subcontinent. The
Indian subcontinent left behind by the British Empire was in constant social and
political turmoil, representing acute postcolonial syndrome. Thus, instability and
insecurity marked the continent. Throughout the Subcontinent, there were frequent
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cases of territorial dispute, political strife, economic turbulence, religion conflict, and
a broader cultural anxiety.
As an Indian-born writer growing up in this post-Independence era, Rushdie’s
creative output has been very much bound up with postcolonial India. India
represents not only his motherland but also his past and memory, to the extent that
the postcolonial reality of the Subcontinent has essentially inspired Rushdie’s literary
imagination. Most of his early works focus on postcolonial India: MC mainly deals
with India; Shame, Pakistan; Haroun and the Sea of Stories, Pakistan and Kashmir;
The Moor’s Last Sigh, India.
Meanwhile, having resided in England for several decades following his
studies, Rushdie contextualized himself within the situation of post-imperial Britain.
In the immediate post-war years, Britain witnessed the weakening of its power from
all aspects. It had been in recovery from economic recession and social fatigue
following WWII and then, due to the rise of nationalism in its colonies, the UK had
to embark on a policy of decolonization. During the next three decades, its colonies
gained independence one after another, with many becoming Commonwealth
countries, as the Labor Party and the Conservative Party took office in turn. While
the former promoted a nationalized economy, social justice, and welfare, the latter
pushed the country towards a privatized pattern and free market. In the hands of
Margaret Thatcher, Britain became more inclined to neoliberal policies, which had a
profound influence on British politics and society afterward.
The 1960s and 1970s not only witnessed such social movements as the civil
rights movement, the feminist movement, the anti-war movement, and the nuclear
disarmament movement but also gave rise to a rebellious youth culture marked by
pop music, the hippie style, Teddy Boys and skinheads. Secularism, consumerism,
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and the collapse of the establishment’s ‘moral’ norms to a large extent characterized
British society from the 1960s to the 1990s.
For decades, partly due to a legacy of empire and partly due to a shortage of
workers, there had been significant immigration from its colonies and former
colonies, mainly from the Caribbean and Indian subcontinent. Since then, Britain had
become increasingly multi-ethnic and multi-cultural. Unhappy with immigration for
a variety of reasons, some British citizens were imbued with a sense of perceived
superiority, both racially and culturally. They were uncritically proud of their
imperial history, accustomed to censoring immigrants with prejudice, and indulged
themselves in the imagined past glory of Empire. Within limited space, the
indigenous British had to share their resources, livelihood and economy with
immigrants, which intensified a hatred of the latter among a few of them. The
cultures and traditions that the immigrants brought with them were usually too
different to be accepted or enjoyed by this racist sector of the British population.
Inter-ethnic conflicts became unavoidable, which fueled greater prejudice. To some
extent, racial discrimination represented a new type of imperialist situation. Most of
the immigrants lived in unsatisfactory conditions and were often subject to unequal
treatment by the white natives and the government.
Nonetheless, Britain was Rushdie’s adopted land. Having stayed in England
for several decades, he witnessed the vicissitudes of its post-imperial decline, and
participated in its complex social realities. Some of his earlier fictions constitute,
therefore, an in-depth interrogation of this adopted land. In his novel SV and his
collection of tales East, West, Rushdie elaborates on many aspects of post-imperial
England, with a particular focus on Indian immigrants and its diasporic community
there.
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2. Rushdie as Metropolitan Migrant and Hybrid Cosmopolitan
As an immigrant, Rushdie attached himself to both postcolonial India and
post-imperial Britain. He was immersed in two different sociocultural contexts at the
same time, with each containing its own complex realities. Indeed, since his youth,
Rushdie has been living a displaced life, shuttling between the Subcontinent and
Britain in the earlier part of his life and career. He is familiar with two cities,
Bombay and London, and is nurtured by two cultures, Indian culture and British
culture. He has two identities, Indian and British, and speaks two languages, Hindi
and English. In short, he is split into two halves, with one half facing the East and the
other the West. Thus, his predicament mirrors that experienced by many migrants
and displaced subjects.
In the face of this predicament, Rushdie sought an outlet to escape the
restrictions it imposed on him and reflect a hybrid identity: he established himself in
the Western academic and literary intelligentsia amid a metropolitan elite class. In
other words, he is a privileged migrant from postcolonial India lodging in the
Western metropolis. Unlike the many migrants who are confined to ghettoes or those
nativists who remain in their homelands, Rushdie can move freely within, between,
and beyond borders. Rushdie epitomizes what postcoloniality mainly represents in
Homi Bhabha’s writings, namely, the postcolonial intelligentsia in a state of
displacement and diaspora. He is also included in what Brennan refers to as “a group
of literary celebrities from the Third World” (Salman Rushdie viii). His situation
endows him with a migrant’s opportunity for mobility, enabling him to look beyond
typical paradigms for his own culture.
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Likewise, Rushdie absorbs postcolonial and postmodern thought to generate
his ideas of dealing with competing realities and his cultural predicament. The period
from the 1970s to 1990s, when Rushdie started and developed his writing career, was
the time when postcolonial and postmodern theories prevailed in the Western
intellectual and academic circle. By combining postcolonial politics and postmodern
aesthetics in an unprecedented way, Rushdie creates a unique literary space of his
own. He probes into such essential postcolonial issues as colonialism, imperialism,
national struggle, home, and identity and employs various postmodern techniques
such as historiographic metanarrative, parody, and digression. As a whole, the
deconstructive agenda of postcolonialism and postmodernism induces him to
question any absolute systems, concepts, paradigms, and discourses, e.g., those of
nation, history, and culture. Apart from deconstructing binary opposition,
polarization, and dichotomy, he reflects poststructuralist thinking in rejecting the
abstract concepts of certainty, purity, stability, homogeneity, as well as the sublime
and the unequivocal. Though celebrating differences, chaos, impurity, and
heterogeneity, he clearly sees the possibility of making reconciliations and bridging
gaps in his writing. By showcasing a rebellion against all established orders and
values, he presents a world full of fragments, disjunctions, displacement, and
metamorphosis.
Along with this subversive textual politics is his leftist critical stance toward
social issues, which reveals that, to an extent, Rushdie had been influenced by
Marxism. A “broadly speaking Marxist” was what he once called himself, and he
tends to empathize with Marxist egalitarianism and socialism (qtd. in Goonetilleke
187). He showed typically leftist sympathy for contemporary national struggles,
particularly within a South Asian context and sometimes within South America.
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In MC and Shame, Rushdie zooms in on the socio-historical reality of postindependent India and Pakistan, passionately discussing the themes of nationformation and state governance to find an antidote to the toxic situation of religious
nationalist divisions. In one of his non-fictional writings, The Jaguar Smile: A
Nicaraguan Journey (1987), Rushdie is supportive of Nicaragua’s Sandinista
revolutionaries. He not only became a sponsor of the Nicaragua Solidarity Campaign
but also was invited by the Sandinista Association of Cultural Workers to see the
revolution from the inside. He supported the Labor Party while dismissing the
Conservative Party and held a particularly critical attitude towards the Thatcher
government. In “A General Election” (1983) and “Charter 88” (1988), Rushdie
questions the general election which placed the Tory Party as the ruling party and
accuses the Tories of not only demonizing the Labor Party but also leading Britain to
turn its back on its “good old-fashioned down-to-earth realism” and to become “the
running dogs of capitalism” (Imaginary Homelands 159, 162). What’s more, he
claimed that Thatcher “invoke[d] the spirit of imperialism” by making frequent
references to “the Great Pink Age” of the British Empire (130, 131). In “The New
Empire within Britain” (1982) and “An Unimportant Fire” (1984), Rushdie exposes
the presence of racism and imperialism in contemporary Britain. He had thus felt
politically aligned with the black community in Britain. He called for attention to the
black immigrant and diaspora communities, who, according to him, had been
excluded from British citizenship and welfare in reality. In SV, Rushdie depicts the
discriminated life of the black diasporic community in London. All these writings
underline Rushdie’s political interests and passion and his strong desire to fight
against repressive and discriminatory authorities.
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Looking back at this period it is evident that some postcolonial theorists’
emphasis on diaspora as a possible site of alternativeness and newness made Rushdie
more keenly aware of the significance of his migrant position. Among them, Bhabha
was one of the most influential. His ideas of nation and his theories of hybridity have
had a significant impact on Rushdie. In The Location of Culture, upon revealing “the
nation” as a discursively constructed and narrativized concept, Bhabha proposes his
theories of hybridity. His hybridity theory can be divided into two aspects, i.e.,
“colonial hybridity” and “cultural hybridity”. While colonial hybridity emphasizes
racial hybridity to undermine the hegemony of colonial discourse, cultural hybridity
sites itself in the postcolonial and postmodern moment for theorizing a hybrid culture
to counter a culture recognized within a national framework. Bhabha’s cultural
hybridity entails two mutually related meanings. The first one is that culture per se is
hybrid; in other words, there is no such thing as the authenticity or purity of culture.
Secondly, cultural differences can be hybridized, but reject assimilation, and cultural
conflicts are unavoidable. Bhabha claims that hybridity restores culture to its original
form of non-recognition and non-constructed-ness.
Most importantly, Bhabha’s cultural hybridity theory valorizes the migrant
life, especially that of postcolonial migrant academics and critics like Rushdie. As he
explains, metropolitan migrants are often nurtured by two or more cultures and
always find themselves to be on the frontiers between cultures and nations. Their
occupation of the Western metropolitan field triggers a dynamic and empowering
cultural space of intermediacy, ambivalence, disjunction, in-betweenness,
interstitiality, heterogeneity, fluidity, inclusiveness, tolerance, transformation, and
alterity which is beyond the scope of the national narrative. This space is thus
believed by Bhabha and others to be where cosmopolitanism lies, and metropolitan
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immigrants from postcolonial countries are correspondingly claimed to represent the
meaning of ‘cosmopolitan’. As Bhabha argues, cosmopolitanism “emerges from the
world of migrant boarding-houses and the habitations of … diasporic minorities”,
whose “claims to freedom and equality are marked by a right to difference in
equality” (The Location of Culture xvi, xvii). Such metropolitans are “cosmopolitans
of a kind, moving in-between cultural traditions, and revealing hybrid forms of life
and art that do not have a prior existence within the discrete world of any single
culture or language” (xiii). The challenge they bring to sovereign citizenship by
replacing it with global citizenship highlighting minoritization, cultural differences,
and the collapse of polarizations makes them close to such ideas as equal humanity, a
privileged detachment, and a transcendent non-allegiance that a conventional sense
of cosmopolitanism argues.
All these values have influenced Rushdie’s work and thinking in many
aspects. He not only absorbs Bhabha’s hybridity theory to a large extent, but also has
become a kind of incarnation of Bhabha’s cultural hybridity and metropolitan
cosmopolitanism due to his endorsement of the migrant position. Rushdie has thus
appropriated Bhabha’s idea of nation. This begs the question does India still exist for
Rushdie? Rushdie’s response to this thorny issue is categorical when he declares, “In
all the thousands of years of Indian history, there never was such a creature as a
united India” (Imaginary Homelands 27). For him, “India has always been based on
ideas of multiplicity, pluralism, hybridity” (32). Rushdie embraces a hybrid cultural
identity as a gift arising from migration. He overtly calls himself “a bastard of
history” and a “translated man” (394, 17). As he once states, “To be a migrant is,
perhaps, to be the only species of human beings free of the shackles of nationalism”
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(124). Instead of mourning for what he has lost during exile, he celebrates what he
has gained. As he announces,
I celebrate hybridity, impurity, intermingling, the transformation that
comes of new and unexpected combinations of human beings,
cultures, ideas, politics, movies, songs. [I] rejoice in mongrelization
and fears the absolutism of the Pure. Mélange, hotchpotch, a bit of
this and a bit of that is how newness enters the world. It is the great
possibility that mass migration gives the world, and I have tried to
embrace it. (394)
He describes his cultural situation as an Indian in England and lives
somewhere in between: “sometimes we feel that we straddle two cultures; at other
times, that we fall between two stools” (15). His cross-cultural background and
migrant experience enable him to investigate reality with a “stereoscopic vision” in
opposition to a single vision (19). As he claims, immigration writers “are capable of
writing from a kind of double perspectives: because they, we, are at one and the
same time insiders and outsiders in this society. This stereoscopic vision is perhaps
what we can offer in place of ‘whole sight’” (19). In his conversation with Ross, he
further elaborates on this stereoscopic vision to explain his straddling of two
countries and two cultures. As he puts it,
I’m both inside and outside both the cultures. There are ways in which
I’m no longer Indian. There are ways in which I’ve never been
English, I still speak Indian languages, still feel at home when I go
there, and actually I feel quite at home here. It’s curious; it gives
you—what I shall say—stereoscopic vision, so that you can
simultaneously look at two societies from both the inside and the
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outside. And I think the tensions in that are quite useful; they strike
sparks. I find quite attractive those writers who have faced the similar
problems, like Nabokov and Conrad. I don’t think either of them has
particularly influenced me, but I find it interesting to see how they
handled the same thing. (5)
While some immigrants, exiles, and diaspora mourn for their loss and pain,
feeling nostalgic for their homeland and sticking to one reality for stability, Rushdie
accepts migrancy as his way of living within and penetrating the conflictual realities.
Denying neither struggle nor dilemma, Rushdie turns them into the impetus for
change and transformation. Rather than showing allegiance to either of the two sides,
he develops an ambivalent attitude towards them, and tries to reconcile them by
moving back and forth between them. This attitude is also what makes him different
from the postcolonial writers who are rooted in their homelands. If postcolonial
writers can be roughly divided into “deracinated cosmopolitans aligned with
discourses of the post and the trans” and “nativists engaged in the project of
retrieving precolonial histories and fostering indigenous identities”, Rushdie “would
seem to be unambiguously on the side of the post and the trans, the cosmopolitan,
and the global” (Gane 28).
Rushdie’s metropolitan location and his enactment of Bhabha’s hybridity
theory link him to Brennan’s “Third World cosmopolitanism” or hybrid
cosmopolitanism. The “creative community” that Brennan calls “Third World
cosmopolitans” is not only “international in scope … [and] share[s] a harsh
questioning of radical decolonization theory; a dismissive or parodic attitude towards
the project of national culture; a manipulation of imperial imaginary and local legend
as a means of politicizing ‘current events’”, but also declares a “cultural
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‘hybridity’—a hybridity claimed to offer certain advantages in negotiating the
collisions of language, race, and art in a world of disparate peoples comprising a
single, if not exactly unified, world” (Salman Rushdie 35). Rushdie seems to capture
what this group collectively represents. He is a “Third World cosmopolitan” who
mediates between the Third World and the First World by introducing the former to
the latter in English, thus becoming a marketable interpreter of the Third World.
Rushdie’s bridging of the two worlds through his transnational and transcultural
location makes him a hybrid cosmopolitan. By rhetorical, metaphysical,
psychological, and linguistic construction and reconstruction, Rushdie’s hybrid space
is a cosmopolitan site of either resistance to unified rhetoric or prospect of
alternative.
As a member of a diaspora, Rushdie’s positive intervention into complex and
competing realities embodies a cosmopolitan aspiration, and his earlier fictions
showcase this aspiration intensively. He not only endeavors to create an alternative
reality in his novels but also regards fictional writing per se as one of these
alternatives. He cherishes his writing as the blueprint of a better world: “There is a
genuine need for … books that draw new and better maps of reality, and make new
languages with which we can understand the world” (Imaginary Homelands 100). In
other words, he is ready to describe this world in his way instead of believing the
“truth” imposed by others and framed in different paradigms. In the face of
disturbing reality, writing turns out to be an alternative means to respond to the
world. Through creative writing, writers can make noises, make a fuss, make
complaints, make protests, express discontent, and envision a different world.
Writing is not only a way of living in this turbulent world but also a pathway to
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attain one’s cultural high ground when facing perilous and complex reality. He
endows description with power, “presents critiques and leaves the reader to work out
positive alternatives, implying rather than stating these” (Goonetilleke 187). Instead
of asking readers to choose between right and wrong, Rushdie opens up a flexible
textual space for readers to judge, to choose, to critique, to change, to interrogate,
and to act.
In short, it can be assumed that Rushdie enacts “an intellectual idea of
cosmopolitanism” in his earlier writing (Mijares 131). It is a “metropolitan scenario
of migrancy and mobility” based on generalizing culture as hybridity and flux (131),
or a “Bhabha legacy” which “functions best in the cosmopolitan world of the ‘twiceborn’, the immigrant intelligentsia from the third world lodged within the first world,
whose identity is ambivalent, restless, interrogative—though hardly in this age
diasporic” (Kapur 199). Cosmopolitanism here refers to a detached vision of
“synthesizing the best of two worlds”, which “characterizes an intellectual from the
post-colonial periphery who has traveled to the metropolitan center” (Orgun 116). It
is “a broadening of horizons allowing the intellectual’s vision to encompass and rise
towards scholarly objectivity, or simply to occupy an interstitial space” (116).
Among his early fictions, MC exemplifies his literary imagination of
postcolonial India while SV represents his anatomization of post-imperial Britain.
Both novels are typical postcolonial and postmodern texts and are marked by
richness and complexity, both in form and content. Writing from a diasporic
perspective about both postcolonial India and post-imperial Britain, Rushdie displays
his capability of dealing with two different realities at the same time. His earlier
writing is, therefore, characterized by a straddling of two nations and two cultures. In
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the two novels Rushdie adopts his “stereoscopic vision” to explore these complex
realities. MC presents postcolonial India from an Anglo-Indian bastard’s narration;
SV probes into post-imperial England through the experience of two Indian diasporic
figures. These characters are both insiders and outsiders in a given context, which
enables Rushdie to convey insightful observations on different issues. Also, he
presents things in pairs and unfolds a world existing within a near-infinity of
conflictual dualities. Singularity, simplicity, and monophony are, therefore, denied.
Given the competing realities, Rushdie introduces hybridization as an accessible way
to observe the world, reconcile its contradictions, and look beyond. All things, e.g.,
origin, race, or belief, are characterized by hybridity and are interrelated in a
hybridized way.
In Rushdie’s Bombay a hybrid world is depicted where the teeming Indian
population lives uncertain lives. In metropolitan London a deconstructed space
marked by migrancy and metamorphosis is evoked. Besides, the coexistence of
different artistic forms, the flexible switch between various narrative techniques and
skills, the adoption of both Eastern and Western literary traditions, and the
multiplicity of thematic concerns, all contribute to the typical Rushdie-style mélange.
As a result, MC portrays a culturally secular, hybrid, and diversified Bombay
different from that found in either conventional national narratives or colonial
discourses. For its part, SV portrays a deconstructed and cross-cultural London
stripped of its former imperial aura and occidental self-image. Thus the author
creates not only new ways of being Indian, but also new ways of being British, that
incorporate an in-and-out voyage and an inter-cultural translation of freedom and
detachment. It becomes clear that Rushdie makes efforts to synthesize the worlds by
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constructing an interstitial space of hybridity and migrancy. In this interstitial space,
Indian culture and Anglophone culture are juxtaposed, sharing equality in their
differences. In these representations Rushdie reveals his cosmopolitan ideal of
looking beyond national borders for migrancy and taking interstitial hybridity as a
natural model for human existence.
II. Hybrid India in MC’s Bombay
As mentioned above in the Introduction, having been born and raised as a
Bombayite, Rushdie highlights Bombay as the representative city of India. In MC, he
places Saleem’s narration within the urban context of Bombay in order to develop
his fictional construction of postcolonial India.
The story is narrated by Saleem, the protagonist, recounting the lives of
himself and his family. Due to the conspicuous interlocking between Saleem’s
personal life and the national history of postcolonial India, MC is often interpreted as
a national allegory of India. Because Saleem is born “at the precise instant of India’s
arrival of independence”, he had been “mysteriously handcuffed to history” and
“[his] destinies indissolubly chained to those of [his] country” (3). This coincidence
points up how the self and the nation are “handcuffed”, conjoined in a magical realist
mode. On the one hand, Saleem’s fate is connected to the real events of history
outside the text, and he and the nation share common vicissitudes. Not only is
Saleem born at exactly the same time that India becomes independent, but also all
the monumental moments in his life echo significant events or changes in the
national history. On the other hand, much that occurs involves magic, mystery, and
supernatural power.
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As one of the Midnight’s Children, Saleem possesses the power of
“telepathy”—the ability to hear “the inner monologues of all the so-called teeming
millions, of masses and classes alike” (232). This, together with magic power from
the other Children, illuminates a world of miracle and prophecy. As a whole,
Saleem’s story is narrated roughly in parallel with the key events in India’s postwar
history, with inextricably magical moments linking them throughout the novel. Thus
the two incompatible frameworks—the magic and the real—are combined. Within
the framework of magic realism, the boundaries between magic and reality, fiction
and fact break down. This indicates the interstitiality of magical realism. According
to Kortenaar, magic realism is “the literary expression of cultural hybridity” and “a
favorite topos of postcolonial critics”, because it allows “the juxtaposition of cultural
frameworks with different origins and … different modes of production” (17).
Throughout the novel, Rushdie employs magic realism to rationalize and thematize
the entanglement between the self and the nation. The employment of magical
realism not only allegorizes Saleem’s life but also, and more importantly, creates
narrative hybridity which obscures the boundaries between the private and the
public, the magical and the real, the fictional and the factual.
In Rushdie’s representation the individual and the nation are depicted as
undergoing a crisis of identity. While the individual struggles with how to identify
himself and is stuck in the binary opposition of self and other, the nation is faced
with the problems of ethnic antagonism and sociocultural homogeneity and
totalization. As a solution, Rushdie conceives of both self and nation as a totality that
is in opposition to an imagined “other”, thereby establishing a dialectical relationship
between the supposed oppositions and shifting between them. In this way, he endows
both the self and the nation with ambiguity and variability. Self or nation becomes an
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inclusive and hybrid concept, allowing complexity and multiplicity within them. This
construction of a hybrid personal or national identity confers upon Rushdie’s India
multitudinous possibilities. Besides, the Midnight’s Children Conference (the
M.C.C.) serves as a metonym for Indian nationalism. Its disintegration implies the
failure of national constructions. Moreover, Rushdie links Indian history to the
narrative itself. Rushdie highlights his writing as an alternative reality for
postcolonial India by introducing unreliable narrators, multiple narrative spaces, and
the nonlinearity and fragmentation of narrative. All in all, a hybrid self and a
mongrel nation are synthesized to generate an imaginary homeland of hybrid
postcolonial India. Rushdie imagines a cosmopolitan Bombay where “the
multiplicity of commingled faiths and cultures curiously creates a remarkably secular
ambiance” (Imaginary Homelands 16). It is a “city of mongrel joy” to use
Trousdale’s epithet (“City of Mongrel Joy” 95). Most importantly, it conveys
Rushdie’s resolution to destabilize the concept of India and of sociocultural synthesis
and, replace it with the notion of migrancy.
1. Hybrid Origin and Genealogy
Sinai, Saleem’s family name, connotes diverse meanings. It can be “Iban
Sina, master magician”, or “Sin the moon, the ancient god of Hadhramaut”, or “the
letter of S, as sinuous as a snake”. It is also “the name of the place-of-revelation” and
“the name of the desert—of barrenness, infertility, dust; the name of the end” (423).
Since Rushdie claims that “Our names contain our fate”, it is clear that the
polyphonic connotations of Sinai imply the complexity of his self and different
possibilities of his fate (423). Also, Saleem has various nicknames, “Snotnose,
Stainface, Baldy, Sniffer, Buddha, and even Piece-of-the Moon” (3). When Saleem
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tries to retrieve his memory from amnesia, he firstly recalls those nicknames rather
than his “real” name. He begins to know himself again by recollecting all of the
names. His embracement of various titles, according to Subha, implies “the
impossibility of finding and embodying one true authentic identity” (482). Each
name can refer to the person of Saleem, but only in an incomplete way. Saleem is
each of them and all of them.
Like Saleem, who has multiple names of multiple meanings, India is
connected to the concept of plurality and ambivalence. As Subha suggests, “The
difficulties in determining one’s identity remains central to the novel and remain
connected to determining a nation’s identity” (482). There are many Indias, and the
name of India contains many possibilities. It can imply the Mughal dynasty, the
British Raj, Gandhi’s communalism, Nehru’s secularism, or Indira Gandhi’s and
subsequently the BJP’s Hinduism. This plural India consists of the profane and the
divine, the political and the social, the poor and the rich, the male and the female, the
old and the young, the colonial and the independent, the past and the present.
The naming and renaming process of Bombay throughout its history,
according to Rushdie, epitomizes this concept of India. Originally an island under the
influence of the goddess Mumbadevi, “whose name—Mumbadevi, Mumbabai,
Mumbai—may well have been become the city’s”, the place becomes the harbor of
“Bom Bahia” (good bay) in the hands of the Portuguese, the fort of “Bombay” under
British rule, and the national dream of “Bombay” in post-independent India (12122). However, as Bombay evolves and mutates, those elements that used to
constitute the place remain rather than disappearing. Coconuts, rice, the goddess, and
Kolis fisherman exist in either visible or invisible ways, mixing themselves with
what comes later, night-clubs, pickle factories, hotels, movie studios, and the god,
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Ganesh. It is impossible to define Bombay, as Rushdie demonstrates in the novel,
because the city’s identity seems to be an infinite one. While it is pushed to
illuminate itself, there is simply too much to be captured in description or
experience. To some extent, the nation of India is a myth, existing only in the
imagination. Thus, when Saleem/Rushdie explains to Padma/the reader about the
official proclamation of a free India, he reveals it as a mere fiction:
there was an extra festival on the calendar, a new myth to celebrate,
because a nation which had never previously existed was about to win
its freedom, catapulting us into a world which, although it had five
thousand years of history, although it had invented the game of chess
and traded with Middle Kingdom Egypt, was nevertheless quite
imaginary; into a mythical land, a country which would never exist
except by the efforts of a phenomenal collective will—except in a
dream we all agreed to dream; it was a mass fantasy shared in varying
degrees by Bengali and Punjabi, Madrasi and Jat, and would
periodically need the sanctification and renewal which can only be
provided by rituals of blood. India, the new myth—a collective
fiction … (150)
In this way Rushdie denounces the idea of India as an entity with clear-cut
boundaries and genealogy; rather he sees it as a nation created by will and
constructed by illusion. Likewise, Saleem, a mythical figure with magical power, is
also beyond the paradigm of reality. He thus becomes “the living proof of the
fabulous nature of this collective dream”, and “this collective dream” mirrors his
(150). But fiction, on the other hand, opens the space for possibility and multiplicity.
Nothingness preconditions everything. Both the self and the nation can exist in
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ambivalence and heterogeneity. Therefore, both Saleem and India have multiple
identities and shifting realities between them, and so it is problematic to pursue an
authentic individual or national identity.
Rushdie further calls into question all aspects of Saleem’s life to deconstruct
the “truth” of self and highlight an inherent hybridity and plurality in his protagonist.
Saleem’s parentage is problematic. Though named Sinai, he is not a Sinai
biologically. Supposed to be the son of Winkie, he is, in fact, a bastard of Mr.
Methwold. Born by a Hindu mother from a slum and an English ambassador father
and brought up in a wealthy Muslim family by a Catholic ayah, Saleem has a hybrid
parentage and becomes an incarnation of impurity in terms of his ethnicity, religion,
class or culture. Later, he is first exiled to Uncle Hanif’s house containing a lost
reality then sojourns in General Zulfikar’s military home in Pakistan, next shelters
himself in the communist magicians’ ghetto in Delhi, and finally is taken in by
Mary’s mercantile pickling factory in Bombay. He becomes the common son in
those homes. In the end he has a son who is not his own but is the actual blood of
Sinai. Those experiences make him realize that parentage is a made-to-be thing, and
he is a hybrid nurtured by many. Apart from claiming to be a child of “an unknown
union”, Saleem boasts that he has “more mothers than most mothers have children”
and there are many “in the line of men who have been willing to become [his]
fathers” due to his “strange talent” of “giving birth to parents” (337, 528). In this
way, Rushdie deconstructs the singularized idea that offspring is defined by
consanguinity.
Saleem’s hybrid descent is connected to the nation and its historical process
in two ways. On the one hand, it allegorizes a hybrid parentage of India and its
history. As David W. Price makes clear, “independent India [is] in fact the bastard
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offspring of British imperialism and the religious traditionalism of both Hinduism
and Islam” (106). Its history is imbued with different apertures: colonialism,
violence, massacre, riot, nationalism, war, invasion, corruption, oppression,
liberation. Its ancestry is called into question. As an example, Bombay is depicted as
a place with no indigenous people and no everlasting domination, populated by the
mixture between different ethnic and cultural types at various times in is history. In
this way, Rushdie “demonstrates the difficulty in assigning a point of origin for a
city, a nation, or a people” (Subha 483). Rushdie imagines India “as a soul waiting
somewhere off stage to be born and in search of potential parents” (Kortenaar 38).
On the other hand, Saleem’s hybrid descent is part of the hybridity of India
and its history. A Midnight’s Child is, at the same time, a child of postcolonial India.
For this reason, Saleem compares fatherhood to history and motherhood to the nation
and asserts that he is parented by India and its history. The hybridity of his parentage
is thus a reflection of the hybridity of the nation and its history. Since Saleem has
multiple parents, the nation and its history are multiple, too. If no such a couple can
be the exclusive parents of Saleem, no such an entity can represent India and contain
its history.
In a broad sense, all the women Saleem encounters become his mothers,
because they play essential roles in his life, either positively or passively. As Saleem
confesses, “Women have made me; and also unmade” (565). Rushdie makes Saleem
believe that his encounter with “too-many women” is “a matter of connection”, i.e., a
connection to “the multiple faces of Bharat-Mata” which refers to “Mother India”
(567). Conventionally, Rushdie employs the image of woman to signify nation.
However, instead of “imagining wholeness” or a “unified India” through a woman’s
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body in the novel, which Natarajan argues, Rushdie denies such an assumption by
highlighting the diversity of women (401, 403).
Moreover, as Saleem moves from one experience to another, the history is
undergoing its ups and downs. The time when he is exiled to Uncle Hanif’s house
not only marks the end of his innocent childhood, but also witnesses the rising of
social and political conflicts during which peace is replaced by violence, the
government flouts law, and religious fanaticism replaces scientific rationalism. After
he moves to General Zulfikar’s home in Pakistan, the country experiences a military
coup. Later, the Sino-Indian war, the Indo-Pakistani war, and the war between East
Pakistan and West Pakistan break out successively. Massacres and death characterize
this period. While Saleem is adopted by the ghetto magicians in Delhi, the Indira
Gandhi government declares the Emergency and slaughters its political rivals. As
Saleem finally retreats to Marys’ pickling factory and awaits his death, Indian history
comes to a provisional end. It is this history of volatility and diversity that fathers an
immensity and ambiguity in the self.
2. The Deconstruction of Manichaean Divides
Rushdie has considerable facility in setting up Manichaean divides for
deconstruction, and his reference to the game of “Snakes and Ladders” exemplifies
this thematic device. To Rushdie, this game explicitly promotes dualistic thinking in
the oppositions of staircase and cobra: “implicit in the game is the unchanging
twoness of things, the duality of up against down, good against evil; …
metaphorically, all conceivable oppositions” (194). He then counters this thinking as
a lack, a lack of “one crucial dimension, that of ambiguity”, because “it is also
possible to slither down a ladder and climb to triumph on the venom of a snake”
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(194). M. Keith Booker is right to argue that Rushdie “embraces contradiction …
through the careful construction of dual oppositions … only to deconstruct those
oppositions by demonstrating that the apparent opposites are interchangeable and
mutually interdependent” (978).
The self or the nation is constructed as always in opposition with its “other”.
As a representation, Rushdie’s characters often appear in pairs. Saleem is in a pair
with Shiva. Everything, including family, class, religion, personality, experience,
ethnicity, is refracted differently through the two. One always appears as opposed to
the other. As the two most potent Midnight’s Children, they regard each other as
rivals. Saleem is marked by his nose, while Shiva by his knees. Saleem is depicted as
the hero, while Shiva the villain. Saleem and Shiva represent India and its “other”.
While Saleem bespeaks secular mercantilism, Hinduism, popular culture, idealism,
love, peace, negotiation, and elitism, Shiva symbolizes war, violence, destruction,
hatred, Islamism, lower-class origins, and separatism.
Rushdie then deconstructs the oppositions in the same persuasive way that he
constructs them. The name tags of Saleem and Shiva are exchanged immediately
after their birth, hence Saleem becomes Shiva and Shiva becomes Saleem. They are
changeling brothers. They thus share ancestors, parents, and relatives. Saleem’s wife
is Shiva’s lover, and Saleem’s son is, in fact, the bloodline of Shiva. One’s privilege
is based upon the disinheritance of the other. As a reversal, Saleem can bring conflict
and war, while Shiva can represent reproduction and recreation. To identify
themselves, both Saleem and Shiva need to admit the existence of the other and
accept the other as himself. When Saleem tries to exclude Shiva from the M.C.C. in
case Shiva knows the truth of their birth and even declares his death without proof,
he finds himself “hurled into an exile” (393). Rushdie makes Saleem realize, though
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with great reluctance, that Shiva plays an equally important role like him in terms of
his connection to history: “he, like me, was connected to history. The modes of
connection … enabled him, too, to affect the passage of the days” (415).
The interchangeable relationship between Saleem and Shiva implies an
ambivalence regarding the nation and its history. According to Rushdie, “understand
our rivalry, and you will gain an understanding of the age in which you live. (The
reverse of this statement is also true)” (604). As he reveals in the novel, families are
at the same time enemies; optimism can turn into pessimism; demonstrations can
become riots; science coexists with superstition; rationalism is in paradox with
spirituality; secularism rubs shoulders with the revered; disillusions always
accompany political promises; the rich and the poor can convert into each other;
Hindus and Muslims are in complex entanglements. Though rightly identifying “the
ambivalence of the Indian nation” as Rushdie’s approach to duality, Josna E. Rege
wrongly regards it as “enable[ing] a shift in postcolonial nationalist discourse” (356).
What Rushdie envisions in MC is not a comparison between different nationalistic
narratives but a dismantling of the nation itself. By presenting the dual oppositions as
inextricably “leaking into each other”, Rushdie denies the possibility of identifying
an authentic self or nation (44). Therefore, the self and the nation in the novel appear
as inherently hybrid and ambivalent within a chaotic and turbulent context.
3. The M.C.C. and Failed Nationalisms
If Saleem plays his allegorical role by following the logic of synecdoche, then
the Midnight’s Children serve as an allegory of the Indian nation in a metonymic
way. As Ágnes Györke claims, “the Conference acts as the image that lives in the
minds of the members of a nation” (171). The M.C.C., a group of magical children
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that includes Saleem and gives the novel its title, is a metonym or compression of the
nation. It has become “a parliament chamber”, where the children discuss their ideal
of a nation (414). The way they organize the Conference symbolizes that of
organizing a country. While Saleem’s hybrid origin and parentage allegorize the
hybrid genealogy of India, which in turn cultivates a hybrid Saleem, and his
dualistically interchangeable relationship with Shiva reveals the problematic notion
of an authentic India, which in turn mirrors the ambivalent figure of Saleem, the
M.C.C. shows the failure of nationalism and a permanent indefinability of the nation.
Indeed, the M.C.C. illuminates “the subject’s attempt to create its discourse
of the nation” (Györke 172). Nevertheless, Rushdie describes those nationalistic
debates only to anticipate their failure. As two children born at the very stroke of
midnight, Saleem and Shiva are gifted with magic much greater than that of others.
They thus become leader-like figures among the children. For Saleem, the children
represent “the true hope of freedom”, and the conference should be a “sort of loose
federation of equals, all points of view given free expression” (278, 305). He resists
“the endless duality of masses-and-classes, capital-and-labor, them-and-us” in
preference to “a third principle” of “being other” and “being new” (354). He
emphasizes the significance of ideas, knowledge, humanity, individuality, and art.
Saleem’s ideas on the conference symbolize a liberal-secular-elitist nationalism. By
contrast, Shiva articulates the rule of violence, military intervention, and antagonism.
As he mocks Saleem, “there is no third principle; there is only money-and-poverty,
and have-and-lack, and right-and-left; there is only me-against-the-world! The world
is not ideas … the world is no place for dreamers or their dreams; the world … is
things. Things and their makers rule the world … For things, the country is run. Not
for people” (354). His views reflect a militarist-centralized-totalitarian nationalism.
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Right from the beginning, when they encounter each other at the conference,
a war is started between them. While Shiva threatens to take the conference over,
Saleem decides to keep Shiva outside the door. However, the conference cannot
sustain itself long before it comes to an end. Rushdie depicts it as a fragile dream
from which one wakes up quickly. Comprising five hundred and eighty-one
“motley”, “raucous”, and “undisciplined” children with “full-rounded personalities”,
the conference at a certain time has been imbued with a range of voices, languages,
noises, contests, protests, and views (314, 317). Both Saleem and Shiva are at once
overwhelmed by this exuberance and excitement. Saleem claims that “they [are] the
very essence of multiplicity”, which means there is “no point in dividing them”
(317), and Shiva “change[s] his tone” in the face of others’ protests (315).
However, though not disapproving of the diversity of the children, Saleem
does not cherish it either. On the contrary, he is disappointed by their mediocrity:
“there was nothing unusual about the children except for their gifts; their heads were
full of all the usual things”, and they were always wanting to insert “the notions of
purpose”, “meaning”, “philosophies and aims” in the conference which is “a sort of
many-headed monster” (316-17). Rushdie shows much sympathy for Saleem’s
blueprint of a secular nation of freedom. Still, this sympathy is subsequently
thwarted by Saleem’s insistence on clarifying the meaning and purpose of it, which
distracts him from recognizing the multiplicity and the mundanity as the meanings
themselves. As for Shiva, he always intends to “find a new [tone], which would be
much more dangerous”, to replace the polyphony of the conference (315). Rushdie
criticizes this as a repressive nationalism by showcasing Shiva’s “theory” of gangs.
Shiva’s “theory” is cruel and arbitrary: “one rule, Everybody does what I say or I
squeeze the shit outa them with my knees” (305). As a consequence, cracks always
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exist within the conference, and its gradual disintegration is well underway: “When
novelty wears off, boredom, and then dissension, must inevitably ensue” (352).
Very soon, loathing between states, rivalry between religions, uneasiness
between classes, poverty among the low-born, and personality clashes, all these
begin to haunt the children. Even Saleem, who attempts to open his mind to every
member, chooses to block Shiva due to his selfishness. This act implies that the
nationalism represented by Saleem has gone sour. Rushdie juxtaposes the battlefield
of the Sino-Indian War with that of the war within the M.C.C., thus indicating that
the decline of the M.C.C. “refers to the decline of India” (Györke 182). While the
children “launch a concerted assault” on Saleem and accuse him of “secrecy,
prevarication, high-handedness, egotism” revealing their loss of faith in both him and
his principles, the defeat of the Indian forces by China marks the disillusionment of
the Indian nation (414). Shiva represents the last straw for the conference. He is the
one who delivers all the children into the hands of Indira Gandhi for execution. The
sterilization of the children symbolizes the sterilization of the nation. Shiva’s
nationalism leads to the destruction of any hope of reproduction. By doing this,
Rushdie declares the bankruptcy of nationalistic discourses configured by Saleem
and Shiva, hence the inaccessibility of the concept of nation. As Györke argues, the
M.C.C is an Andersonian “imagined community”, which is “looking for a tenor, a
meaning, and for a vehicle, a concrete, graspable picture” (180). It thus “suggests
that the nation exists as an imaginary thought” (183). Moreover, the nationalistic
clashes between Saleem and Shiva hint at the manifoldness and ambivalence of the
notion of nation per se. It is “not a concept waiting for a proper definition, but a
diverse discourse that exists in many different versions” (170). Alternatively, in
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Brennan’s words, “India’s national longing for a form” only discloses the
intangibility of India in Rushdie’s novel (Salman Rushdie 114).
4. Imageries of Fragments and Multitudes
During his construction of the hybridity of self and nation, Rushdie utilizes
many images to represent the complicated process of mongrelization to seek
reconciliation between different versions of subject and nation as well as history. The
perforated sheet, the tarnished silver spittoon, and chutney are some of the recurrent
motifs employed in the novel. In similar ways they function as the reminder and
preserver of memory, past, and history, firmly attached to personal life, family
volatility, and national reality. They witness and represent various efforts to
synthesize, intermingle, and blend competing realities. As the novel shows, the three
phenomena are family legacies. The perforated sheet starts the love between
Saleem’s grandparents. The spittoon is a wedding gift for Mumtaz and Nadir, and is
later taken along with Saleem’s parents, and Saleem grows up eating Mary’s
chutney. The story starts with Saleem’s recalling of the sheet in his pickling factory
and ends with a nostalgia for the disappeared spittoon in his pickling factory. As the
family moves around, from Kashmir to Delhi to Bombay to Karachi, these legacies
emerge in either implicit or explicit ways to announce their consistent pattern of
signification.
Through the perforated sheet, the doctor returned from the West, Aadam
Aziz, explores Naseem bit by bit until he finally falls in love with her. In the same
way, Saleem’s mother learns to love his father, and his sister is enchanted with
Pakistanis. Jean M. Kane is correct to say that “Each generation yields a pairing
based on the fantasy of wholeness, following the precedent of Aziz and Naseem”
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(109). As Rushdie illustrates, the perforated sheet serves as a revelation of
fragmentation among body, history, and nation. He makes his protagonist realize that
“the ghostly essence of that perforated sheet” lies in “the life of fragments” (143,
165). Nevertheless, the characters misunderstand this essence. They always
anticipate a wholeness through fragments. While Aziz makes the mistake of
understanding his fragmented loving as his love for the whole body, Pakistanis
imagine a perfect national icon who symbolizes their nation through the hole.
Moreover, Amina and Saleem always want to look for a meaning in the fragments.
As Rushdie shows, their attempt always ends in disappointment and failure. Aziz is
not able to ease his identity anxiety due to the cultural clashes inside himself; Amina
is incapable of choosing between her husband and ex-husband; the Pakistanis
illusion is broken due to Jamila’s attack on their politics. As Kane suggests, “The
beloved inevitably fails to fulfill the lover’s desire for an unattainable cohesive
identity, which is analogous to the subaltern’s desire for a unified, utopian nation”
(109). In this way, Rushdie questions the wholeness of both personal and national
identity.
The silver spittoon unveils the futility of unified identity and nation by
presenting the discontinuity of history. As a gift from the dead Rani, the spittoon
carries a robust historical implication. It plays the role of talisman—both detaching
and attaching one to history. Saleem loses his grip on his memory after being hit on
the head by the spittoon during the war. However, when he becomes a homeless
man-dog of amnesia in the Sundarbans, a tropic maze of the void, it is the spittoon
grasped tightly by him that links him to history. This process of loss and retrieval
implies the discontinuity of personal and national history. On the other hand, by
introducing the game of “hit-the-spittoon” during which many players spit juices in
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one spittoon, Rushdie metaphorizes the spittoon as a vessel containing the masses
and the world. As Saleem contends,
You should never underestimate a spittoon. Elegant in the salon of the
Rani of Cooch Naheen, it permitted intellectuals to practice the artforms of the masses; gleaming in a cellar, it transformed Nadir Khan’s
underworld into a second Taj Mahal; gathering dust in an old tin
trunk, it was nevertheless present throughout my history, covertly
assimilating incidents in washing-chests, ghost-visitors, freezeunfreeze, drainage, exiles … (626)
It appears as an aim, a goal, a purpose, and a center from which meaning
emerges and on which the satellites rely. Saleem’s construction of identity is founded
on this principle: “I have been a swallower of lives; and to know me, just the one of
me, you’ll have to swallow the lot as well” (4). And the India he is narrating is “such
an excess of intertwined lives events miracles places rumours, so dense a
commingling of the improbable and the mundane” (4). Brennan describes this as
Rushdie’s “elephantiasis of style” (Salman Rushdie 116). However, rather than
celebrating the containing of the whole world, which Brennan argues, Rushdie
criticizes the attempt to “encapsulate the whole of reality” as an “Indian disease”
neglecting the discontinuity and nonlinearity of history (MC 97). The disappearance
of the spittoon due to bulldozing discloses his intention. Its destruction not only
represents Saleem’s complete disconnection to history but also destroys the fantasy
of swallowing all for one. Rushdie is not against the multitude, but against the
multitude as a signifier of oneness.
The pickling of chutney is a motif with a metanarrative connotation. As
Swann comments, “the making of chutney emerges as the prime symbol of Saleem’s
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(and Rushdie’s) work” (360). Not only is chutney reminiscent of Saleem’s past and
memory, but also the pickling of chutney suggests to him how to narrate his story.
Mary’s chutney brings Saleem back to his old days. With its consistent taste, it
symbolizes the preserving of history, “the power of bringing back the past as if it had
never been away” (MC 637). Thinking highly of the “symbolic value of the pickling
process”, Saleem reckons that he has found “an open-sesame” of writing history, i.e.,
“the chutnification of history” and “the pickling of time” (642). As a result, his
narration appears as twenty-six pickle jars, each corresponding to a chapter in his and
India’s histories. For him, this way of writing history epitomizes the process of
identifying unification from disparity, which gives meaning to history. After all, he is
more than happy to see that “all the six hundred million eggs which gave birth to the
population of India could fit inside a single, standard-sized pickle-jar; six hundred
million spermatozoa could be lifted on a single spoon” (642). It is thus clear that
“Saleem’s archive … is founded on unification, identification, and classification”
(Giles 183).
Rushdie rejects the possibility of labeling and shelving history by
highlighting the distortions of memory. In the novel Saleem is aware of this
distortion effect. As he admits, “memory has its own special kind. It selects,
eliminates, alters, exaggerates, minimizes, glorifies, and vilifies” to the extent that “I
reconcile myself to the inevitable distortions of the pickling process” (292, 644).
This self-consciousness reveals “his own inability to attain absolute truth” (Giles
183). As Giles asserts, “Rushdie’s use of Saleem’s self-conscious narrative as a
metaphor for India’s longing for a homogeneous, unified history is made evident in
the very constructedness of Saleem’s tale and is a way for Rushdie to reject any
claim to establish a single way of representing India’s history” (184). Like the jars
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which are not able to prevent the distortion of memory, Saleem’s body cannot be
recovered from cracking and the nation from chaos. Rather than saying that the
empty jars left behind are Saleem’s hope for the future, it is better to claim that they
mark the failure of constructed truth. Either Saleem or India is doomed to remain
unidentified. Only cracks, fragments, and the multitudes matter.
5. Unreliable Narrators and Levels of Narration
In “‘Errata’: Or, Unreliable Narration in Midnight’s Children”, Rushdie tells
his readers that “Saleem Sinai is an unreliable narrator, and that Midnight’s Children
is far from being an authoritative guide to the history of post-independence India”
(Imaginary Homelands 22-23). Indeed, the novel is scattered with errors, mistakes,
and wrongness related to various issues. They can be events, figures or dates, and
can be historical, mythical, or personal. For instance, Mahatma Gandhi’s death is
dated wrong. For another, the Hindu myth that Ganesha sits at the feet of Vyasa and
takes down the Mahabharata is presented as one according to which Ganesha sits at
the feet of Valmiki and takes down the Ramayana. Saleem even invents the death of
Shiva without proof. From this perspective, Saleem appears as a negligent narrator.
As M. Keith Booker comments, Saleem is “extremely unreliable, being not only
inconsistent and contradictory, but oftentimes downright mendacious” (983). Due to
this unreliable narrator, the story becomes unreliable, too. It confuses readers, who
all of a sudden find it “impossible to reach any satisfactory conclusion as to what in
the text is true and what is false” (983). In this way, Rushdie dismantles the authority
of the narrator/subject and narrative.
Nevertheless, instead of being unaware of the errors he makes during his
narration, Saleem turns out to be a highly self-conscious writer. In other words,
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Saleem knows what he is saying to his audience. He often discusses his writing and
engages in retrospection on it. His writing process is thus made visible. He never
hides the flaws of his narrative and instead reveals his psychology to readers. Saleem
comments on the wrong date of Gandhi’s assassination as an unintentional error
found too late to be corrected. He thus asks himself, “Does one error invalidate the
entire fabric? Am I so far gone, in my desperate need for the meaning, that I’m
prepared to distort everything—to re-write the whole history of my times purely in
order to place myself in a central role” (230)? As for Shiva’s death, Saleem
confesses that he deliberately tells a lie due to his feelings of fear and hatred towards
Shiva. He admits that memories and words may be cheating. He explains himself
like this, “I fell victim to the temptation of every autobiographer, to the illusion that
since the past exists only in one’s memories and the words which strive vainly to
encapsulate them, it is possible to create past events simply by saying they occurred”
(619). By linking Saleem’s problem to “the temptation of every autobiographer”,
Rushdie endows it with “ominous implications concerning the construction of history
in general” and suggests that “the authority of all of our representations of the past
may be somewhat questionable” (Booker 983-84). In other words, history and past
are constructed by lies and errors to the extent that it is impossible to find
authenticity.
Though admitting the flaws, errors, distortions, unreliability, and constructedness of his protagonist's narrative, Rushdie sees no necessity for Saleem to remove
them. Instead, they are regarded as parts of the narrative. After realizing the wrong
date of Gandhi’s death, Saleem says, “there can be no going back”, and he asks
Padma, his narratee, to try to understand him in spite of his lies (230). More
importantly, the narrative becomes fluid and dynamic by consistent recognition of
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errors and revisions of them. As Saleem asserts, “The process of revision should be
constant and endless; don’t think I’m satisfied with what I’ve done” (643). India and
Indians are thus deliberately narrated inconsistently, existing in an unreliable textual
space. All these suggest Rushdie’s celebration of an uncertain and flawed version of
India and its history.
In other words, Rushdie draws a line between Saleem’s India and the
extratextual India. Some critics, especially nativist critics from the Subcontinent,
criticize Rushdie for his unfaithfulness to Indian history and tradition. However, as a
novelist, he shows no interest in writing a guidebook of Indian history. Kortenaar is
correct to say that “In Midnight’s Children a host of small errors, especially those
that involve dates that Rushdie must have looked up, are deliberate and underline the
distance of the fiction from the historical record” (233). Therefore, it is expected to
see that Saleem chooses to be faithful to “his India”, where everything goes
according to his logic. As he says, “I cannot say, now, what the actual sequence of
events might have been; in my India, Gandhi will continue to die at the wrong time”
(230). What matters is not the authenticity of Shiva’s death, but what he makes his
readers believe.
By insisting on Saleem’s flawed narrative, Rushdie highlights fiction as an
alternate reality. Therefore, “the supposed error is of a piece with Rushdie’s strategy
in all his novels, from Grimus to The Ground Beneath Her Feet, of insisting that
fiction creates an alternate dimension or a ‘parallel universe’” (Kortenaar 233). His
protagonist shows an exclusive allegiance to his art. In the story, it is narrative that
manipulates reality. “[T]he real can never actually erupt into art; reality is always
mediated” (233). All are adjusted to be “fitted into a narrative that already has its
own shape” (233). It becomes clear that MC is a construct. Rather than emphasizing
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its connection with the extratextual reality, it creates a cognitive reality or reality in
Saleem’s eyes. As it shows, “Language is not an empty mirror waiting to be filled by
the images of history and nation (the dominant events of history); it is the very force
that creates and determines these narratives” (Watson 218). In this way, Rushdie
dismantles the binary opposition between fiction and reality and even suggests a
reversal. Fiction can create reality, while reality can submit to fiction. “The
traditional bond between the writing-of-history and the events-of-history is broken”
(218). The fictional India it creates serves not as a reference to the extratextual India,
but another India in parallel. They may share something in common but are not
precisely the same; they are separate and independent, but not always different. By
doing this, Rushdie replaces “India” with “Indias”. The India he creates challenges
the authority of the extratextual India.
The construction of a hybrid narrative space is further made visible by
different layers of narrative. According to Watson, “Two worlds are created through
the act of writing: the space of the writer, Saleem Sinai, and the space he creates
through writing where India and its history confront the biographical events of
Saleem’s life” (217). Here Watson recognizes the two most discernible layers of
narrative. As discussed above, Saleem displays his writing process along with the
story he is narrating. The space he creates “is viewed from the other side of writing”,
and “writing is displaced from its site as an invisible linguistic construct into a
visible object” (217).
Apart from these two, there are two more narrative spaces. One is created by
Saleem, the metafictional commentator, and the other is created by Rushdie, the
implied author. The distinction between Saleem, the narrator, and Saleem, the
metafictional commentator, lies in the difference of their narratees. While Saleem,
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the narrator, speaks to Padma, the metafictional commentator speaks directly to the
extratextual readers he imagines. As is known from the text, Saleem reads his
chapters to Padma at night. Nevertheless, the chapters readers are seeing include
things Padma does not know, e.g., her reactions, Saleem’s view of her, and the
description of his writing circumstance. These are the moments when the voice of the
metafictional commentator emerges. The metafictional commentator also serves as a
reminder of the narrator, an outsider rising above the storyteller, to urge him to keep
a distance from the described past for the sake of narration. As Kortenaar notices,
“One part of Saleem feels a personal pain at the memory; the other can stand outside
and insist the truth must be told” (245). Such comments as “I seem to be stuck with
this radio metaphor” or “With some embarrassment, I am forced to admit that
amnesia is the kind of gimmick regularly used by our lurid film-makers” are
scattered in the text (314, 488). There are moments when Padma blames Saleem for
his way of telling the story, and even leaves him feeling angry. At such moments, the
metafictional commentator defends Saleem’s deviated and detoured way of
narration. He invites his unseen narratees to understand the narrator and to be more
discerning than Padma.
The implied author, “Rushdie”, appears as standing outside the three layers of
narrative and thus containing all of them. If the first three layers are related to
Saleem, this one is beyond the reach of Saleem. After all, it is “Rushdie” who brings
the novel in front of readers and who “has written articles inviting readers of the
novel to join him in regarding the narration from a vantage point superior to
Saleem’s” (Kortenaar 248). By creating different levels of narrative with each rising
above another, Rushdie creates multiple spaces of narrative in his novel. Each space
of narrative signifies a different ontological reality. All these ontological realities
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point to India and its history, struggling to be the authority of India and its history.
However, their entangled coexistence indicates that India and its history live in a
myriad of possibilities. Meanwhile, as Saleem/Rushdie continually steps in and out
narrative frames, his self is in transformation, moving between the position of an
insider and outsider. This doubling further illustrates that Rushdie rejects a stabilized
location to deal with Indian issues because he identifies them as being in a state of
perpetual mobility and hybridity.
In an echo with the multiple levels of narrative, Rushdie unfolds the
nonlinearity and fragmentation of his narrative in MC. The text owes much to The
Arabian Nights or Scheherazade’s tales. As is known, Scheherazade keeps telling
stories for one thousand and one nights in order to save herself from execution.
There are stories in stories. A story is always followed by another as if there is no
end. Suspense, cliffhangers, and deferral are created to keep the stories flowing.
Therefore, the number 1001 has become a mark of nonlinear narrative. Rushdie
emphasizes the implication of this number in the novel. As he says, “1001, [is] the
number of night, of magic, of alternative realities—a number beloved of poets and
detested by politicians” (300).
In his narrative, he practices the art of nonlinearity. The narration follows no
chronological order but the narrator’s emotional and logical needs. As the narrator,
Saleem often stops to explain issues that seem to have no direct link with the main
thread of the narrative. He is adept at setting suspense by frequent distractions and
digression. He not only gives what Parameswaran calls “periodic previews of events
to come” (38), but also makes what Batty describes as “synopses of the previous
narrative” (57). Therefore, there is an implicit balance between the art of disclosure
and the art of concealment, promise, and fulfillment. In contrast, his narratee Padma
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is in favor of a “what-happened-nextism”, a linear narrative without interruption (MC
45). Saleem describes her as an impatient and superficial audience lacking education.
Her focus on the frame story prevents her from fully understanding Saleem’s
narrative. Saleem is thus inclined to “a more discerning audience, someone who
would understand the need for rhythm, pacing, the subtle introduction of minor
chords which will later rise, swell, seize the melody” (135).
In this way, Rushdie shows his preference for a nonlinear narrative to linear
narrative. The nonlinearity of narrative echoes the nonlinearity of what is narrated,
namely India and its history. Rushdie instills complexity into India and indicates that
there are many threads to reach its history. It is impossible to perceive nation and
history with a single and unchanged principle. There is suspense, concealment,
deferral, branches, twists, apertures. Everything has its purpose and place and can
become a history of its own. The trivial can become manipulative, while the
magnificent can be no use at all. Meanwhile, like Scheherazade, who is spared her
life through her nonlinear telling, Saleem fights against cracking into pieces through
his device of nonlinear narration. His self, along with India and its history, is thus
maintained in the narration of multiple possibilities.
Besides, MC is marked by postmodern and post-structural narration.
Fragments are highlighted to destroy the logocentrism of narrative itself. Though
claiming to be the protagonist and that the story is about him, Saleem has
nonetheless to engage with a myriad of characters and events. Despite insisting that
he is talking about India and its history, he has to scatter his narrative in various
other locations such as Kashmir, Pakistan, and Bangladesh. Saleem and India are not
able to identify themselves until they accept all the fragments as part of themselves.
The act of pickling is also the act of writing. As Dayal claims, “Pickling is
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transformed into a metaphor for the act of narration” (438). Just as the act of pickling
is intended to mix different ingredients and flavors, the act of writing is to hybridize
different fragments to have a glimpse of the so-called Indian nation and its history.
III. Deconstructed England in SV’s London
Rushdie writes in “In Good Faith” that SV “is a migrant’s-eye view of the
world”, which “is written from the very experience of uprooting, disjuncture and
metamorphosis … that is the migrant condition” (Imaginary Homelands 394).
Indeed, in a very different approach from MC, SV turns to focus on the Indian
diaspora in London to write the reality of post-imperial Britain. Through the two
protagonists’ fantastical reincarnation and metamorphosis during and after an air
crash, Rushdie implies migrancy and migration as an alternative site for possibilities
and newness. Also, Rushdie introduces the migrant community in London, whose
members are not metropolitan intellectuals and elites, into the novel. By endorsing
the pluralistic and metamorphic culture while rejecting the socio-political
movements of the community, Rushdie suggests migrancy as an individual and
intellectual construction. Moreover, Rushdie continues to synthesize the antithetical
concepts of identity. This time, he gives particular focus to the dialectical struggle
between angel and devil signifiers, and both the secular and the theological aspects
of this struggle. As Rushdie says, “SV is, in part, a secular man’s reckoning with the
religious spirit” (396). This comment elucidates his parallel of the Islamic history
with the experience of South Asian immigrants in Britain, elevating the motif of
migration to a religious dimension as part of the process. By revealing the Islamic
religion as a representation of nomadic tradition where questions rather than answers,
mutations rather than fixity, synthesis rather than opposition play the dominant roles,
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Rushdie alludes to the deconstructed culture of migration. As a whole, the novel is
preoccupied with migrancy as an ontological reality of post-imperial London. It
deconstructs an essentialized post-imperial Britain by inserting migrancy as an
alternative for both individual and community and imagining a fresh synthesis of the
two for the city of London.
1. Migrancy in Fantastical Reincarnation and Metamorphosis
In SV, Rushdie becomes an omnipotent/omniscient narrator to observe the
protagonists’—Saladin Chamcha and Frishta Gibreel’s—migration from India to
England. In order to centralize the theme of migration, the novel begins with “one of
the fundamental moments of migrancy, the migrants’ arrival in the West” (Kunow
375). From then on, Chamcha and Gibreel’s life is closely related to migration, and
their encounters are characteristic of migrancy.
Migrancy is fully imagined in SV. Much like the various imageries of
multitudes and hybridity in MC, there are rich metaphors of migrancy in the text.
Among them, the fantastical experience of reincarnation and metamorphosis at the
beginning of the novel is depicted as a trope of migrancy. It not only foreshadows the
migrant life that unfolds in the coming chapters, but also serves as a microcosm of
the theme of migrancy.
The protagonists’ magical reincarnation and transmutation occurs during and
after their fall “from a great height, twenty-nine thousand and two feet, towards the
English Channel, without benefit of parachutes or wings, out of a clear sky” when
“the jumbo jet Bostan, Flight AI-420, blew apart without any warning” (3, 4).
Rushdie emphasizes the element of air. To him, “air-space” is “the planet-shrinker
and power-vacuum, most insecure and transitory of zones, illusory, discontinuous,
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metamorphic” (5). Together with air is cloud, which is soft and imperceptible to the
extent that it accepts any form of change. As Chamcha observes during his fall, “the
quality of cloudiness” is metamorphosis and hybridity, as cloud is “ceaselessly
metamorphosizing, gods into bulls, women into spiders, men into wolves” and such
“hybrid cloud-creatures” as “gigantic flowers with human breasts dangling from
fleshy stalks, winged cats, centaurs” are floating around him (6-7). Gane notices that
“Aircraft are repeatedly envisaged as progenitive” (22). This is true when looking at
Rushdie’s description of the explosion of the plane. Such words as “a big bang” and
“falling stars” are reminiscent of the explosion of the universe. Rushdie reveals it as
“a universal beginning, a miniature echo of the birth of time” (4). The numerous
falling fragments are “spores” from “a seed-pod” or “an egg” (4). The protagonists’
fall from the air imitates the process of childbirth: “They were in what appeared to be
a long, vertical tunnel” and “Chamcha was going down head first, in the
recommended position for babies entering the birth canal” (6, 4). Upon their landing
on an English beach, the characters are mutated into a sort of hybrid creatures.
Gibreel has acquired “a faint, but distinctly golden, glow” around his head while
bumps grow at Chamcha’s temples (133). It does not take long before Chamcha
evolves into a “Goatman” with horns, cloven hoofs, thick hair, enlarged penis, and
stinky breath.
Using such allusive depictions, Rushdie invests the scene with a metonymic
meaning. In this scene, such elements as air, cloud, height, sky, and flight are all
given substantial implications. With the quality of floating, motion, and
weightlessness, they are set against what is stable, rooted, and certain. The
conventional paradigm of life assumes that one needs a solid ground on the earth to
be born, to survive, and to stand upon. Everything is reversed in Chamcha and
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Gibreel’s version. They are born, survive, and finally land from the air, flight, and
cloudiness, in a world without root. To Rushdie, this floating place hanging in the air
when one crosses the border metaphorizes the status of migrancy. Migrancy is made
up of fluidity, indistinctness, and mobility. Within it, change takes place, and
characteristics are acquired. A new way of life begins to burgeon. Different from the
traditional form of life, the migrant form of life is born in motion and change. The
repeated slogan that “To be born again, first you have to die” implies not only the
possibility of a new life but also the discarding of the old life through migration (3).
It is an alternative site for a new self. The same as the fluidity and inclusiveness of
the space overhead, the alternative site of migrancy accepts metamorphosis and
transmutation as part of itself. In other words, for the life of migrancy, transmutation
or metamorphosis is inevitable.
As the narrative progresses, Gibreel and Chamcha repeatedly experience
what has been presaged dramatically in the fantastical accident. There are incessant
reincarnations and metamorphoses in their life. Rushdie puts “[a]t the heart of SV …
the enterprise of imagining how migrants change in the course of migration, an
enterprise that raises wide-ranging questions about the nature of identity in a mobile,
multiple, interconnected world” (Gane 25). Chamcha begins to transform himself
and is reborn as an Anglophile who marries a white wife and plays different English
voices for his career after migrating to England. To him, this is his way to swallow
England, which is “a peculiar-tasting smoked fish full of spikes and bones” when
“nobody would ever tell him how to eat it” (SV 44). It is the mutation of Salahuddin
Chamchawala into Saladin Chamcha (Anglicized name), from Indianness to
Englishness (37). He demands his father to cut down the walnut tree, which his
father thinks represents his son’s Indian birth and contains his soul. As his old Indian
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self “dies”, Chamcha declares the coming of his new self, “a goodandproper
Englishman” (43). He immerses himself in English elite culture and claims his
participation in it. His marriage and his career are in line with his invented self. They
maintain his metamorphosis and disguise. By marrying Pamela, he is marrying a
“dream-England which he so desperately wanted to inhabit” (180). The beautiful
white woman becomes a touchstone of his invention. As the text indicates, if “she
did not relent then his entire attempt at metamorphosis would fail” (49-50). There is
no real self in Chamcha because imitation is his self. Moreover, in his job, he is “the
Man of a Thousand Voices and a Voice”. Imitating different voices with a concealed
face, Chamcha utilizes this job to transform himself into many selves except his
biological self. He is “a ghost with an airline ticket, success, money, wife” and “[a]
shade, but living in the tangible, material world” (61). To some extent, “This willing
re-invention has for Chamcha taken the form of (post)colonial mimicry” (Kunow
376).
When Chamcha returns or is reincarnated as “the Goatman”, he begins
another style of metamorphosis. This time, his invented Englishness is destroyed and
replaced by a hybrid-ness. The dramatic mutation of Chamcha’s body is the
externalization of his metamorphic identity. Though being treated as a devilish
incarnation or freak, “the Goatman” is a hybrid being, a part-human and part-animal
crossbreed. As Gane asserts, “Saladin’s own metamorphosis into ‘the Goatman’
makes palpable this hybridity at the same time as it makes literal the demonization of
immigrants” (27). Though masking himself with Englishness, Chamcha is doomed to
mutate into a hybrid existence because he is a migrant “participat[ing] in two
cultures” and is “virtually by definition hybrid” (27). In other words, hybrid-ness has
been written into his cultural genes, and now it emerges itself and claims its domain.
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He returns to England only to suffer abuse at the hands of the police, his wife’s
infidelity, and his unwarranted dismissal. His failure to retrieve his citizenship, his
marriage, and his career indicates his failure to retrieve the English identity he has
made up for himself. In the Detention Center for illegal immigrants, Chamcha is
surprised to find an array of hybrid monsters: “men and women were also partially
plants, or giant insects, or even, on occasion, built partly of brick or stone; there were
men with rhinoceros horns instead of noses and women with necks as long as any
giraffe” (SV 171). This scene makes Chamcha further realize that metamorphosized
hybridity is a normal condition for being demonized.
During his period of hiding in Shaandaar Café and Club Hot Max, both of
which are presented as migrants’ hubs with hybridized culture, Chamcha gradually
accepts his metamorphosis both biologically and culturally: “I am, he accepted, that I
am” (289). Biologically, “he would be what he had become: loud, stenchy, hideous,
outsize, grotesque, inhuman, powerful”; culturally, he “chose Lucretius over Ovid”,
believing in the former’s belief that “Whatever by its changing goes out of its
frontiers” rather than the latter’s assertion that “As yielding wax … is stamped with
new designs … and seems not still the same, Yet is indeed the same, even so our
souls” (288, 276). In other words, he endorses “[t]he inconstant soul, the mutability
of everything, das Ich, every last speck” and accept what he gains from
metamorphosis (288). Chamcha’s new self, according to Rushdie, allows newness,
change, and dissent as its configuration. From denying the fellow migrants as his
own people and his own kind to accept himself as a member of them, and from
claiming his dream-England to accepting the reality as it is, Chamcha completes
another mutation of his self.
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As Chamcha accepts his metamorphosis, he is changed back into human
shape and thus is humanized. This implies that he has internalized his hybrid-ness. It
appears to him that the world is preoccupied with metamorphic hybrids: “bizarre
creatures … crossbred with different types of industrial machinery”, “humanoid
robots and creatures with metamorphic bodies”, “misshapen human by-products”,
“the body of a fully formed merman”, “lycanthropy”, “centaurs”, so on and so forth
(405). Nevertheless, those images cause unease rather than relief in him. Rushdie
specifies Chamcha’s new hybrid self as a “chimeran graft”: “a chimera with roots,
firmly planted in and growing vigorously out of a piece of English earth” (406).
Kunow comments that “Chimera with roots is a fitting shorthand for the nomadic
subject as scripted by Rushdie” (377). Indeed, the two trees bred into one vividly
symbolize the two cultures that Chamcha straddles. The significance lies not only in
“a piece of English earth”, but also at its “recollection of another tree”, his Indian
tree (Gane 27). For Chamcha, the grafted tree is the tree of his new hybrid self, thus
“capable of replacing the metaphoric place of the one his father had chopped down in
a distant garden” (406). His determination to insist on this newly found identity is
discernible: “If such a tree were possible, then so was he; he, too, could cohere, send
down roots, survive” (406). From this point of view, that Rushdie ends his story with
Chamcha’s return to Bombay is not necessarily a negation of what he has been
conveying throughout the whole novel. Critics such as Goonetilleke view the ending
not as his denial of the hybridity he has embraced, but rather his recollection of the
Indian elements of his self. It is easy to overlook the point that Chamcha’s return is
not just for reaching a reconciliation with his dying father, but also for
consummating Zeeny Vakil. As Rushdie describes clearly in the text, Zeeny is the
incarnation of hybridity and eclecticism within India. Since Chamcha begins to
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accept his metamorphosis into a hybrid creature, he has been bearing Zeeny in mind.
Therefore, their consummation is not simply Chamcha’s embracement of his Indian
roots but is, to no small extent, the proliferation of the idea of hybridity. Moreover,
the further possibility of migration on Chamcha’s part cannot be discounted in the
novel’s open ending.
Gibreel’s reincarnation and metamorphosis occurs in a very different way.
Cast as deities but unable to believe in God after an accident, Gibreel comes to
England for salvation and certainty. Rushdie uses the incessant failure of Gibreel’s
attempt to prove the irresistibility of metamorphosis and the mutability of migrant
life. Gibreel is eager to gain reincarnation. He is the one who repeats the sentence:
“To be born again, first you have to die”. Like Chamcha, Gibreel is biologically
mutated. However, rather than seeing the halo around his head as a symbol of
change, he perceives it as a clue of his lost belief. The new self he claims is
essentially a repetition of his old self. As he assures himself, “your old self is dying
and that dream-angel of yours is trying to be born into your flesh” (85). In this way,
he turns his back on the metamorphic circumstances around him. His bitter
experience in London mostly comes from his resistance to uncertainty and
instability. Nevertheless, the city frequently pulls him out of his obsession with his
holy self—an old self in disguise—and encourages him to accept change. As he
roams around Proper London, the “most protean and chameleon of cities”, he “felt
the pull of the great city beginning to work its magic on him, and his old gift of hope
reasserted itself, his talent for embracing renewal, for blinding himself to past
hardships so that the future could come into view” (201, 190).
Allie, a climber of mountains, is depicted as another icon of migrancy due to
her connection with air and height. Gibreel’s infatuation for her thus symbolizes the
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irresistibility of uncertainty and discontinuity. In a very fantastical and metaphoric
way, Rushdie narrates Gibreel’s inevitable fall on Allie’s doorstep whenever he tries
to play an archangelic role to put an end to the constant metamorphosis and
slipperiness of the city. He ultimately realizes that “the city … refused to submit to
the dominion of the cartographers, changing shape at will and without warning,
making it impossible for [him] to approach his quest in the systematic manner he
would have preferred” (327). Critics often pay attention to Gibreel’s sticking to
continuity and agree that Rushdie configures him as the antithesis of a metamorphic
identity. As Gane claims, “Gibreel’s cultural horizons are definitely Indian” (30). In
the same vein, Goonetilleke contends that “England changes Saladin’s character, but
not Gibreel’s” (85). However, as the text shows, he falls into states of metamorphosis
as long as he is awake. It is thus assumed that Rushdie is more inclined to present
“different models or styles of migration” (Spencer 149), or a “flawed migration”
(Sharma 76). For Rushdie, whether clearly acknowledged or not, migrants are
synonymous with mutation and metamorphosis, which provides a different way of
shaping the self and the world.
2. The Migrant Communities as “Gravity” in London
Apart from focusing on the individual experiences of the two protagonists,
Rushdie also touches on the community of migrants in London, with particular
attention to British Indians. He makes it clear in “In Good Faith” that “Standing at
the center of the novel is a group of characters most of whom are British Muslims, or
not particularly religious persons of Muslim background” (Imaginary Homelands
394). In the novel, Brickhall, an imaginary zone of London, perhaps based to an
extent on the real-life immigrant area of Brick Lane, has become the focal point for
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migrants. Rushdie describes it as the “City Visible but Unseen”, which provides the
title of one part of the novel and is “a part of the postcolonial metropolis that is of but
not for migrants” (Kunow 376). By making it visible and seen through his
narration—he states in one of his interviews that “there you have the experience of a
lot of people, millions of people now in Britain, invisible to the rest, and I wanted to
try and make it visible”, Rushdie offers another version of post-imperial London,
namely a city of migrancy (Ball, “An Interview” 105).
Shaandaar Café, Club Hot Wax, and the Brickhall Friends Meeting House are
some of the core places he refers to in Brickhall. Rushdie imagines the Café as a
“temporary accommodation” where “thirty temporary human beings, with little hope
of being declared permanent” live (264). Here “temporary human beings” refer to, of
course, immigrants whose rooms there are rented rather than being owned. The café
thus becomes a zone of transit which not only provides shelter for those homeless
souls but also turns out to be the transitory sanctuary for “the Goatman” Chamcha.
The Hot Wax nightclub is distinctive for its waxworks. These are “as much the living
dancers’ ancestors as their own flesh and blood”, namely the waxworks of the
migrants from history, motionlessly standing among the chaotic customers (292).
The place is, therefore, a junction of migrant history and reality. More importantly,
people come here to see a ritual-like “Meltdown”: burn “wax villains” and “hatefigures” which according to them, are infamous for their antagonistic and even cruel
deeds to migrants. By seeing those effigies melt “from inside out, crumpling into
formlessness”, they appeal for the melting down of hatred and confrontation on
behalf of migrants (293). Like yielding wax, which can be shaped into different
forms and thus is a symbol of change, the space of the nightclub is endowed with a
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metamorphic ambiance, where Chamcha is finally reborn as a biologically normal
man with a sense of his own cultural hybridity.
Within those transitory and metamorphic spaces, Rushdie creates a highly
pluralistic and hybridized world. He intends to make them face the “problems of
hybridization and ghettoization, of reconciling the old and the new” (Imaginary
Homeland 394). The owner of the Café is from a Bangladeshi family that represents
migrant hybridity in miniature. Mr. Sufyan is a pluralist, while his wife Hind is a
traditionalist; their two daughters are deeply influenced by British youth culture;
clashes between husband and wife, mother and daughter are daily routines.
Nevertheless, their different stances have been put aside by the migrant reality of
their circumstances. In other words, they have been shaped simultaneously by Indian
and British cultural traditions. Mr. Sufyan’s pluralism is positively defined by
Rushdie as an eclecticism mediating between Western culture and Indian tradition.
As he exhorts his wife, “let us not pretend that Western culture is not present”;
“Restraint is also part of our traditions” (246). Goonetilleke thinks of him as “a true
cosmopolitan” of “learning and culture” (80). Though Hind stresses her miserable
life “in this Vilayet of her exile”, “a demon city in which anything could happen”
and “Everything she values had been upset by the change”, e.g., her language and the
customs she is familiar with, she nevertheless benefits from her new role as a
dominating businesswoman there (250, 249). She boasts that not only is she the
“cook and breadwinner, chiefest architect of the success of the Shaandaar Café”, the
payer of their four-storey property, but also “[p]eople came from all over London to
eat her samosas, her Bombay chaat, her gulab jamans straight from Paradise” (249,
248). To some extent, she enjoys cooking as her way of mediation between her
Indian past and British daily life.
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As regards the two daughters, Mishal and Anahita, they understandably
mirror a hybridized culture. Rushdie has them appear in “Bruce Lee pajamas worn
loosely over T-shirts bearing the image of the new Madonna”, speak standard
English but bring traditional Indian breakfast to Chamcha (244). They never consider
their identity as simply British, but migrant British. The owner of the nightclub, Mr.
Maslama, is very similar to Mr. Sufyan in terms of his middle ground in dealing with
oppositional ideas. He is a secularist businessman who values his economic success
to the extent that he appears as a hard-nosed employer talking only about profits. No
one ever imagines him to be such a pious pursuer of the divine that he becomes “the
chief herald of the returned Celestial and Semi-Godlike Being”—Gibreel who used
to play at deity: “Tending as I do towards the pantheistic view … my own sympathy
for your work arises out of your willingness to portray deities of every conceivable
water. You, sir, are a rainbow coalition of the celestial; a walking United Nations of
gods” (447, 192). His encounters with, and courtesy to, Gibreel disclose his appeal
for the theological side of culture in the British context.
The Brickhall Friends Meeting House is where the migrants gather to
discuss public issues of concern to them. At the centre of their discussion, as well as
of Rushdie’s portrayal of the community, is not the Bangladeshi family or
Chamcha’s life in hiding there, but “the arrest of Dr. Uhuru Simba for the so-called
Granny Ripper Murders” (411). Simba, a black political activist who, according to
Mishal, has a history of sexual aggression, is charged with the mass murder of white,
older women. Rushdie’s references to this subplot leave the question vague as to
whether Simba is the murderer or not. Considerable focus is given to the extreme
ideological opposition between the migrant community and the British officials.
Some of the main characters in the community, Mishal and her boyfriend Hanif, as
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well as Chamcha’s friend Jumpy, though knowing Simba’s record of violence
towards women, still participate in protesting against the arrest of Simba, because
they see it as a political rather than personal issue, a fight against racism toward
immigrants. As Jumpy asserts, “Simba’s bull craziness is … a trouble in the family.
What we have here is trouble with the Man” (415). They accuse the police of “a
straightforwardly malicious fit-up” based on only “circumstantial evidence and
insinuations” (411).
The British officials, on the other hand, are depicted as always overreacting to
racial issues and adopting the rhetoric of racism. As is shown, “the arrest of Uhuru
Simba was just too darned neat”, and his death in jail is too abrupt to be true (408).
When murders continue to occur, even after Simba’s death, the police “propound the
extraordinary theory that ‘a copycat killer’ … had taken up the mantle which the late
Uhuru Simba had let drop” and “quadruple the police presence on the streets of
Brickhall”, rather than admitting their possible mistake (450-51). Rushdie uses a
camera’s eye to illustrate the framing of a story by the British media. Through the
cuts and switches of the camera, what is seen is a Hot Wax with “organized crime,
political agitators, bomb-factories, drugs” and the police’s racist preaching when
raiding the club that “people should value what they’ve got before they lose it. Ours
always was a peaceful land … Our industrious island race” while “Africa, Asia, the
Caribbean … are places with real problems” (455). As a whole, both the migrant
community and the British authorities are highly sensitive to racial issues to the
extent that they both face the difficulty of separating the individual from the
collective, and the personal from the community. Their attitudes are against
Rushdie’s hybrid cosmopolitanism which is based on individual construction and
personal improvement.
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Rushdie is highly critical of this act of obscuring. Unlike Goonetilleke’s
claim that “[t]he political aspect of migration is important” in the novel, what
Rushdie articulates through the case of Simba is an appeal for focusing on the
personal rather than the communal, on the cultural rather than the political, to
construct a hybrid identity of migration (81). Rushdie deliberately distances the
authorial Chamcha from the gathering community in the meeting house. He is there
only to observe and criticize rather than to be involved. Chamcha is surprised to find
that the meeting is well-organized and large enough:
a large hall … packed wall-to-wall with every conceivable sort of
person—old, wide women and uniformed schoolchildren, Rastas and
restaurant workers, the staff of the small Chinese supermarket in
Plassey Street, soberly dressed gents as well as wild boys, whites as
well as blacks; the mood of the crowd was far from the kind of
evangelical hysteria he’d imagined; it was quiet, worried, wanting to
know what could be done. (413)
By frequently quoting Simba’s words, Simba’s mother and his lawyer, Hanif,
give provocative speeches to ask for action and change: “We are here to change
things … we shall also be the ones to remake this society, to shape it from the bottom
to the top…”; “newness will enter this society not by collective, but individual,
actions” (414, 415). In a way the house has become a political arena flooded with
political slogans and demagogues. He notices that those people only want to invent a
collective racial model to be followed, firstly from him, the goatman: “white society
has rejected for so long that [they] can really take it”, and then from Simba, the hero
dying because of being black (287). In view of this, Chamcha invokes the
importance of the personal aspect: “a man’s record of violence could not be set aside
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so easily when he was accused of murder” (415). Moreover, he straightforwardly
expresses his dislike of “the use of such American terms as ‘the Man’ in the very
different British situation, where there was no history of slavery6” for the reason that
“it sounded like an attempt to borrow the glamour of other, more dangerous
struggle … [a]s if all causes were the same, all histories interchangeable” (415).
Chamcha’s attitude answers the question why Rushdie chooses the case of a
black man for his orchestration of the struggles of the Indian diasporic community in
London. Simba’s story serves here not as an endorsement of community-based racial
politics, but as a denial of British Indians’ appropriation of it. Rushdie makes efforts
to distinguish the experience of British Indians from that of the blacks rather than to
intermingle them, reminding Indian diaspora of their own idiosyncrasies. This
explains why Chamcha is reluctant to see Mishal, Hanif, and Jumpy at the meeting
and hear them sing some ‘revolutionary’ songs of immigrants. Rather than exposing
the violence of the British police by inserting the two arson accidents which kill the
Sufyan couple, Jumpy and Pamela, what Rushdie implies is instead the destructive
consequence of their choosing the social-political path over individual-cultural
construction. A valediction is given to the Sufyan couple, whose tragic
disappearance, together with their café during the accident, indicates Rushdie’s
warning about losing the detached and cosmopolitan position of the migrant subjects.
Therefore, in contradiction to Goonetilleke’s claim that Rushdie takes in the
black migrants “for his far-reaching survey of conditions relating to them within
Britain” (81-82), or Gane’s contention that “A writer describing relatively affluent
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Actually this perception on Chamcha’s part is not historically accurate. The British were heavily
involved in, and profited from, slavery until Britain’s role was made illegal throughout the British
Empire in 1833.
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South Asian migrants in London … might conflate their issues with those of poorer
and more political Afro-Caribbean migrants, who might, in turn, appropriate Africa
as a primordial signifier of race and oppression” (42-43), Rushdie appears to not
make any analog between the South Asian migrants and black migrants. He is more
inclined to what Brennan calls the narrative strategy of “pitting levity against
gravity”—a phrase taken from the novel’s opening (Salman Rushdie 151). Though
Brennan is critical of Rushdie’s focus on the middle-class business migrants in
Brickhall, he is correct to perceive that Rushdie prefers the weightlessness of the
spiritual aspects of migration to the tediousness of political movements by migrants.
Chamcha’s leave-taking from Brickhall reveals that he chooses weightlessness as his
migrant sensibility. To Rushdie, socio-political methods aggravate the gap between
“Us” and “Others”; they create a racial or ethnic “Other”. As one of the protagonists,
Chamcha contains the writer’s ideal to evade community-based immigrant issues for
the synthesis of cultures, ideas, and visions. From this point of view, Goonetilleke
goes too far to assert that SV confirms the view that “To affirm that diaspora are the
exemplary communities of the transnational moment is not to write the premature
obituary of the nation state, which remains a privileged form of polity” (81). On the
evidence of the novel itself, the latter half of this assertion is not really supported by
Rushdie’s allusion to and representation of the nation state.
3. “An Immigrant Theodicy”7
Like Saleem and Shiva in MC, the “twinning of opposites repeats itself in the
heroes of SV” (Brennan, Salman Rushdie 153). Chamcha and Gibreel are opposed to
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Brennan, Timothy. Salman Rushdie and The Third World. New York: Palgrave Macmillan 1989,
p151.
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each other in every possible way. They are put in an ambivalent, but dialectical
relationship, which is typical of Rushdie’s protagonists. However, this time, Rushdie
gives special attention to the dialectical struggle between the secular (Chamcha) and
the religious (Gibreel), with some chapters exclusively describing Gibreel’s
theological dreams. By doing this, Rushdie shows that he is not favoring one against
the other but appropriating religious imaginaries to parallel the problems faced by
South Asian immigrants in modern London.
Rushdie firstly proposes that Chamcha and Gibreel “are two fundamentally
different types of self”: “Gibreel has wished to remain … continuous … so that his is
still a self which … we may describe as ‘true’… whereas Saladin Chamcha is a
creature of selected discontinuities, a willing re-invention; his preferred revolt
against history being what makes him … ‘false’” (427). He immediately denies this
differentiation as dangerous as “an intentionalist fallacy” which “cannot, must not,
suffice”, because “[s]uch distinctions … [rest] on an idea of the self as being
(ideally) homogeneous, non-hybrid, ‘pure’—an utterly fantastic notion” (427). For
him, “there is no ‘true’ self, and this dual opposition is fated to break down” (Booker
982). Identities are perceived as extremely unstable and changeable. In other words,
Rushdie valorizes a hybrid and synthesized identity for the construction of the
subject.
Interestingly, Rushdie links the two characters to the image of the angel and
the devil. While Chamcha becomes the devilish “Goatman” after the fall, Gibreel
appears as an angelic figure. As the text unfolds, their images are reversed
frequently. When the devil-like Chamcha is taken away by police, the angelic
Gibreel turns a blind eye to the encounter; claiming himself as an innocent victim,
Chamcha does “the Unforgivable Thing” to Gibreel—sowing discord between him
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and Allie; setting a fire of revenge in his rage, Gibreel nonetheless rescues Chamcha
to show his forgiveness. Thus, the one who appears to be angelic may commit evil
acts while the one that is perceived as devilish may perform acts of goodness. Their
selves possess both an evil side and a good side. As Rushdie says, “evil is never
total, [and] its victory, no matter how overwhelming, is never absolute”; it is the
same with goodness (467). The appeal of either evil or good is not against human
nature. By making it “impossible to decide who is the ‘good guy’ and who is the
‘bad guy’”, he further breaks the binary opposition between the two types of self
represented by the two characters (Booker 986).
His employment of the angel-devil dichotomy of the two protagonists is part
of a more extensive thematic construction in the novel. Rushdie uses theological
concepts, especially Islamic ones, to metaphorize the migrant condition. Far from
certain Muslims’ and certain reviewers’ attack on his so-called ‘blasphemy’ toward
Islamic history, he invests much importance to this religion by seeing in it a topos of
migration. In Brennan’s words, “the central subjects of Rushdie’s fiction (cultural
hybridity, migrant consciousness) … find their essence in Islam itself” (Salman
Rushdie 146). Rushdie’s attempt is not to reconstruct the religious history from
within but to shed light on the problems faced by the migrants. The epigraph of the
novel stresses two aspects of Satan’s identity. He is in the first place a migrant:
“Satan, being thus confined to a vagabond wandering, unsettled condition, is without
any certain abode”; also, being a fallen angel, he is originally an angelic figure: “he
has, in consequence of his angelic nature, a kind of empire in the liquid waste or air”.
In this way, Rushdie establishes the link between religion and migration. This
epigraph, to no small extent, sums up the narrative direction of the novel. By
discussing such religious imperatives as the dialectical relationship between angel
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and devil, as well as the secular and the non-secular, this novel does not represent “a
systematic attempt to unravel the religion from within” but tries rather to offer clues
to the imaging of migrant sensibilities (144).
The chapters on religious subjects, “Mahound”, “Ayesha”, “Return to
Jahilia”, and “The Parting of the Arabian Sea”, which emerge as Gibreel’s dreams,
are interspersed with other chapters. The theological stories are thus structurally in
parallel with the migrant stories based in England. As a whole, the theological
sequences contextualize the Islamic stories in radically uncertain and mutable
circumstances of migration. Both major and minor characters are depicted as
homeless migrants, and the places they live in always have their origins in
nomadism. Mahound, the Prophet, is an orphaned nomad from the immigrant city of
Jahilia where “people are a mere three or four generations removed from their
nomadic past when they were as rootless as the dunes, or rather rooted in the
knowledge that the journeying itself was home”; Ayesha the prophetess is an orphan
in the village of Titlipur which has no original history (MC 94). The pilgrimage to
Jahilia led by Ayesha is also given full attention. Everyone is displaced in one way or
another and is always on their journey of finding a ‘home’. By emphasizing this,
Rushdie not only hints at the experience of South Asians in Britain but also
“suggest[s] that we are all, in a way, migrants because we have all migrated to earth
from our home ‘out there’” (Brennan, Salman Rushdie 151).
Most importantly, within this migrant version of Islam, there exist the
dialectical relationships between God and Devil, the divine and the secular, and the
miraculous and the mundane. Rather than existing in simplified binary oppositions,
those pairs are shown to present themselves in a much more complicated process of
interplay and interchangeability. “Mahound” is taken from “a medieval European
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demonization of ‘Muhammad’” (Imaginary Homelands 402), and it then becomes
the “Devil’s synonym” (MC 93). In view of the controversy around this naming,
Rushdie has argued in “In Good Faith” that it is part of “the process of reclaiming
language from one’s opponents” (Imaginary Homelands 402). This defense echoes
what he explains in the novel, “To turn insults into strengths, whigs, tories, blacks,
all chose to wear with pride the names they were given in scorn; likewise, our
mountain-climbing, prophet-motivated solitary is to be the medieval babyfrightener” (93). In this way, Mahound is both the Devil and Prophet Mohammed, a
conflation of the two. While he devotes himself to preaching his monotheism and
delivering the word of God in Jahilia, he nonetheless compromises with polytheism
by perversely admitting the existence of other goddesses. The verses are thus
“tainted” by “satanic” lines. Later, as his scribe Salman sadly finds out after he
deliberately changes the words the prophet dictates to him, even Mahound himself
cannot tell the Revelation of God from the “evil” words he has created. All these
instances indicate that the boundary between God and the Devil is so blurred that it is
difficult to make a distinction. As Goonetilleke suggests, for Rushdie “both satanic
and sacred verses may exist … good and evil are two sides of the same coin, not
contraries as usually thought” (99).
In line with this ambiguity between God and the Devil is the dialectic
between the secular and the divine. Neither the images nor the places in the religious
sequences could be framed by any singular form of belief system. Rather, they are
located on the fluid border between the divine and the secular, the miraculous and
the mundane. As a businessman-turned-prophet, Mahound represents the coexistence
of the secular and the deified itself. He passes sacred words in a businesslike manner,
establishing organization and rules naturally, and making managerial decisions. His
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will to use One Rule to fight against “this city of gold” or “this miscarriage of a
place” is fated to fail because, as with him, Jahilia is itself a place of paradox (118,
119). It exists in contradiction and hybridization: to invent permanence from
inconstancy, to make home through journey, and to establish polytheism out of
radical secularism. Even after Mahound becomes the ruler, the profane side of the
city is still prosperous, even if in an implicit way. This is verified by the analog
between the holy palace and the profane brothel. Baal, one of the prophet’s disciples,
and his twelve prostitute wives in the brothel are analogous to Mahound and his
twelve concubines in the palace. As Rushdie writes, Baal “had fallen prey to the
seductions of becoming the secret, profane mirror of Mahound” (384).
The condition of Jahilia also applies to Ayesha and the village of Titlipur.
While referring to the girl’s connection to the miracle of gathering butterflies,
Rushdie also stresses her more mundane side: she makes toys for a living. The
Muslim village, according to the description, is marked by its mixture of the
miraculous and the ordinary. Butterflies with the gift of chameleons fly around the
village all year round to the extent that they “become so familiar to seem mundane”
and “[t]he human inhabitants of Titlipur, and its butterfly hordes, moved amongst
one another with a kind of mutual disdain” (217). Even the pilgrimage to Jahilia,
which is supposed to be a sacred and traditional journey, is tainted by secular atheists
such as the zamindar Mirza and such common everyday objects as cars and air
conditioners. As for the prophetess herself, she frequently oscillates between ethereal
spirituality and down-to-earth reality. Thus, she neither denies the fact of the
pilgrims’ deaths nor does she give up the spiritual journey.
Instead of secularizing Islam, as some critics have tended to argue, it would
be more appropriate to say that Rushdie embraces eclecticism in SV. Along with his
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respect for both the miraculous and the profane is his critical stance towards the
extreme acts incurred by both positions. He disapproves both of Mahound’s
monotheist rule and Hind’s secularistic corruption, conveying instead the critical
view that “no imperium is absolute, no victory complete” (378). Ayesha’s instigation
of pilgrimage disrupts the miraculous-ordinary balance in the village, and causes
many deaths, while Mirza’s complete rejection of the miraculous brings him only
regret and loss. These examples of absolutism are represented by Rushdie as
undesirable; he favors an eclecticism embedded in the flaws or mutability of human
nature. In a way, Rushdie humanizes the prophet and the prophetess, who are also
struggling with identifying the self and the world. They have flawed characteristics
and views, and also contain the profane as part of themselves. By stressing the
ambiguity and mutability of oppositions, Rushdie imagines an inclusive site which is
similar to “the old nomadic times” when “even the poorest orphans would be cared
for” (118-19).
Rushdie’s discussion on the dialectics between God and Devil, the
theological and the mundane, within a nomadic version of Islam mirrors, to a large
extent, his views on South Asian immigrants in Britain. It is thus highly appropriate
for Morton to draw attention to “the relationship between the historical context in
which the Qur’an was written and the position of South Asian immigrants in 1980s
Britain” (80). Although Jahilia looks like a fictional counterpart of Mecca, Rushdie
has clarified in an interview that “the city doesn’t look like Mecca; it’s a radial
city … Also, quite a lot of the behavior in the city, unemployed gangs of youths
mugging people and so on, has much more to do with London …” (“Salman Rushdie
talks to the London Consortium” 55). An eclectic Jahilia echoes an eclectic London
where secularist hedonism and a religious ethos could be compatible with each other
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within the broader context. As the agency linking the dream sequence to the outside
world of London, Gibreel himself is the combination of the spiritual and the
quotidian. His presence in London is reminiscent of the paradox of the foundation of
the city. Like Mahound, it is futile for him to ‘redeem’ the city by imposing the
clarity of ultimate truth on it. Though the city is too secular to place its belief in the
miracle, it has not been deprived of the possibility of miracles. Gibreel hovers above
the sky, turns his anger into the fire, and saves Chamcha from it with the fire parting
before him miraculously. In this way, Rushdie indicates that the secular and the
religious are not opposites at all, but one and the same.
By establishing the connection between Islam and migration, Rushdie
chooses a more philosophical and cultural way to probe into the issue of migration.
SV turns out to be a novel “whose questions are essentially religious, and which takes
its imagery from Islam in a much more positive sense” (Brennan, Salman Rushdie
151). Like those in the dream sequence who are living in doubts and interpellations,
the immigrant characters in British society are exploring their existential positions by
questioning all aspects of the reality. This deconstructive and mobilized mentality, as
Rushdie implies, is precisely where migrants affirm their existence.
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Chapter Two
Glocalism in Rushdie’s New York Fictions
I. Rushdie’s Relocation to New York and His Global Fiction
Rushdie’s “American turn” attracted considerable critical attention. At the
time of his move to New York City in 1999, both the author and his fictions
appeared to undergo remarkable changes. For the author, he announced the end of
his life in hiding under the protection of British police following Iran government’s
decision to rescind the fatwa imposed by Ayatollah Khomeini. Since relocating to
the United States, he has been living a high-profile life in New York. He has
deliberately kept his distance from England and the Subcontinent. Controversy had
been aroused because of his dramatic transformation of political stance, his celebrity
status, his dealing with commodification, and other changes of position. The antiU.S. imperialist stand of his early fictions and non-fictions, particularly his political
travelogue The Jaguar Smile, which he wrote after his visit to Nicaragua at the
invitation of the leftist Sandinista government, is replaced by rhetoric much more
supportive of the United States. This shift could be interpreted as a tactical move by
Rushdie in order to stay in the U.S. after his earlier critique of their imperialist
actions in South America and elsewhere.
On account of Rushdie’s defense of America for its “war on terror” and
foreign policies in some of his journalistic writings, some critics maintain that
Rushdie’s views are “surprisingly indistinguishable, in their tone and argument, from
many mainstream [America] media responses to the events of September 11”
(Sawhney 433). As for his fictions, America has become his essential narrative axis.
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Beginning with GBHF, the main context of Rushdie’s novels has been shifted to
America. They are by and large New York stories. U.S. consumerism and popular
culture, the global economy and omnipresence of the U.S. are illustrated in these
fictions. On the other hand, the protagonists in these novels are without exception
Indian diaspora or immigrants in New York; however, these characters often have a
global trajectory of life experience, (un)attached to many places; they hope to
reinvent themselves by indulging in globalized cultural forms and practices. There is
a more flexible and detached tone in the writing, but with a bigger map of character
and place depiction involved than that of his earlier fiction.
The fatwa and the events of September 11 had a significant influence on
Rushdie’s life and his New York literary creation. The fatwa estranged Rushdie from
both India and England. Not only did the indifferent attitude of India toward his
plight hurt his feeling, but also he was disillusioned by “the growing corruption of
Indian political culture” and “the rise of Hindu nationalism” which he sees as “the
negation of the India [he] grew up in, as the triumph of sectarianism over secularism,
of hatred over fellowship, of ugliness over love” (Rushdie, Step Across This Line
188, 203). He thus tended to step away from the Subcontinental issues and accept his
loss of the East. On the other hand, his ten-year ‘underground’ life in Britain
accelerated the estrangement between Rushdie and Britain, which he compares to
“an absurd formless amoral universe” (340). He despised the conservativeness of the
British, ridiculing that “they have been pushed back into their box, their frontier has
closed in on them like a prison, and the new opening of political and financial
borders in the European Union is still viewed by them with suspicion” (365). As a
consequence, Rushdie made his resolute exile to America and has been living a
celebrity life in New York. The events of September 11 further uprooted Rushdie
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from the disenchanted reality he was living. It reminded him of the trauma of the
fatwa. As he writes,
Like every writer in the world, I am trying to find a way of writing
after September 11, 2001, a day that has become something like a
borderline. Not only because the attacks were a kind of invasion but
because we all crossed a frontier that day, an invisible boundary
between imaginable and the unimaginable, and it turned out to be the
unimaginable that was real (375-76).
Rushdie’s position became more and more flexible and detached. As he
“became a part of the celebrity culture in New York” and engaged himself in the
global market, his “social location has become increasingly fluid” (Goonetilleke
184). In comparison with his former passion for postcolonial issues of nation, race
and migration, he now appears to prefer an expatriate’s identity free of all yokes,
seeking for an existential condition without moorings, which “has nothing to do with
India or England, or race or class” but “with how you see” (Chauhan 283).
On the other hand, as a metropolitan diasporic writer relocating himself in
New York since the new millennium, Rushdie has written himself into this
globalized new century. With the advent of the twenty-first century, globalization
has been an existential fact around the world. The world has adopted a highly
globalized and interconnected apparatus of economics, politics and culture. World
markets, the global circulation of products, international terrorism, multinational
corporation, mass migration, transnational travel, consumer culture, mass media,
communication technology, Internet, popular culture, superstar and celebrity, these
facts of contemporary life have characterized the status quo of the new millennium.
This century has witnessed an unprecedented mobility, instability and mutability,
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which have permeated every aspect of human life. Meanwhile, North America has
become the epicenter of this globalized world culture. With its military, economic
and cultural presence all over the globe, it imposes on the world an American mode
of globalization, with New York as the hub of world culture and global exchange.
Having gained a worldwide reputation and reappearing as a global icon, Rushdie has
rooted himself even deeper “within a marketplace which is global in both orientation
and effects” after emigrating to New York, responding straightforwardly to global
publishing and consumer capitalism, as some critics have noted (Mendes, Salman
Rushdie in the Cultural Marketplace 4). He immerses himself in popular, consumer
and celebrity culture, embracing the metamorphic life of New York constituted by
different forms of global trends and flows. From this point of view, the changes in
Rushdie and in his fictions involve a “deeply capitalist imaginary”, although as the
same critic argues, “this transmogrification [is] the expected trajectory of liberalism
in general, and not specific to Rushdie” (Ghosh et al lvii, lxi).
A number of scholars have found that Rushdie also inserts a global
perspective into his New York fiction. His New York novels are therefore described
as global fictions, dealing with migrant life on a global scale. As Sisir Kumar
Chatterjee says, Rushdie “seems to be striving to create a sort of globalized/globespanning novel” (lv). Goonetilleke not only mentions Rushdie’s experiment with ‘the
global novel’, but also perceives “more relaxed literary forms” and “a wider, less
discriminating readership” addressed in them (187). These critics suggest there is “an
increasingly rootless cosmopolitan space, which is far removed from the Third
World reality” for Rushdie’s writing, which is certainly the impression the reader
derives from the later works (Ghosh et al liv). Certain critics have critiqued the
pronounced globalized climate of Rushdie’s New York fictions, and referred to his
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narrative excess and indulgence in this regard. Indeed, his writing has been
transformed into a kind of self-indulgence in simulacra and simulation, with an
embracement of postmodern weightlessness and detachment as the existential
condition in the new century.
If Rushdie defamiliarizes language and reality in his earlier fictions, then,
according to Gonzalez, Rushdie pushes it to excess in his post-fatwa fictions
including his New York pieces. His frequent questioning of fictional form and
language and his incessant self-parody “make it impossible to reconcile the postfatwa world with the sort of humanist metaphysics, albeit compromised, which were
still attainable, or at least visible, in the earlier work” (Fiction after the Fatwa 3).
Gonzalez contends that Rushdie has evolved from a writer who employs postmodern
ideas and influences to reconstruct reality to a post-realist who succumbs to fiction
and fictional reality and engages in metafiction. She thus illuminates a postmodern
crisis in Rushdie’s fictions, “the constant formulation of the impossibility of
transcending the trauma of representation”, the risk of “disappearing into
Baudrilladean simulacrum”, and the implication that “fiction has finally taken over
and effected the disappearance of the real” (4). As a whole, there is “a new
‘imaginative geography’ inhabited by celebrity culture, global flows, and consumer
capitalism” in Rushdie’s New York fictions (418).
However, though Rushdie’s fictional vision is global, and his tone detached,
his fictional foothold is locally based. There is something contradictory but critical in
his writing. On one hand, he accepts the U.S. imperial presence throughout the world
and its domination of world order. He sees commodification as a given of our age,
acquiescing in its manipulative power over everything, highlighting the global
market, mass media, technology, popular culture, and global celebrity as the
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components of a globalized consumerist, liberal culture. In other words, Rushdie’s
cosmopolitanism has affinity with the above-referenced American-dominated world
culture. Based on these insights, Rushdie appears to seek a globalized migrancy. On
the other hand, he shows a critical embrace of the idea by revealing national
liberation struggles, forgotten histories, domestic politics and traumatic pasts in New
York fictions, and weaves the global into everyday realities. No matter how he
uproots himself from national fealties and embraces “capital’s convenient happy-face
image of a single-word culture”, his novels are still “very culturally specific” (Ghosh
et al lvii). As Brennan explains, “He is not indifferent to his many roots, and does not
efface them. He only wants to say he has many of them, and that they coalesce in his
being in unpredictable ways that cannot be pinned down easily in a national
affiliation” (lvii). He looks for a globalized cultural belonging by registering multiple
cultural roots without being affiliated with any of them. An obscure entanglement
between an envisioned global and a rooted local emerges from the grain of Rushdie’s
writing.
In this chapter, two early New York fictions, GBHF (1999) and FR (2001),
will be considered. Written in the early stage of Rushdie’s New York life, they are
marked by the author’s fresh responses to globalization and his transformative
identity as a representative of the global diaspora. Therefore, they are essential to
investigate Rushdie’s paradoxes or binaries of global and local, universality and
particularity, detachment and attachment, and cosmopolitan and nationalism. In order
to achieve this aim, this chapter will adopt some ideas of new cosmopolitanism,
mainly Robbins’s “actually existing cosmopolitanism” and others who endorse a
dialectic relationship between the global and the local within cosmopolitanism, to
probe into Rushdie’s diasporic and immigrant world of New York in order to give a
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glimpse of his cosmopolitan imagination. It appears that Rushdie is engaged in an
ongoing examination of rooted cosmopolitanism in his New York novels and I will
test this hypothesis in the following section.
II. Border-Crossings and Multiple Positionings
One of the seminal themes in GBHF and FR is the idea of frontier-crossing.
In GBHF, the three protagonists, Vina, Ormus and Rai, are frequently on
international flights back and forth between various countries. A global trajectory of
India-Britain-America-Mexico, or rather, Bombay-London-New York-Guadalajara is
clearly mapped in the novel. The VTO band of Vina and Ormus have world tours all
year around, while the photographer Rai leaves his trace in every corner of the world.
In FR, a similar global setting, which Leonard reads as “the starting point of a
Jamesonian ‘aesthetic of cognitive mapping’ to make sense of the global world”, is
inserted throughout the novel, with the Indian born protagonist Malik Solanka
fleeing from London to New York, then following his lover to a Pacific island, and
later returning to London in the end (102). In other words, these characters are
crossing borders incessantly. By crossing geographical borders, they are at the same
time crossing the frontiers of race, nation, culture, home, religion, and language.
From this point of view, the frontier promotes culturally rich meanings. As Rushdie
defines it in “Step Across This Line”, “The frontier is an elusive line, visible and
invisible, physical and metaphorical, amoral and moral” (Step Across This Line 352).
In GBHF, the central part of the novel is entitled “Membrane”, a metaphor of
boundary, frontier and fault line. In “Membrane”, Rushdie elaborates on Ormus’s
flight to London, which exemplifies the spontaneity of frontier-crossing. On the
plane, Ormus is “restored to himself, feeling his true nature flowing back into his
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veins … His self has taken wing. It overflows its bounds” (GBHF 250). In FR
Rushdie writers, “the true ghost in our machine” is “our boundary-breaking, ruledisproving, shape-shifting, transgressive, trespassing shadow-self” (128). Therefore,
when Solanka crosses the ocean, he thinks that “the mistake was to see his latest exit
as unusual. The harsh reality was perhaps that he was acting not against nature but
according to its dictates” (30). Rushdie’s narration on the impulse of frontiercrossing is in line with his claims in “Step Across This Line”. In this essay, he argues
that “In our deepest natures, we are frontier-crossing beings” and “The journey
creates us. We become the frontier we cross” (Step Across This Line 350). He
suggests that “in the age of mass migration, mass displacement, global finances and
industries”, borders are there to be crossed and permeated (365). In this way,
Rushdie promotes the idea of border-crossing as an existential condition to
understand human life and the world.
Rushdie’s idea of frontier-crossing conflates both the global and the local
dimension. Repeated border-crossings are often constituted by recurrent “moments
of leave-taking, entry into new spaces, and returns” (Boyagoda 132). In other words,
a global map is shown through the scattering of positions. Those who practice
border-crossings are always ready to take off after provisional mooring in one place
or another. The endless alternation between leave-taking and landing, thus
detachment and (re)attachment, make sense of their migrant life. From this point of
view, what Rushdie articulates in GBHF and FR is different from that of his earlier
fictions where he stresses “a broadening of horizons allowing the intellectual’s vision
to encompass and rise towards scholarly objectivity, or simply to occupy an
interstitial space” (Orgun 116). Instead, Rushdie in his New York fictions illustrates
“the fact that he or she had to continually repeat the border crossing and mental
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repositioning, acting, at every turn, as a cultural translator, albeit for different
audiences” (116). In this way, GBHF and FR present cosmopolitanism as “no longer
a neutral word, a vision of synthesizing the best of two worlds, but [as] a condition of
constant border-crossing and repositioning” (116).
As GBHF writes, “Disorientation is loss of the East” (176). This definition is
repeated several times in the novel. Such moments as when “you lose your bearings,
your certainties, your knowledge of what is and what may be, perhaps even your
life” are mentioned frequently (176). In the same vein, there are recurrent
descriptions of unbelonging and outsideness. According to the text, outsideness
serves as the fourth function of the universe, which covers those “who are simply
born not belonging” and “step out of the frame” (72, 43). Rushdie reiterates that
while “home, kinship, the whole enchilada” may be “just the biggest, most truly
global, and centuries-oldest piece of brainwashing”, outsideness and unbelonging
“may be as ‘nature’ a manifestation of human nature as its opposite” (177, 73).
Explanations of metamorphosis are scattered throughout the novel. As the narrator
recalls,
Three of us passed through a membrane in the sky and were
transformed by the experience. That’s true. But what is also true is
that those transformations were not at that time completed. It would
perhaps more accurate to say that we entered a transit zone: the
condition of transformation. A transitional phase in which we might
have been trapped for ever, which only the imperative force of the
Immense can force us towards completion. (461)
With the “Immense” carrying the meaning of death, Rushdie indicates a
lifetime border-crossing and transformation. Recurrent attentions are given to the
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occurrences of earthquake around the world. As the narrator says, “Earthquakes …
are common phenomena … Stability is what’s rare” (500). The wording repetitions
in the novel imply not only the multiple senses of these conditions, namely, the fact
that these conditions occur here and there, now and then, but also their existential
normality and universality.
Referred to by the author as “three kings of Disorient”, Vina, Ormus and Rai
are globally detached beings. They live amid incessant uncertainties and
transformations. They firstly lose their homeland, Bombay, after it becomes an
unstable place of broken families and national turbulence. As Boyagoda argues, “The
characters in Ground are dispossessed of their connections to stable lives among an
axis that constantly links national belonging with familial identity” (133). Family and
nation are thrown into endless chaos and disasters. Such catastrophic scenes as the
burning of house, the family murders, business fraud, political bribery and religious
retaliation turn Bombay into a seismic zone. Under this circumstance, they begin to
leave one by one: “Vina was the first one of us to do it. Ormus jumped second, and I,
as usual, brought up the rear” (GBHF 177). They continue their disoriented life as
they move to London, then New York and other locations, “manage lives of global
success without being grounded in the linked spaces of familial home and nation”
(Boyagoda 132). When Ormus flies to London, he knows that “England may be [his]
immediate destination but it is not my goal” (GBHF 251). Once again, “uncertainty
pours down on him … nothing is solid, nothing exists except the precise piece of
concrete his foot now rests upon” (268). Ormus is quickly gripped by
disenchantment after moving to New York: “The rusting decadence of the city at
ground level. Its shoulder-barging vulgarity, its third-world feel … and the
bizarreries to which Vina initially insists on exposing him … these things fuel his
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celebrated moral disgust”. He finds that “Groovy Manhattan is plainly no better than
Swinging London” (387). For these characters, no matter where they go, they feel the
tremors of the ground beneath their feet. However, their detachment is not a
completely free-flowing status but is accompanied by (re)attachments. They make
multiple moorings and arrivals, always attempting to start new life in new places.
Each time when frontier-crossing happens, a new form of selfhood emerges.
Each time the characters are conquered shortly by expectations and promises. When
Ormus flies to London, he “intuits that every bone in his body is being irradiated by
something pouring through the sky-rip, a mutation is occurring at the level of the
cell, of the gene, of the particle” (253). “His new life begins” because, “The person
who arrives won’t be the one who left, or not quite. He has crossed a time zone,
moved from the eternal past of early life into the constant now of adulthood, the
tense of presence” (255, 253-54). The same feeling comes when he moves to New
York: “upon his helicoptered arrival in Manhattan, he enters a condition of worship,
marveling at this new Rome, open-mouthed and slack-jawed … Every chord he
plays will be a paean to the sky-high city, he promises himself” (387). The devouring
of Vina by an earthquake indicates her destiny of living in a border place. There is no
need for her to stop and rest.
Like Vina, Ormus and Rai, Solanka in FR is also configuring himself by
repeated border-crossings. A disoriented soul in disguise, it is inevitable for Solanka
to give up his family in London which symbolizes the stability and certainty unable
to sustain him. As Rushdie writes, “Country, family, and not one wife but two had
been left in his wake. Also, now a child” (30). Throughout the novel, Solanka is
overwhelmed by “the inexplicable within himself”, which drives him to frequently
sneak from the present situation and into the unknown (128). Obviously, here the
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inexplicable refers to the irresistible and consistent impulse of moving and crossing.
As the title of the novel, fury runs through the story as a thematic thread. Simply
speaking, fury refers to Solanka’s feeling of anger. In the beginning of the story, it is
due to his anger, which threatens to turn him into someone capable of committing
slaughter, that Solanka flees his London family. To some extent, fury is the catalyst
for the act of border-crossing in the text. As the narrative develops, the reader comes
to understand that fury has rooted itself in Solanka’s heart since his childhood.
Sexually abused by his stepfather, Solanka flees his Indian family with what he now
refers to as “his long-sealed-away fury” (146). Later, after losing control of his doll,
he escapes from his British wife and son with a murderous fury. Finally, due to the
loss of his lover, he returns to England experiencing a desperate fury. To sum up,
fury becomes an emotional reflection of border-crossing and transgression, a
bitterness in the character after being “displaced from multiple homes for whom
nostalgia provides no consolation” (Zimring 11).
On one hand, it contains such things as loss, uncertainty and despair. As
Rushdie asserts in the text, “the origin of fury lay in life’s accumulating
disappointments” (206). There is no peace and calm as uncertainty and grievance is
bubbling and burning inside human heart. “Human life was now lived in the moment
before the fury” and “Craters-in cities, in deserts, in nations, in the heart-had become
commonplace” (129). Fury on the other hand signifies creation and renewal. It urges
disoriented beings to shift, transform and reinvent themselves in different
environments. The novel focuses on Solanka’s provisional mooring in America to
exemplify the burgeoning of newness and hope upon arriving at new locations. After
landing in New York, Solanka becomes a flâneur, often walking the city streets for
hours in the hope of finding peace and stability. He intends to “construct a new man”
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by “being Ellis Islanded” in “the land of self-creation” (80, 51, 79). Driven by
implacable fury which contains the fission of existence, Solanka embarks on
uprooting and rooting himself without stop. As the anger in his heart cannot be
eliminated, he has to live in crossings and movements. Fury is thus “the emotional
basis for a cosmopolitan identity” (Zimring 13).
Their detached identity is not transcendental and metaphysical but rooted in
multiply linked places and sites. Künow uses the term “site-polygamous” to
designate Rushdie’s dealing with locations. He says, “[H]is critical and fictional
writings are essentially about maintaining relations with spatially scattered locations.
He does not write from or about one location, but a congeries of different, even
contradictory ones” (371). For Vina, Ormus, Rai and Solanka, their life is defined by
their multiple, though provisional, moorings in different locations. Different places
contain different experiences of their life, thus have different but mutually impacted
meanings. India may represent their childhood, England their struggling career, and
America their global success. The lack of any of the locations will lead to the
insufficiency of their life. For instance, “Vina, who was driven from home to home,
is claimed by the places that drove her out: rural Virginia, upstate New York. India
claims her, because of her paternal bloodline; England, because it’s where her
singing career began; Manhattan, because all that is mythic on today’s earth is a
citizen of New York” (GBHF 483). Rushdie’s polygamous attachment to locations
generates a cosmopolitanism not about lack, but about excess, excess of belongings
and subject positions. It entails “an ethos of macro-interdependencies” as noted by
Rabinow, a cosmopolitanism that is “attentive to (and respectful of) differences
[with] an acute consciousness (often forced upon people) of the inescapabilities and
particularities of places, characters, historical trajectories and fates” (258). A
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globalized interconnectedness and inter-dependency are established. No matter
where they go, they wander within this globalized space. Therefore, they belong to
“everywhere and nowhere at one and the same time” (Künow 119).
Rushdie’s idea of border-crossing is presented by a variety of seemingly
contradictory conditions in the novels: disorientation and home, outsideness and
insideness, unbelonging and belonging, instability and stability, groundlessness and
ground. These counter-conditions live in each other, rely on each other, inseparable
and interactive. Being unbelonging is for belonging to “somewhere better”; “A
principle of uncertainty is also a measure of certainty” (GBHF 163, 462). The
fantasy of “Away” has to be “localized and given a certain degree of determinacy,
which means that instead of an abstract, freely floating imaginary locus, there is
always a particular place that is invested with Utopian promise” (Adorján 209). In
this way, Rushdie exposes the artificiality of the oppositional relations of these
conditions claimed by others. For him, frontier is permeable. By crossing it, “Our
lives disconnect and reconnect, we move on, and later we may again touch one
another, again bounce away” (GBHF 543). This is an “actual existing
cosmopolitanism”, “the felt shape of a human life, neither simply linear nor wholly
disjunctive nor endlessly bifurcating, but rather this bouncey-castle sequence of
bumpings-into and tumblings-apart” (543). The final scene of FR can be regarded as
a reassertion of this spirit. In the scene, Solanka keeps on bouncing up and down in a
blue bouncy castle. Only in this way is Solanka able to deal with the anger in his
heart, i.e. the impulse of moving back and forth between locations. As Rushdie reads
Solanka’s mind, “To say good-bye to that need would also be to accept that he was,
in the matter of desire, agreeing to be dead” (179).
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It is interesting to see that both GBHF and FR end with the authorial
protagonist returning to or intending to return to the quotidian family life. With Mira
and Tara, Rai enters into a “family relationship forged by circumstance rather than
biology”, an “ordinary human life” and “ordinary human love” beneath his feet (568,
575). Solanka returns to his son to resume his fatherhood responsibilities. In this
way, Rushdie articulates a rooted cosmopolitanism beyond the interstitial space of
hybridity and multiplicity. As Boyagoda claims, “Such re-entry into a
national/familial setting significantly differs from, yet depends upon, initial acts of
entry into the condition and space of being in-between—in response to the throes and
promises of globalization” (133). By rejecting “that space for a more familiar,
conventional, and welcome alternative”, Rushdie domesticizes global migration. For
him, homeland is no longer imaginary, but real and solid in a glocalized context
(133). As a writer, Rushdie speaks from a discursive position both globally and
locally, scrambling personal and geographical positionings in order to subvert the
corresponding relations between sites and signification, places and people, locations
and locutions.
Taking America as an example, rather than asserting that Rushdie is in
complicity with the American empire and presents an American/Americanized
cosmopolitanism in GBHF and FR, it is more appropriate to argue that he regards
America as one of the most significant ‘local’ he employs to examine the global.
Rushdie zooms in on the globalized hub of New York to present an American
localism. He also adds many antipodes of America such as the political struggles in
the Third World to illustrate the echoes of the local in the cosmopolis. By doing so,
Rushdie reveals a global world consisting of local elements, hence a critical
cosmopolitanism rooted in locality, nativity, and cultural specificity. As illustrated
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before, in his eyes, cosmopolitanism makes senses only by being sited in specific
places. Cosmopolitanism is not a transcendental detachment or spectacle but is
rooted in the local and the quotidian.
Like Bombay, London or any other metropolises of the world, the reality of
New York is rooted in everyday life, and the global flow passing through it echoes
the trivial and the quotidian of the city. As the displaced characters of Rushdie meet
in New York, interacting with different forms of world culture, and the global flows
rush in, they find that what is waiting in front of them is simply another form of
reality, or rather, the American way of experiencing reality. Before they move on to
the next location, they have to temporarily frame themselves in those realities in
order to remove themselves from the frame for their forthcoming departures. Like
other metropolises New York has shown its own way to combine the local and the
global, the national and the cosmopolitan to the protagonists of his narratives.
In GBHF, while Ormus always hides himself from the rest of New York and
never “itch[es] for the thronged streets of Queens, its bazaars bustling with the
polyglot traffic of the world”, Vina “never cease[s] to be a street urchin in her heart”.
As a consequence, New York for Ormus has no difference from other places, and is
“from the beginning a doorman, an express elevator and a view”. Wherever he goes,
there is always a “Malabar Hill” (355). Vina is different. To add things to “America
in general” and “New York City in particular” is what constitutes her American life.
According to her understanding, “by becoming an American you add to the kinds of
American it’s possible to be” and “[h]owever you get through your day in New York
City, well then that’s a New York kind of day” (331). The reality of America is
rooted in numerous scenes of life. What they can extract from their dwelling in New
York, and thus enrich their cosmopolitan lives are fragments of politics, histories,
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traditions, and locality. This aspect is often neglected because, according to Rushdie,
people are usually tricked by the “late-capitalist superfluity and velocity” of New
York (S. Kim 71). As Vina says, “it doesn’t mean Americans don’t have it or they’re
not doomed to repeat it … [j]ust because they do not remember their history” (GBHF
331). Everyone in New York wears his/her history without showing it: “Bombay
singer singing the Bombay bop or a voodoo cab driver with zombies on the brain or a
bomber from Montana or an Islamic beardo from Queens” (331).
Back in his apartment, Solanka is still penetrated by different personal stories
and voices. The Punjabi workman, the Jewish plumber, the Polish cleaner, they all
come to Solanka with a tale to tell, tales often shadowed by suffering, loss,
oppression and misery. As Rushdie writes, “This is what we brought with us on our
journey across oceans, beyond frontiers, through life: our little storehouse of
anecdote and what-happened-next, out private once-upon-a-time. We were our
stories, and when we died, if we were very lucky, out immortality would be in
another such tale” (51). These stories carry what is individual and national in them
and transform themselves into what is communal and global. Another way to
understand these stories is that they reveal the burden of moments under the cover of
the lightness of migrancy. Even in such a cosmopolitan city as New York, the
mundanity and triviality of life are inevitable. As the story unfolds and more
characters show up, New York becomes livelier than ever, though in a bewildering,
mysterious and oppressive way. These characters pour their stories into New York
and shape what the Americans are. Everyone has a gloomy story about family and
nation. Mila loses her patriotic and incestuous father during the national conflict in
Serbia. Eddie has a veteran uncle back from the Vietnam War whose belated hope of
life is destroyed by Eddie’s father, a “snake skunk weasel” of “cheap card-player,
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cheap drunk, an asshole whose act of betrayal would cripple all of their lives” (120).
Neela has a laborer family stranded by indenture in a Pacific island. Their stories are
not left behind in their homelands but continue to shape their American life. When
Solanka visits Neela’s apartment, he is surprised to see that “India was insisted upon
everywhere in the Bedford Street apartment, in the overemphasized manner of the
diaspora: the filmi music, the candles and incense, the Krishna-and-milkmaids
calendar, the dhurries on the floor, the Company School paintings, the hookah coiled
atop a bookcase like a stuffed green snake” (120). The decoration of Neela’s
apartment is a symbol of the consistency of the national and the family. Also, the
national demonstration attracting Neela and finally drawing her back to the island
serves as a reminder of what is happening in the antipodes of America. Instead of
neglecting one’s past and memory for an unfettered life, Rushdie insists on their
presence in one’s present life.
III. Alternate Worlds and Uniting Forces in GBHF
In GBHF, Rushdie’s idea of border-crossing is further illuminated by his
construction of competing alternate worlds and, as solutions, his illustration of such
artistic forms as myth, rock music and photography as uniting forces. Rather than
believing in the synthesis of alternate worlds, Rushdie portrays a world in constant
collisions with irreconcilable realities and exclusive choices. Unlike his addiction to
“metaphoric, usually mythic, alternatives to conventional forms of identity” through
plural realities in his early fictions, Rushdie in GBHF seems to advocate excessive
mobility and migrancy for provisional truths, i.e. an eclecticism between the
globalized and localized, the imaginary and the real, the unbelonging and the
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belonging (Boyagoda 133). In this context, myth, rock music and photography are all
portrayed as having the capacity to be unaffected by frontiers and speak to all.
1. Alternate Worlds in Competition
In his earlier works Rushdie often regards his fiction as a way to intervene in
reality by providing shelter for alternate realities. Within his fictional world, realities
are synthesized and pluralized. To some extent, GBHF also creates an artistic cosmos
containing alternate realities. Some of these alternate realities are familiar to
Rushdie’s critics: “unreliable narrators present erroneous versions of events;
nostalgic accounts of childhood give idealized visions of the real world” (Trousdale,
Nabokov, Rushdie 142). As the narrator of GBHF, Rai confesses, he is telling his
version of the Ormus-Vina story among “many different versions”, where Bombay
comes back as an idealized homeland immortalized in its golden age forever (GBHF
90). In common with other Rushdie fictions, readers of GBHF “have been
collaborating in the construction of one kind of possible world: our own world with a
small amount of magic thrown in, familiar to us from fairy tales, magical realist
texts, and Rushdie’s earlier Bombay novels” (150). However, what distinguishes
GBHF from his earlier fictions is the creation of alternate worlds rejecting synthesis
and hybridization. Using Rushdie’s own words, “There were collisions and
explosions. The world was no longer calm” (Shalimar the Clown 211).
In GBHF the first major change Rushdie achieves is to establish “shifting
epistemologies of the ‘real’ world of the novel itself” (Trousdale Nabokov, Rushdie
142). In other words, the fictional world Rushdie creates becomes alternate and
shows itself as a literal other world. To be specific, the fictional world encountered
by readers turns out to be different “significantly from his readers’ version of reality
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in many matters of history” though “it seems at first to be identical to our own”
(Leggatt 106). It is shown as a parallel world to the one we know: Kennedy is killed
with his elder brother in 1971; East and West Pakistan stay together; Nixon has never
been a President; the British is in Indochina for war; Madonna is a music critic and
Jesse Parker sings “Heartbreak Hotel”; so on and so forth. This fictional world is
where “events are modified, famous people change and exchange places, professions
and names and, generally, most facts are distorted” (Luburić 121). Readers are
estranged from this world in which their understanding is suddenly flawed, and they
do not yet know the rules. Alongside this fictional world, there is yet another/second
alternate world which Maria, “a world hopper who appears to Ormus and Rai”,
inhabits, and which more closely resembles the world his readers know (Trousdale
Nabokov, Rushdie 142). In this alternate world, everything is topsy-turvy from the
one Ormus knows but is familiar to readers: “John Kennedy got shot eight years
ago … Nixon is President. East Pakistan recently seceded from the union … And the
British aren’t in Indochina …” (GBHF 350).
After catching a glimpse of the other world, Ormus is thrown into
bewilderment. He sees that the two worlds are in conflict, which terrifies him. Maria,
the woman who travels between the worlds, hopes to reconcile them through
communication. To her disappointment, Ormus cannot live between these two
worlds, but struggles with his double vision. He is tortured by the double vision in
him and has to wear an eye patch to close one of the worlds. What’s worse,
communication and movement between the two worlds lead to not creative
possibilities but destructive consequences. The last time when Maria appears, Rai
sees in her an exhaustion, “as if the effort she has made has drained her completely”
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(505). Maria’s world comes to its end, too: “Whole areas are simply devastated, torn
and shredded, just no longer there. Where they were is now a non-being that drives
people mad. Incompressible nothingness” (508). Under this circumstance, further
inter-world travelling becomes impossible: “The door, the aperture, it is jammed …
How mad we were to think that our time of free exploration, of blissful travel
between universes, would not end” (508). The alternate world of Maria deteriorates
and is reduced to be only a “make-believe world” (508).
The two worlds are in fact “two variations of the same world, two dimensions
of the same reality, infinitely similar and yet different” by using Luburić’s words
(123). They share a timeline, some events and some images, but are fundamentally
different. A cognitive dissonance is established by Rushdie. While in his earlier
fictions Rushdie urges his readers to “read through a sense of cognitive dissonance to
see how two cultures might be synthesized”, in GBHF he “concentrate[s] on that
sense of cognitive dissonance for its own sake” (Trousdale, Nabokov, Rushdie 142).
He emphasizes that the worlds are irreconcilable and in collision. The survival of one
world means the destruction of the other world. Furthermore, though the
recognizably real world of Ormus, Vina and Rai survives, it survives in permanent
instability and suspicion. In a way, the doors of communication “lead to the
permanent destruction of one cosmic world, and a permanent unsettling of the other”
(Leggatt 106). Rushdie’s fictional world is no longer a shelter for conflicting realities
but is itself in question and danger. It cannot provide solid ground for the characters
to stand upon. As Vina says, “I always knew there was something beyond” (GBHF
349). The first major difference between the readers’ world and the book’s lay the
foundation for one of Rushdie’s main revelations in the novel, i.e. there are always
two worlds with the same origins but in direct competition.
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To complicate the matter further, Rushdie portrays other alternate worlds
which are in collision within the novel. Like the competing “real” worlds of the
novel itself, “the alternative worlds within the book are mutually exclusive choices
stemming from identical genealogies” (Trousdale Nabokov, Rushdie 150). The most
noticeable one is the competing-twin model of alternate worlds. In his dream-like
vision, Ormus meets his dead twin brother Gayomart in the underworld, who teaches
him tunes and lyrics of what will later become his rock music. He shuttles between
the actual and the mythic/supernatural, seeking communication and dialogue.
Nevertheless, Gayo is not Ormus’s other self to be integrated; they are enemies
competing for survival. The worlds they are located in are incompatible and
exclusive. Gayomart is like a ghost haunting Ormus and grasps him with mysterious
darkness from another world. He is “the purple stain on his eyelid”, Ormus’s
“shadow self”, “the melancholy and desperation of proto-entities longing to become
and fearing their great day would never dawn” (GBHF 99). This competing-twin
model of alternate worlds is opposed to Bakhtinian dialogue, “renders discursive or
dialogic unity possible” (Trousdale Nabokov, Rushdie 150). Under the shadow of a
supernatural Gayo, Ormus is not able to construct his reality. It is true that Ormus is
inspired by Gayo. As Rushdie puts it, “In Gayo, Ormus found the Other into which
he dreamed of metamorphosing, the dark self that first fueled his art” (GBHF 99).
But it is not until he is free from Gayo’s grasp that his music career takes off and his
love comes back. In a car accident, Ormus experiences a hallucination: “The top of
my head was open, just blown apart as if by an explosion, and [Gayo] climbed out
and ran away” (313). After waking from a long coma, Ormus finally realizes that
“he’s not me. He just looks that way. He’s not true” (313). Gayo is so different as to
be unassimilable; Ormus has to face his quotidian reality alone.
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In a broad sense, Rushdie continues the strategy of dualism in GBHF. As
Glomb observes, “the novel is full of pairings, twins, dichotomies, and dualisms,
which serve the novel’s overall emphasis on flexible viewpoints and alternative
realities” (Glomb 66). But unlike the dualism which is used to emphasize the
integration and synthesis of alternate realities in his earlier fictions, dualism is here to
show the incompatibility and exclusivity of alternate worlds. Apart from the different
pairs of alternate worlds mentioned above, there are ubiquitous existence of other
alternate worlds and they are presented as conflicting oppositions. Everything is
thought of in terms of irreconcilable dualism: Bombay is New York’s haunting other;
India’s past and India’s future are disconnected; religion divides deities into absolute
good and evil; myth is regarded as reason’s antagonist; so on and so forth. Instead of
fusion, “chaos arises from the complexity of Rushdie’s alternate worlds” (Trousdale
Nabokov, Rushdie 142). Their binary oppositions cause catastrophes like family
breakdown and individual disruption.
2. Myth, Rock Music and Photography as Uniting Forces in GBHF
As a solution, Rushdie proposes “the necessity of keeping things mobile” to
present competing realities and mutually exclusive choices” (Glomb 66). This is in
accordance with his idea of repeated border-crossings and positionings. Since the
collisions cannot be converted to a dialogic unity, it is better to accept these
competing realities as existential conditions so as to shake all that is stable and
inflexible. The fact that human life is living in provisional truths constructed by
motion and instability, hence a rooted cosmopolitanism, is implicit as an accessible
perspective for looking into the world. Based on this way of thinking, Rushdie has
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sought accessible forms of interpretation in GBHF to configure the new conditions in
a globalized age. For him, some globally shared cultural forms like myth, music and
photography are more than suitable to present his idea of excess mobility and
migrancy.
As a conventional form with a long history, myth is appropriated to be the
structural underpinning of GBHF by Rushdie. GBHF is mainly based on the myth of
Orpheus and Eurydice. To Rushdie, myth provides a way to look into the globally
mobilized but inevitably mundane life of his characters. Rushdie elaborates on his
idea of myth in GBHF. Ormus’s father, Sir Darius Xerxes Cama, and his English
fellow William Methwold, begin a comparative study of Indo-European myths in
order to seek a “peace of mind which had been so comprehensively destroyed by the
private and public history of [their] time” (GBHF 40). They set mythology against
reality, and myth against reason, regardless of the shaking ground beneath their feet
which makes the dichotomies meaningless. In terms of his views on myth, Sir Darius
agrees with Aristotle who dismisses mythology as “just fanciful yarns … containing
no valuable truths about our natures or our surroundings” and who claims that “Only
by reason … will men understand themselves and master the world in which they
live” (82). Ormus’s mother, Lady Spenta Cama, in a reverse way insists that “the
miraculous had long ago supplanted the quotidian as the norm” (83). What they share
in common is a fixed concept of myth being withdrawn from everyday life.
Rushdie’s novel rejects their position by describing the failure of Sir Xerxes’ study
and Lady Spenta’s escapist reclusion into her gods. Though burying himself in his
library of classical myths, Cama is penetrated by “all the tumultuous sensation of the
city” coming through the window. Therefore, “the outside world penetrates the world
within”; boundary becomes permeable (43). He has to give up. In the same way,
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Lady Spenta is not able to separate herself from “the tragic jungle of the everyday”
with her Parsi angels and devils (83).
In this way, Rushdie rejects a fixed binary concerning myth, and regards
myth as “flexible and multifarious” as if it “seems to have life of his own” (Glomb
66). In Rushdie’s words, “once the inexorable dynamic of the mythic has been set in
motion, you might as well try and keep bees from honey, crooks from money,
politicians from babies, philosophers from maybes” (GBHF 83). Rushdie invokes the
mythic with all its sense of fluidity, threading the tension between polar oppositions.
Along with its fluidity is another important aspect of myth highlighted by Rushdie,
i.e. its root in quotidian reality, “a more mundane phenomenon that is closely
interwoven with other ways of experiencing everyday reality” (Glomb 67). By
quoting Giovanni Battista Vico, Rushdie asserts that “mythology is the family album
or storehouse of a culture’s childhood, containing that society’s future, codified as
tales that are both poems and oracles” (GBHF 83). For human life, each period is
connected with others; each location makes reference to others; events are mutually
influenced. Myth is not simply a great cultural legacy from ancient Greece, but
“works through a certain kind of signification and is therefore a form of meaning
which is not linked to a particular content” (Glomb 67). The places people go and the
things they do consist of their unique myths which will go on as long as they are
alive and move around.
Rushdie brings this spirit of myth into his construction of the Ormus-Vina
story. The whole story is characterized by a thread of myth. A mythic overtone is
established from the very beginning. As the narrator claims, “ever since my youngest
days, Ormus and Vina have added to my plate two goodly extra dollops of living
myth” (503). The story of Ormus and Vina can be seen as a twentieth century version
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of the myth of Orpheus and Eurydice. Most importantly, Rushdie’s mythic story of
Ormus and Vina is located in the conflicting realities of every day, constituted by
constant change and flux. Childhood is where their myth begins. The narrator
compares his childhood home to “Olympus”, his stay there “a sojourn with the gods
in the days before … cast out into the world” (57). Such names of houses as “Villa
Thracia” and “Apollo Bunder” are common to the extent that the narrator’s father
claims that “Greek gods, like everybody else, have invaded India from time to time”
(61). In the chapter entitled “Goat Songs” Rushdie ties the Indian characters’ fates to
Dionysian tragedy. As the narrator puts it, “The themes and dramas of those first
moments set the pattern for all that follows … The private drama of the vanished
Villa Thracia colours and prophesies our subsequent way of living in the world”
(83). Our everyday life become the myth: “The gods we worship, we discover, are
not different from ourselves” (58). As the characters move around the world, their
myth is what they become during their journeys. Their transformation and
metamorphosis are in the forms of the mythic. Myths from this perspective have
become “thought systems extraordinarily suited to interrogate the structures of the
real, modelling systems, cognitive truth-producing paradigms” (Linguanti 14).
Within the matrix of myth, Rushdie finds a way to capture the dramatic core of the
story of Ormus and Vina, a way for his characters to have a solid (provisional)
ground beneath their feet. As the characters are confronted with increasingly
competing realities and exclusive choices, the interpretive and reconciliatory power
of myth becomes increasingly overwhelming.
Meanwhile, apart from the Orpheus-Eurydice clue, Rushdie presents diverse
myths of both East and West and variations of the same myths, further illuminating
its core of fluidity and adaptability. Regarding the myth of Orpheus and Eurydice,
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Rushdie invokes different versions, from Ovid’s Metamorphosis to Virgil’s poem,
and from R.M. Rilke’s Sonnets to Orpheus to contemporary musical compositions.
He also puts this myth into juxtaposition with the Indian myth of Kama in which the
goddess Rati, the love god’s wife, brings him back to life from the angry Shiva.
When Ormus is in a coma, it is Vina who wakes him up from the world of darkness
and silence. Vina is not only Eurydice, but also Rati; Ormus Cama not only Orpheus,
but also Kama: Cama and Kama. Vina’s story, according to Rushdie, echoes “the
high old yarns of … Helen, Eurydice, Sita, Rati and Persephone” (GBHF 58). She is
a “female Dionysus … the first bacchante”, who “laid waste to all she saw, who
conquered and then devastated every heart” with excess (61). Not only an Orphic
hero, Ormus also is Dionysus, Proteus, Apollo or any other gods, as he transforms
himself into different shapes. The opposition between Dionysus, the god of wine,
ecstasy and fertility, and Apollo, the god of reasoning and science, is seen in Ormus
but not in a competing way. As Ormus and Vina continue their story, they remind
people of more knowledge of the mythic in their life. “Each is Pygmalion, both are
Galatea”, because “[t]hey have both been damaged, are both repairers of damage”.
By living a mythic life, they learn that “such damage is the normal condition of life,
as is the closeness of the crumbling edge, as is the fissured ground. In that inferno,
they will feel at home” (148). In the story’s ending, Rushdie adopts an ironic way to
deny the opposition of the mythic and the ordinary. Though the narrator claims that
the death of Ormus and Vina indicates the end of the mythic age and the return of
ordinary human life, which he thinks is “what a mature civilization is” and what “the
myths hint”, he is soon contradicted by the fact that Ormus and Vina are everywhere
in public and “they’re just going to go on singing” (574, 575). The ubiquity of myth
in the novel provides a form of thought to penetrate the destabilized and colliding
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lives of Ormus and Vina. The mythic becomes a vacuum to be rushed into, “an
amorphousness in search of shapes” and a “divine absence which we can fill with our
fantasies … [and] makes sense of the rest” (382).
Rushdie’s elaboration on the mythic in GBHF provides the matrix for one of
the main subjects in the novel, namely, rock music. The mythic story of Ormus and
Vina is threaded by music. In Greek myth Orpheus is a great singer whose voice
enchants humans and animals alike. He goes to the underworld to bring back his wife
Eurydice from Hades. In Rushdie’s story, Ormus is a contemporary Orpheus, who
conquers the world with his songs and tries to get his wife Vina back after she is
devoured by an earthquake. In both versions of myth music provides the magic
power to open human’s heart, unify the universe, and encourage men to cross
borders of life and death, here and there, past and present. It is a touchstone of
mobility and frontier-crossing. In this way, Rushdie shows that music illuminates
what makes man mythic. For him, music (art) carries the spirit of myth, and its
power is mythic, too.
In his interview with Kadzis, Rushdie asserts that “Rock is the mythology of
our time” (Reder 222). To him, rock music is a present-day myth, the “most
mythological setting of modern times”, and the thematic impetus of his story
(Albertazzi 94). As a contemporary myth, rock music inherits the traditions of the
mythic. As Glomb argues, “The amalgamation of myth and rock ‘n’ roll is closely
connected with the novel’s emphasis on the necessity of keeping the ground beneath
our feet, i.e. that which we think of as real and true, in motion” (65). Indeed, rock
music in the story inherits from the mythic a sort of intrinsic fluidity and mundanity.
It maintains Rushdie’s ideal of presenting competing realities under a unified
consciousness. While “myth operated in popular Greek culture like a
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communications web: a network of storylines with relationships, personalities and
feeling attached”, rock music in today’s culture serves the similar function, as Padel
argues (24). In GBHF, the mythic life of Ormus and Vina is mainly displayed and
conveyed to others by music. Rock music thus becomes a transcendental and
universal form of communication.
While Ormus is stuck in his double vision, firstly of the two worlds between
his and that of his twin brother, and later between his and that of Maria, he hopes to
find the antidote to save him from division and antagonism in music. As he declares,
“What I want the music to say is that I don’t have to choose … I need it to show that
I don’t have to be this guy or that guy, the fellow from over there or the fellow from
here … I’ll be all of them” (303). As he moves between different worlds, either real
or fictional, he tries to grasp “how to make of multiplicity an accumulating strength
rather than a fritter weakness” and how “the many selves can be, in song, a single
multitude” so that his music is not “a cacophony but an orchestra, a choir, a dazzling
plural voice” (299). The idea of “bouncing down” is of great importance in the novel,
serving as the turning point for Ormus to find the junction between his music and
reality (300). It is a metaphor of keeping things in motion for fusion. When musical
tracks are bounced down, mixing begins. Through mixing, a new track is created. As
long as the act of bouncing down continues, mixing continues. By doing this, Ormus
“mirrors the synthesis the book’s realities also undergo” (Trousdale Nabokov,
Rushdie 154). He thus sees the possibility of presenting the alternate realities through
music. With its forms of excess and subjects of rebellion, rock music rejects stability
and stasis. It is marked by the ethos of restlessness and the effect of destabilizing,
offering intimacy to counter the instability and disorientation experienced by those
who are living between the alternate worlds.
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In their ‘legendary’ album “Quakershaker (How the Earth Learned to Rock &
Roll)”, Ormus and Vina sing “the collapse of all walls, boundaries, restraint …
describe worlds in collision, two universes tearing into each other, striving to become
one, destroying each other in the effort” with “bare, discordant manner” and
“purposive harmony” (GBHF 390). With these songs, Ormus finds that “Something
is changing … [T]he windows to the other quiddity now have blurry edges … The
frontiers are softening” (388). He is not scared by his double vision anymore but
accept it with ease because he sees the possibility to transcend it. Rushdie gives long
comments on VTO’s music through two fictional critics of rock music. Those
comments highlight the reconciliatory function of their music. For Rushdie, their
music, like Orpheus’s music, can make a reconciliation between “Apollo and
Dionysus, man and nature, truth and illusion, reality and the imagination, even
between life and death” (498). It is thus “a grand unified theory” where “we and the
cosmos are one” and which “reveals to our hearts the identity of the little and the
large” (392).
This spirit is then transferred to those who listen to their music: “Whenever
the Quakershaker songs are performed, a wildness bursts out of the crowd, and they
revel in abandoned, Dionysiac scenes. The fans, possessed by the music, tear at their
garments, at one another, at the air … When the crowd roars it is like a lion and
beneath the roar there is sometimes heard a hissing, as of serpents” (391). In other
words, Ormus’s music speaks not only to himself but also to all; it has the capacity to
not only “encompass the whole world” but also “communicate the whole world”
(Gauthier 158). It sings the chaotic realities in the contemporary era, reveals “a
generation mired in hedonism, lost in the archipelagoes of indulgence and desire”
(GBHF 391). It is “the music of rage and horror and despair”, mourning those who
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lose their lives in wars (265). It not only speaks to American youth, but also to
people from divergent cultures. Rushdie highlights Ormus’s mixing of different
cultural elements in his music: “the sexiness of the Cuban horns, the mind-bending
patterns of the Brazilian drums, the Chilean woodwinds … the African male voice
choruses … the grand old ladies of Algerian music … the holy passion of the
Pakistani qawivals” (379). His rock music is a unified whole for those separated
musical components. In addition, Rushdie stresses the forming of rock music in a
globalized motion which is still going on. As he elaborates,
When the slaves came across the sea and were forbidden to use their
drums, their talking drums, they listened to the music of the Irish
slave drivers, the three-chord Celtic folk songs, and turned it into the
blues. And after the end of slavery they got their drums back and that
was r&b, and white kids took that from them and added amplification
and that was the birth of rock ‘n’ roll. Which went back across the
ocean to England and Europe and got transformed by the Beatles, the
first great rock group to use stereo technology, and that stereo
mutation came back to America and became VTO et cetera. But the
technology goes on changing, and with the invention of sampling you
can graft the oldest music on to the newest sounds and then, shazam!,
in hip-hop, in scratching, you’re right back to call and response, back
to the future. (545)
Moreover, by asserting that Ormus’s inspiration for his rock music comes
from the underworld of his twin brother, Rushdie rejects the idea that rock music is
an output of American cultural imperialism. He juxtaposes Ormus’s music with
Western music to claim the parallel of alternative musical worlds. It is hard to
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separate Ormus’s music from the latter. Or in other words, “Westernness was a
legitimate part of Ormus, a Bombay part, inseparable from the rest of him” (96). In
this way, Rushdie further rejects the simplified boundary between East and West in
music which becomes a “secret language of all humanity, our common heritage,
whatever mother tongue we speak, whatever dances we first learned to dance” (89).
Immersed in Ormus’s music, everyone can grab a bit of truth that speaks directly to
him/her. They can be everyone and no one at the same time. “Everyone’s a New
Quaker now” (555). The quake is potent enough to shake all boundaries, disciplines
and laws and to contain all competing realities. To some extent, Rushdie’s rock
music world combines the individual and the community. Unlike his claim that “an
individual can stand in for a plurality” in his earlier fictions, what Ormus’s rock
music illuminates is “a community of shared displacement” constituted by
individuals who are brought together by music, their only solid ground. It is proper to
say that “the colliding literary worlds of GBHF both destabilize reality and assert the
existence of a fundamental core truth: like Ormus’s mixed tracks, the novel makes a
final, unified whole out of apparently unstable and incompatible elements”
(Trousdale Nabokov, Rushdie 161).
While Vina and Ormus overcome the competition of alternate worlds by
shaking everything through rock music, Rai, the narrator, claims his affiliation with
photography which enables him to deal with the world always from the position of
outsideness. Rushdie shows his interest in photography in interviews and essays. In
“On Being Photographed” (1995), he ponders that “[t]here is something predatory
about all photography”, that is, a frame and focus within which the photographer
puts his sensory perception (Step Across This Line 104). Regarding GBHF, Rushdie
says that he is involved in writing about “the business of image-making, about what
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it is to take a picture of the world, what it is to … walk up to the world and take its
photography” (Kadzis 226). As a photographer, Rai is portrayed as closely connected
to myth and music, which indicates the similar function of the art of photography in
the novel. “Rai” is the anagram of “Ari” in Aristaeus. As the narrator of Ormus-Vina
story and also the invisible third one within the relationship between Ormus and
Vina, Rai is depicted as an Aristaeus-like figure. Rushdie highlights Aristaeus’s part
in that classical myth by asserting that in Virgil’s poem of Orpheus “The real hero …
is the keeper of bees, the ‘Arcadian master’, the maker of a miracle far greater than
that wretched Thracian singer’s art … This is what Aristaeus can do: he could
spontaneously generate new bees from the rotting carcase of a cow” (GBHF 22).
Affiliating himself with Aristaeus, Rai claims that he “can spontaneously generate
new meaning from the putrefying carcase of what is the case” (22).
By doing this, Rushdie implies the significance of Rai’s role in his myth.
“Rai”, according to the text, also means music in Indian: “Rai is music. Rai is the
ungodly forbidden sound of joy” (573). As the narrator, Rai is the one who claims
the greatness and extraordinariness of their music, who anatomizes for readers the
forming and popularity of their musical secret. Because of Rai, readers are able to
enter into the music world of Ormus and Vina. As he narrates the music of Ormus
and Vina, he becomes the music itself, free and unconfined. This can be shown
through Rushdie’s claim that the name Rai also means “desire”— “a man’s personal
inclination, the direction he chose to go in”—and “will”— “the force of a man’s
character”. In a way, “it was a name that travelled easily; everyone could say it, it
sounded good on every tongue” (18). There is a flexibility in it. Not only the
narrator, Rai is also a participant and a witness to the Ormus-Vina story of music. In
their story, Rai is the invisible but indispensable part, serving as either a comparison
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or analogue or reference or compensation. He is the one Vina turns to when she
needs comfort; he is the one who tries to save Ormus from destruction. He is trusted
by both of them. He becomes the incarnation of their music, penetrating the
dissonance between Ormus and Vina, and reconnecting Ormus and Vina when they
become disconnected. As the text goes, “As once we also were three. Ormus, Vina
and I. We did not spare each other” (22).
Photography is to Rai what music is to Ormus and Vina. Rai’s life has
undergone change since receiving a camera as his thirteenth birthday gift. Before
this, he has been a “memoirist” narrator, writing and recording his family, his life,
his city and his nation with his mind’s eye. After this, he becomes a “voyeuristic”
narrator with “a mechanical eye”, and “much of what [he] remembers is what the
camera managed to snatch out of time” (158). Photography has become his way of
understanding the world. Rai’s metamorphosis from a memoirist to a voyeur is also
of significance to understand Rushdie’s configuration of photography as an
alternative means to deal with competing realities. As a memoirist, one uses the
traditional way of writing to keep track of the world. Very often, writing becomes a
weapon for postcolonial writers to intervene in the political and social issues
occurring in their homeland. This Jamesonian “national allegory” has been shown in
Rushdie’s earlier fictions, especially in MC in which Saleem is a memoirist narrator.
By narrating his life story, which is intertwined with the national history of India, he
hopes to preserve the complicated reality of what happened in the post-independence
partition of the country against amnesia and simplification. He compares his writing
of Indian history to the act of pickling which is marked by mixture and
amalgamation.
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For Rushdie, writing had been an effective way to contain and synthesize the
competing realties. However, this strategy of reconciliation is deemed to be futile in
GBHF, as mentioned above. His solution is to portray Rai as a photographic narrator.
Photography is a visual method of narration. Different from memoirist narration,
photographic narration in the first place is freed from national allegory. Susan Sontag
in On Photography argues that photography reveals a dialectic between presence and
absence, attachment and detachment. As she says, while “photography implies
instant access to the real”, photographs themselves “are another way of creating
distance” for the reason that “[t]o possess the world in the form of images is … to
reexperience the unreality and remoteness of the real” (164). As a photographer,
Rai’s relationship with the outside world is shaped by this dialectic. Unlike Saleem
who is described as a representative of the first Indian postcolonial generation, Rai,
though also born in 1947, is no longer ‘handcuffed’ to Indian history. Saleem’s body
in MC is like a book, in which Indian history is written. But in GBHF, Rushdie not
only underplays Rai’s birth date so as to indicate its insignificance, but also
disconnects Rai from the earlier generation of his parents. Rai is often jealous of his
parents’ love toward Bombay. He regards the city as a rival and can’t understand
their feeling for the city. He asserts that “Bombay belonged too completely to my
parents” (100). As for himself, though born within Bombay, he feels that he is “the
under-attached type” rather than “over-attached” to history and Bombay, because
Bombay has been renewed and already in a “finished condition” by the time he is
born due to “the building boom” (78). The metaphor of photography is implicit in
Rai’s relationship with Bombay. On one hand, Bombay constitutes the real in Rai’s
life photo. On the other hand, Rai always roams beyond the frame of this photo. In
this way, Rushdie undercuts his readers’ habitual link of his protagonist to
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postcolonial national narrative. Both Khanna and Herbert comment on this shift in
their articles, but they regard it as Rushdie’s failure of presenting the postcolonial
city due to his altered subject-position. However, their interpretation of Rai’s
photographic narration with reference to Bombay is very limited, as it omits Rai’s
engagement with other places or references. As Rai’s way of understanding the
world, photography not only helps him to clarify his relationship with Bombay, i.e.
the simultaneous feelings of attachment and detachment, but also provides him with
the impetus to repeatedly enter and exit, and to always move from one reality to
another.
Rai’s photographic art is closely related to such concepts as “out of the
frame” and “photographer of exits”, as Rushdie reiterates in the novel (43, 212). In
other words, it is unreliable to stay within the frame or become a “photographer of
entrances”. As Sir Xerxes Cama asserts, “The only people who see the whole
pictures … are the ones who step out of the frame” (43). Placed in a frame, a
photograph divides the world into the inner and the outer. Though the inner world
captures the real, the real is only partial and provisional. Therefore, it is necessary to
step out of the frame in order to see more. A photograph is a capture of reality; but
photographs provide numerous realities. By repeating the process of stepping out of
one frame and entering into another, one might be able to live with mutually
exclusive realities without disturbance. As long as the move goes on and on, one
might even neglect the existence of frames and feel the undercurrent of unification
during the process. This process can also be explained by another word in the novel,
namely “decompartmentalization” (386). As the text goes, “decompartmentalization
is intimately connected to the urbanization of artistic sensibility”, a process of
“crossing boundaries, uniting many kinds of knowledge, technical and intellectual,
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high and low” (386). The same as decompartmentalization, photography refers to not
simplistic synthetizations but frequent crossings and migrancy. In accordance to this
ethos of photography, Rai becomes “a photographer of exits”, showing intimacy with
outsideness. As Trousdale asserts, “Rai’s photography suggests how outsiders enable
stories: without the photographer to place the frame, there is no picture” (Nabokov,
Rushdie 145). He refuses the digging of reality with either spatial or temporal depth.
As a historian, Rai’s father digs into Indian past for eternal truth. He thus
becomes “the Digger of Bombay”, “digging into place names” and “down in time as
well as earth, down through one meaning to another”, as if “his home town—that
single grain of sand whirling through the immensity of the cosmos—contained, for
him, all the mysteries of the universe” (66, 67). He instills all kinds of knowledge of
Bombay—local legends, the ghosts of old times, burying bodies and ashes—into
Rai’s mind. He represents those who seek for temporal depth of reality. His architect
mother, however, always looks forward and relies on the Indian future for
redemption. It is only through the building of skyscrapers that she feels the grasp of
reality. On the Juhu Beach, while V.V. Merchant digs into the sand and disappears
from it, Ameer Merchant utilizes the mound of sand left behind by V.V. to build her
skyscraper. Her action embodies a spatial endeavor to look into reality. Rushdie
describes Rai’s distaste for his parents’ striving. For Rai, their attempts appear as
self-absorbed and unworthy. They share the same preoccupation of ignoring the
present, which Rai thinks as problematic. The father is regarded as doing “a subject
in which nobody else had the slightest interest” with his “absurd hyperactivity”. With
“embarrassment”, Rai sees in him only “exhaustion” and “kitschiness” (62, 63).
Ameer devotes herself to her skyscrapers with no “devotional content” (63). She is
said to be not an artist, but an entrepreneur and a developer. Her buildings are
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grandiose, but not sacred, with too many decorations and additions which leaves
them paradoxically “in magnificent nudity” (64). Rushdie reads Rai’s mind: “I found
myself disliking them” (64). From Rai’s point of view, they hold “the vertical vision
of/from heights or depths” which allows them to be content with the surfaces of the
world with fixity (Khanna 28). The parents’ vertical vision is then compared to the
photographic style of Bombay’s first great photographers, Dayal and Haseler. With
both of them addicted to the panoramas of Bombay and creating their art from
heights, they are also the representatives of vertical vision. Rushdie makes Rai reject
their ideas, reflecting, “Their images were awe-inspiring, unforgettable, but they also
inspired in me a desperate need to get back down to ground level. From the heights
you see only pinnacles” (GBHF 80). In other words, their photographs are lingering
on the surface of the city, unable to go into its substance.
By contrast, Rai believes in a horizontal vision of photography, namely,
constant movement from one reality to another, because “a camera can see beyond
the surface, beyond the trappings of the actual, and penetrate to its bloody flesh and
heart” (80). It captures the presence, the moments of life. What he yearns for is “the
city streets, the knife grinders, the water carriers …”, the mundane and the ordinary
(80). Hiding behind his camera, he is able to become invisible, detached and
insignificant, practicing “dematerialization”, and playing the role of observer and
spectator (14). As who is behind the camera is played down, what is in front of
camera becomes the core. Compared with the above-mentioned vertical vision, this
photographic vision allows Rai “to go right up to the actors in the world’s drama”
and “to shimmy into their charmed space, into the midst of their rage or grief or
transcendent arousal, to penetrate the defining instant of their being-in-the-world”
(14). At the same time, it is a more free-flowing position, providing him always with
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a sense of outsideness, and thus enabling him to (un)frame as many realities as
possible. This process, according to Rushdie, is precisely what the Russian word
Vnenakhodimost—outsideness—means: “to break the rules, deny the frame story,
smash the frame … [and find] the outsideness of what we’re inside” (350). For such
a “cosmopolitan intellectual” like Rushdie and such “cosmopolitan migrant artists”
like Rai, borrowing Herbert’s description, realities for them not only mean their
homeland, but often signify multiple references, either geographically or culturally
(140, 144).
Fortunately, photographic vision offers them an option to deal with the excess
of realities, and to find connection within disconnectedness. The essence of the
photographer’s art— “of the immediacy, the presentness, of things”, is also the
essence of the art of life, as Rushdie invites us to believe in the novel (427). Just as
photographs present the whole picture of realities with each framing part of it, we are
“part of something … a part of some larger river, and no matter how muddy and
poisoned any individual bit of the river might be, you can still pick up the sense of
that larger flow, that great and generous water” (427). Meanwhile, only by stepping
out of the frame can we really see the whole picture. Khanna and Herbert’s implicit
critique of Rushdie’s ineffectuality in presenting the realities of Bombay appears as
problematic and partial as Rushdie deliberately chooses an excessive means, namely
the visual art of photography, to encompass competing realities from a horizontal
dimension. It is in accordance with his identity as a member of a cosmopolitan
diaspora, combining the local and the global.
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IV. Visual Pleasures in FR
Sandru’s observation that “[i]n many aspects, Fury grows organically out of
GBHF ” is apposite, as she argues that in FR that “displacement has reached its final
form, there is no other mutation in view, and the realm of excess is, as expected,
once more America” (152). Indeed, in FR, the focus has been completely shifted to
New York, the city of unprecedented immensity and excess. There, displaced
subjects come and meet, and the city itself becomes a hub to witness and contain the
cultural and existential crises of those subjects who have been experiencing
competing realities.
As discussed before, Solanka, along with other characters in the novel, is
impelled by the impulse to cross the geographical frontiers, represented in the form
of frequent escapes and leave-takings, with fury as their emotional impetus. Along
with the shifting of geographical locations are the psychological and cultural
transitions of the displaced subjects, which have become the core of Rushdie’s
fictional discourse in FR. Simply speaking, almost all the characters, either male or
female, are made to experience destructively and irrevocably existential crisis, more
or less. The uncertainty and instability around them heighten this sense of insecurity;
hence, they always see a division or crack in themselves. The reason is that, like in
GBHF, Rushdie creates in FR a dissonant cosmos where realities are irreconcilable
and in intrinsic conflict with one another. The method of synthesizing and
hybridizing is always presented as a failed attempt. Solanka, along with his displaced
friends, has been looking for ways to effect a reconciliation. They plunge into the
alternate worlds they create and use them to counteract the reality. Seeing the
“narrowness, infighting, and ultimate provincialism” of his academic life, the
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historian Solanka resigns his tenured position in Cambridge, and plunges into a
world of doll-making (FR 14). He believes that the microcosm he creates mirrors the
macrocosm in which he lives. Thus by making his doll, Little Brain, a time-traveler
and a knowledge-seeker within a historical-philosophical world, Solanka tends to
synthesize past and present, here and there to explain the outside world.
His friend Dubdub, a hybrid son of “silver-spoon England and tin-cup
Poland” by a mother with a “hockey-captain grin which no shadow of pain, poverty,
or doubt had ever darkened” and a father reminiscent of “untranslatable privations
endured by his ancestors in the unglamorous town”, has been striving to synthesize
his double self (19). Though he actively participates in explaining the world, his
thoughts are always in irreconcilable opposition to the reality. When the time is
marked by “the dystopic, collectivist, politically engaged current”, he is caught by
optimism and quietism (22). When he turns to “Beckettian bleakness”, the world
needs rejoicing and optimism to stop “the best of all possible worlds” from “fading
fast” (22, 23). As the world abducts him with an optimism he has long ago
abandoned, Dubdub falls into desperation and commits suicide. Jack Rhinehart, an
African American friend of Solanka, a war correspondent who moves between
battlefields, is disappointed by “the tragic gift of his species for ignoring the notion
of ethnic solidarity” (57). He then gives up and turns to write “the unreal world that
ruled the real one” (57). However, the impulse of destruction and violation cannot be
erased. He “accepted his fate” that “[h]e was damaged” (39). All these indicate a
broken world refusing reconciliation and pluralization of realities. What’s more, the
frequent changes of those characters’ identity and thoughts reveal that they are in a
state of migrancy. However, what makes them struggle with their existential crisis is
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not migrancy itself, but their failure to accept migrancy as their existential condition
by trying to seek reconciliation and stability.
While Rushdie in GBHF still articulates the interpretative power of such
conventional artistic forms as myth and music and regards them as potential uniting
forces entailing the dialectic of attachment and detachment, in FR he passes the
power entirely to audiovisual forms, e.g. Internet, television, film and advertising.
These, together with photography in GBHF, configure a “world of spectacle and
show”, of exhibitionism and voyeurism, and of spectatorship and observation
(Sandru 143). Critics often highlight Rushdie’s ambivalent attitude towards a
visually-virtually excessive world. They argue that Rushdie partakes of the
emptiness of the world when he is writing it into his textual fabric. Sandru asserts
that there is a “colonization by images” in FR where “Rushdie’s use of visual
technologies” on one hand reveals “their manipulations as part of the spectacle’s
validation of ideology and commodification” but on the other hand shows his
complicity with the visual phantoms (143). Gonzalez argues that Rushdie in FR
accepts a world where “everything is already on show” but at the same time he is
“striving for the authentic amidst the artificial, struggling to give some substance to
[the] world” (“Screening the Novel” 196). In a different way, Banerjee claims a
“visual displeasure” in FR (202). According to her, by linking television with eastern
European woman, Rushdie implies the illiteracy of visual media. Though those
scholars’ arguments are beneficial to the understanding of Rushdie’s construction of
a visual world in Fury, they share the same preoccupation that there is a distinct
borderline between the visual and the written/verbal, the fictional and the real, the
imagined and the actual, and consequently suggest that Rushdie mediates
unsuccessfully between them. What’s more, they appear skeptical of the efficacy of
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his visual-virtual way of looking into the world. What Rushdie achieves in the novel
is not to make a reconciliation between the visual/imagined/virtual and the
verbal/actual/real, or to show his preference for one of them, or even to depend on
the visualized realities as a certain kind of resistance/redemption/escapism, and there
is no dystopian or apocalyptic tone. On the contrary, Rushdie introduces visual
media as his narrative and thematic agency, an alternative way of seeing the world
and the self. The immediacy marking the visual internalizes Rushdie’s narrative and
the life of his characters. It captures different moments of life with no intention to
stop. In this vision, reality is inherent in the idea of migrancy.
Similar to Rai’s photographic narration in GBHF, Rushdie inserts a
visualized narration in FR. The relationship between the author and his readers is
established not by words, but by screens, screens akin to that for television, film,
advertising and the internet. As Gonzalez correctly notices,
Challenging the novel-reader’s habitual horizon of expectations,
[Rushdie] appears to be transcribing the book of an already-existing
film or perhaps offering a shooting script, instead of a full-blown
narrative, or, indeed, gesturing towards the paradigm of web culture
with its concomitant preference for the lateral rather than the linear
and endless variety instead of consistency. (“Screening the Novel”
183)
Like a film, the narration begins with pages-long description of the
environment surrounding the protagonist. In the bird’s-eye view that captures
Solanka looking down from his window onto the street spectacle below, and later the
zoomed-in shots of the neighborhood and Solanka’s apartment the text reveals its
intimacy with watching and observing. As regards the central character, Solanka, he
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too is gazing at the city, being separated from the city beneath his feet. In other
scenes, he is being observed, together with the city. There is no coherent depiction of
the city, just images of places replaced by shots of different scenes in rapidly
changing sequence. This is also the way that the storyline is advanced, even though it
is told in very implicit style.
The scenario moves randomly from the description of New York to Solanka’s
wife, from a restaurant on Fifth Avenue to a house in England. All the scenes are
saturated with things and objects, and signifiers are evoked without any evident
signified. Image rather than idea becomes the unit of the world, as if “the image is
paramount and precedes the word” (183). This, according to Gonzalez, “confer[s] on
[FR] a quality of tangibility” (185). Moreover, this “tangibility” is surrounded by
fragments of noises and sounds. When Solanka becomes a postmodern flaneur and
wanders around the streets, all kinds of sounds, overhead conversations and gossip,
whistling and blowing sounds, all rush toward him. He realizes that “[t]he city [is]
teaching him a lesson. There [is] to be no escape from intrusion, from noise” (FR
47). All in all, Rushdie from the outset “highlights the role played by observation and
the visual in the aesthetics of the novel” (Gonzalez, “Screening the Novel” 185).
While Gonzalez treats this as Rushdie’s striving to approach a sort of “mimetic
realism”, namely, using the visual as a tool for the authentic real, I would argue
rather that Rushdie is not mimicking the real, but visualizing the real. Images and
sounds become the touchstone of understanding the world. This is particularly true of
Solanka who achieves an outsideness within the insideness by putting himself in a
scopic position, thus moving freely from one place to another, and Rushdie’s text is
endowed with a detached migrancy by shifting from one scene to another which
consists of images and sounds.
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The novel consists of three parts, with each part comprising a few chapters.
There is neither evident climax of plot nor continuity between chapters. Within the
framework of narration, there is an obsessive excess which threatens to step out of
the frame at any time. The narration jumps in disorderly fashion from newly
millennial New York to 1960s’ Cambridge, from Thatcherite conservatism to
American consumerism, from the coup on a Pacific island of Indo-Lilliput to the
murder of three upper Eastside young women, from the story of Little Brain to the
saga of the Puppet King, from Solanka’s encounter with Mila and Neela to his return
home to his son, etc. As conventional patterns of narration are subverted, it is the
motif of migrancy with its profuse imagery that pushes the story forward and makes
the story into a unified whole. Readers are initiated into a creative process of
repeated entrances and exits, with the narrative immersion into one scene followed
by immediate withdrawal and reintroduction into another. Rather than reading a
story, the novel gives them the impression they are watching a film or a TV show or
scanning a website full of hyperlinks. Intervals in time flow and abrupt switches are
symptomatic of frequent border disruptions and crossings. As Gonzalez says, “By
choosing a spectator-narrator, Rushdie encodes awareness of the spectacle and the
act of seeing in his novel and makes readers conscious of their spectator status within
the frame of the book” (192). Different from his earlier fictions such as MC and SV
in which Rushdie inserts visual elements as a method to destabilize/disturb certain
realities and enrich them with differences, FR essentializes visual fragmentation as
the interpretative key to the respective competing realities.
The flexibility of narrative spectatorship sets the tone for the cosmopolitan
migrancy of the characters in the novel. As mentioned above, the characters
experience the status of migration even if they are in a state of denial about it. An
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intrinsic instability is installed in them. Readers are pushed to grasp the clips or
episodes of their life stories. The most explicit trope of this type of life is the
plumber’s personal story. Schlink, a plumber who escaped the death camp by hiding
in a submarine, is still traumatized though he has told his story a thousand times
before. Solanka’s words liberate him from loss: “A novelistic life, … Filmic, too. A
life that could be a successful mid-budget feature film … You should write this down
and register it” (48). Schlink follows Solanka’s advice and turns his life story into a
comedy. He himself gets redemption from this adaptation, too. He finds a way to
present, rather than solve, the strangeness and irreconcilability in his life through the
medium of film. By doing this, Rushdie indicates the filmic quality of life and thus
the explanatory power of the visual aesthetics of the medium. Furthermore, instead
of referring to what has happened as the character’s past, Rushdie implies that
everyone has his or her “back-story”, as if life is played in an on-and-off-screen
pattern which rejects the horizontal line of life (50). Most importantly, the “backstory” can be moved to the front of stage so that it becomes the onstage or online
story. In this way, Rushdie gives the same weight to different moments of life from a
permanent distance. For Solanka the back-story is his nightmarish childhood in
India; as for Mila, her back-story is her incestuous relationship with her father; for
Neela, her back-story is her family of indentured labor on the Pacific Island. As they
cross the ocean, they carry their back-stories with them no matter how unwillingly,
and their efforts to fix their back-stories in their memory and past turn out to be futile
and self-deceitful. As Rushdie elaborates in it, “This is what we brought with us on
our journey across oceans, beyond frontiers, through life: our little storehouse of
anecdote and what-happened-next, our private once-upon-a-time. We were our
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stories, and when we died, if we were very lucky, our immortality would be in
another such tale” (50-51).
Wiemann describes Rushdie’s “reclaiming biographical continuity” and
“embracing of one’s own origins even if those prove traumatic” as a “heroic act”,
because it means an important change of Rushdie’s preference, i.e. “from the …
‘translated man’ located in differential, in-between and performative situationalism
to the figure of the author of his own coherent life-story” (142). But in response to
Wiemann’s claim that Rushdie is flying “from freedom back to back stories”, which
“leads fully backwards to the reinvention of primordial identity”, here it is argued
that Rushdie just regards the back-story as one of the snapshots on the transformative
screen of life (163). As long as the screen is on, stories keep appearing one after
another. Only through keeping stories in motion can the stream of life keep flowing.
Indeed, all the characters in FR are propelled by the episodes of their stories at high
speed. As Solanka ponders over his life, numerous clips pass through his mind:
Jack’s death, Neela’s love, the defeat of fury, Asmaan’s elephants,
Eleanor’s grief, Mila’s hurt, the contemptuous triumphalism of the
plumber Schlink, summer’s end, the Bolgolam coup in LilliputBelfuscu, Solanka’s own jealousy of the FRM radical Babur, his
quarrel with Neela, the shrieks in the night, the telling of his backstory, the high-speed development of the Galileo-Puppet Kings
project and its gigantic success, the countercoup of ‘Commander
Akasz’, Neela’s imminent departure. (FR 228)
He begins to realize that “such an acceleration of the temporal flow was
almost comically overpowering” and understand why “in the minds of many adults,
the experience on offer in the movie theaters now felt more real” (228, 230). This
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can serve as the turning point for Solanka to accept migrancy as the essence of his
life. By contrast, those who fail to accept it are portrayed by Rushdie as rushing to
destruction.
Some critics contend that Rushdie’s obsession with self-destruction in FR
illustrates his critique of postmodern disorder and his retrieval of logocentric order
and humanity. While Wiemann dislikes this revival of the concept by referring to
humanism as a “long discarded entity”, “the self-centred subject” and simply “oldfashioned” (142), Sandru and Chatterjee endorse Rushdie’s adoption of humanity as
resistance against postmodern destruction (“Visual Technologies”; “Vindicating
Logocentricism”). Their ideas continue the dichotomy between the visual and the
real mentioned before, as if by choosing the visual, one chooses disorder and
illusion, and in order to grasp the real, one needs to retreat from the postmodern
chaos. Their arguments evade the core of Rushdie literary presentation, namely, the
visual as a paradigm of migrancy to explain the migrancy of life and everyday
realities of competition.
In accordance with their life in motion, the trajectory of their career is also
marked by speed and transformation. Initially Solanka is annoyed by his first wife’s
metamorphosis. As someone seeking for stability, he couldn’t tolerate Sara “as the
one with the exit strategies, the player most likely to resign the game” (FR 31). A
university actress-literary student-turned-advertising figure, Sara rapidly transformed
herself; and by entering the advertising field dominated by the flow of images and
sounds, she is finally able to express the restlessness within her. Though reluctant,
Solanka has to confess that “[Advertising] made things better. It showed you the
road. It wasn’t a part of the problem. It solved things” (34). After resigning from
academia, Solanka enrolls himself in a TV program by making dolls. His assumption
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that his doll of Little Brain should be a great philosophical mind who is “genuinely
interested in the deep information, in the getting of good-quality wisdom” and “not
so much a disciple as an agent provocateur with a time machine … goad[ing] the
great minds of the ages into surprising revelations” turns out to be a failure one,
because in televisual life, “[i]f an idea didn’t develop, it died” (96). Audiences are
not interested in the digging into history and philosophy for eternal truth, but rather
in the need to see ideas in mutation and motion. Little Brain is thus irrevocably
transmuted to a digital icon framed in constant freshness and reinvention. Solanka
witnesses this metamorphosis: “first a doll, later a puppet, then an animated cartoon,
and afterwards an actress, or at various other times, a talk-show host, gymnast,
ballerina, or supermodel, in a Little Brain outfit” (96).
Feeling destabilized due to the deprival of his power over the doll, he is
furious. “The money, however, he was unable to refuse. Royalties continued to pour
into his bank account. He was compromised by greed, and the compromise sealed his
lips” (100). From this point of view, Solanka in fact benefits from the chameleonlike life of Little Brain, which makes him a public figure, and provides financial
support for his life of wandering around the world. His compromise implies that he
begins to accept the instability and dissonance in his life. The life of Little Brain to
some extent mirrors Solanka’s, as the latter is also absorbed into the audiovisual
world in an uncontrollable but irresistible way. Mila and Neela, the two women with
whom Solanka has intimate relationships, are affiliated with the visual-virtual world
in different ways. Mila is fascinated with Little Brain, “the basis and inspiration for
[her] whole current personal style” (90). A diasporic subject drifting around the
world since her childhood, Mila finds in Little Brain an outlet for her displaced life.
The young group including her and her boyfriend Eddie, according to Rushdie’s
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description, is membershipped by “internal exiles” in one way or another (123). They
share the experience of displacement and instability, but by immersing themselves in
audiovisual technologies and becoming “the storm troopers of the technologized
future”, they appear, in a reverse image of Solanka’s view, to be full of wit and
competence (119). Not only reinventing themselves through technology, they also
heal people and mend the world by creating virtual space: “The best sites are
inexhaustible, people come back and back, it’s like a world you’re giving them to
belong to” (177). The successful combination of Solanka’s narrative of the Puppet
King and the technology of the young group implies that story needs to be kept
running for life.
Neela, a migrant in America of Indian origin and Pacific island upbringing,
devotes herself to the making of documentary programming. By dealing with the
flowing world of light and shadow, she is able to present herself as “a creature of
speed and motion, a child of her hopped-up age” who “accepted the current rate of
change as normal” (228). Solanka’s attachment to Mila first and Neela later indicates
the pulling force of migrancy embodied through their audiovisual life. By letting
Solanka participate in their life, Rushdie elaborates the process during which the
authorial protagonist’s attitude shifts from a resistance to audiovisual migrancy to a
celebration of it as his existential condition. In order to emphasize this shift, Rushdie
extracts Solanka’s internet saga of Puppet King from his narration and presents it as
an independent chapter. The blurring border between the creator and the created and
the upside-down world in the saga mirrors Solanka’s world which mirrors Rushdie’s
world. Rather than entirely replacing the real with the imaginary, Rushdie prefers to
remind his readers of the possibility of audiovisual uncertainty to present the
migrancy and instability internalized in cosmopolitan intellectuals like him.
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The coup on Lilliput-Bulefuscu Island, during which the insurgents are
dressed in the costume of the Puppet King, has tended to be interpreted by critics as
Rushdie’s articulation of the impotence of reality in the face of illusion. For instance,
Gonzalez asserts that Rushdie has evolved from a writer who employs postmodern
ideas and influences to reconstruct reality to a post-realist who succumbs to fiction
and fictional reality (Fiction after the Fatwa). The catastrophic outcome of the
political movement on the island should be regarded, however, as a trope for blaming
not the fictional for its manipulation of the real, but the appropriation of the
audiovisual marked by mutation and motion for political totalitarianism and rigidity.
In other words, the problem lies not in the visual-virtual expression per se, but in
how the realties are viewed. By using the story of Lilliput-Bulefuscu Island as an
allegorical satire, Rushdie reveals that the right way to break the antagonism between
the two ethnic-political campaigns on the island is not to suppress one for another or
synthesize them by force, but to accept the conflictual realties as the existing
condition on the island.
V. American Empire within the World
If one examines the two fictions carefully, it is not difficult to find that
though America or New York becomes the focal point of cosmopolitanism, an antiimperial intention is perceived. Different from Mondal’s claim that Rushdie’s
cosmopolitanism “can often be seen to be complicit with the very nationalism it
supposedly opposes”, it in fact articulates a position very much against American
nationalism which is shown through its political, military and cultural hegemony
throughout the world (181). However, different from a postcolonial anti-imperialist
stance, this particular anti-imperialist stance is adopted by placing America within
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the context of globalization and seeing it as part of the global flow. There is always a
global scope in Rushdie’s anti-imperialist agenda. Rather than simply denying
American imperialism and nationalism, Rushdie questions them by examining their
violation of the global and the globalized. Critical cosmopolitanism seems to be a
pertinent definition of Rushdie’s perspective. In the two novels the “critical” refers to
Rushdie’s critical treatment of not only U.S. politics at home and abroad, but also its
imperialist culture of consumerism and celebrity.
1. Critical Portrait of Imperialist Domestic and Foreign Politics
S. Kim claims that “Fury’s rebellion against the American Empire starts with
Rushdie’s portrayal of it” (71). This is also applicable to GBHF. Rushdie’s cynical
eloquence can be seen through his description of imperialist politics of America. In
GBHF Rai, the authorial narrator of the novel who takes maximum advantage of his
job as a journalist photographer, takes snapshots of the performance of American
imperialist power around the world. He shuttles between different countries and
places, with one click in Angkor, the next in Timor, another in Iran, more in Beirut
and in Central America, only to find “the dark wonders of the world” where the
Americans always show their faces. To him, America means “Might” and “a fist”,
“[a] power so great that it shapes our daily lives even though it barely knows we
exist” (GBHF 419). Through his mechanical eye, he sees “the hand of Mighty
America fall hard on the back yards of the world, click, not the helping hand-acrossthe-sea extended to America’s friends but the fist which he-that-is-Mighty hammers
on the green table of your country to tell you what he wants and when he wants it”
(419-20). In this way, Rushdie frees his narrator from the imperial deception. As Rai
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assures, “It wasn’t often I met someone more thoroughly disenchanted with the
world’s credulity than myself” (443).
In FR, Rushdie denounces the American empire as the New Rome and New
York as its imperial capital. By mentioning that “[t]he season’s hit movie portrayed
the decadence of Caesar Joaquin Phoenix’s imperial Rome, in which honor and
dignity … were to be found only in the computer-regenerated illusion of the great
gladiatorial arena”, Rushdie reveals his critique of the new imperial obsession (6;
emphasis added). Part of Solanka’s fury is provoked by the U.S. foreign policy. As
Rhinehart tells him, “you can’t not know how hard your friends try to avoid certain
subjects in your company. U.S. policy in Central America, for example. U.S. policy
in Southeast Asia. Actually, the U.S.A in general has been pretty much an off-limits
topic for years” (68). To some extent, the Urdu-speaking taxi driver Solanka
encounters partly mirrors what the true Solanka is. With his “blue language”, the
young taxi driver speaks out part of the truth concerning U.S. foreign policy in the
Middle East. Though being morally disgusted with the driver’s verbal outburst,
Solanka shows his understanding of the young boy’s fury by making references to
the Middle East peace process manipulated by America. Ironically, while imperialist
America expands its power throughout the world, it can’t even remember where the
places it has been are on the map. In the story, when George W. Bush is asked about
the location of Lilliput-Blefuscu and the name of its capital city due to its “growing
instability of the ethnic situation” which has caught the attention worldwide, he is not
able to give answers (150). Using this as an example, Rushdie highlights the
ignorance and arrogance of the U.S. government. By reading Solanka’s mind in free
indirect thought mode, Rushdie expresses his concern about “a nation given over to
an imperial mentality” (Stephens 350): “Might this new Rome actually be more
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provincial than its provinces; might these new Romans have forgotten what and how
to value, or had they never known? Were all empires so undeserving, or was this one
particularly crass” (FR 87)?
Rushdie is fascinated by the streets of New York. In FR, as Solanka becomes
the flaneur of New York City, every bit of the New York streets is under the
inspection of his all-observing eyes:
there were circuses as well as bread: a musical about lovable lions, a
bike race on Fifth, Springsteen at the Garden with a song about the
forty-one police gunshots that killed innocent Amadou Diallo, the
police union’s threat to boycott the Boss’s concert, Hillary vs. Rudy, a
cardinal’s funeral, a movie about lovable dinosaurs, the motorcades of
two largely interchangeable and certainly unlovable presidential
candidates (Gush, Bore), Hillary vs. Rick, the lightning storms that hit
the Springsteen concert and Shea Stadium, a cardinal’s inauguration,
a cartoon about lovable British chickens, and even a literary festival ;
plus a series of ‘exuberant’ parades celebrating the city’s many ethnic,
national, and sexual subcultures and ending (sometimes) in knifings
and assaults on (usually) women. (6)
Through this passage, the ruptures between different groups of ethnic,
political and sexual orientation within the city are shown. As Alexandru puts it,
Rushdie’s American cities are
discursive sites that reveal the power structures behind politically
exclusive cultural specificity … As the cities move, live and talk to
people who are trying to inhabit them, they also reflect the underlying
currents of power that are brought to the surface in this organic
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interaction between the city and the people, from, we might say, under
the ground beneath people’s feet. (176-77)
Rushdie furthers his critique of the local politics of New York by aiming at
the New York politicians. In a cynical tone, he calls the city’s rulers “the high ones
who were always there, forever feeding their insatiable desires, seeking out newness,
devouring beauty, and always, always wanting more, … [t]he never encountered but
ever present kings of the world … [and] the petulant, lethal Caesars” (FR 7).
Thinking of himself as “egalitarian by nature”, Solanka joins his fellow citizens and
becomes one of “these multitudes”, with one weekend “rubb[ing] shoulders with
slim-hipped gay-pride prancers, the next weekend [getting] jiggy besides a big-assed
Puerto Rican girl wearing her national flag as a bra” (6-7). In a way, “[t]he city is
pictured as a grotesque theatre of politics, where repression from above mixes with
emancipation movements, fake multiculturalism …” (Alexandru 177).
The murder of the three upper-class young girls by their boyfriends, their
secret white club that Rhinehart is desperate to join, and the terrified death of
Rhinehart, combine to push the city’s racial and sexual oppression to an extreme of
life and death. Rhinehart, a black homosexual journalist, falls into the trap set by the
three white men in the Single & Male club who scapegoat him for their murder of
their girlfriends. During the whole accident, sexual and racial inequality and
oppression are conjoined in a complicated and interlocking way. Rushdie accentuates
the affluent upper-class life of the girls for a reversal. Their affluence gives the
women the illusion that “they were free, freer than any women in any country in any
time, and they belonged to no man, whether father or lover or boss” (FR 74).
However, as Rushdie reveals, they are “dolls” and “property” of their family, playing
the roles pre-arranged for them, and are “born to be trophies, fully accessorized
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Oscar-Barbies” (72). What’s worse, by joining in the S & M club in which boys
“collect girls, young ladies with certain interests and skills” and “[b]ored little rich
girls let dumb rich boys do weird stuff to them”, the girls justify male domination
over them (152). Therefore, the terrible crime of scalping is a ritual for the boys. By
possessing the girls’ scalps, they possess something rare. As Rushdie says, “The
scalp [is] a signifier of domination, and to remove it, to see such a relic as desirable,
[is] to value the signifier above the signified” (154).
As regards Rhinehart, the insulting reception he receives in the club indicates
a failed attempt to break racial and sexual prejudice. When as “a noted young radical
journalist of color with a distinguished record of investigating American racism”,
Rhinehart is disappointed by “the tragic gift of his species for ignoring the notions of
ethnic solidarity” (57). He then dwells among the whites, where he thinks race is not
even an issue. Nevertheless, by making himself the only black among the whites, he
actually triggers the racial issue. As Solanka finds out, his friend has become “their
house nigger” and “a sort of pet” (58). Rhinehart’s disadvantageous racial and sexual
position is fully shown after he is inducted into the white men’s club. Though he
begs to be accepted into the club, the white boys never take his request seriously.
Worse still, they take advantage of his desire and seduce him, so he walks into the
trap of death prepared for him. To them, Rhinehart can be anything, a dog, a court
jester, but not a human to be treated equally. As Rushdie says, “[Rhinehart] thinks
whatever his ‘Caesar’ in their ‘Palaces’ want him to think” (150).
Moreover, Rushdie also touches on the oppression of class in New York.
Back in his apartment, Solanka is annoyed by the noise caused by different people.
Among them, there are a Punjabi workman, a Jewish plumber and a Polish cleaner;
they all come to Solanka with a tale to tell, tales often shadowed by oppression and
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misery. Eddie Ford, Mila’s boyfriend, even breaks in and wants to kill Solanka. With
a hometown in a remote “Nowheresville” where his alcoholic father insults and
murders his Vietnam Vet uncle, Eddie represents the voice of the working class. He
is “a figure trapped in violence, unable to experience the promise of social mobility”
(Stephens 353). All in all, Rushdie in FR exposes a society imbued with inequality
and oppression of sexuality, class and race. As Stephens summarizes, the figures
encountered by Solanka “represent different social classes and distinct American
myths. Through these individuals, Rushdie offers a symbolic portrait of the legacies
of the frontier, the limits of social mobility, the idea of a color-blind nation” which
are yet to come (352).
In GBHF, one of Rushdie’s focuses is on the destructive consequences of
American imperial war in Indochina on its young generations. As he mentions,
“there’s the war, America is at war” (264). It seems that he is in disgust with the U.S.
obsession with war by giving full attention to the young soldiers of America. He
criticizes Kennedy’s presidency as “years of power and priapism” and denounces
him for sending “the young generation of soldier electors out there in jungled,
swamped, incomprehensible Indochina, who are being stuffed into boxes in shocking
quantities and being sent home to various addresses” (265). The war brings not only
death but also permanent trauma: “[y]ou can get the boys out of the war but you
can’t get the war out of the boys” (378). By introducing the perspective of Mull
Standish, who is an American ashamed of his government for warmongering,
Rushdie in fact appropriates the insider’s insights to place the American Empire
under scrutiny. In this way, Rushdie is pushing America to engage in reflection and
retrospection on itself, and to face its people and listen to their voices at home. He
thus reveals the implicit part of America hidden behind its high-profile posture on
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the world stage: “the America of loss, the American that’s taken a beating and
doesn’t fully understand how, or what it’s done to deserve this pain (this America is
looking not at the Indochina dead but only at its own)” (379).
2. Critical of Imperial Culture of Consumerism and Celebrity at Home and
Abroad
Rushdie’s criticism of American nationalism is shown not only through his
exposure of its imperialist politics at home and abroad, but also through his
consistent attack on its global cultural imperialism. He concentrates on the expansion
of commodification and consumerism dominated by the U.S., giving contrasts
between America and its antipodes around the world. This expansionism offers a
convenient context for the rise of celebrity culture, which in turn further promotes
consumerism and commodification.
Rushdie’s main characters are embedded within the globalized atmosphere of
celebrity and consumer culture. Vina and Ormus are figured as global celebrities
whose music is consumed by global audiences; Solanka lives a celebrity life
supported by the selling of his doll and its virtual saga. Nevertheless, though
celebrating those artistic forms and believing in their interpretative power, Rushdie
denies the narrow definition of consumerism and celebrity culture by the American
empire. In one of his earlier stories, “At the Auction of the Ruby Slippers”, Rushdie
shows his disgust with commodification and ridicules that “[most] of us nowadays
are sick” after depicting the anomaly during the auction of the slippers worn by child
star Judy Garland in the movie The Wizard of Oz in capitalist London (87). As his
narrative is shifted to America, he accordingly brings this critique into the new
context.
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In GBHF, by entitling his photographic book on Indochina The Trojan Horse,
Rai indicates an overtone of imperialist conspiracy. He describes the U.S. military
withdrawal from Indochina as “ignominious”, because they have “left a wooden
horse standing at the gates” which containing “the real warriors of America—the big
corporations, the sports culture of basketball, and of course rock ‘n’ roll”. Rai
declares his “ironic” record of these moments full of “large dollops of ambiguity, of
tension”. As he notices, “Almost every young Indochinese person wanted to eat,
dress, bop and profit in the good old American way. MTV, Nike, McWorld. Where
soldiers had failed, U.S. values … had triumphed” (441).
Back in New York, consumer and celebrity culture is also in its heyday. It
turns the VTO band and their music into immediate iconic commodities. The
merchandizing value of their music soon outweighs its artistic value in consumer
market. As soon as Ormus arrives in America, he is under the guide of a professional
but profit-oriented agent team. Yul Singh, the chief agent, “has arranged
everything—documents, permissions, limousine … bodyguards and chauffeurs,
bouncers and valets, accountants and layers, strategists and enforcers, publicists and
A&R men” (355). All these are prepared for one thing—the only thing that can turn
into money: Ormus’s music. As the narrator recalls, “Wisdom was the hot
commodity now, and Ormus had that” (421). When music becomes album,
commodification starts. What follows is sale and purchase, production and
consumption, exposure and promotion. By elaborating on the popularity of their
music products among American youth, Rushdie stresses “the difficulties for an
author or musical artist in maintaining any form of agency over their music once it
has been released into the sphere of the global markets for purchase (Corrigan 38).
Shuttling back and forth between shows, interviews and world tours, Ormus and
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Vina, and not just their music, are also commodified. They become the most popular
celebrities for American youth and their words and acts are scrutinized by everyone.
While music heals people, commodified music can bring conversely trouble
and conflict. Rushdie gives depiction of the complex apparatus of the music industry
and the problems Ormus and Vina have to face due to their fame. Contracted with
Colchis Records headed by Yul, Ormus and Vina are in a business relationship with
the company. When Vina “reckon[s] she kn[o]w[s] her way around the insalubrious
parts of Contract City as well as its glamorous, brightly lit boulevards—the muggershadowed back streets of small print as well as the shining royalty marquees”, she
finds that “[r]ecord sales were huge, way up in the superstar bracket, multi-millions
of units were being shifted, but the amounts paid into their bank balances were
shockingly small” (396-97). The subsequent legal war is described as a business
contest “on an esoteric legal battleground that might as well be made of moon
cheese” where the rivals “are like battling spiders and VTO’s music is the fly snared
in their webs of sticky string” (401). In other words, the music is just a preliminary
element for the huge empire of industry and consumption. Besides the legal problem,
Ormus and Vina are also involved in other problems. Their life is not just about
music, but more about music as an industry and the requisite publicity. In order to be
accepted and consumed, they have to watch out to avoid mistakes. They run the risk
of being judged and even attacked by the public. While Ormus and Vina defend their
artistic freedom, Yul and American authority care more about the compatibility of
their images and their music products in a governed market and a controlled
environment. Ormus is criticized for some of his lyrics which are rumoured to give
people “too much truth”; Vina is warned of her “certain explicit gestures she has
been making during performances” by the police; a “long-delayed assault against
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them is launched” after Vina makes an “arrogant” joke (382, 391, 395). In this
context Rushdie mentions the invocation of the First Amendment. While Vina
invokes it to stress artistic freedom, the authorities invoke it to infringe it. There is no
essential difference between the band and their music. They are all commodities in
the eyes of those who consume them and are appear simply as waiting to be modified
and marketized.
Rushdie gives considerable focus on the female image of Vina in order to
complicate the issue of commodification and celebrification. Rushdie appears to see
the fictive Vina as analogous to the factual Princess Diana. One of Vina’s assumed
names is Diana; moreover, her life experience overlaps with Diana’s, e.g. highly
publicized life, female role model, accidental death, etc. More than this, Vina
represents the collage of several female singers. She can be Madonna (though there
is already a fictional Madonna in the novel), Tina Turner, or others at the same time.
What Vina and those images share in common are outstanding music talent, bold
self-exposure and intimacy with the media. In this way, Rushdie establishes Vina as
“the woman most cited by the world’s young women as their role model”, the token
of consumer and celebrity culture (394). In such a scenario “[p]ersonalities count
more than the music” (Goonetilleke 155). The cult of Vina brings business: “Her diet
book and her health and fitness regime will become world-wide best-sellers. Later,
she will successfully pioneer the celebrity exercise video and license a range of
organic vegetarian meals, which, under the name Vina’s VegeTable, will also
succeed” (GBHF 394). As Corrigan points out, “As an international star, Vina
essentially becomes a brand name, which can be used to endorse and subsequently
market numerous products for international consumption” (37). The iconicity of
Vina counteracts the value of her music.
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Rushdie’s reflection on consumerism and celebrity culture comes to its
climax in the chapter named “Vina Divina”. After Vina’s death, people around the
world mourn her and their loss. Due to Rushdie’s verbose description of the
mourning scenes and people’s solidarity because of Vina’s death, critics have
debated the significance of Rushdie’s narrative. While Mondal thinks that Rushdie
adopts hyperbole to present “the potentiality of celebrity to effect social and political
transformation” (176), which to him is problematic, Goonetilleke believes that
Rushdie’s narrative about the enormity of people’s mourning is based on a real
event, i.e. that for Princess Dianna’s death, and that Rushdie figures Vina as “a
symbol of freedom, equity and redemption” (155). The problem with both views is
the way in which they confuse Vina’s music with her image. In his chapter, Rushdie
intends to make a clear distinction between the music and the image. For the first few
pages Rushdie presents what he believes to be socially beneficial about the uniting
force of Vina’s music and her unexpected death: her mourning fans stop fighting,
gather together, and talk about the influence of her music on their lives. Once again,
Rushdie stresses that “ [m]usic—Vina’s voice, singing Ormus’s melodies—surges
round the world, crossing all frontiers, belonging everywhere and nowhere, and its
rhythm is the rhythm of life” (GBHF 482). He makes it clear that it is due to music
that “in death she has indeed transcended all frontiers: of race, skin, religion,
language, history, nation, class” (480). Goonetilleke is at least correct to say that
“The loves and songs of Ormus and Vina become a transcendental unifying force,
Vina a divinity” (155).
But then, after this period of mourning and transcendence, Rushdie’s novel
focuses once again on the intervention of media and capital, which turns the
mourning into another round of consumption spree. The weight of media attention
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transforms this initial genuine feeling of grief so that, “[o]vernight, the meaning of
Vina’s death has become the most important subject on earth”; intellectuals, priests,
feminists, psychoanalysts, literary and drama critics, tv and film ( producers come,
then Vina is interpreted from all aspects (482). They all want to exploit and profit
from Vina’s death. What matters to them is no longer her music legacy, but how to
find or create meaning from her death for their own interests. As Rushdie says in the
text, “her radical absence is a void or an abyss into which a tide of meanings can
pour … she has become an empty receptacle, an arena of discourse, and we can
invent her in our own image, as once we invented god” (485). Then capital
acquisition intervenes, turning abstract mourning into concrete merchandizing: “the
shirts bearing the last photograph, the commemorative coins, the mugs, the
tackiness” (485). Everything and anything can be sold by putting Vina’s face on it:
food, drinks, and records. This “Vina Effect” is essentially the expression of
capitalist exploitation. As the narrator denounces, “all the cascading emotion of the
Vina phenomenon will end in the slave market of capital. One minute she’s goddess,
and the next she’s property … commercial interests will do their damnedest to
possess and use her” (486). Though Rushdie doesn’t deny “the important aspect of
commodification to the transference of forms of cultural art (such as music)” over
the world, he seems to be critical of the extremity of consumerism and celebrification
in the American context (Corrigan 37). In this respect his critical attitude always
involves a global scope.
In FR, the perception that “[t]he city boiled with money” is the first
impression Rushdie’s fictional alter ego Solanka has of New York (3). Everything is
estimated by its economic value and everything is exhibited to show its economic
value; everything is catalogued as being for sale; everything is a thing, a commodity.
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Stores, dealerships, galleries and restaurants are everywhere; items are represented as
simply waiting to be taken home: “limited-edition olive oils, three-hundred-dollar
corkscrews, customized Humvees, the latest anti-virus software, escort services
featuring contortionists and twins, video installations, outsider art, featherlight
shawls made from the chin-fluff of extinct mountain goats” (3). Everything is
branded by such adjuncts as “high-grade”, “premium”, “limited-edition”,
“customized” and “imported” in order to be priced nicely in the market. Yet there are
still more commodities to buy; the waiting lists for products will never end.
America’s wealth and commodification are shown to be conspicuous in Rushdie’s
depiction. “Everybody, as well as everything, [is] for sale” (33). However, Rushdi’s
criticism of America is located not in commercialization itself, but in its
Americanization. In order to reach this goal, Rushdie contextualizes America within
the wider world, showing how imperialist America grabs what is global, and
exoticizes it, at the same time appropriating the item as its own.
As Solanka strolls around New York, he is persuaded that “America insulted
the rest of the planet” in its vulgar display of excess by “the inequitably wealthy”:
In all of India, China, Africa, and much of the southern American
continent, those who had the leisure and wallet for fashion—or more
simply, in the poorer latitudes, for the mere acquisition of things—
would have killed for the street merchandise of Manhattan, as also for
the cast-off clothing and soft furnishings to be found in the opulent
thrift store, the reject china and designer-label bargains to be found in
downtown discount emporia. (6)
And more ironically, “New York in this time of plenty had become the object
and goal of the world’s concupiscence and lust, and the ‘insult’ only made the rest of
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the planet more desirous than ever” (6). What Rushdie critiques here is that
Americanized commodification has entailed the sacrifice of the rest of the world, or
in Karajayerlian’s words, “America’s detachment from the reality of the rest of the
world” (109). Indeed, as the text shows, America is good at “labeling things with an
American logo: American Dream, American Buffalo, American Graffiti, American
Psycho, American Tune”. What’s worse, it seems that while “America’s need to
make things American” becomes what is prominent and characteristic of America,
“in the rest of the world the addition of a nationalist prefix didn’t seem to add much
meaning” (FR 55-56).
This imbalance or inequality between America and the rest of the world
indicates an imperialist exploitation in the practices of consumer culture dominated
by America. Solanka finds it intolerable when he sees the random appropriation of
the classical traditions of other countries for the sake of this American capitalistimperialist project. Without understanding Greek and Mesopotamian metaphors, the
Americans inscribe these Latin letters on their buildings in a “fortune-cookie-ish”
manner (43). This phenomenon, according to Solanka, reflects the crass belief that
“ignorance, if backed up by sufficient dollars, became wisdom” (44). With money
and capital, any culture or tradition, no matter how old or delicate, can be
transformed into a frivolous object or commodity. America, “in the highest hour of
its hybrid, omnivorous power”, indulges in this “mishmash[ing]” of the world’s
traditions (44). But far from showing the inclusiveness of a hybrid culture, New
York’s ‘hybrid’ culture “appear[s] an instance of imperial domination”
(Karajayerlian 110). It is no more than a “plundering and jumbling of the storehouse
of yesterday’s empire, [a] melting pot or métissage of past power … [and a] present
might” which “somehow dominates the earth” with “half-truths and echoes” (FR 44,
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45). Referring to the example of an advertising copywriter who perceives from his
slogan “the sun never sets on American Express International Banking Corporation”
only a blessing from Britain’s “glorious past” rather than its unethical imperialist
implications (35, 36), Walkowitz sees a Rushdie who unveils “ [America’s] failure to
acknowledge both the history and the critique of global conquest” and who appeals
for the “need to reflect on the uncommon histories of international contact” (151,
152). To Rushdie, America’s imperial narrowness, its greedy acquisition of global
assets for the benefit of privatization clearly manifests its shameless selfcenteredness.
As a derivative of marketing culture and commodification, celebrity culture
focuses on the individual or the personal for consumption in the marketplace.
Rushdie interprets the connection between culture, economy, celebrity and individual
as this:
if culture is the world’s new secularism, then its new religion was
fame, and the industry … of celebrity would give meaningful work to
a new ecclesia, a proselytizing mission designed to conquer this new
frontier, building its glitzy celluloid vehicles and its cathode-ray
rockets, developing new fuels out of gossip, flying the Chosen Ones
to the stars. (FR 24)
By comparing fame to religion and celebrity to its designated disciples,
Rushdie implies a provincial humanity in celebrity culture. Rather than showing
solicitude for individuals, it concentrates on fabricated personalities designed for the
marketplace to generate social and cultural meaning. Rather than embracing
celebrification, Rushdie critiques this phenomenon, and sees in this new faith of
America its “darker requirements [where] there [are] occasional human sacrifices,
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and steep, wing-burning falls” (24). Rushdie examines America’s addiction to
manufactured public personas in FR. Like Ormus and Vina in GBHF, Solanka and
some of the characters of the novel live as celebrities in New York. Though Solanka
shows no explicit revulsion at his celebrity life, he questions it through observing
others’ experience.
The first person who is destroyed by celebrity culture is Dubdub, “an early
Icarus-like flameout” (24). After becoming an academic celebrity in Princeton
University, Dubdub loses control of his life. He is depressed by his globe-trotting life
and “performance”. As Solanka later finds out, “The attention he’d been getting, the
celebrity status, had greatly aggravated Dubdub’s existential crisis. The more he
became a Personality, the less like a person he felt” (27). He is deprived of
individuality because “[i]n a society where individuals are both consumers and
objects of consumption, the difference between the life of a Jewish plumber and an
internationally eminent scholar means little as long as a niche market can be found
for each” (S. Kim 75). The three upper-class girls are described as typical celebrities
who are playing out the “personalities” or “roles” they are supposed to play. They
rely on self-exposure and prolonged public gaze. From this point of view, they are
counterparts of Vina. Rushdie calls them “living dolls”, emphasizing a sort of
“dollification” as the representation of their celebrity life (FR 74). The three look too
similar to be distinguished, rich, beautiful and accomplished, exactly following the
pattern of the socialite lifestyle. For the public, there is no need to tell the three from
one another and to know their personal stories to the extent that they are like
commodities on the shelf, catalogued, branded and displayed. Unlike Vina who
transforms herself into a celebrity through her talent, the three are “born to be
trophies, fully accessorized Oscar-Barbies” (72). But they share unfortunately the
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same kind of afterlife, i.e. being continuously consumed. Funerals are thus made in
“an open-casket situation”: “Sally H. for the hair, Rafael for the makeup, Herb for
the photographs” (71). Every part of their dead bodies is penetrated by business.
Rushdie’s criticism of celebrification always carries a feminist overtone. As he says,
“the young men of their class were reacting to the three deaths exactly as if some
coveted medallions, some golden bowls or silver cups, had been stolen from their
clubhouse plinths” (72). What’s worse, these women are willing to be doll-like. They
are trained to be part of celebrity culture, and to represent its real insiders. Therefore,
they are dolls in terms not only of “their high-style exteriors”, but also their interiors
“so stuffed full of behavioral chips, so thoroughly programmed for action, so
perfectly groomed and wardrobed, that there was no room left in them for messy
humanity” (74).
Here Rushdie’s “messy humanity” refers to “‘excess’, ‘uncertainties’,
‘contradictions’, and ‘the inexplicable’ of the human”, or “other cruxes of human
life” (S. Kim 73). In contrast to the flexibility and inclusivity of “messy humanity”,
what is shown through celebrity culture is a lack of humanity and individuality in
preference for the values associated with personality and persona. In this way, “Fury
makes a turbulent receptacle for the essence of what it is to be human, which defies
the itemization and compartmentalization exacted by consumer culture” (73). This
“dehumanization”, according to Rushdie, discloses a major deficiency in America’s
project of imperial domination. As he narrates, “[these women] ended up as mere
totems of their class, the class that ran America, which in turn ran the world, so that
an attack on them was also … an attack on the great American empire, the Pax
Americana, itself” (74). By questioning the celebrity and consumer culture of
America, which are the emblems of its imperial power, Rushdie in both GBHF and
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FR expresses trenchant criticism towards the American empire through the
cosmopolitan but rootless New York lives of his protagonists.
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Chapter Three
Exile from “Tribal Spokesman” and “Cultural Ambassador” in Jin’s
China Fiction
I. (Post-)Maoist China within the Global Context
1. (Post-)Maoist China and Jin’s China Stories
Jin spent decades in his motherland before emigrating to America, so
inevitably his Chinese cultural formation has had a great impact on him. His memory
of life in China before he emigrated has played a significant role in the first phase of
his writing career, although probably less so in his more recent work. During his
early writing career, Jin wrote exclusively about China and Chinese people during
the Maoist and Post-Maoist period from the 1960s to the 1980s. The China
represented in his fiction is drawn by and large from his own life experience.
The years from the 1960s to the 1980s were one of the most turbulent and
transformative periods since the founding of the People’s Republic of China. During
the ten-year Cultural Revolution from 1966 to 1976, numerous Chinese were
persecuted, and economy came to a halt. The Cultural Revolution was a
sociopolitical movement launched by Mao Zedong, in what proved a successful
attempt to restore himself to the position of Chairman (President) of PRC, against the
background of the failure of Great Leap Forward and the Sino-Soviet split.
With the aim of accelerating the process of modernization after China’s first
Five-Year Plan, in 1958 Mao decided to mobilize people from countryside to
participate in industry. He thus established People’s Communes in countryside,
collectivized agriculture and instructed farmers to produce steel on a massive scale.
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Farmers were forced to work and live within the collective unit of People’s
Communes; private farming and harvesting were forbidden. This Great Leap
Forward movement (1958-1962) turned out to be an economic disaster. On one hand,
in order to meet Mao’s target of multiplying grain yields and steel production in a
short time, local cadres and officials often exaggerated production numbers,
reporting ‘surpluses’ that were non-existent. On the other hand, by pulling farmers
from their land for producing steel, this movement led to the reduction of food output
and a shortage of other goods. This, together with bad weather, caused millions of
deaths, which was then known as the Great Chinese Famine. In response to these
accusations, Mao resigned from the chairman position in 1959, and was then
succeeded by Liu Shaoqi, who, along with Deng Xiaoping and Zhou Enlai, was more
pragmatic and moderate in terms of his economic policies. Meanwhile, Sino-Soviet
relation had deteriorated from a mutual support to one of severe antagonism in the
late 1950s and the early 1960s following the death of Stalin and the succession of
Khrushchev. While Mao criticized Khrushchev’s denouncement of Stalinism and his
economic reforms as a revisionism which turned its back on Marxism-Leninism and
increased the danger of capitalist restoration, Khrushchev ridiculed Mao’s failure in
the Great Leap Forward and the People’s Communes Movement.
It was under this circumstance that Mao launched the Cultural Revolution,
whose stated goal was to prevent Chinese communism from being contaminated by
capitalism and traditional Chinese elements and thus to restore Maoism as the
dominant ideology of the Communist Party of China (CPC). According to Mao,
bourgeoisie and capitalism had crept back into the government and society for
restoration; the more moderate faction in the party even made use of the traditional
customs, ideas, culture, and habits to taint the minds of the masses and therefore
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these revisionists should be purged from Chinese society. By pulling the Party and
the society back to class struggle and ideological revolution, Mao returned to a
position of power and exiled his opponents like Liu Shaoqi and Deng Xiaoping.
As a consequence, schools, universities and factories were closed; the
economy was severely damaged and social order was in a state of chaos and
turbulence. The youth became Red Guards reciting Mao’s ‘Little Red Book’,
shouting Maoist slogans, destroying historical relics and religious sites, and even
inflicting bodily harm on ‘dissidents’. There were rival factions everywhere, either in
school, in factory or in family, turning the society into a nation of turmoil, hostility
and insecurity. Millions of people were charged with being Rightists, thus being
publicly humiliated, tortured or even persecuted; many urban intellectuals were
categorized into ‘dissidents’ and sent to the countryside for ‘re-education’ through
manual labor. The Revolution was responsible for the most severe setback and the
most miserable memory among Chinese people since the founding of PRC.
Following Mao’s death, the Revolution came to an end and its attached
Maoist ideology was gradually dismantled. Taking over a country beset with social
turbulence, disenchantment with CPC and institutional disturbance, Deng
endeavored to restore order and prosperity to the country. He not only reinstated the
College Entrance Examination in 1977 and reopened schools and factories, but also
brought China into the modern era of the market-economy by initiating the Reform
and Opening-Up Policy in 1978 and other economic reforms. Private farming
resumed in the countryside, and foreign investment and the global market were
introduced. The 1980s witnessed a China in rapid economic recovery and
development in China that lasted until the crackdown in 1989.
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Furthermore, during and after the Cultural Revolution, the split between
China and the Soviet Union continued. Military conflict occurred along the SinoSoviet border at the height of the split in 1969. In the meantime, the tension between
China and the United States had been eased. As China regarded the Soviet Union as
a more serious threat, it came to believe that improved relations with the United
States would be essential to break its diplomatic isolation and tackle the Soviet
threat. Though the Revolution led to near-complete isolation of China from the
outside world, it witnessed the icebreaking progress of Sino-U.S. relations, during
which Mao made overtures to Nixon, culminating in Nixon’s visit to China in 1972.
During the 1980s Sino-U.S. relations achieved a state of normalization.
Jin’s earlier fiction mostly portrays China within the sociohistorical context
outlined above. Ocean of Words (1996) focuses on the military life along the SinoSoviet border in the late 1960s; Under the Red Flag (1997) explores the countryside
life during the Maoist period; In the Pond (1998) turns to the immediate post-Maoist
time to tell a story about the aftermath of Maoism and the Revolution; Waiting
(1999) is characterized by its timespan of nearly two decades, viz., from the 1960s to
the 1980s, to recount its narrative of frustrated love; The Bridegroom (2000) depicts
a newly open China in the early 1980s through the fictional city of Muji. As a whole,
these fictions constitute Jin’s presentations of China from a diasporic perspective.
2. Jin as New/Global Literary Chinese Diaspora
Jin came to America as a graduate student in 1985 with the plan to return to
China after graduation. Having decided to stay after the Tiananmen crackdown and
later become a creative writer writing in English, Jin belongs to the group of
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intellectual and literary Chinese diaspora emigrating to America in the 1980s and
developing their literary career in the 1990s.
Belinda Kong coins the term “post-Tiananmen literary diaspora” to refer to
such literary emigres as Jin who took leave of his motherland following the
Tiananmen crackdown and its aftermath. Nevertheless, she shows no tendency to
politicize this term or narrowly construct it “as a specific reference to those writers
who give voice to Tiananmen’s history via literary forms”; instead, as she argues,
“the post-Tiananmen literary diaspora can be understood as a sociological
phenomenon of mass migration that underpins the literature itself” (Tiananmen
Fictions 2). Kong’s definition of “post-Tiananmen literary diaspora” is worthy of
mentioning here because it is linked to a broader context of mass migration and
globalization, i.e., “the global cultural impact of Tiananmen literature” (6). As she
further claims, given that such literary emigres continue to write about China in their
works and frequently critique the communist state power as well as its manipulative
construction of Chineseness from the outside, they are not only “marshal[ing] the
cultural authority of world literature” (6), but also “reinforce[ing] global
perceptions” to “compel an alternative perception of Chinas as a diverse and
contested space” and to “reconstruct [Chineseness] more heterogeneously for the
world” (“Theorizing the Hyphen’s Afterlife” 146). Her arguments touch on the most
significant aspect of those diasporic authors’ writing, namely, their efforts to redefine
“China” and “Chineseness”8 by juxtaposing the Chinese setting with the global
context. However, Kong also expresses her concern about post-Tiananmen diasporic
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writing, worrying that its imagination of China as a totalitarian state as opposed to
democracy may reiterate the Cold War rhetoric.
Responding to this argument I propose that Kong’s concern is unwarranted, if
we see Jin and fellow emigres writers in the context of global reality in the late 1980s
and the early 1990s. During that period, the world order built upon the Cold War
division began to collapse and a new world order with multiple centers or entities of
power has since then emerged, which has been analyzed in more theoretical terms by
Hardt and Negri in Empire. Rather than saying that the post-Tiananmen literary
emigres embed their writing in the polarized worldview of the Cold War discourse, it
is more proper to argue that they have been writing within the global context and
unprecedentedly transnational in their appeal for multiplicity and diversity. From this
point of view, they can be considered the “post-Cold War literary Chinese diaspora”.
More specifically, they have been writing in the transnational and
transformative space of diaspora beyond the national and linguistic boundaries.
During the process of reconstructing what it means to be Chinese, they do not
position Western democracy as a reference point, but instead make use of the
mobility and internationalism of which they are themselves representative to contest
and extend the narrowly defined concept of Chineseness for the world and also for
diaspora itself. What they imagine through their writing is a transnational and
cosmopolitan Chineseness, a cultural identity with extensive cultural geography and
universal connectivity.
Their literary efforts are in line with some theorists’ consistent construction
of Chinese diaspora and Chinese transnationalism. The representatives among them
are Wei-ming Tu, Gungwu Wang, Aihwa Ong, Ien Ang, Laurence J. C. Ma,
Lingchei Letty Chen, Shu-mei Shih, Jing Tsu, and Pheng Cheah. All of them
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emphasize the reconstruction of Chinese cultural identity through Chinese
transnational and cosmopolitan practices. Tu’s notion of “cultural China” has farreaching impact on reimagining Chineseness. With the preoccupation that “[t]he
meaning of being Chinese is intertwined with China as a geographical concept and
Chinese culture as a lived reality”, he imagines interrelatedly “three symbolic
universes” to constitute his “cultural China”, i.e., “mainland China, Taiwan, Hong
Kong, and Singapore”, “Chinese communities throughout the world”, and
“individual men and women, such as scholars, teachers, journalists, industrialists,
traders, entrepreneurs, and writers, who try to understand China intellectually and
bring their conceptions of China to their own linguistic communities” (145, 148). By
involving the Chinese diaspora in his second symbolic universe, Tu highlights their
role in reshaping Chinese cultural geography. Though some, e.g., Dirlik, Ang, and
Cheah, prefer a political efficacy of this reconfigured cultural identity to its
economic and subjective mobility, they nevertheless widely agree on “the plurality of
ways to be Chinese in the world today—including, as it were, the very negating of
Chineseness” (Kong, Tiananmen Fictions 7).
Moreover, those literary diasporas not only reconstruct Chineseness through
the contents of their writing but also contribute to the reshaping of contemporary
literature at the formal level. Writing within the cross-border and cross-cultural
spaces of the diasporic world, these writers, on one hand, transform the terrain of
Chinese literature and on the other hand change the concept of English-written
literature. In Jin’s case, the Chineseness in his stories links him to Chinese literature.
However, rather than simply categorizing himself into a fixed concept of Chinese
literature, Jin instead takes it beyond the national paradigm and turns it into a
phenomenon that Tsu and Wang term “global Chinese literature” or “world
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literature” in their book. In this way, Jin, together with others, has brought about real
change in Asian American literature. As Kong correctly notices, “One effect of
globalization, then, is the emergence of this class of transnational writers who
prolifically contribute to a textual disappearance of American in Asian-American
literature” (“Theorizing Hyphen’s Afterlife” 145).
3. Exile from “Tribal Spokesman” and “Cultural Translator”
Therefore, through his earlier China fiction, Jin reveals himself as a new or
global literary Chinese diaspora who not only inserts a transnational and
cosmopolitan Chineseness by contesting the Chinese context from all aspects, but
also brings globality into the national forms of literature. This literary thought can be
further perceived from his own explanation.
When Jin decided to write in English, he believed that he was a Chinese
person/writer writing in English. As he confesses, “When I began to write, I longed
to return to China, and I saw my stay in the United States as a sojourn, so I felt
almost natural for me to claim to be something of a spokesman for the unfortunate
Chinese” (The Writer as Migrant 4). For a certain period, Jin had immersed himself
in the role of “tribal spokesman”. English was only an instrument for his subject
matter of China. Like his Chinese compatriots in mainland China, Jin acquiesced in
an unstated contract between oneself and one’s country. When his first book Between
Silences was published , he wrote in its preface, “As a fortunate one I speak for those
unfortunate people who suffered, endured or perished at the bottom of life and who
created the history and at the same time were fooled or ruined by it” (1). He even
subtitles the book with “a voice from China”. Jin had attempted to follow Lin
Yutang’s model in the very early stage of his writing career. As he recalls, Lin was
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for some time “a grand role” and “very attractive” to him (The Writer as Migrant
95). As an exile, Lin neither managed to return to China physically nor accepted the
U.S. citizenship. But he found his position by becoming a cultural interpreter of his
native land by saying that “[m]y advantage is to be able to speak about Chinese
culture to foreigners while I can speak about foreign cultures to the Chinese” (14).
He thus appeared as a “cultural ambassador” bridging between China and America
(13).
Nevertheless, Jin’s claim of spokesmanship and cultural ambassador didn’t
last long as he came to realize that there was a big difference between exiled writers
of Lin’s type and himself. That is, writers like Lin have already established their
fame in their native lands before emigration and had loyal readers at home. Claiming
a spokesmanship for their homelands is an easier way to resume their writing careers
abroad. More importantly, Lin’s choice was closely related to the social and
historical context in the 1930s and the 1940s when war was haunting his homeland
and tearing the world apart. During his stay in America, China had been stuck in the
Sino-Japanese War. Under that circumstance, “It would be foolish and selfish for a
writer like Lin Yutang to remain detached while his motherland was burning” (14).
Lin thus published numerous articles on American newspapers in order to attract
public and diplomatic support for China. When speaking to foreign readers by
writing in a foreign language, he was normally assumed to represent his native
country. In short, writers like Lin have a homeland to claim and have a country to
represent.
Jin, however, is in a different case. He was unknown in China when he began
to write in America. Publishing no books in Chinese, he had no audience in his
mother tongue. Under this situation, speaking for his nation and his people might be
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a wishful thinking, especially when he was using a non-native language. After all,
the China and the Chinese people he claimed to serve might disavow his role or even
accuse him of his self-assertion. There is simply no way for him to justify his writing
as an allegiance to his nation and thus to find his position among his people. Besides,
as a new literary diaspora emigrating to America around the 1990s, he is more
inclined to the global reality of massive capital and cultural flows. The historical
context that cultivated Lin as a tribal spokesman has been obsolete and alien for Jin.
As he claims, “such a writer is like a literary ambassador of limited tenure who will
be replaced by another in time” (5). Rather than claiming the nation or a specific
place, Jin, among others, “possess[es] the means of self-advocacy that permit [him]
to shed light on the creative and transformative potential of not just the Chinese
literary diaspora but of diasporic subjects in general” and “[t]he need to recognize
this agency is arguably more pressing than ever before, as the diasporic condition
now operates as a principal rather than supplemental feature of human existence”
(Kong, Tiananmen Fictions 10). That is why Jin repeatedly argue in The Writer as
Migrant that he prefers the individual to the collective and stresses the significance
of selfhood. He would like to stand alone, solitary but independent, to writes as a
personal voice. All these imply him as a new literary Chinese diaspora who
reconfigure Chineseness through diasporic self-positioning.
Among his earlier works the two set in a fictional city—named Muji City—
exemplify Jin’s diasporic writing very well. They are Waiting, a novel published in
1999, and The Bridegroom, a collection of short stories published in 2000. While WT
tells a bittersweet love story of Lin Kong, an army doctor, who waits eighteen years
to divorce his country wife in order to marry a city nurse with a time span of
eighteen years from the early 1960s to the early 1980s, BG consists of twelve
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narratives with its backdrop in the Muji City of the early 1980s during the postCultural Revolution and post-Maoist period. Due to the same setting of Muji City,
BG is often regarded as a companion volume to WT. In interview9 Jin confirms:
“After I finished writing Waiting, I felt there were still some stories to be told set in
Muji City. The following year they came out as The Bridegroom”. Jin employs a
transnational and cross-cultural perspective to probe into the Chinese world in his
stories. History and reality appear as chaotic and plural; home and identity are in a
dialectical relationship; morality, gender and sexuality are transformative and
mobile; language and culture intermingle with each other; and finally, transnational
encounters occur now and then in the narratives. The gap between the Chinese
subject and the English language provides the author with the possibility to practice
his cultural translation experientially. From this point of view, his China stories
create a plural discursive space marked by mobility and complexity, thus
transcending national rhetoric and cultural differences. All in all, by reconstructing
Chineseness from both thematic and formal levels, he transplants his transnational
and cosmopolitan ideas into a localized site.
II. Chinese Context within Universal Humanity
On different occasions, Jin expresses his preference to universal humanity in
his works. His emphasis on it is well captured by Xiaojing Zhou in “Writing
Otherwise than as a ‘Native Informant’”. As she observes, rather than repeating
“Orientalist ethnographic representation of the Chinese”, Jin’s writing “embodies the
possibilities of literature in reclaiming the humanity of those who have been
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dehumanized, not by denying particularities of cultural difference or historical
specificities, but by showing what transcends these particularities” (281, 292-93).
Indeed, his appropriation of universal humanity is not a subversion to what is ‘not
human’, but instead an introduction of a broader and more detached perspective to
the Chinese context in his stories. In this way, Jin gives an alternative parameter to
see such issues as history, reality, home, location, and morality, thus adding them to
his self-advocating construction of a transnational and cosmopolitan Chineseness.
1. History and Reality in Human Mobility
Some critics claim that Harbin City serves as the prototype of Muji City.
Nevertheless, Jin explains in the preface of the Chinese version of BG in 2001 that
Harbin is not the only prototype of Muji City. As he states, “I had lived in Jamusi
and then Harbin for a few years during the time from the late 1970s to the early
1980s. Muji City is basically from my memory about Jamusi. But I also put some
cityscapes of Harbin into it” (5). That is to say, Muji City is a fictional mixture of
northeastern Chinese cities. It is by no means located in one city or one place but
refers to the common scenery of northeastern China during the two decades from the
1960s to the 1980s. When talking about those northeastern cities, Jin never fails to
reveal his attachment to them. He writes, “I like those cities in the north of China
very much, even the snowy winters there” (5). For Jin, they are representative of
Chinese life in in his fictional memory.
Interestingly, the two cities from which Muji City derives are characterized
by complicated and idiosyncratic histories. Harbin had been an international
metropolis during the early twentieth century. With the construction of the Chinese
Eastern Railway financed by Russian Empire, Harbin was turned from a small
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village to a modern city at the end of the nineteenth century. It was designed by
Russian and other Western architects, and thus endowed with many European
features. Upon its foundation, Harbin attracted a large number of Russian immigrants
and Han Chinese to move and settle down there. Trade, industry and agriculture
prospered there in a way that was reminiscent of San Francisco during the gold rush.
After the Russo-Japanese War, Russian influence declined in Harbin. Japanese,
together with thousands of immigrants from more than thirty countries including the
U.S., Germany, and France, moved to Harbin. It possessed one of the largest Jewish
communities in the Far East before World War II. Those immigrants established
hundreds of commercial, industrial and banking companies and consulates were set
up there by different countries to protect their nationals. Churches and cultural
organizations were spread widely across the city and Harbin became a cosmopolitan
city in every sense. After the October Revolution in 1917 more Russians moved to
Harbin and turned it into an enclave of Russian refugees. The city later suffered
under Japanese occupation during the Sino-Japanese War and the turbulent situation
in the early Maoist period, with the result that the population of Harbin declined
quickly and most of its European immigrants fled back to their home countries.
However, Harbin still serves as an essential gateway of Russo-Sino trade nowadays
and its historical legacies confer upon the city an ethos of cultural exchange and
encounter.
Jamusi, on the other hand, is geographically speaking a border city on the
Sino-Russian border and became a small commercial center on the border in the
early twentieth century. During the Japanese occupation, it had been a military
strongpoint to defend against the possible invasion of the Soviet army. Japanese and
Koreans immigrated in this period and transformed it into one of the more racially
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mixed cities in the northeastern part of China. After the foundation of the PRC, it
witnessed the various fluctuations in Sino-Russian relations, being at the forefront of
either the confrontation or the communication between the respective countries.
Nowadays, it has remained a key port to maintain frequent exchange with Russia
economically and culturally.
To sum up, both Harbin and Jiamusi were developed into modern cities in the
hands of immigrants, and their modern histories were shaped by different political
and cultural forces out of the reach of a single nation or territory. They represent
together a cross-cultural and transnational history that is characterized by human
migration. They are not only geographically and literally attached to such concepts
as cross-border contact and migration, but also are attached to them conceptually and
metaphorically. In this way, Jin implies a historically fluid and geographically
transgressive Chinese setting in both WT and BR.
Through the descriptions in the two novels, it can be summarized that unlike
Rushdie’s Bombay which is a big and global metropolis, Muji City is conceived as a
small and domestic city “with a population of about a quarter of a million” (Jin, WT
23). In his interview with the author of this thesis, he stressed the remoteness and
primitiveness of Muji City. Nevertheless, Muji City shows the richness of its history
through its cityscape. It is made to incorporate the idiosyncrasies of both Harbin and
Jiamusi, located somewhere near the Sino-Russian border, and marked by
interwoven cultural codes and historical connotations. There are two narratively
significant places in Muji City, i.e., the army hotel and Victory Park. As the novel
indicates, Victory Park is built “in memory of the Russian soldiers who had fallen
while fighting Japanese troops in Manchuria towards the end of the Second World
War” (113). This also applies to the army hotel which used to be a “Japanese brothel
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whose owner wouldn’t take Russian rubles, which were in circulation together with
Chinese yuan at the time” (141). Moreover, “[the owner] would charge Chinese
customers double the price, even though most of the prostitutes were Korean women
pretending to be Japanese ladies” (141). Apparently, the history of Muji City is
related to the conflicts and negotiations between different forces, cultures, values and
nationals, thus possessing a complexity and plurality.
Mostly importantly, the ongoing situation of Muji City is still in constant
transition. Social instability and political turbulence characterize its everyday reality.
Traditional forces, Maoist ideology and post-Maoist policy have produced a state of
constant transformation to city life, causing disturbance, insecurity and uncertainty
among its citizens.
Although Lin, the protagonist, is an urban inhabitant, he is constantly drawn
back to his home village which symbolizes the power of tradition to the extent that
every aspect and each inhabitant of the village is reminiscent of the traditional pull.
His wife, Shuyu, is a symbol of conservative Confucian culture. She not only bears
the weight of Confucian culture on the female in highly visible terms—having bound
feet, being of asexual physique and also illiterate, but also performs her assigned
traditional role devotedly by committing herself to serving Lin’s family. She
represents precisely “a model wife under Confucianism” (Parascandola, “Love and
Sex” 40). Besides, Lin’s marriage with and divorce from Shuyu are governed by the
Confucian system. He marries Shuyu out of filial duty in a marriage arranged
according to his parents’ wishes, and the subsequent idea of divorce is rejected by his
brother-in-law. “Filial duty”, “arranged marriage”, “parental obligations” and “big
brother”, all typify the value system of traditional Confucian culture. In a broad
sense the home village operates entirely within the confines of a Confucian
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paradigm, as can be seen from the villagers’ rejection of Lin’s divorce. In order to
protest against the divorce, they wait outside the courthouse in a threatening manner
and refuse “to accept the absence of love as a justification for divorce” (Varsava,
“Spheres of Superfluity” 131). They cite Confucius’s maxim that “The order of the
world is rooted in every family” to maintain that divorce causes only disorder (WT
123). From his marriage up to his attempts at divorce, Lin has had to succumb to the
dictates of this traditional force in society. His home village is metonymic of this
social paradigm according to which people are “accustomed to the subordination of
their own sexual (and political) desire to prevailing orthodoxies” and “insulated
against sympathetic understanding on the most fundamental level by their reflexive
obeisance to power and tradition” (Varsava, “Spheres of Superfluity” 131).
Muji City is also exposed to the increased influence of Maoist ideology
within which political turbulence and social instability are common. The changes
brought about by the Cultural Revolution and other political activities have instilled
tension and even chaos in the city. Jin employs the statue of a Russian solider in
Victory Park as an allegorical representation of this turbulent era. It is first damaged
by the actions of Red Guards, and then is under repair. Just like the words engraved
on the statue in Victory Park which “had been scraped off” but whose “dark strokes
remained distinguishable”, the city is a domain of shifting reality (WT 113). Jin
describes very impressively the conflation of politics and daily life in Maoist culture,
in which aspects of life are inscribed with political implications. All staff in the
fictional hospital have to participate in political studies; priority is given to books of
political science; religious beliefs are banned in the city; and the cult of political
personality is prevalent. Thus, Lin and Manna are shown as having to bow to the
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portrait of the Chairman during their wedding ceremony. This emphasis on political
life results in the shrinking of the citizens’ space for their personal life.
One of Jin’s ironic but scathing allusions to this state of affairs is the scene of
Manna’s accidental connection to Christianity. Having been described as ‘an angel’
by a Christian couple who are arrested later by police, Manna couldn’t find meaning
for the expression in any reference book. When considering the idea of going to a
nunnery to find out the meaning, she discovers that “temples and abbeys throughout
the country [are smashed] and monks and nuns ha[ve] been either sent back home or
banished far away” (48). When evoking Maoist culture, Jin sardonically uses the
adjective “new” to prefix the society in which it plays such a dominant role.
Locutions such as “new China” and “new society” appear frequently in the novel.
Nevertheless, Jin insinuates the obsolescence of this cult in his reference to “two
dozen Chairman Mao buttons” in “a small sandalwood box underneath Manna’s
clothes in the wardrobe”, which is regarded by Manna as treasure (250). To Lin, the
box looks like “a cinerary casket” which is reminiscent of something faded or dead
(250). Jin employs this figurative device of the buttons as a metaphor to convey the
idea that Maoist politics can be seen as a ‘worthless buried treasure’.
Another social reality Jin depicts is money worship in post-Maoist China.
Varsava astutely perceives that “Old China and New China converge in the
prevailing communitarian prudery that shapes or, better, stunts existential possibility
for individual citizens well into the 1980s” (“Spheres of Superfluity” 131). The
1980s China portrayed in WT and BG is one tainted by a fresh cult, that of money
worship. Under the influence of the new-era slogan “To Get Rich Is Glorious”, Jin
depicts how those who get rich are championed as model citizens and become
legendary figures in the process. Geng Yang, one of Lin’s friends, rapes Manna
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without getting punished for his sexual crime. A few years later, he is even held up
as a model citizen purely on account of his wealth and his name frequently appears
in magazine article or TV news bulletins. To some extent, “Geng Yang’s success
might be allegorically read as the circumstances of the post-Mao China” (Su,
“Narrative of Modern Chinese Masculinity” 95). Liu Feng in “An Entrepreneur’s
Story” and Jinli in “The Woman from New York” are treated differently after they
are recognized as being wealthy. Liu Feng is transformed from a “homeless dog” to
“Lord Liu” and Jinli from a supposed concubine to an influential person whom
“people began to suck up to” (BG 183).
The social instability and political turbulence are further reflected through
Jin’s descriptions of the city per se, which is represented as being in a constant state
of motion and commotion. In both WT and BR, Muji City is a place imbued with
various sounds and noises. Whenever the narrative is focused on the city, such words
as “shouting”, “cry”, “chant”, “crowd”, “siren” and “blasting” appear in the texts.
Whether the time setting is morning or evening, summer or winter in the city, the
streets are always crowded with automobiles and people, full of scents and sounds.
On one hand, the city is full of human sound and the scent of food, with “venders
shouting and greasy smoke rising here and there on the sidewalks” and “[t]he smell
of roast mutton and stewed turnip hover[ing] in the air” (WT 170, 141). On the other,
Jin refers to the noises from vehicles when “dozens of trucks and tractors traveled
north or south” with “blasting horns and the explosive snarls of their exhaust pipes”
(128). Even the seasons in Muji City change with incredible speed: “spring
descended all of a sudden … Within two weeks the summer started” (27). Together
they present a Muji City in all its lively quotidian life and bustling mundanity.
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Absorbing the characteristics of Harbin and Jiamusi, Muji City is endowed
with a turbulent history and complex reality. Over a timespan of two decades from
the 1960s to the 1980s, Jin configures a social and political world of complexity and
abrupt transformation. The immigrant tradition, geographical bordering, and
transformative reality combine to make it fluid and transformative. Jin on one hand
critiques the oppression of such ideological paradigms like traditional Confucius
values, Maoist politics and money worship, on the other hand highlights their
untenability and obsoleteness when confronted with the doubts and interrogations
from individuals and humanity. In this way, Jin inserts his rethinking of China and
Chinese people into his texts.
2. Home and Location in Solitude
As a diasporic writer, Jin often prioritizes characters who leave home. Thus,
in Muji City, most citizens are displaced subjects who either have homes elsewhere
or are homeless, who become both insiders and outsiders in relation to the city. As a
consequence, their life in the city involves metaphorical journeys, seeking answers to
questions of home, identity and existence. Jin’s stories concentrate on this specific
group, involving different genders, classes, ages and professions. The three main
characters in WT, Lin Kong, Manna and Shuyu, “are displaced in one way or
another, so no consolation of a solid home is offered in the end”, representing
different strategies in dealing with the issue of home (Shen 57).
In the short story “Saboteur”, Mr. Chiu is on his honeymoon vacation in Muji
City; in “In the Kindergarten”, the little girl, Shaona, lives in a boarding kindergarten
far away from home; in “A Bad Joke”, the two peasants are newly arrived in Muji
City, for a shopping trip. As a whole, they feature two women desperate for home, a
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man struggling between two homes, a child leaving home, and an intellectual
troubled in foreign land, and so on. Living in Muji City, a place of constant change
and transition, thus represents a big challenge for its citizens. They encounter various
social changes and cultural conflicts, having to negotiate a way to survive and
flourish. By doing this, Jin weaves his rethinking of home and location in his fiction.
Through describing Muji City as not providing a solid home for his characters, Jin
dismantles China as a fixed center for constructing cultural identity and cultural
geography of Chinese.
A fully developed theme in WT is the protagonist’s dilemma of choice
between two women and two homes. Lin has a primary home in Goose Village,
towards which he has a very contradictory and ambivalent attitude. Though
frequently absent from his rural home, Lin always feels peaceful and relaxed during
his short stays there. However, his growing sense of estrangement from his old home
is inevitable. Having been mostly absent from his home village for decades, he feels
out of place in his village. There is a gap between him and his fellow villagers as
well as his family, and he knows little about farm work and peasant life. His
daughter, Hua, who used to be very attached to him as a baby girl, “has become more
reticent and remote from him” to the extent that “she seldom said an unnecessary
word to him, and at most she would give him a thin smile” (WT 6). Lin’s ambivalent
attitude towards his wife, Shuyu, epitomizes his detachment from his old home. The
third person narrator’s comment reflects the cruel but undeniable reality:
Probably had he lived long enough with her, he would have been able
to love her, and the two of them would have led a happy life, just as
many couples who had gotten married without knowing each other
beforehand became perfect husbands and wives later on. Yet how
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could he and Shuyu have lived together long enough to know each
other well? Unless he had left the army and stayed home, which was
unthinkable. He had his career in the city. (94)
When absent from his home village, Lin begins his life in Muji City, where
he meets Manna, his lover. Manna is a counterpart to Shuyu, hence a symbol of his
new home. However, despite his ambivalent feelings about his old home, Lin never
feels certain about his new home and new woman. In his dreams he is never able to
see the face of the woman who sleeps with him or is present in his house, which
implies his uncertainty. During the eighteen-year period of waiting for divorce, Lin
sometimes thinks of retreating from the situation. As the narrator says, “The
possibility of love only filled him with despondency and languor, as though he was
sick in the soul. If only he had never known Manna; if only he could get back into
his old rut again; if only he could return to an undisturbed, contented life” (80). He
even tries to let Manna go by offering help for her dates with other men, which
nonetheless is always ended with Manna’s return. His new life with Manna is not
happy and he finds her boring and not charming any more. The couple often quarrel
and gradually disillusionment sets in for both of them. The bookcase—a symbol of
inner peace and shelter—is now “loaded with cups, medicine bottles, eye cases,
flashlights, a tumbler doll, and knickknacks” and is covered with dust (255). He
comes to realize that his married life is “so tedious, so chaotic, and so exhausting” to
the extent when his child is born, he even “was unsure whether he cared for the twins
and whether he would be able to love them devotedly” (257, 275).
From the analysis of Lin’s entanglement with the two women, it is evident
that he has never fully loved either of them. Absent from his home village for long
time, he is not able to love Shuyu, though he feels peaceful when returning to her;
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drawn by his old marriage, he feels impotent to love Manna, even if he is always
waiting to love Manna in future. Lin is a man incapable of love, one who lives in
waiting; indeed, waiting has become part of himself. This truth about Lin is clarified
in the long interior monologue in the penultimate chapter of the novel, which dissects
his psychology thoroughly. This is the first time that Lin comes to understand who
he is, where he stands, and what he wants. It becomes clear to him that he “had never
loved a woman wholeheartedly … His instinct and ability to love passionately had
withered away before they had had an opportunity to blossom” (296). The voice in
his head reveals to him that “All those years you waited torpidly, like a sleepwalker,
pulled and pushed about by others’ opinions, by external pressure, by your illusions,
by the official rules you internalized. You were misled by your own frustration and
passivity, believing that what you were not allowed to have was what your heart was
destined to embrace” (295). Lin, as a displaced soul, is unable to have a home, since
the idea of home has drifted away from him long time ago. His unsuccessful divorce
with Shuyu and his disenchanted marriage with Manna allegorize his embarrassing
position in between two homes and he is doomed to live in displacement and
uncertainty, dwelling in solitude and independence.
Lin’s homeless experience shows Jin’s deconstruction of the concept of
home. Lily Li links WT directly to migration by reckoning that “the novel can be
read as an allegory for the migrant or immigrant experience” (218). As she explains,
Jin employs the metaphors of marriage and divorce to portray a
complex and unresolved immigrant mentality, familiar tropes used by
many writers in various ways to delineate the relationships with their
country of resettlement and their country of origin. The protagonist’s
conflicted feelings for his wife and his lover and his being torn
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between two homes, the old home and the new one, dramatizes the
migrant’s dilemma of choice between two countries. (218-19)
By doing this, Li asserts that she is “call[ing] real attention to the crosscultural nature of the author and the text” (202). Though Li’s interpretation
highlights Jin’s self-representation as a migrant in his text, she overlooks Jin’s focus
on the Chinese context per se, which is more essential for Jin’s China stories.
Therefore, the two women and the two homes are not just allegorical images of two
countries, but more refer to Jin’s deconstructive and pluralist presentation of the
concept of home inserted in the national paradigm of China.
Jin’s attempt to articulate an alternative perception of home to oppose the
existing one in the Chinese context is further unfolded through Lin’s negotiation
between his two homes in the end. He chooses to neither go back to Shuyu nor
abandon Manna. The last scene in the book is symbolic of Lin’s transcendence:
While Lin and Manna were cleaning the home, Hua looked after the
twins, humming a folk song to them and telling them the story of a
big gray wolf and two little lambs, as though they could understand
her. The room was filled with the babies’ prattle and laughter. Hua cut
a rooster and a prancing cat out of red paper, showing them to the
babies, then pasted them on two windowpanes. Manna was pleased
with the paper-cuts, which made their home more festive, especially
to the eyes looking from the street. (307)
One from his home village and the other two from his new home in Muji
City, Hua and the twins represent Lin’s connection with the two homes and
locations. Their siblinghood hints at the possibility of finding new meanings by
living in-between the intricate reality of two homes for Lin.
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In his short story “Alive”, Jin continues to challenge the fixed idea of China
and Chineseness through the theme of home. A successful middle-aged man settled
in Muji City, Tong Guhan, the protagonist, has undergone tremendous change of his
life after he takes a business trip to Taifu City where an earthquake occurs. As a
victim of the quake, Guhan gets amnesia and becomes an “unidentifiable” man
overnight, “[H]e had lost his mind, unable to remember anything before the
earthquake. Because he had nothing but some cash and national food coupons on
him—in his underwear—it was impossible to ascertain who he was. Among the
refugees there was a small group of unidentifiables …” (BG 27). In this strange city,
he soon has another home, assigned a wife, a son, a shack and a job.
Guhan’s return to Muji City further complicates the issue of home. As he
recovers from amnesia, he is haunted by his Muji home. The discrepancy between
his new life and the old confirms him in his determination to return and without any
hesitation, he abandons his new home and goes back to Muji City. However, to his
dismay, he has become a “superfluous man”10, just like Lin in WT. His one-bedroom
apartment is occupied by his newly married son and daughter-in-law; his working
quota is filled by his daughter; his wife is looking for another husband. There is
simply no place for him in his family. Therefore, when they see him alive, “their joy
was mixed with confusion, shame, and sadness” (41). Jin relays the protagonist’s
thoughts via the third person narration, “Heavens, in just six months he had become
an unwanted man, as though he were truly dead, back as a mere ghost” (41). His

10

Jin often uses this term in his fiction. In WT, Lin says to himself, “I’m a superfluous man” (303).
“Superfluity” is appropriated from nineteenth-century Russian fiction, which “signals a tragic
mismatching of ambition and actuality, a soul-destroying disjunction of hope and fate, in a period of
czarist autocracy and bureaucratic sclerosis” (Varsava, “Spheres of Superfluity” 130). For more, see
“Spheres of Superfluity in Ha Jin’s China Fiction” by Jerry Varsava.
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range of experience from dreaming of a “glorious return” to disillusionment reveals
the illusory nature of home.
Neither Lin nor Guhan escapes from the fate of superfluity in terms of their
entanglement with home. They belong to two homes but at the same time belong to
neither of them, which implies that the only home is within themselves. Jin’s
discussion of the theme of home within the Chinese context exposes his endeavor to
reshape the cultural space of China, where home and location are flexible enough to
generate new forms of life, i.e., the self-reliant life whose home is carrying along
with them.
3. Morality in Human Dignity
Jin writes in the preface for the Chinese translation of Under the Red Flag
that his short story collection can be seen as “an ethnographic moral history”, which
reflects the importance of moral issues in Jin’s writing (6). When looking at Jin’s
other China stories carefully, it is evident that moral issues are always at the heart of
his work. If Under the Red Flag is a moral history about Dismount Fort, then WT and
BG together constitute a moral history about his allegorical creation of Muji City.
Furthermore, as Luo argues, “Jin’s critical orientation in Waiting is based on moral
aspects” and “because of the intertextuality between Waiting and The Bridegroom,
the interpretation of The Bridegroom ought to be also located in moral issues” (118;
my translation). All these call for close attention to Jin’s moral critique in the two
works.
As a diasporic writer, Jin probes into moral themes from a cross-cultural
perspective which enables him to imbue morality with different visions and thus
stimulate insights into what it means for diasporas, migrants and outsiders. In the two
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works, Jin configures a chaotic and miscellaneous moral world where imbalance,
instability, contradiction, obscurity, collision and transgression abound. On the one
hand, Jin captures a grotesque moral apparatus within which traditional Chinese
ethics and modern Chinese politics are intertwined, revealing its essence of partiality
and oppression. On the other hand, he brings his liberal concerns and universal
humanity to the analysis of this moral apparatus by exposing its exclusion of
individuality, which is presented as constant moral conflicts in the texts. Jin rejects a
monopoly on constructing morality, thus inserting his views on morality in his
writing. By rewriting the Chinese moral history from a diasporic perspective, Jin
adds to his reconstruction of Chineseness another dimension.
In WT and BG, there appears a highly ideologized type of morality, which is
characterized by the combination of traditional Chinese ethics and modern Chinese
politics, constituting essentially the convergence of Confucius ethics and Maoist
collectivism. Lezhou Su sums up this hybrid as “Mao’s appropriation of Confucian
moral discourse in the manipulation of political power” (“Narrative of Modern
Chinese Masculinity” 82). To put it in another way, it can be said that this
appropriation leads to the formation of a mixed type of morality which has
traditional ethics at its center but empowered and legitimized by new political and
legal force. The Confucian system and the Maoist culture are “in many regards
philosophically inextricable”, because they both carry an ethic-ideological core in
which “traditional notions of societal duty trump personal feeling and personal
interest” (Varsava, “Spheres of Superfluity” 132, 134). By mixing them together, the
prevailing morality in the texts appears as either a traditional ethics which
emphasizes the maintenance of patriarchal order of family and marriage, or a
politicized construct based on class struggle and party rules. The grotesque of this
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morality is reflected not only by its complex components, but also and more
importantly by its intrusion of every aspect of human life. Love, marriage, family,
career, interests, all are under the surveillance of this sociopolitical morality.
In WT, Lin’s divorce, together with his love and marriage, becomes by and
large a moral issue. From the very beginning, Lin and the two women are put into
different moral positions. As a symbol of traditional Chinese women, Shuyu, due to
her diligence, tolerance and devotion to Lin’s family, wins recognition for her high
degree of conventional morality. She is thus morally sympathized with and supported
during the divorce. By contrast, Lin and Manna are criticized because of their
extramarital relationship which is regarded as a moral degradation. Lin’s request for
divorce is rejected every year by those in his home village including his brother-inlaw, his fellow villagers and the judge in the courthouse; together they put him under
great moral pressure. As the representatives of Confucian ethics, Lin’s families and
the villagers blame him as an “unfaithful husband” because he betrays Confucius’s
maxim that “The order of the world is rooted in every family” (WT 123). In the name
of morality, they resort to different ways, violent or non-violent, to intrude into Lin’s
personal life and prevent him from divorce.
The most representative scene to externalize the power of this oppressive
morality is when Bensheng, his brother-in-law, and a few villagers wait outside the
courthouse, “waving spades, flails, hoes, shoulder poles” and “threaten to create a
disturbance if the judged grant[s] Lin a divorce” (123). This situation attracts such a
large crowd from the town that a “militia platoon” has to be dispatched “to keep
order outside the courthouse” (123). In the courthouse, when Lin tries to justify
himself, he is either silenced or humiliated by the judge’s moral enquiry. The judge
turns down the divorce by burdening him with moral censorship of Maoism by
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frequently saying such sentences like “This is immoral and dishonorable, absolutely
intolerable. Tell me, do you have a conscience or not? Do you deserve your green
uniform and the red star on your cap?” to remind Lin of his moral duty (125).
Though Lin wants a divorce from his heart, he is intimidated by such moral attacks
and thus puts the divorce off. He unconsciously internalizes the moral trial, unwilling
to become a ‘bad’ and ‘shameless’ man in others’ eyes. As Geng Yang says to him,
“I don’t think the divorce is that hard, but you’ve made it hard for yourself” (167).
The tension between Lin’s request for divorce and the moral resistance to it not only
alludes to the stifling consequences of a grotesque moral apparatus, but also
dramatizes the moral contestations and chaos within the context of China.
Similarly in “Broken”, “The Bridegroom” and “An Official Reply”, the
intrusion of such a moral apparatus causes destructive consequences. “Broken”
inherits a recurrent theme in Jin’s stories, i.e. adultery, which has been insightfully
depicted in such texts as “In Broad Daylight” and “Resurrection”. “The Bridegroom”
is about homosexuality, which according to Jin is “a big topic and a big confusion for
those people” and one that “[v]ery few writers would like to touch on” (qtd. in
Ibáñez 83). “An Official Reply” reveals a professor’s promiscuous sexual relations
through a recommendation letter. It is true that adultery, homosexuality and
promiscuity belong to a sort of “deviance from sexual norms in Chinese culture—or
in many other places”, but they are dramatically transformed into unforgivable
moral-political crimes in Jin’s narrative world to the extent that the boundary
between morality and social politics becomes so ambiguous that individuality has no
place in the social framework (Sturr, “Ha Jin” 192). As a consequence, the relevant
characters are accused of being politically incorrect and morally degrading, suffering
from political, legal and administrative violence because of their supposed ‘immoral’
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behaviors and not being understood or tolerated within the regime of sociopolitical
morality.
As Jin shows, when morality is hijacked by social and political discourses, it
becomes essentialized and simplified. As a consequence, its intrinsic diversity and
complexity disappear while unfairness and inequality emerge. In other words, social
morality is selectively absent and based on ignorant judgements. While Lin’s divorce
and his relationship with Manna are treated as a transgression of morality, issues
causing actual harm are simply beyond the reach of this blinkered morality. Though
mentioning these things in passing, the story shows that various sex scandals, rumors
and violent acts are juxtaposed with the main storyline of Lin. The claims of social
morality are entirely absent or silent when Haiyan, Manna’s nurse friend, may have
gone to bed with an official to acquire her nurse position, or when a top official
causes the death of several women due to his sexual abuse, or when Geng Yang
rapes Manna. It is absurd that after knowing of Manna’s rape, the focus of other
characters is on Manna’s loss of virginity rather than on Geng Yang’s crime. Geng
Yang faces neither criminal charges nor moral criticism. Ironically, he later becomes
a model citizen on account of his business acumen. The blindness of this distorted
and vicious ‘morality’ leads to Manna’s desperate attribution of her encounter to the
unfairness of fate. As she shouts in the novel, “The Lord of Heaven has no eyes!”
(285).
Jin also describes some dramatic cases when individuals are pushed to act
immorally as a result of external forces. In “Saboteur”, for example, after being
released from his wrongful detention, Mr. Chiu takes his revenge on the whole city
by going from restaurant to restaurant to spread his hepatitis, when his resentment
blinds his moral sense. The consequence of his action is destructive: “Within a
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month over eight hundred people contracted acute hepatitis in Muji. Six died of the
disease, including two children” (BG 16). This time, Mr. Chiu really does become a
“saboteur”. In defiance of her teacher’s lie, Shaona in “In the Kindergarten” secretly
urinates on the purslanes as the students gather. Empowered by her revenge, Shaona
is morally paralyzed, “The whole evening she was so excited that she joined the boys
in playing soldier, carrying a water pistol, as though all of a sudden she had become
a big girl. She felt from now on she would not cry like a baby at night again” (53).
While Geyh sees a moral justification for these actions arising from “a sense of
disillusionment and rage toward those in power”, he fails to mention the temporary
moral anesthesia of the characters who gain their revenge in immoral ways and thus
are complicit in the social and political abduction of morality (“Ha Jin” 198).
Nevertheless, by narrating the frequent intrusion of this code of morality,
which is complicit with different discourses, Jin deconstructs it from within. In
general in his narratives, accepted norms of social morality appear conservative,
contradictory and even absurd. As Varsava observes, there is “a curious strain of
moral conservativism” in Jin’s writing (“An Interview with Ha Jin” 14). Jin ridicules
it in WT by revealing a contradiction among those ‘moral guards’ who on one hand
reject Lin’s request of divorce in the name of protecting woman, but on the other
hand repeatedly invoke patriarchal ideas of family and marriage to support their
arguments. Similarly, the narrator Old Cheng in “The Bridegroom” and the
recommender in “An Official Reply”, who are the representatives of this ideologized
morality, appear deficient in humanity. Though feeling for Baowen, Old Cheng
refuses to abandon his narrow moral paradigm and threatens to abandon his daughter
if she does not divorce Baowen. As Jin tells Varsava, “The narrator is a decent man,
but he’s biased … [He] is failing in compassion, failing as a human being, failing to
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accept him. The young man … he was good. In every way, he was decent, but this
single thing prevents the old man from accepting him as a family member” (14).
Within this sociopoliticalized morality, there is no space for humanity, because its
claim of moral justice is made at the expense of the individual pursuit of love and
freedom. Jin employs many motifs related to personal freedom to disrupt the grand
apparatus of this restrictive ‘morality’. The imagery of Manna’s reminiscence of
angel, Tingting’s panties decorated with butterflies, Baowen’s love of the Dictionary
of Universal Knowledge, and Baichen’s taste for poetry, all indicate something
universal, free and unrestrained.
In a way, Jin opposes a morality based on humanity to this ideologized
humanity. In dealing with the issue of morality, Jin employs his preference of
universal humanity to deconstruct the highly ideologized morality in his stories. The
insertion of humanity-based morality contributes to a reversal in the text. Those who
invoke the ideologized morality turn out to be performing moral infringement while
those who are accused of ‘immorality’ are following basic human values. All in all,
the moral world that Jin creates is always on the edge of collapse and turmoil.
Jin further exposes the failure of the ideologically based morality in the face
of humanity by depicting the untenability of the ‘moral trials’ in his stories. In
“Broken” Manjin tries to confirm Tingting’s crime by sniffing Tingting’s panties for
evidence. However, he is disappointed to find that “the envelope was unsealed and
the panties had already lost their original scent”, which implies his failure of charge
(90). This ambiguity leaves a permanent imprint on Manjin, as he would sleep “with
the butterfly panties under his pillow” (90). From this point of view, Manjin bears
similarities with Haonan in “Resurrection”, a short story in Under the Red Flag.
When Haonan is asked to rape a woman as punishment for her licentiousness, he
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expects to see crime in her. However, he is surprised to find beauty and melancholy
from her, which make him want to kiss her gently. This reversal causes turbulence
within Haonan, which is externalized as his impotence. The ambiguity and reversal
that Manjin and Haonan encounter make the whole question of moral justification
problematic. Jin’s deployment of narrative irony reaches an extreme level in “An
Official Reply” in which an official letter infringes the privacy of the individual and
academic achievement is vitiated by hypocritical moral judgement. Geyh is correct to
notice that “[a]mbivalence is the primary emotion of ‘An Official Reply’” (“Ha Jin”
200). Jin reveals the ambivalent tone of the letter as manifesting the untenability of
its moral judgements. Throughout the letter, the supposed recommender is confused
why the recommended is so attractive to woman and why such a sexually disgraceful
old man is so energetic and insuppressible in academia. From this point of view, the
letter “ultimately reveals far more about the recommender than the recommended”
(200). His constant doubts disclose an uncertainty in his moral comments and
question the reliability of such judgements.
As a whole, Jin frames his discussion of morality in a purely human and more
flexible perspective, thus illustrating the passivity of an ideologically constructed
morality as thwarting universal humanity and freedom. In this way, he provides
another clue to reconstruct Chineseness.
III. Chineseness in Cross-Cultural and Cross-Lingual Encounter
Though setting his stories in modern China, Jin is not inclined to create
‘authentic’ Chinese characters. Instead, his fictional figures often are imprinted with
non-Chinese traits. In the same vein, Jin is remarkable in striding two cultures and
playing with two languages rather than writing in ‘standard’ English. Transnational
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encounter enters into his China-set story and is presented as a thematic concern. By
introducing all these different cultural and lingual elements explicitly or implicitly,
Jin redefines Chineseness in transnational and cosmopolitan mentality.
1. Mixed Ideas on Gender and Sexuality
Gender and sexuality are important themes in WT and BG. Both works
present distinct or even conflicting ideas on sexuality and gender, thus displaying a
world of sexual and gender diversity and multiplicity. In the two fictions, a range of
characters represent different ideas about gender and sexuality; the same character
can be fused with both Chinese and Western gender and sexuality constructs. By
investigating his portrayal of men and women, it can be seen that Jin combines
Chinese views of gender and sexuality with Western ideas to form his own
perspectives on the issues of gender, which is in line with his construction of
transnational and cosmopolitan Chineseness.
1.1. Female Imagery in Complexity
Shuyu is represented as a traditional Chinese woman shaped by feudal
culture, who is expected to repress her sexuality and obey men completely. Indeed,
Shuyu’s appearance is an embodiment of asexuality. She is “small”, “withered” to
the extent that her “thin arms and legs couldn’t fill up her clothes”, with “a severe
bun on the back of her head”, “a rather gaunt face” and bound feet (WT 6). For
seventeen years, she has been separated from her husband without complaints. She is
a filial daughter in accepting arranged marriage, an obedient wife for listening to her
husband without asking questions and a good mother for undertaking the duty of
raising their child alone when her husband is absent. Her life is bound by and
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devoted to male expectations. It is thus not a surprise for Shuyu to say that “A girl
isn’t a reliable thing. She belongs to someone else after she’s married” which shows
the extent that Shuyu has been confined to the gender role imposed by feudal culture
(95). Therefore, Shuyu is a ‘perfect’ woman under the conventional patriarchal
system.
A few Chinese critics, e.g., Liu Yiqing11 and Chen Aimin12, have attacked
what they see as Jin’s stereotyping portrayal of Chinese cultural norms, which they
think caters to Orientalist and exoticist preconceptions. Among them, Ying Yan
particularly questions the authenticity of Jin’s depiction of Chinese women, due to
Shuyu’s seemingly anachronistic bound feet. She expresses the criticism that Jin has
only drawn the characters this way in order to engage with the interests of Western
feminism, as Julia Kristeva does in her About Chinese Women (33). As a matter of
established fact13, foot-binding continued well into the 20th century in China, despite
republican and communist government opposition to the feudal practice, with the last
‘lotus’ shoe-making factory closing as late as 1999. Besides, as Jin reveals to Erik
Eckholm14 in 2000, the bound feet are based on a real-life story he heard years ago
that inspired the novel and “[t]he novel has its own logic, and it needs a character
like her”.

11

Liu, Yiqing (14 June 2000). “Trade Upon Integrity: Ha Jin and His Novel Waiting”. Zhonghua
Dushubao. [刘意青. 拿诚实做交易：哈金和他的小说《等待》, 中华读书报, 2000 年 6 月.]

12

Chen, Aimin. Identification and Alienation: An Orientalist Criticism on Chinese American
Diaspora. Beijing: People’s Literature Publishing House, 2007. [陈爱敏. 《认同与疏离 : 美国华裔
流散文学批评的东方主义视野》. 北京 : 人民文学出版社, 2007.]

13

Lim, Louisa (19 March 2007). “Painful Memories for China's Footbinding Survivors”. Morning
Edition. National Public Radio.
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Eckholm, Erik (24 June 2004). “After an Attack, Chinese Won’t Print Expatriate’s Novel”. The
New York Times.
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In sharp contrast to Shuyu, Manna is initially depicted as a modern woman
who is brave enough to pursue love and happiness. She is well-educated and wellemployed in a career position, and at the outset of the narrative, energetic, bold,
young and pretty. When she acknowledges her love for Lin, she has no hesitation in
breaking the ‘rules’ and going to him.
Nevertheless, the novel images of both Shuyu and Manna are subject to
change. Shuyu’s role undergoes a clear transition in the arc of the narrative rather
than being a mere stereotype. Though Lin goes back home and asks for a divorce
every year, Shuyu never breaks down. She is tough, calm and bold, which surprises
Lin to the extent that he unwittingly develops a dependency on her. On the other
hand, Manna becomes fragile and destabilized. After being abandoned by her first
love, Manna breaks down “as though all at once she belonged to an older generation”
(WT 29). Disappointed again and again by Lin’s failure of divorce, she has become
bad-tempered and fractious. Finally, the images of both Shuyu and Manna undergo a
sort of reversal. Year after year, “more grey hair appeared on … Manna’s head; [her]
body grew thicker and [her] limbs heavier; more little wrinkles marked [her] face.
But Shuyu remained almost the same, no longer looking like an old aunt of Lin’s but
more like an elder sister” (198). The reversal continues when Shuyu moves to Muji
City and Manna gets married. While Shuyu has a happy and independent life in the
city, sharing an apartment with her daughter and “look[ing] younger now, somewhat
urbanized”, Manna not only physically deteriorates but also mentally hysterical and
can’t bear staying alone, relying on her man completely (303).
Reversal not only exists between the two women but also within each of
them. Shuyu is marked by feudal culture but is different from the traditional woman
cultivated by it, more complicated than she initially appears through Lin’s eyes in the
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narrative. There are qualities of consistency and resilience in her, helping her
overcome all the difficulties and adjust herself to a different life relatively easily. As
Jin explains to Nelson, “She is the strongest … I think you can feel the force of her
character. She is the person finally who stands out and holds everything together”
(58). Once described as an angel by a missionary couple, Manna symbolizes
innocence and free spirit. But she dares not to break the fence of restraint on
sexuality and gender in Maoist culture. Her eagerness to marry Lin is subordinate to
Lin’s insistence on Maoist rules and discipline. She is also vulnerable to sexual
exploitation and gender prejudice. First abandoned by her first love, then introduced
to different men, Lin’s cousin and then a commissar, Manna is forced to accept all
the arrangements. Later, she is raped by Geng Yang with no way to defend herself.
As Geng says shamelessly, “Now, you delivered yourself to me, didn’t you? Didn’t
you come here of your own free will? Everybody will take you to be a slut” (180).
Thus, the two women are (in)vulnerable to the outside world, serving as
complements of each other and together displaying the mutability and complexity of
women. Rey Chow expresses concern about the automatic “minor status” of women
in diasporic narratives (Writing Diaspora 119). She criticizes in her book that while
many diasporic writings bespeak the marginalized position of Chinese diaspora, they
nevertheless impose another marginalization on women by highlighting diasporic
experience as male and depicting those left behind as invisible female (119). By
contrast, Jin not only makes Chinese women visible in his diasporic narratives but
also endows them with unprecedented transformation and adaptability, as is shown
above. His writing on women alludes to the influence of different perspectives of
sexuality and gender, whether Western or Chinese, conventional or modern. Rather
than representing the opposite types of Chinese women, i.e. traditional versus
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modern, in fact both of them are the representations of mixed and composite views
of sexuality and gender. These are not typical or ‘authentic’ Chinese women
according to conventional or Maoist constructs, but rather hybrid images from Jin’s
diasporic and cross-cultural insights. It therefore becomes difficult to define the
women images in Jin as they are in constant mobility and transformation. By
complicating the issue of gender and sexuality, Jin’s depiction of these women
frequently confounds the expectation of his readers and more importantly, serves as a
response to his reconstruction of a transnational and cosmopolitan Chineseness.
1.2. (Un)Chinese Masculinities
Jin’s depiction of male characters is in the same vein as that of his female
characters. On one hand, he establishes some typical figures of Chinese men
according to the traditional concepts of masculinity in Chinese culture. On the other
hand, he deconstructs those images, adding new aspects to his creations. By doing
this, Jin not only shows his perceptive awareness of the patriarchal system and of
modern Chinese masculinity, but also promotes the formation of a new view of
Chinese masculinity from a cross-cultural and cosmopolitan perspective.
In WT and BG, there are many Chinese male figures through whom Jin’s
understanding of sexuality and gender can be captured. Lin, Bensheng and Geng
Yang in WT, Wang Huping in “A Tiger-Fighter Is Hard to Find”, Tong Guhan in
“Alive”, and Huang Baowen in “The Bridegroom”, are representative images among
them. They tend to be the most important figures in their family and play significant
roles in social life. They are also in a privileged position within gender relations,
whose masculinity is based on the subordinate status of woman. In this way, Jin
implies a masculinity nurtured by patriarchal culture. Meanwhile, Jin employs
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theories and ideas of masculinity in traditional Chinese culture to configure his male
characters in his stories. In traditional Chinese culture or Confucian culture,
masculinity is often divided into wen (literary power) and wu (physical power), yin
(feminine) and yang (masculine). With a time-span of research from ancient to
contemporary China, Kam Louie in his Theorising Chinese Masculinity: Society and
Gender in China argues that wen-wu duality is the best way to explain Chinese
masculinity. In a similar way, Song Geng claims in The Fragile Scholar: Power and
Masculinity in Chinese Culture that yin/yang discourse is “a fundamental paradigm
to read the Chinese gender discourse” (15).
Jin inserts all these views of masculinity in his male characters. As the
protagonist in WT, Lin represents wen or yin masculinity. In general, wen or yin
masculinity is linked to such qualities as literacy, intelligence, gentleness, mildness,
softness, calmness, rationality, etc. Lin is a well-educated and knowledgeable doctor
and an officer in the army hospital. He loves reading and can read foreign books and
his literacy earns him popularity in the community, where “[p]eople liked him,
calling him Scholar or Bookworm” (WT 31). He is similar to those civil officials in
ancient China who are socially prestigious and well cultivated in literature. It is due
to this cultivated quality that Shuyu’s parents marry their daughter to him and Manna
is immediately attracted by him. Lin’s bookcase “impressed [Manna] greatly, since
she had never met a person who could read a book written in a foreign language”
(32). His appearance is similar to that of a traditional Chinese scholar, with “smooth
and handsome” face and “a pair of black-rimmed glasses on his straight nose” (6). He
has a gentle manner and a good temper, eating and speaking in a gentle way, never
showing animosity to others, and getting used to hiding his feelings, emotions and
desires.
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By contrast, Geng Yang is a symbol of wu or yang masculinity, which is
often marked by strength, aggressiveness, virility, toughness, vulgarity, etc. As a
soldier, Geng Yang attracts Manna at the first glance who finds him “so manly and
so different from others” (150). His powerful hands, stern face, heavy build, straight
posture, dark reddish belt, pistol and bullets are reminiscent of overwhelmingly
physical power. Different from Lin, Geng speaks and behaves in an unrestrained
way. For instance, he can give sexual banter at any time and drink excessively. He is
“straightforward and carefree” and “always speak his mind”, which makes him “full
of certainty and capable of decisive action, a real go-getter” (165). While Lin
suppresses his sexual desire for Manna, Geng releases it in a violent and immoral
way by raping her. According to yin-yang or wen-wu theory, an ideal man possesses
both yin and yang, wen and wu in good balance. Manna’s view reveals this belief. As
she reflects,
In many ways [Geng] was more like a man to her, strong, straightforward, fearless, and even coarse. She wished that Lin could be a
little more like him, or that the two could exchange some of their
traits so that both their characters would be more balanced. Lin was
too much of gentleman, good-tempered and studious, with little manly
passion. (176)
In Manna’s eyes, neither Lin Kong nor Geng Yang is an ideal man, with each
symbolizing mainly one side of these ideal mix of masculine traits. Their surnames
also betray their symbolic meanings in Chinese gender theories. Kong is the Chinese
name of Confucius who is the wen god in Chinese culture, thus indicating Lin’s wen
masculinity. Yang implies yang in yin-yang duality, thus linking Geng to yang
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masculinity. Through this pair, Jin showcases a Chinese view of masculinity rooted
in patriarchal order and Confucius culture.
Jin also roots the construction of masculinity in specific historical and social
contexts. As a consequence, some of the Chinese masculinities of his protagonists
are characterized by Maoist traits. As Lezhou Su observes, Mao’s appropriation of
Confucian discourse promotes the formation of a Chinese masculinity based on class
struggle and revolutionary spirit of Maoist ideology (“Narrative of Modern Chinese
Masculinity” 82-86). Lin is not only the representative of wen masculinity, but also
displays Maoist masculinity which is signified by his position as a revolutionary
soldier in the army hospital. Part of his masculinity is based on political study, selfcriticism, military routine and the obedience to party rules. The fact that “every year
he had been elected a model officer” can be regarded as a recognition of his Maoist
masculinity (WT 31).
In the post-Maoist era, Chinese masculinity finds new forms according to
Jin’s fiction. It appears as being impacted by Western culture, stressing business
wisdom and economic success. Geng in WT and Liu Feng in “An Entrepreneur’s
Story” are typical figures of this Chinese masculinity. Geng becomes a rich manager
in a construction company after he returns home, thus being seen as a successful
man. Feng’s manhood is gained only after he becomes a rich businessman. He is
called “Uncle” or “Lord Liu”, and the narrative tells how “some girls keep throwing
glances into [his] office when they pass by” (BG 116). People treat him like “a high
official or a celebrity” though “I am the same small man, the same Liu Feng”, as he
confesses (120). It becomes easy to marry the girl who looked down upon him before
and to gain respect from his tough mother-in-law. Masculinity in these cases is
directly related to one’s economic status.
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By displaying these different types of Chinese masculinity, Jin shows no
tendency to embrace them but instead inserts his critique by deconstructing them
afterwards, which is presented as his deconstruction of some ‘ideal’ male figures in
his stories. Wang Huping in “A Tiger-Fighter Is Hard to Find” and Huang Baowen in
“The Bridegroom” are initially described as close to the ideal male images in
Chinese culture. In them, wen/wu or yin/yang duality remains a good balance.
Huping is “tall, muscular, straight-shouldered, and with dreamy eyes”; he not only
“studied serious books and was learned”, but also “was skilled in kung fu,
particularly mantis boxing” (55, 56). Similarly, Baowen “was good-natured and well
educated … delicate, clear-skinned, and soft-spoken”; but he also “was skilled at
martial arts”, “won the first prize for kung fu” in sports meet, and “was very good at
the long sword and freestyle boxing” (92). Besides, they are revolutionary models,
following and maintaining Maoist rules and spirit. Nevertheless, in his story,
Huping’s aura of masculinity is immediately removed by his failure in killing a tiger.
The act of fighting a tiger carries a symbolic meaning of heroism, which is originated
from Wu Song story in Water Margin, a Chinese classic. This tiger-fighting
mentality is then appropriated by Maoist ideology and becomes part of
“revolutionary heroism” which regards capitalism as “paper tigers”15. As a
consequence, the protagonist begins to believe that he can really kill a tiger, thus
“victimized between what he actually is and what he fancies himself to be” (Ge 49).
In this way, Jin not only gives “a pungent lampoon of … aggrandized masculine
heroism in traditional Chinese fiction”, but also shows a “cynicism about the
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Mao, Zedong (August 1946). “Talk with the American Correspondent Anna Luise Strong”. Selected
Works of Mao Tse-tung. IV. Beijing: Foreign Languages Press.
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protracted political struggles” that had characterized much of Chinese masculinity
(44, 50).
Jin calls this construction of masculinity into question further by situating it
within a broader cultural context to problematize it. Interestingly, before the shooting
the director gives Huping a copy of The Old Man and the Sea, a narrative of Western
heroism, as an encouragement. As he says, “A man’s not born to be defeated, not by
a shark or tiger” (BG 56). In this way, Jin “attempts to establish some kind of
congruity between the Wu Song story and Hemingway’s novel” to the extent that the
act of fighting with a beast (tiger or shark) then alludes to a masculine heroism in
general (Ge 53). This makes his discussion of masculinity entail a universal meaning.
By using the motif of Huping’s failure of fighting with a tiger/shark, Jin questions
both presentations of masculinity to “let his perspective hover-in-between,
identifying with and distancing himself from either side” (53).
It shocks the narrator in “The Bridegroom” that such a perfect man as
Baowen is found to be a homosexual. Again, Jin deconstructs the ideal image of
Chinese masculinity by juxtaposing it with another parameter of masculinity and
sexuality. According to Hird and Song, “[T]he conceptional binaries of male/female
and heterosexual/homosexual, which are central to the Western gender discourses
and the signifying system as a whole, were largely absent in pre-modern China” (1).
Even in modern China, the division of heterosexual/homosexual is inconceivable.
Baowen’s identity as a homosexual thus destroys the construction of his masculinity
and challenges the existing Chinese gender and sexual views. Baowen’s sufferings
afterwards can be interpreted in a symbolic way, too. He is treated as a sick man with
such terrible therapies as electric baths, which can be read as an attempt to retrieve
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his masculinity, while its failure implies the collapse of the masculine ideal built
upon him.
It seems that Jin rejects any political and ideological confinement to
masculinity, which suggests his emphasis on a masculinity based on human dignity
and self-cultivation. His reconstruction of masculinity is not located in liberating
from it one discourse and then putting it into another but in his efforts to attach it to
humanity itself. This detached type of masculinity becomes a salient component of
his literary Chineseness.
2. The Intermingling of Cultures and Languages
The intermingling of different cultures and languages is one of the most
prominent characteristics in Jin’s China stories. His combination of Chinese context
and English language sets a transnational and cross-cultural tone for his stories.
Following this tone, Jin has practiced cultural translation with diverse strategies in
his prose fictions. In addition, his fictions show the influence of different literary and
cultural traditions, a hybrid that has not only led to the diversity and changeability of
his narrative styles, structures and modes, but also situated Jin in a distinctive place
in the field of world literature. In this way, Jin has stepped away from the national
mode of culture and language, showing his intimacy with cosmopolitan ideas about
culture and language and most importantly, reflects his consistent contribution to
construct a transnational and cosmopolitan Chineseness.
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2.1. Cultural Translation with Diverse Strategies
In his conversation with Olesen16, Jin says, “I always conceive my works in
English, except when I use dialogue and my characters speak Chinese. But the
working process is in English”. In other words, Jin uses English to plot his China
stories. Thus, from the moment Jin decided to write China stories in English, the
interaction and interchange of cultures and ideas have been involved. During the
process, English language and Anglophone culture are infused into the Chinese
context, while Chinese language and culture find their way to penetrate the
Anglophone fictional world.
As Homi Bhabha illustrates in The Location of Culture, translation17 is
inevitable in migration. Those who have a transnational life experience inevitably
have to shift between two languages and cultures. During this process, the author
needs to frequently cross over and break the boundary between two languages and
two cultures. As an outcome, the text becomes the presentation of lingual and
cultural dialoguing and interweaving, characterized by transnational and crosscultural traits. No matter how “Chinese” his stories are, they are already marked by
their inevitable English characteristics. On one hand, the characters are Chinese, and
the actions take place in China. On the other hand, the literary market for them is in
the West and the audience consists of Anglophone readers. We need to bear in mind
16
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The notion of “cultural transnation” is rich in meaning. In this dissertation it mainly follows
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that all the Chinese characters in Jin’s stories are made to speak English, though they
actually are imagined as speaking Chinese. Numerous Chinese cultural phenomena
and contexts are thus presented through the medium of English. During his process
of cultural translation, Jin adopts diverse strategies to negotiate between cultures and
languages, which marks his texts with manifold cultural and linguistic features.
Jin always insists on the translatability of language and culture. He prefers
textual accessibility rather than precise translation. As he says in The Writer as
Migrant, “I share Salman Rushdie’s conviction ‘that something can be gained in
translation’” (60). In WT and BG, Jin gives no explanation of Chinese history,
politics, custom, heritage, etc. Rather, he focuses on the story itself and avoids
extratextual statements, apart from his brief general commentaries in interviews. As
Seiwoong Oh perceives, “Waiting contains no myths, ancient history, or
geographical lessons. Even when weddings, funerals, and other culturally distinctive
moments are presented, Jin does not dwell on them to highlight cultural differences”
(“Cultural Translation” 421). When talking about Shuyu’s bound feet, Jin does not
stop to give a separate explanation of the cultural implications of bound feet. This
also applies to BG in which there are few explanations of the cultural context. In “A
Tiger-Fighter is Hard to Find”, he shows no intention of informing his readers of the
classic Wu Song story in Water Margin. Instead, it is in the process of narration that
the cultural significance of those issues is shown. Such cultural signs particular to
China as “national food coupons”, “flowered pillowcase”, “red guard”, “production
brigade” and “revolutionary model opera” are scattered throughout the stories
without any elaboration or cultural definition. In other words, he weaves cultural
contexts naturally but deliberately into the narrative itself.
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Jin also tends to minimize linguistic differences by translating the Chinese
names of places and people directly into English according to their literal meanings.
In the two works, places are named Goose Village, Victory Park and Peace Avenue,
and characters are called River, Lake and Sweet Apple. Weights are measured by
pounds, not kilograms, lengths by inches, not chi, and distances by miles, not li. In
this way, Jin avoids double translation which widens the linguistic gap. This strategy
maintains the aesthetic integrity of his writing and plays down cultural and lingual
differences. In Oh’s words, “Jin forgoes opportunities for exoticization and sacrifices
cultural specificity in favor of depicting the human heart and of preserving aesthetic
integrity” (421).
Nevertheless, though Jin strives to narrow cultural and linguistic differences
for the sake of the story, he by no means attempts to eliminate the differences. On the
contrary, he constantly reminds his American and other Anglophone readers of the
existence of another culture. The absence of explaining cultural specificity makes
readers realize that there is always a cultural gap or foreignness in Jin’s stories.
Though his English readers don’t have to encounter lexical differences and
challenges, they are caught by the difficulty of discerning the cultural apparatus
behind all the actions and manners of Jin’s characters. For instance, in “In the
Kindergarten”, when the teacher sells purslane for money, the narrator mentions
nothing about its medical importance in Chinese medicine. For another instance, in
WT readers can read that in Shuyu’s apartment there are “four Spring Festival
pictures” with “each having at least one fat baby and a pair of giant peaches in it”
(303). But they may not understand the exact meaning of the images in these pictures
because the author gives no further illustration. In addition, Jin excels at displaying
Chinese perspectives on cultural motifs that are likely to be familiar to his American
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readers. In WT, Manna knows from Lin that an angel looks like “a chubby baby with
three pairs of wings, like a sweet child” (57). She is bewildered by the word
“chubby” because she was once called an angel when she was a child but wasn’t at
all ‘chubby’. In “The Woman from New York”, young people in Muji City believe
that most New Yorkers are millionaires and Wall Street is paved with gold bricks. In
these examples there are discernible cultural misinterpretations, which are
reminiscent of the distinction in cultural perspective. This phenomenon creates an
effect of defamiliarization in the story, which inspires readers to look beyond their
own cultural system.
Jin also makes his language defamiliarized or foreignized by maintaining
many Chinese modes of expression. As Tsai observes, “By directly translating stock
Chinese phrases into English, Ha Jin succeeds in creating a foreign quality in the
English language” (60). When the characters greet each other, they often prefix the
others’ surnames with such honorifics as “comrade”, “old X”, “young X”, and
different official titles, rather than simply addressing them as “Mr.” or “Ms.”. Thus,
“Old Tong”, “Comrade Lin” and “Director Li” are typical forms of address in Jin’s
stories. Jin also preserves a number of Chinese proverbs and idioms in his English. In
WT, the characters pray to “Lord of Heaven” instead of “God”; they say “With
money you can hire the devil to grind grain and cook dinner for you” instead of
“money talks” (172). In “The Woman from New York”, people tell Jinli to “combat
poison with poison” instead of adopting the maxim “an eye for an eye, and a tooth
for a tooth” (BG 176). In addition, there are amounts of Chinese expression which
have no counterparts in English, e.g. “drinking wedding wine”, “a green-hatted
cuckold”, “Raise a son for your old years”, and so on and so forth.
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There are many curse words particular to Chinese, which create a more comic
effect than English ones. In WT, when Manna is raped by Geng, she yells, “I curse
your whole clan! Damn you, you’ll be childless. You parents will drop dead next
year … They’ll die like homeless dogs ... Damn you, you sons will be run over by
trucks!” (181). In “A Bad Joke”, the peasant curses the police with the similar
expression: “I do it to your little ancestors” (BG 148). There are also considerable
Chinese discourse patterns—politically or socioculturally-loaded discourse—
scattered throughout his English writing, which not only creates a defamiliarizing
effect but also shows “the absurdity of the imprisonment of a language” (Gong 147).
Jin’s characters are often under the influence of certain political discourse to the
extent that they speak with a fixed pattern and employ numerous clichés. In WT,
when the judge exhorts Lin to give up the idea of divorce, he speaks with Maoist
jargons, “Comrade Lin Kong, you are a revolutionary officer and should be a model
for us civilians. What kind of a model have you become?” (12). In “The
Bridegroom”, when the narrator goes to hospital to visit the doctor who treats his
son-in-law, he “took out both cartons of cigarettes and handed them to him” while
saying “This is just a small token of my gratitude, for the New Year” (BG 111). In
Chinese culture, it is customary to choose cigarettes or alcoholic drinks as gift, or
bribe, to buy favor.
With its foundations in Chinese cultural and linguistic codes and conventions,
Jin’s English “sounds like a direct translation from the Chinese, and therefore to be
readily translatable back into Chinese”, which according to Gong “is a distinctive
feature of translation literature” (159). Nevertheless, Jin’s “translation literature”
may easily cause misunderstanding. It is possible to misconstrue his work and
imagine not just that it “sounds like a direct translation from the Chinese”, but
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actually is a direct translation (159). Some critics argue that due to his deficient
English, he has to translate Chinese expressions with simple English words. For
these critics, Jin displays his inferiority as a writer by on one hand translating
Chinese words and expressions directly into English effortlessly and on the other
hand misusing English phrases and syntax. As Tsai argues, “he juxtaposes these very
Chinese expressions with very American ones” but “exhibits the qualities of an
apprentice rather than a master” (61, 66).
Their views confine language to national and ethnic categories, thus running
counter to Jin’s attempt to do cross-cultural experimentation and transnational
cosmopolitanism with language. In his interview with Geyh, Jin explains in detail his
way of constructing Chineseness through language,
I have on purpose kept some Chineseness in the English I used. I tried
to stick to the neutral English. Occasionally I shaped a Chinese idiom
or metaphor into the English. By ‘shaped’, I mean I couldn’t just
adopt the Chinese element. I had to make it workable to the English
ear. This is an area of playfulness, full of opportunity and risk. If the
story is set in China, I often hear the characters speak Chinese in their
dialogues, and I had to create their speeches that shouldn’t be in
standard English. There is no general rule for this. It has to be done
case by case. To a degree, this kind of playfulness can be a test for the
capacity of the English language, to see how much alien energy it can
absorb. In this respect, English is very robust. (“An Interview with Ha
Jin” 132)
It is clear that Jin has no intention of writing in ‘standard’ English, and
deliberately sets out to write in a “neutral English”. This idea of “neutral English” is
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also mentioned in The Writer as Migrant, which according to Jin is exemplified by
Conrad and “has its unique strength and stark elegance” (44). As a whole, Jin shows
his aspiration to a synthesis of language and culture, namely a “universal literature”,
“a form of artistic expression that embodies differences in place and culture, emotion
and aspiration, but in such a way as to render them communicable” (Ghosh qtd. in
Jin 93).
Investigating Jin’s claim of “Chineseness” in his English, another significant
aspect can be found, namely his bilingualism. By analyzing Jin’s earlier novel, In the
Pond, Hang Zhang argues that Jin communicates a “bilingual creativity” through
“his language innovations” which “blend the linguistic forms and semantics of
Chinese and English to create a hybrid language of his own” (307). By contrast, Zhu
Tianwen, a monolingual Taiwanese writer, in her Wuyan (Shaman Words) accuses
Jin of a ‘bilingual betrayal’, claiming that “the writer forsakes his mother tongue
(Chinese), but as a non-native, he can only be an awkward imitator of his second
tongue (English)” (qtd. in Ng 154). As she asks, “Why should [I] read fiction that
was written in English by a Chinese who went to the United States after finishing an
M.A. in British and American English literature, novels about life in mainland China
that are then translated by someone else and published in Chinese?” (Wuyan 77).
These critics tend to neglect Jin’s deliberate method of mixing language and culture,
and prefer to ascribe it to the writer’s incompetence, despite themselves being
incompetent judges of Anglophone literature. Moreover, they insist on a kind of rigid
purity or standard in his adopted language, with emphasis on the difference between
native and non-native writing that Jin tries to obscure for his own aesthetic reasons.
Their idea, according to Ng, “disregards the presence of a more dynamic practice of
bilingual (and multilingual) writing going on in global literature, in which the
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Anglophone Chinese diasporic writer can take advantage of writing across languages
and cultures between his motherland and the adopted new homeland” (154). In fact,
Jin displays his loyalty rather than betrayal of bilingualism by his consistent
involvement in the Chinese translation of his works. He not only writes Chinese
prefaces for these works, but also participates in translating them into Chinese.
Together with his wife, Jin has translated his 1996 short story collection, Ocean of
Words.
As Jin reveals himself in it, “I was more or less involved in all the translation
work of Jin Liang and Wang Ruiyun, who are the Chinese translators of my prose”
(9). In celebrating the fifteenth anniversary of the publication of the Chinese version
of WT, Jin wrote a fresh preface in 2015. All these instances indicate Jin’s ability and
determination to work between two languages and two cultures. In this respect he is
sometimes compared to Lin Yutang and Eileen Chang, who are outstanding
predecessors of his in bilingual writing by translating their own works between
English and Chinese. Ng’s observation is worth citing here: “Jin survives by
transforming himself into an English writer and then into a bilingual translator of
both cultures by twisting the blame of linguistic betrayal into a productive game of
literary transaction” (156).
Jin’s various strategies of cultural translation in WT and BG showcase his
dedication to cultural communication and human understanding through his fiction.
His texts are the mixture of cultural and lingual compromise, negotiation,
coexistence, fusion and cooperation. Traditionally, language and culture are
conceptualized along the old familiar national and geographical lines. By contrast,
Jin presents the migration of language and culture from a transnational, cross-cultural
and cosmopolitan perspective, thus deterritorializing and liberating them both. Along
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with the transgression of the lingual and cultural boundary comes the new
possibilities for transcultural identity and literature. Not only is a dual and hybrid
cultural identity forged in Jin’s texts, but also Jin’s identity as a writer becomes a
complex issue. In the process it has become impossible to categorize his works into a
dedicated framework of national literature such as modern American literature or
contemporary Chinese literature. A more ambiguous and luminal as designation,
such as migrant writer or global Chinese author, fits him much better.
2.2. Diverse Influences of Literary and Cultural Traditions
Apart from his playfulness with cultures and languages through cultural
translation, Jin also shows his immersion in the network of different literary and
cultural traditions in his China stories. Under the influence of various literary and
cultural traditions, his fictions have come to represent the convergence of diverse
literary and cultural texts, narrative styles, structures, modes, and techniques. He not
only explicitly mentions those influences on him and his writing, but also inserts
them into the formation of his characters and storylines in his fictions. He absorbs
whatever useful to him without showing obvious preference for any tradition, genre
or mode. In this way, he places himself in the vast pool of intertextuality of world
literatures and cultures; as he tells Geyh in their interview, “I keep the tradition of
world literature in mind” (137).
It is widely recognized that Jin has inherited much from his favorite
nineteenth century Russian writers. He has mentioned on many occasions that he
feels attached to Russian writers, because the world they describe reminds him of the
places he had lived in and is closer to the world he presents in his writing. Such great
Russian realists as Chekhov, Gogol, Dostoyevsky, Tolstoy, Turgenev and Isaac
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Babel have influenced Jin in many aspects. Not only does he learn their realist style
and concise prose, but he has also absorbed their spirit of tragedy, irony and solitude.
From Chekhov he has learned the art of writing short stories; from Gogol he
developed a technique of absurdity in his storylines; from Tolstoy he knows how to
create dramatic tension; from Babel he absorbs a style of restraint and simplicity, all
these contributing to an acute sensibility of Russian literature, which runs through
Jin’s works. As he comments in regard to this influence, “Mainly I learned from
them the pathos of life. No matter how comic Gogol is, his stories are tragic. As for
Chekhov, the tragic sense of life is the core of his work. Even beauty in his work is
intensified by tragic feelings” (134). Because he read Russian fictions mainly
through the Chinese translations when he was in China, his writing is also impacted
by translation literature and thus bears the distinctive stamp of a translation mode of
writing.
He is also affected by Anglophone writers. Having majored in British and
American literature for both his masters and doctoral studies, Jin was exposed to the
stimulants of modern British and American literary and cultural traditions. Later,
when he came to America, he had chances to read contemporary Anglophone works.
Among them, modern British and American poetry has been particularly influential
on his work. Wordsworth, W. B. Yeats, Auden, Frost, Whitman, and their like, are
writers in whom Jin “find[s] inspiration and courage” (139). Their influence has
instilled a romantic and modernist spirit in his writing. As is well known, Jin started
his writing career in the mode of poetry, which encouraged him to develop a high
level of sensitivity to word choice and concision, which also translating to his prose
writing. In addition, such modern writers as Hemingway, Faulkner and James Joyce
have inspired Jin to be a stylist and a craftsman in the short fiction mode. This is
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shown from his comment on Hemingway, “I like his writing … [because] his style is
straightforward, restrained … it’s a spare and sparkling kind of prose” (qtd. in
Varsava, “An Interview” 11).
He follows the literary tradition Conrad and Nabokov established, the
tradition that writers write their works in English although they have a different
language background. Conrad’s “neutral English” and Nabokov’s wordplay are
likewise features that characterize Jin’s prose style to a large extent. He bears in
mind Nabokov’s advice to “Caress your details” and thinks that “A good piece of
fiction is substantiated by telling details” (qtd. in Geyh, “An Interview” 136). His
understanding of displaced experiences is shaped by such transnational and crosscultural diasporic and immigrant writers as V.S. Naipaul, Salman Rushdie and Milan
Kundera. Naipaul’s A Bend in the River was essential for Jin to situate himself as a
diaspora writer to the extent that he claims that “V.S. Naipaul influenced me a lot,
not only on my writing, but mainly on my understanding of the world” (134).
As a native speaker of Chinese, Jin is also naturally drawn to Chinese literary
and cultural tradition. Allusions to Chinese customs, folk tales, legends and classics
are scattered throughout his writing. Such ancient poets as Li Po, Tu Fu and Han Yu
inspire him to write about home, exile and disillusionment. His mordant irony and
satirical tone are reminiscent of such modern Chinese literati as Lu Xun and Lao
She. Lin Yutang and Eileen Chang reminded him of the need to write accurately
about humanity as a way of finding one’s artistic home.
Though drawing from Russian, Anglophone and Chinese literary traditions
for creative inspiration, Jin has never shown any intention to follow a specific genre,
style or form. Neither does he depend on certain groups of writers for inspiration. On
the contrary, he has always sought different literary and cultural resources when
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writing different stories. As he declares, “Each book depends on, requires, a different
kind of style. I’ve been changing constantly. Hopefully, I’ve been developing into a
kind of stylist. That’s the ambition. But each book has its own requirements, where
often the story, the characters, even the subject matter require a different kind of
writing” (qtd. in Varsava, “An Interview” 9-10). As a consequence, Jin’s literary and
cultural inspiration has gone far beyond those discussed above. From the Bible to
Flaubert, from Sherwood Anderson to John Steinbeck, from Realism to Modernism,
from irony to satire, from love story to political allegory, from tragedy to
tragicomedy, from short story to novel, Jin never lingers in one single literary
location to communicate his literary soul. He immerses himself in great literary
works around the world to expand his literary horizons, thus his works marked by
changeable and heterogeneous themes, points of views, narrative skills and styles.
WT and BG are representative of this display of diverse influences of the
literary and cultural traditions. Writing about Chinese subject matter with the
transition of form from that of the novel to the short story, Jin appropriates the
popular literary genres in the West to evoke life in the East. While the story in WT is
adapted from a true story Jin heard from his parents-in-law in China, its style and
sensibility are inspired largely by such Western classics as Anna Karenina, Madame
Bovary and Fathers and Sons. As Jin explains, WT is a love story and those books it
aspires to follow are considered the very best among European novels of amorous
relationships. For instance, his insertion of village life in city life is inspired by Anna
Karenina. The theme of WT is reminiscent of Samuel Beckett’s play, Waiting for
Godot, which also reveals the absurdity of existence.
Jin refuses to construct his fiction with a fixed narrative perspective. As he
claims, “Every novel I’ve written is told from one person’s point of view, but
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occasionally that narrative perspective might shift a little bit” (qtd. in Fay 138). In
WT, the main point of view comes from Lin, the male protagonist, but sometimes
Manna is also given a voice. Instead of regarding it as a point-of-view anomaly, Jin’s
belief is that “As long as the shift does not create a break in the narrative, it is
justified” (139). There are not only interior monologues from Lin and Manna but
also the descriptions of their dreams. Jin codes their dreams with Freudian
implications, thus increasing the complexity of the story. The structural pattern of
BG is deeply influenced by James Joyce’s Dublin-set stories, Dubliners, and
Sherwood Anderson’s short story cycle, Winesburg, Ohio: in both all the stories are
set in one town or city; some characters reappear in different stories; and a strong
connection is established between stories. Jin sees their respective styles and
methods as a narrative pattern to model his own stories on. As he asserts,
First, in that tradition, the writer has to start every story as part of a
book. The stories will eventually help and strengthen one another,
each providing a context for the rest. Second, the final representations
of the place and a group of people should be selective but must give a
comprehensive impression. Above all, every story must be able to
stand on its own. So far, I have been working in this convention. (qtd.
in Shan, “In the Ocean of Words” 148)
BG is also remarkable for its multiple narrative perspectives. Besides the
third-person limited perspective, there are first-person narration and first-personplural perspective featured in the collection. In “A Tiger-Fighter Is Hard to Find”,
“An Entrepreneur’s Story” and “After Cowboy Chicken Came to Town”, the stories
are narrated from a first-person point of view. However, the narrator “I” is not just
tied to the protagonist, but also can be a minor character. Even when the narrator
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tells his own story, it sounds like he is telling those of others. In “The Woman from
New York”, Jin adopts a first-person-plural perspective, but although narrated by
“we”, the story is about another woman. The “we” in the story hardly participate in
the development of its plot, and this gap distances the narrator from the protagonist.
Either “I” or “we” in these stories is more an observer and outsider than a
participator. By doing this, Jin maintains the estranged and objective tone of his
narration. Wang Shanmei refers to Jin’s writing in relation to Roland Barthes’s
“writing degree zero”. As she argues, Jin employs an unobtrusive way to narrate his
stories, thus restoring narrative integrity to the storytelling method (180). This
distancing of narrative method which enhances the interweaving of comedy and
tragedy is most prominent in BG. Each story implies a tragic mood, but there are also
many comic components in them. For example, “Alive” ends in typical Gogol
tragicomedy style in a resolution that simultaneously communicates happiness and
sadness to the reader.
At the same time, Jin reveals his “self-consciousness as a reader of world
literature” by “cast[ing] intellectual figures with a certain amount of Western
knowledge as the main characters of his novels” to the extent that “foreign literary
influence and linguistic inflection … become an important marker of his works”
(Shen 54). In WT, both Lin and Commissar Wei read foreign literature. Lin has a
private library comprising hundreds of foreign books in Russian, English and even
Latin and in the hospital, there is “a clandestine club” within which some officers in
the hospital borrow foreign books from each other. Commissar Wei loves Walt
Whitman’s Leaves of Grass and the Bible is also mentioned when Manna talks about
her childhood. In “A Tiger-Fighter Is Hard to Find”, the tiger-fighting story of Wu
Song is juxtaposed with Hemingway’s The Old Man and the Sea; in “The
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Bridegroom”, Baowen is fascinated by the Chinese translation of The Dictionary of
Universal Knowledge; in “An Official Reply”, such works as Jane Eyre, The Gadfly
and A Tale of Two Cites, and such writers as Eugene O’Neill, Nabokov and
Hemingway are presented to be part of the Chinese intellectual’s academic life.
Among all these foreign literary works, some serve as important tropes of stories.
Whitman’s great poem represents the polar opposite to confined official ideology
that shapes Lin’s life. Sturr has provided an elaborate analysis of Jin’s deployment of
the presence of Whitman in his novel, arguing that Whitman “appears as icon
representing the pleasures of both free speech and privacy” and “Jin emphasizes
Whitman’s universality as a dynamic figure” (“The Presence of Walt Whitman” 2-3).
Sturr’s idea can to some extent explain why Lin feels confused about Leaves of
Grass: “[T]his was a bizarre, wild book of poetry that had so many bold lines about
sexuality that it could be interpreted either as obscenity or as praise of human
vitality. Moreover, the celebration of the poet’s self seemed to verge on a kind of
megalomania that ought to be condemned” (WT 153).
Hemingway’s The Old Man and the Sea, however, represents somethings
similar to the spirit of tiger-fighting in Chinese culture. As Lingyan Ge claims, “the
writer attempts to establish some kind of congruity between the Wu Song story and
Hemingway’s novel” (53). The shark in Hemingway and the tiger in the Wu Song
story symbolize heroism in the two cultures respectively. In this way, Jin “endeavors
to highlight something of the story that may transcend any specific cultural
ambiance” (53). Baowen’s interest in The Dictionary of Universal Knowledge
represents the more straightforward presence of Jin’s emphasis on universal
understanding between cultures and humanity in general. As a whole, Jin blurs the
boundary between cultures and languages by fusing different literary influence in his
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fiction without “commit[ting] himself completely either to the culture he was born
into or to the one has adopted” (53). In this respect his work occupies a position
distinguished by its intercultural and interlingual fusion, rather than occupying it a
specific sociocultural and sociopolitical place in the world.
2.3. Transnational Encounter within the Context of Globalization
Compared to the Muji City in WT, that in BG begins to witness cultural
exchanges and conflicts in a transnational context. “After Cowboy Chicken Came to
Town” presents in a straightforward way the economic and cultural transformation in
the city in a globalized age. In other words, rather than showing as Jin’s narrative
perspective, globalization has been presented as a thematic concern. In this way, Jin
highlights it as the existing reality in his narrative world, thus giving clue to its
significance to the diasporic life. By examining how the Chinese characters deal with
profound changes to adapt to the new context when the belief system and notions
that they are familiar with have been undermined, which throws them into confusion
and uncertainty, Jin inserts his global perspective to consider the issue of cultural
identity, thus reconstructing Chineseness from a transnational cosmopolitan
perspective.
“After Cowboy Chicken Came to Town” describes the direct confrontation
between “modern American capitalism and Chinese notions of property and
entitlement” (Varsava, “An interview” 15). Tensions emerge when an American
fried chicken restaurant named Cowboy Chicken opens in Muji City “as a significant
breakthrough in the city’s campaign to attract foreign investors” and to “learn from
the Americans” or “follow the American way of doing business” (WT 189, 185). On
one hand, openness to another system of culture and value brings beneficial change
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to the characters. Not only have the Chinese employees learned new ways to do
business, but they also enjoy the welfare it brings, being paid punctually and in full,
which in their opinion is unimaginable in many Chinese companies. This indicates
that by working in an American restaurant, they are also “checking their own deeplyrooted communist and Confucian values at the door” (Overaa 88). For this reason,
they develop a certain loyalty to the American restaurant, and when people call them
“American dogs” or “foreign lackeys”, they curse back by showing off: “I eat
Cowboy Chicken every day and gained lots of weight” (WT 189).
On the other hand, they cannot be fully convinced by capitalist culture and
constantly invoke Chinese culture and values as references, which alludes to an
introspection on this new culture. For instance, they disagree on the American boss’s
excessive leniency—even when troubles are made—with customers and thus see in
him a ‘hypocrisy’ in opposite to their idea that a customer who makes troubles is like
“an evil man” who should be treated with “uncivil measures” (208). As a whole,
faced with unfamiliar American patterns of work and an American capitalist culture
which is a new and foreign concept on one side, and the socialist culture in which
they were raised on the other, they experience constant cultural differences and
collisions. Rather than fully embracing one and abandoning the other, they live in a
cultural duality and mixture. By doing this, Jin creates a comparative cultural
environment in which cultural identity can be reconstructed.
Nevertheless, this dynamic and active exchange and intermingling of
cultures, according to Jin’s description, are soon overwhelmed by a nationalistic and
patriotic sensibility. Regarding the American restaurant as an intruder, some food
vendors in the city begin to carry ‘patriotic’ signs to attract customers and compete
against it: “PATRIOTIC CHICKEN—CRISPY, TENDER, DELICIOUS, 30%
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CHEAPER THAN C.C.!” (192). As for the Chinese employees in the restaurant,
they also gradually develop a patriotic resistance. After finding out that Peter, their
Chinese manager, burns leftover chicken every night, they are overwhelmed by
‘patriotic’ fury, and thus rebuking Peter, “[R]emember you’re a Chinese. There are
people here who don’t have enough corn flour to eat while you burn chicken every
night. You’ve forgotten your ancestors and who you are” (216-17). Later, they are
provoked by the huge difference in wages, with Peter earning much more than them.
Again, they see this as capitalist inequality and exploitation in their country of which
they are the victims. They first ask Mr. Shapiro to fire Peter and then go on strike
only to find that their employment has been “terminated”. As a consequence, there
appears a deep division between “Chinese” and “Other”, and Mr. Shapiro, their
employer, represents the “Other”, a “white devil” and an evil capitalist whose
company has “exploited not just [them] but also thousands of country people” (187).
Different from Overaa’s argument that “the characters’ adoption of nationalist
rhetoric as a form of resistance only affirms their status as cheap, disposable
labour—thus perpetuating capital’s endless cycle of expansion and assimilation”,
which indicates Jin’s “various critiques of American cultural and ideological
hegemony” (90, 98), it is argued here that Jin is going the opposite way of examining
the parochialism of national and patriotic rhetoric in a globalized context and
transnational encounter. It is more than clear that rather than critiquing the cultural
‘intrusion’ and disruption, he is more inclined to speak out the negotiating process of
different thoughts and views, which marks globalization as an opportunity instead of
oppression.
His portrayal of Peter discloses this attempt, thus inserting an alternative
construct of identity, i.e., the celebration of a composite identity. As the manager of
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Cowboy Chicken, Peter Jiao is a man who straddles both Chinese culture and
American culture. He has lived in both China and America and is familiar with their
respective cultures and languages, thus being able to play a mediating role between
Mr. Shapiro and his Chinese employees. This is shown by Jin’s depiction that Peter
is always busy at translating and explaining, not only as a translator of language, but
also an interpreter of culture. Because of the presence of Peter, the two cultural
perspectives can coexist, communicate and cooperate in the restaurant. Besides, he
maintains a neutral position, having no intention to take a side or invest personal
emotion into his work.
Overra considers the character Peter as being assimilated by American
culture, whose “flawless English, ‘Americanized’ image, and Western-style home
testify to his attempt to approximate the American middle-class norms he became
familiar with while at an American university”, and the other workers’ envy towards
Peter, according to him, implies the “privileged status” of “American business
practices and corporate culture” (88, 89). This partial view neglects the imprint of
Chinese culture on Peter and his bridging role in the story. When the Chinese
employees use Chinese methods to deal with some troublemaking customers, he does
not report these incidents to the boss because he understands his fellow employees,
which indicates that he does not completely agree with his boss’s business slogans.
In the face of their attack on his acting of burning leftovers, he says, “I don’t feel
comfortable about it either” (WT 217). In every aspect, he is adjusting himself to the
cross-cultural reality, trying to maintain and combine the two cultures in him rather
than abandoning one for another, and thus symbolizing Jin’s efforts to reconstruct a
transnational and cosmopolitan cultural identity from the insight of a global Chinese
diaspora.
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As is shown in this chapter, Jin not only reconstructs the Chinese context as
an alternative space of complexity, contestation and diversity but also redefines
contemporary Chinese literature by dismantling its national boundary with
transnational and globalized perspectives and elements. Thus, unlike Lo’s assertion
that “the best contribution of Ha Jin works only on the formal level rather than on the
content of modern Chinese literature in the global context” because “he does not
expand or open up the horizon of modern Chinese literature, nor does he enrich its
contents” by “circumscribe[ing] the limits and failure of the ideology of modern
Chinese literature”18, Jin shows a consistency in thematic reconstruction of
Chineseness through explicit or implicit presentations on the possibility of an
alternative in his Chinese characters and his Chinese stories (78). In his version of
China, history and reality, home and identity, morality and gender, culture and
language, all reappear as uncertain, composite, dual, diverse, complex, and mobile,
vulnerable to global context, thus showing the marks of transnational and
cosmopolitan constructs.

18

Lo links Ha Jin to modern Chinese literature because he writes about modern China in Waiting
which Lo’s interpretation is located in.
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Chapter Four
Diaspora as Individual Beings in Ha Jin’s Immigrant Stories
I. The Post-1970s Chinese Immigrants and Transnationalism
1. The Post-1970s Chinese Immigrants and Jin’s Immigrant Stories
As he broadened his American experience, Ha Jin attempted to turn away
from his Chinese past and throw himself into American life. He once mentioned to
Geyh in their interview that “Gradually I will write about American experience.
Deep down, I do yearn to belong to American literature” (138). As he later explains
in “Exiled to English”,
At the time, China was my only subject matter, and I assumed I would
spend the rest of my life translating Chinese historical experience into
literature. I didn’t pay much attention to a fissure in my conception—
the contradiction between my subject matter and the language I used,
a language by nature alien to my subject matter. As I continued
writing in English, I began to feel this alienation widening and taking
place inside myself as well, and gradually I grew less and less
interested in China. I realized that I wanted to write about something
else, especially the American immigrant experience, which was closer
to my heart. (95)
In response to his adjusted writerly positioning, Ha Jin has begun to reinvent
himself as a Chinese American writer by writing about Chinese immigrants in
America. In 2007 Ha Jin published A Free Life, which is his first novel depicting
Chinese immigrants’ life in America. In 2009, A Good Fall, a collection of short
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stories, came out. His immigrant novels also include A Map of Betrayal (2014) and
The Boat Rocker (2016).
Ha Jin’s Chinese immigrant stories are set in America of the 1980s and the
1990s when the third wave of Chinese immigration to the United States was
underway. In other words, his immigrant stores are closely connected to Chinese
immigration waves to America, which could be categorized as belonging to three
distinct periods in history. The first wave referred to the period from the 1840s to the
1880s, when many Southern Chinese came and worked as laborers in such projects
like the California Gold Rush and the Transcontinental Railroads. They usually
landed in California, looking for the opportunity of making more money before they
could return home. Treated as the “yellow peril”, they suffered racial discrimination
from all elements of American society and clustered in Chinatowns. After the
enactment of the Chinese Exclusion Act in 1882, the Chinese were prohibited from
immigrating to America. The situation did not improve until the Second World War
broke out, during which China and America became allies. The second wave thus
started in the 1940s and ended in the 1970s. The Chinese Exclusion Repeal Act of
1943 and the Immigration and Nationality Services Act of 1965 legitimized Chinese
immigration and naturalization. During this time, the Chinese immigrants to America
exclusively came from Taiwan and Hong Kong, while immigration from mainland
China was rare until 1977 when the Reform and Opening-Up Policy of China
loosened restrictions on emigration. Chinatowns spread from the West Coast to the
East Coast and were mainly located within big cities. Within Chinatowns, Cantonese
was a commonly spoken language, and such titles as Little Taiwan and Little Hong
Kong were used to characterize some of the Chinatowns.
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This demographic scenario has changed since the 1980s, when a number of
immigrants from mainland China poured in, which triggered the third wave. Roughly
speaking, there were two different types of immigration from the Mainland at the
beginning of the third wave. The first type included college students and
professionals, who chose to stay in suburban areas instead of urban Chinatowns; the
second type referred to those who did manual jobs for a living and had no other place
of stay except Chinatown. The Tiananmen Crackdown of 1989 created a group of
political diasporas from mainland China, who came to America as political refugees
with political trauma. The collapse of the Soviet Union and the end of the Cold War
further encouraged Chinese immigration to the United States, where they anticipated
more opportunities. Notions of ‘The American dream’ influenced those immigrants,
too. New York, rather than San Francisco, has gradually become the center of
Chinese immigration since the beginning of the third wave. Noticeably,
contemporary Chinese immigration is very different from the traditional Chinese
migrant profile, as the former two waves comprising laborers living in Chinatowns
and suffering economic distress and racial discrimination, have indicated. As Eun
Kyung Min claims, “The post-1970s Chinese diasporas are markedly different from
the old. The new Chinese migrants come from much more varied socioeconomic
backgrounds, they travel for reasons other than economic duress, and their
relationship to China is much more open” (212). In other words, the new Chinese
migrants “are also more footloose, less fixed in space and elusive in place
attachment” (Ma 19).
Coming to America in 1985, Ha Jin is one of the first new Chinese
immigrants during the third wave. Correspondingly, his immigrant stories often deal
with those Chinese newcomers from mainland China in the 1980s and the 1990s.
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They not only show the immigrants’ entanglement with the national politics of China
but also display the pursuit of the ‘American dream’ among those immigrants.
Besides, Jin touches on the two different types of Chinese immigration and even
mixes them in his writing on immigration. Apart from mirroring the social and
historical context of both China and America during that period, his immigrant
stories are imprinted with the characteristics of the new Chinese immigrants.
2. Transnationalism and Cosmopolitanism of the New Chinese Diaspora
Recent theorization of the new Chinese diaspora in American universities is

also helpful to understand Jin’s fictional writing on Chinese immigrants. Traversing
multiple academic boundaries, these cultural theorists highlight the distinction
between the new Chinese diaspora and the old, seeing much mobility, diversity, and
fluidity in the new Chinese diaspora. As Ma further claims, “The new Chinese
diaspora is far more complex and dynamic than the old ones, always in a state of
becoming and evolving” (20). In other words, they highlight the transnationalism and
cosmopolitanism of the new Chinese diasporas, seeing in it the potential to offer an
alternative way of dealing with such pertinent issues as nation-state, globalization,
and identity.
Some of them think highly of the Chinese migrant’s subjectivity to the extent
that they notice “a cultural identity tend[ing] to be cosmopolitan and open to
change”, which serves as the opposing force of the national discourse (Min 212).
Rey Chow in Writing Diaspora: Tactics of Intervention in Contemporary Cultural
Studies deterritorializes the homeland of China and prioritizes the Chinese diaspora’s
cultural location. As she argues, “home is here, in my migranthood” (142). Aihwa
Ong’s “flexible citizenship” stresses the economic mobility of contemporary Chinese
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immigrant experience. She observes a downplaying of citizenship and political
involvement among them. More importantly, “What is especially striking about
Ong’s theory is the extent to which flexible citizenship bypasses and subverts
traditional west-east, core-periphery, modernity-tradition binaries” among the
Chinese migrants (Min 218). In the same vein, Ma dismantles the connection
between place and identity, thus claiming mobility of space for the Chinese diaspora.
As he asserts, “The Chinese mainland is no longer the sole homeland of the Chinese
abroad” (19). By enrolling Chinese overseas or members of the Chinese diaspora,
Wei-Ming Tu’s concept of “Cultural China” or “Chineseness” decenters national
China and the Chinese culture based on it (148). To those theorists, the Chinese
diaspora develops a cosmopolitan sensibility that is opposite to the nation-state.
However, there are some who, rather than asserting the binary opposition
between the nation-state of China and the transnational idea of “Chineseness”,
observe an “ambivalence that flavor[s] the cosmopolitan Chinese subjectivity” (Ong,
Flexible Citizenship 23). Such critics as Ien Ang, Aihwa Ong, Pheng Cheah, and Arif
Dirlik, in line with Benedict Anderson and Khachig Tölölyan, express doubts about
the political resistance of Chinese transnationalism to the Chinese nation-state. They
agree on Anderson’s “long-distance nationalism” (“Exodus” 326), and Tölölyan’s
comment that “To affirm that diaspora are the exemplary communities of the
transnational moment is not to write the premature obituary of the nation state, which
remains a privileged form of polity” (“The Nation-State and Its Others” 5). Though
admitting the transnationalism and cosmopolitanism of the Chinese diaspora, they,
nevertheless, are suspicious of the migrant’s subjectivity and think that their
poststructuralist interpretation contains no political resistance to the existing
hegemonies. Ang, for example, denies Tu’s “Chineseness” by criticizing it as a
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“postmodern ethnicity” imposed upon the Chinese diasporas around the world (“On
Not Speaking Chinese” 36). As she claims, this global “Chineseness” brings restraint
rather than resistance. To Ang and fellow scholars, the Chinese diasporic community
as an alternative site lies not only at its distinction from the nation-based rhetoric but
also at its resistance to the hegemony of capitalist globalization. Cheah and Ong,
therefore, call for more flexible and eclectic cosmopolitanism, which utilizes and
adapts the force of nation-states, to empower the Chinese diaspora. A “reSinicization,” for example, is said to be the accessible way to form a transnational
Chinese community as anti-hegemonic force (Cheah, Chinese Cosmopolitanism 35).
Dirlik goes further by arguing that “diaspora in and of itself does not provide a
privileged site for critical understanding of the contemporary world” (“Intimate
Others” 500).
3. Jin’s Preference for Cultural Mobility to Political Reclamation
Jin is relatively close to the position of Rey Chow, Laurence J. C. Ma, and
Wei-Ming Tu. The Writer as Migrant, the collection of his essays, not only explains
his creative poetics as a writer, but also reveals his ideas on migration. Mindy Zhang
is perceptive when she argues that Jin’s writing is a “continuation of the tradition of
exile/immigrant literature from Homer, Dante to James Joyce and T. S. Eliot, to
Thomas Mann and Joseph Brodsky, and to Salman Rushdie and Milan Kundera”
(32). Indeed, these exiled/immigrated literary titans have had a significant impact on
him as he frequently makes references to them in his retrospection on his writing.
From those writers, Jin derives his literary vocation of writing the Chinese immigrant
experience. His dealing with this literary tradition through his works is characterized
by a poststructuralist emphasis on subjectivity and its deconstructionist agenda. To
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Jin, what those exile/immigrant works share in common is their suggestion that as a
migrant, one should “accept migration as his existential condition and fix his mind
on arrival” (The Writer as Migrant 78). In other words, they remind the migrant that
it is the migrant journey that shapes their existential condition and distinguishes them
from other types of being. For a migrant, the homeland is not bound to one’s native
land anymore, but also means “the land where one’s home is at present” (65).
Therefore, “the issue of homeland involves arrival more than return” (84). On the
other hand, arrival also does not mean a specific place but refers to the journey itself.
What is important is not where the journey takes them, but how it enriches and
enlightens them. It is clear that Jin’s concept of homeland and identity are not nationbased, but are closely correlated with his transnational migration.
Based on this, Jin further unfolds his views on writing the immigrant
experience. First of all, he rejects the migrant’s addiction to their past and memory.
According to his observation, in exile/immigrant literature there are often
descriptions of confusion and pain caused by one’s estrangement from the native
land. Stuck in an anachronous space imagined by oneself, one becomes very
vulnerable to loss and personal peril. All these hazards illustrate for Jin the sinister
nature and a destructive power in nostalgia: “The nostalgia often deprives them of a
sense of direction and prevents them from putting down roots anywhere” (63). In
other words, nostalgia makes the displaced person get stuck in their past and
memory, thereby losing the courage to deal with their migrant reality.
Jin suggests in The Writer as Migrant the impossibility of returning. Homer’s
The Odyssey is often regarded as a celebration of Odysseus’s return to Ithaka for
which he has become the archetypical home-seeking exile in literature. However, Jin
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notices two essential points which are often neglected. The first one is that
Odysseus’s homecoming “does not turn out to be as triumphant as he envisioned”
(66). As he says, the king becomes a stranger upon landing in his homeland. During
the years of absence both Odysseus and his homeland have changed. This episode
reveals “the truth of the relationship between oneself and one’s native land after a
long absence from it—one cannot return to the same place as the same person” (67).
The other point is Tiresias’s prophecy, which indicates that Odysseus will have
another adventure in the future. This, according to Jin, “suggests that his restored
home is no longer a place where he will feel at peace” (67).
As a solution, Jin contends that the migrant can carry their past and memory
with them and regard them as part of their journey. For him, it is better for them to
keep “an appropriate relationship with his past” and have “appropriate use of the past
in establishing the immigrants’ present existential order” (85, 86). It is wise to
abandon the harmful part and keep the good part. The former often causes pain and
brings burdens, while the latter may become part of the migrant life. By confronting
rather than ignoring the past, one knows how to establish the coordinates of one’s
present migrant life. In Jin’s eyes, another truth about the migrant life is that most of
them do not have any significant past to look back on. For him, the condition of
“some writers from former British colonies holding a British passport and using
English as their first language,” e.g., Rushdie and Naipaul, “exemplifies the situation
most migrant writers face” (23). They are stranded travelers who have no way to
retreat except concentrating on their migrant experience.
Secondly, Jin emphasises immigration as an individual experience and a
personal construction rather than as related to the national paradigm or collective
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welfare. As he repeatedly argues in The Writer as Migrant, those who prefer their
social beings to their individual beings turn their migrant freedom into a burden. By
linking their identity to nation and race/ethnicity, they give up the alternative of
migrant identity. He insists that “exile must be an individual, private experience that
is so personal that solitude ought to be its ethical condition” (71). This stance also
has an impact on his act of writing. As a migrant, he refuses to write for anything or
anyone except himself. In other words, writing is an independent and self-contained
act through which he utters his personal voice and writes for art’s sake. He prefers to
stand alone, solitary and independent. His writing thus becomes part of his endeavor
to construct an individual-based immigrant experience.
Also, he highlights language and culture as the salient features in which a
migrant identity reveals itself. He endorses Conrad’s “neutral English” and
Nabokov’s linguistic playfulness. What he perceives from their writing is “the
mingling of races and the meeting of cultures” and “an original spirit that no single
nation can contain” (43, 36). By following the tradition of Conrad and Nabokov, he
stresses the flexibility of language and culture. For Jin, language and culture are not
bound to a nation or geographical location; hence they are de-territorialized, and
ready to be appropriated in different ways. He believes in the translatability of
language and culture, which makes the reconciliation between different parts of the
migrant’s subject possible. The migrant could synthesize two or more languages,
thus creating “a language of synthesis”, which is “based more on similarity than on
difference” (59). A migrant identity is, therefore, based on its combination of
different languages and cultures, thus differing itself from the traditional identity
within the national and ethnic narrative. Moreover, Jin shows a preference for
bilingual construction and cultural translation. For him, the migrant should “exist in a
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margin between two languages and two cultures” (“Exiled to English” 95). He is in
affinity with Rushdie’s idea of cultural translation. Regarding Rushdie’s claim in
Imaginary Homelands that “It is normally supposed that something always gets lost
in translation; I cling, obstinately, to the notion that something can also be gained”
(17), Jin confirms that he “share[s] Rushdie conviction” (The Writer as Migrant 60).
As a whole, Jin is in favor of the weightless and detached side of the migrant
life. There, a migrant identity based on individual subjects and cultural construction
is formed to serve as an alternative to the national or ethnic identity. The immigrants
have to accept such conditions as rootlessness, mobility, and uncertainty as the
companions of freedom, independence, and self-fulfillment. Furthermore, Jin endows
language and culture with the reconciliatory power to transcend difference and
collision. As a writer of migration, Jin believes that it is his transnational
immigration as an individual being that rationalizes his writing. Jin’s views on
immigrant experience make him close to a migrant cosmopolitan who imagines an
existential site opposing the national/ethnic discourse. Regarding the
transnationalism and cosmopolitanism of the Chinese immigrant experience, he
prefers an economic mobility to political identity; his Chinese migrants are
“voluntary political risk minimizers running away from a topophobia of a place of
origin in the Chinese diaspora” (Ma 34).
Among Jin’s immigrant stories, FL and GF are the most representative due to
their insightful discussion on the diverse aspects of the Chinese migrant life. In FL,
Jin records the life experience of a new Chinese immigrant family, who come to
America in the 1880s, with an evidently autobiographical orientation. The
protagonist, an intellectual-turned-businessman, moves with his family from Boston,
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via New York, to suburban Atlanta, partly replaying Jin’s own migrant trajectory.
GF is also about the new Chinese immigrants in the 1990s, but the stories in it are set
in Flushing, a Chinatown in New York. Though all living in the Chinatown, the
characters vary from busboy to company manager and from children to older people.
Both works are characterized by a diversity among the Chinese immigrants, who
come from different socioeconomic backgrounds. As is pointed out above, Jin
envisions a migrant world free from the repression of ethnic politics and nationalist
rhetoric. In order to achieve this, he exposes the parochialism of nationalism and
patriotism among the Chinese immigrant community, revealing the burdening
essence of the Chinese past and the illusory nature of ‘the American dream’. Based
on these, he then highlights the Chinese migrants’ subjectivity as the kernel of a new
type of identity formation. Penetrated by two languages and two cultures at the same
time, the Chinese migrants are depicted as producing a subjective synthesis and a
pragmatic accommodation between these seeming binaries. By doing this, Jin creates
a radically detached cosmopolitanism and transnationalism for the Chinese
immigrants in his writing.
II. Global Sovereign Power Looming over the Community
In FL, Jin opposes the protagonist to the Chinese diasporic community. In
order to have an in-depth observation of the community life, Jin has his protagonist
work in a Chinatown for a specific time, and sometimes become involved in the
social-political activities of the community. In GF, Jin gives full attention to the
Chinatown of Flushing. As he suggests, national/ethnic politics looms over the
Chinese communities. The Chinese immigrants there tend to maintain a
nation/ethnicity-based identity, which, according to Jin, has become inaccessible due
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to their migration. Therefore, the Chinese past is revealed as repressive, and ‘the
American dream’ appears as illusory. Jin in this way rejects a more conventional
‘imagined community’ of the Chinese immigrants.
1. The Parochial Nationalism and Patriotism
“Patriotism is the last stick in the authorities’ hand.”

– Ha Jin (FL 96)

In FL, Ha Jin focuses on sketching the Chinese intellectuals within the
Chinese immigrant communities. When making references to them, Jin often adopts
a detached tone in order to keep a distance from them. His protagonist, Nan, always
appears as an observer, outsider, and intruder of the community, who makes
comments on those living in it. As Nan finds out, those immigrant intellectuals
mostly immerse themselves in a national and ethnic sensibility, upon which they
hope to build their identity and claim their existence. Through Nan’s challenges to
their political obsessions, Jin shows the parochialism of the national/ethnic narrative,
thus conceptually rejecting an immigrant community represented by national/ethnic
politics.
As Hofmann contends, “This community is portrayed in its wide ethnic,
linguistic, and political diversity” (204). Indeed, within the community, different
Chinese groups are carrying different identification according to the original regions
they come from, the dialects they speak, and the political stances they take. Rather
than writing about the similarities they share as ethnic Chinese, Jin articulates the
differences between them, e.g., the difference between the Taiwanese and the
Mainlanders. As a Mandarin-speaking northeasterner, Nan is rejected by most of the
restaurants in Chinatown because he cannot speak Cantonese. When he eats in a
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Cantonese restaurant, he feels uneasy about the strange names of the dishes and
being “ashamed of asking what was in it” (FL 10).
However, as Jin shows, this diverse community is overshadowed by an
uncritical patriotism and political solidarity. Some Chinese intellectuals frequently
participate in the national politics of China, which becomes the core of their
immigrant life in America. Nan always keeps a critical distance from them, thus
giving a panorama of the discursive arena within the Chinese community. From
Boston to New York, and from New York to Atlanta, he is disappointed to find that
the national/ethnic rhetoric is parochial and precarious to the extent that those
intellectuals appear as not only partial and emotional, but also become similar to
politicians and officials.
Jin elaborates on a few intellectual meetings among these Chinese
immigrants. However, not only do the topics of those meetings unchangeably
revolve around the political issues of China, ranging from the Tiananmen Massacre
to the Taiwan issue, but also the discussion is always dominated by a highly
nationalistic and patriotic discourse. As Nan observes, these diasporic characters
stress a national pride and dignity more than ever. Specifically, they do not allow
anyone to challenge the territorial and sovereign integrity of China and take it for
granted that Taiwan and Tibet are inseparable parts of the Chinese nation. With
regard to Taiwan, they proclaim: “China must protect its territorial integrity.
Whoever loses Taiwan will be recorded by history as a criminal of the Chinese
nation” (320). As for the Dalai Lama, they despise him as a national traitor and even
warn him that “[y]ou are wise not to pursue an independent Tibet, which China will
never allow, because China has to maintain its territorial integrity” (325). In this
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way, they claim their continuous attachment to the imagined community called
China, which has a specific location and borderline.
What is more, due to this national pride and dignity, it is natural for them to
show hostility to other countries which they regard as enemies. America, the place
where their immigrant lives are located, is frequently under verbal attack for its
supposed conspiracy against China. They assert that “[w]e Chinese must have our
pride and must stand up to Americans” (491). Overwhelmed by this antagonistic
attitude, they hope that “the twenty-first century belong to China, meaning that the
country grows into the number one world power, so the Chinese … should be
confident and mustn’t follow American ways” (493). Worse still, in an attempt to
affirm their racial identity as Chinese, they stress a racial opposition. According to
this discourse, “Chinese” and “China” are a “racial slur” in American history, and
the “English language is meant to discriminate against us and other colored races”
(494). Apparently, to these Chinese immigrant intellectuals, only through underlining
national rhetoric and reiterating an ethnic difference can they find a way to validate
their identity and existence. As one of the intellectuals confesses, “I’m optimistic
because I cannot lose hope for our nation” (321).
Jin employs an ironic and mocking tone to reveal the absurdity and
parochialism of such thinking. According to him, they “harangu[e] like officials in
charge of propaganda” and succeed in “manipulating the emotions of the audience”
to “ke[ep them] nodding approval” (95, 493). They often shout out such political
slogans as: “Compatriots and friends, to the vacillation of the U.S. foreign policy
towards Taiwan we must say no”; “To American imperialism and hegemony we
must say no”; “To American imperialism and hegemony we must say no”; “To all
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those who are hostile to our Chinese nation we must say no” (492). Their speeches
are usually welcomed among the Chinese audiences, who are preoccupied with the
same nationalistic sentiment. Under this absurd fanaticism, it becomes impossible to
have different voices. Such diasporic figures as Nan who intend to become
naturalized Americans they call “banana” or “shameless American”, thus denying
their right to speak in the meetings. Intellectuals from Taiwan are denounced as
being “anti-China”. Apparently, “Political divisions among people in the Chinese
diaspora often seem more important than the ties between the member of this diverse
community” (Hofmann 205). That is to say, the “China” or “Chinese” they lay claim
to is a very parochial concept, with only one voice existing, which refers to a
particular geopolitical entity. It is thus not surprising that the gatherings always end
in tension and turbulence:
The moderator rapped the table with her pen, but nobody took heed of
her. ‘Stop bickering!’ she begged, yet more people were jabbering
now. The room was in a tumult. Many of the audience stood up,
watching or whooping. The three panelists rose too, gathering their
materials and about to leave. The scraping of chairs and shuffling of
feet filled the room. (FL 498)
As a whole, the meetings have been imbued with a completely nationalistic
paranoia and patriotic jingoism. The community is somehow akin to a political
institution, within which political life is highlighted. Kong is correct to observe that
“the diaspora community’s insularity and unrelenting obsession with China’s
national politics” is reminiscent of “contemporary PRC politics” (“Theorizing the
Hyphen’s Afterlife” 138). Under the influence of nationalism and patriotism, the
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Chinese diasporic intellectuals are far from seeing their immigrant life as a personal
experience. They attach more importance to their social being than their individual
being. As Nan mocks, “[They are] so damned sincere as if the whole of China rested
on their shoulders and they couldn’t even feel the weight” (FL 235). Mei Hong, one
of the intellectuals in the novel, spreads the sentiment of nationalism and patriotism
among the Chinese diaspora. From soliciting a donation for the flood victims in
mainland China to preparing food for Chinese athletes during the Atlanta Olympics,
Mei Hong occupies her personal life with patriotic duty. However, by describing
Nan’s encounter with her, Jin makes it clear that Mei Hong turns out to be a person
who even cannot keep her words. All these make her appeal to “[g]roup loyalty and
allegiance to China” appear “as a fraud” (Hofmann 204-05). Not only Mei Hong, but
also many Chinese intellectual diasporic individuals in the novel, nurture
nationalistic patriotism as their life motto. They all confuse their personal life with
the life of their nation, showing no attempt to make a distinction between selfhood
and nationhood. While they argue that one cannot become a decent human being
without loving their country, and national pride is the most crucial thing to their
immigrant life, Nan strives to exercise control over his life on his own.
Nan is thus depicted as the antithesis of this parochial national/ethnic rhetoric
based on community. Due to his disillusionment with politics after the Tiananmen
Crackdown, he discards his study of political science and turns himself into a
businessperson instead. In this way, Nan hopes to elude politics and its manipulation
over his life, and thus, to live a “reclusive, undisturbed life”, which is different from
the life in the Chinese community of Chinatown (FL 235). As the narrative shows, he
keeps himself away from the Chinese community, lives in a suburb rather than
Chinatown, and barely participates in political activities. By stepping away from
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Chinatown, the center of the Chinese community, he deliberately drifts beyond the
national/ethnic implications attached to it. As he says, “China isn’t my country
anymore. I spit at China, because it treats its citizens like gullible children and
always prevents them from growing up into real individuals. It demands nothing but
obedience” (96). In the same vein, he claims an allegiance to his selfhood, “I wear
my nationality like a coat ... I just want to be a decent human being” (96). Nan
prefers to claim his identity as an independent individual, which is mobile enough to
fit into the unstable immigrant life.
As a consequence, he frequently challenges the national/ethnic rhetoric of
those Chinese immigrant intellectuals by invoking individual humanity:
If we look at this issue in a different light, that is, from the viewpoint
of humanity, we may reach another conclusion. For the individual
human being, what’s a country? It’s just an idea that binds people
together emotionally. But if the country cannot offer the individual a
better life, if the country is detrimental to the individual’s existence,
doesn’t the individual have the right to give up the country, to say no
to it? (320)
According to his understanding, it is improper to “let a country dominate an
individual’s life and outweigh everything else”. The migrant being is also a type of
human being and therefore, should be reasonable and decent, “be fair and upright to
others and to ourselves.” Otherwise, they may “end up ruining [their] own lives”
because of “this nonsense of China’s pride” (494-96). In this way, Jin endorses the
migrant’s subject as an alternative way to claim one’s existence.
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Through representing Nan as frequently questioning and ridiculing those
immigrant intellectuals within the community, Jin attacks the parochialism of the
national/ethnic rhetoric. In that limited discourse the characters base their identity on
national and ethnic differences. By fastening them to a specific location or group,
that idea does not fit into the migrant reality that the Chinese immigrants encounter.
Only by following the mobility of their subjectivities, as Jin depicts it, can they
tackle the reality of their situation.
2. The Chinese Past as Repressive
Along with this parochial nationalism is the characters’ addiction to the past.
Noticeably, Jin treats the past and memory as part of the national/ethnic rhetoric. In
FL, not only are the Chinese immigrants in the Chinese communities revealed to be
often addicted to the idea of a Chinese past, but also the protagonist has been
stranded by it. While the migrant life of the former is mostly thwarted by it, the latter
is able to get rid of it by emphasizing his individual being. In GF, Jin displays the
Chinese past as passive, burdening, and repressive. By doing this, he shows it as
necessary to discard the past in order to embrace the migrant life.
In FL, the Chinese diaspora within the community often shows nostalgia for
the homeland. Right at the beginning of the novel one of Nan’s friends declares his
upcoming return to China. As he says, “No matter where I go, I feel I’m a Chinese to
the marrow. I’m terribly homesick recently … I feel I’m aging rapidly in this
country” (98). Similarly, Mr. Liu and Bao Yuan see their migration as temporary
rather than permanent, and as something which would end when they return to China
someday. Therefore, they neither show a tendency to improve their living conditions
nor are responsible for their families. Liu’s way of living in America appears to be
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quite random and bewildering. He treats America as no real home, and lives there
with much playfulness and frivolity. He has no intention to find a decent job and
relies entirely on his wife to make a living. It is thus not surprising that he plays the
stock market with all the hard-earned money his wife makes. To such an old scholar
as Mr. Liu, the imprint left on him by his homeland is so overwhelming that it is
difficult for him to embrace a new land. Wittingly or unwittingly, the longing for a
homeland has been internalized into the minds of these characters. As Nan
contemplates, “A man such as Mr. Liu couldn’t possibly live decently in this land
because he was too old to start anew. However hard he struggled to be independent,
Mr. Liu would still belong to their native land, and his existence would still be
shaped by the Chinese political center of which he had always been a part” (125).
Rather than saying that Liu fails in his migrant life in America, it is more appropriate
to say that he has never really started it. He is continuously dragged back to his
Chinese past and feels lost in the displaced life. Bao Yuan, on the other hand, spends
all his energy on making money and fame. Rather than regarding America as a place
to live and build a home, he dreams of becoming a prestigious figure and marrying a
good wife back in China. He lives with a white woman only for money, showing no
intention to know her and her language. By accident, he becomes a rising star of the
fine art world. With money and fame in his hands, he has no idea of how to
consolidate his success and thus start a new life in America. When talking about
giving an American home to his bride, he is full of unrealistic assumptions and plans,
even imagining building a house on a mountain. In the end, both Mr. Liu and Bao
Yuan retreat to China. To Jin, they represent failed examples of the migrant life.
Apart from returning to China, they have no other choice because they live in a
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vacuum of the migrant reality around them. To some extent, they are not immigrants
at all but only individuals confined to the narrowest sense of exile.
Equally for those who have no chance to return, their immigrant life is largely
thwarted by their addiction to the past. In FL, Jin describes a Chinese diasporic
community that is cursed by homeland and origin. Finding it hard to accept the
changed reality, they are not willing to start their new life as migrants. Instead, they
have “encased themselves in the past” (285). In the face of uncertainty and
foreignness, they push themselves to hide in a safety zone composed of their past,
memory, and native land. They are afraid of forgetting their cultural heritage and
mother tongue, where their national/ethnic identity is enshrined. In order to ensure
the central position of their Chinese origin and memory in their hearts, they “refuse
to learn anything from other cultures” and “adapt to life here” (285). America, to
them, is merely a land of tedium and void:
[E]ven American salt was not as salty as Chinese salt. All they knew
about America was strip bars, casinos, prostitutes, MBAs, CEOs; they
have no friends of other races and refused to learn English … Some of
them, who had lived in this country for more than a decade, still
couldn’t understand movies like Rain Man, Dances with Wolves, and
Peter Pan. They had never visited a museum, and neither would they
travel to see Europe or Latin America. They didn’t know how many
innings a baseball game had. They had no idea who Elvis Presley was,
not to mention an appreciation of his music; they couldn’t tell jazz
from rock, or country from gospel. (285-86)
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In a way, these characters dwell in their illusion about the past. While
physically dwelling in America, they keep reminiscing about another place in their
minds. America is never home to them, but a foreign country which merely reminds
them of their original home and memory across the ocean. They live in pity and
regret, unable to rewrite their life and experience. As Ha Jin writes, “they believe
they were geniuses hamstrung by misfortunes and stunted by the emigration, as if
there were no other people in the world who suffered more than they” (286).
Nan is haunted by his Chinese past now and then. Though he declares that he
is trying to “wrench China out of [his] heart,” he is still connected to it (96). To
some extent, “A Free Life portray[s] the complex identity formation of diasporas;
and more particularly, how pull/push forces constantly challenge and shape this
identity” (M. Li 205). Nan and Pingping initially have a strong feeling toward their
homeland due to their recent memories. They speak Chinese to each other, eat
Chinese food, and read Chinese newspapers. They like the weather in Atlanta
because it reminds them of the weather back in their hometown. Pingping misses the
place she grew up in and could not tolerate “anything unjustifiably negative about
their native land” (FL 50). Nan is often bewildered by his reaction to China-related
issues. For instance, during the Atlanta Olympics, Nan is troubled by his reaction to
Chinese athletes. Though feeling it is ridiculous, he still prepares food for Chinese
athletes carefully. Besides, he particularly cares about Chinese athletes’ performance
during the games. As he reveals, “[H]e couldn’t help feeling delighted whenever he
saw the Chinese national flag rising in the stadium. When he opened a newspaper,
he’d check to see how many medals China had won” (476). What’s more,
“Sometimes even a Chinese face on TV would attract his attention in a peculiar way,
as if he knew that person” (476). All these make him “realize that emotionally he
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couldn’t separate himself from those people completely” (476). Nevertheless, instead
of solacing him, his nostalgia only brings him pain and confusion. As Ha Jin writes,
“This realization troubled [Nan], and for days he was cranky” (476).
For Nan, the strongest pull from the past is his ex-girlfriend Beina. Though
inseparable from his wife, Nan regards Beina as his true love. He has never truly
forgotten Beina. Beina gave him all the inspiration for writing poetry back in China,
where he used to be an energetic and passionate man. Nevertheless, when with his
wife in America, he always feels “numb in the heart” and “[t]his numbness [makes]
him gloomy” (134). Beina’s break-up with him has become an unhealed wound in
his heart, causing him trauma, and a sense of self-pity. During his years in America,
he always wants to see her again, in the hope that it will rekindle his artistic dream
and restore his masculinity. In some way, Beina represents Nan’s lost homeland,
which he can never go back to but still longs for. She is not only “Nan’s imagined
homeland” which entails his “nostalgia and fascination,” but also embodies “the
myth of China” (M. Li 210, 212). Nan dreams of going back to see Beina. Therefore,
when he gets a chance, he flies to China immediately. Finding Beina means
metaphorically retrieving his origin and past.
However, because of his decades-long stay in America, the divergence
between him and his homeland has been widened to the extent that his ‘homeland’ is
composed purely of his imagination and memory. To some extent, it has become
merely a sign, a symbol, and a code which has no physical location. Jin uses Nan’s
disappointed return journey to allegorize the irretrievability of the past. As Lam
notes, “Nan’s trip back to China marks the completion of his journey in renouncing
his native home” (316). When Nan is back home, he tries to find the references for
his imagination and memory, which unavoidably lead to disappointment and
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displacement. After eating the “homely food” he has missed desperately, Nan finds
out that “he didn’t enjoy them as much as he had expected” and “[s]omehow
everything tasted different from what he’d remembered.” He keeps wondering,
“Maybe he’d lost some taste buds. Or maybe all the memories of those toothsome
foods were just the remaining sensations of his childhood” (557). Wherever he goes,
the streets, the lanes, the rivers, the buildings, the shops, and the people are all
different from what he has stored in his memory and dream. The “piece of
architecture that had impressed Nan greatly for many years,” the Songhua River that
he “had dreamed of … many times and always seen it as an immense body of water”,
the “Japanese-style house” that “had appeared in his mind from time to time” and
“[was] surrounded by cherry blossoms and tulips,” “[t]he large willow under which
he had often watched Beina’s window,” together give Nan a strong feeling of
disillusionment. They either appear as “flimsy” and “no longer giving any feeling of
magnitude”, or “withered” and “ragged” (552, 553, 562). Even toward his parents
and siblings, he feels “more distant ... than ever before” (568). For the first time, he
realizes that this is “his parents’ home, as though he hadn’t grown up in this very
apartment” (560). If comparing this novel to Jin’s earlier China-set works, it can be
seen that the China in it is depicted, as Kong asserts, “not as the lost space of a native
homeland, but as a now strangely foreign country,” where “the patches of origin we
glimpse through Jin’s fiction are no longer fragmented ruins of a great aporia but
commodified slices of an unlived future” (“Diasporic Exceptionality” 135).
Worse still, the Beina that he misses desperately is gone, which means the
most reliable link between him and his original home has been broken. His return
becomes a meaningless return, full of displacement and loneliness. Beina’s absence
symbolizes the failure of Nan’s idealized past. He finally understands that his home
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is not here in China anymore. As Lam comments, “those that did go home were
dissatisfied and unhappy as they realized that they did not want to go back to a
particular place” (316). Home has always been “a closed and unsatisfactory option to
which they can never return” (316). Nevertheless, his myth of homeland still
captures him as long as he cannot find Beina. After all, “All he wanted was to see her
once more so that he could preserve her in his memory as a lovely woman beyond
his reach, as someone who still possessed his soul, so that the flames of inspiration
would blaze in him again” (FL 562). He could not accept the fact that his native land
has lost its attraction and fascination until he sees Beina. To his astonishment, Beina
turns out to be “just an ordinary woman with listless eyes and an incipient double
chin.” And “the fire, the coquetry, and the insouciance that had once set his entire
being aflame were no longer there” (587). He comes to know that “all the years’
longing and anguish has been caused by a mere illusion, and all his pain and sighs
has been groundless, wasted for the wrong person” (590). Nan’s disenchantment
with Beina signals the complete discarding of his past. He finally emerges from his
confusion and illusion. By showing how “the diasporic subject vacillates, negotiates,
and locates her identity within movement”, Jin not only rejects a fixed homeland
connected to a specific location but also reveals the fluidity of identity (M. Li 205).
To such writers as Jin, “the physical return … to their native lands makes little sense
nowadays” (Ng 125).
The haunting past continues to be depicted in GF. The Chinese new
immigrants in Flushing, New York face the difficulty of breaking their ties with their
native land. Specifically, they often burden themselves with obligations to their
families back home. And those ties with China are always manifested as passive,
oppressive, patriarchal, restricted, conservative, backward, outdated, and unwanted,
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by which the characters are always troubled and frustrated. As Martin argues,
“Obligations to those back home can limit an immigrant character’s choices, keeping
him or her in thrall to an unpleasant, possibly even illegal job in order to satisfy the
money demands that come from those back home” (4). In “The Bane of the Internet”,
“I” is threatened to give money to her sister in China to buy a car; otherwise, her
sister will sell her organs. In “Shame”, the prestigious professor in China makes an
illegal stay in America in order to earn more money for his sick wife back in China.
In “The House Behind a Weeping Cherry”, Huong has to sell her body to prepare
money for her brother’s arrival. In “A Good Fall”, the monk is afraid of returning to
China, because he knows he will not be welcomed by his family like those who
“return home robed in silk and brocade and glorify your ancestors” (Jin, The Writer
as Migrant 65). In “Temporary Love”, the wife has to claim her allegiance to her
husband back in China though she no longer loves him. In “The Beauty”, Fooming
dares not renounce his Party membership “for fear of ruining his siblings’ lives in
China” (GF 48). As one character complains, “Every Chinese has so much baggage
of the past, too heavy for me to share and carry” (193). For them, their native land
always reminds them of burden, obligation, and oppression; it is a past they are
scared of and seek the chance to escape from. By revealing the reality that
“obligations to those left in China reach forcefully into their American lives and keep
them trapped in oppressive circumstances with little hope for a brighter future”, Jin
shows the urgency of breaking uncritical ties with their past (Martin 5).
3. The ‘American Dream’ as Illusory
Ha Jin also touches on the theme of the American dream in his immigrant
novels. Though the American dream is endowed with different meanings of different
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ages and among different people, in general, it refers to the opportunity of having a
better life. As Adams defines it, “[it is the] dream of a land in which life should be
better and richer and fuller for every man, with opportunity for each according to his
ability or achievement” (214). The trajectory of the American dream among Chinese
immigrants is well recorded by Chinese American literature. When the Chinese
migrants crossed the Ocean for the gold rush, America was regarded as the “Golden
Mountain,” where everyone could become wealthy and successful through hard
working. In representative Chinese American works ranging from Pardee Lowe’s
Father and Glorious Descendant (1943) and Jade Snow Wang’s Fifth Chinese
Daughter (1950) to Franck Chin’s Chickencoop Chinaman (1972) and Maxine Hong
Kingston’s The Woman Warrior (1976), it is shown that the American dream
evolved from seeking for a place in the “melting pot” and mainstream culture to an
appeal for an distinctive “Asian American sensibility” in the 1960s. As a whole, the
concept of the American dream for Chinese immigrants has always been bound to a
collective consciousness of ethnicity and the goal of being rooted in the American
land. As Chua asserts in “Two Chinese Versions of the American Dream: The
Golden Mountain in Lin Yutang and Maxine Hong Kingston,” “Chinese Americans,
in their pursuit of the better life, … are centering themselves in the dreams of
America and in the realities of Americans without reservations” (68).
Nevertheless, Jin writes against this collective dream within the national
framework. In both texts, “despite its gratitude and optimism, Jin also questions the
American dream” (Juncker 216). He deconstructs the American dream by showing
its illusory and tricky nature. In FL, Nan’s struggle of life is also a process of
breaking with an essentialized American dream. In GF, by elaborating on the
hardship of the new immigrants in Flushing, Jin reveals the American promise as a
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pseudo-proposition. As a whole, he “critiques the myth of attainable American
success with a poetic but pragmatic voice” (216).
In the beginning, Nan conceives of the American dream as one of worldly
success and material riches, which could help him to be rooted in the land and live a
stable life. Therefore, he endeavors to become an economically self-sufficient
businessman, even at the expense of giving up poetry writing. Scared by Liu’s
impoverished life, Nan ponders: “if [I] lived his type of life and drove that kind of
car, [I]’d earn only contempt and ridicule” (FL 125). This thinking indicates that he
is eager to be accepted by society. Throughout the whole story, Nan is working hard
to earn his own business and property. His great diligence and endurance mark him
almost as a ‘model minority’. After years of hard working, Nan has his restaurant
and house, which is then regarded by him as his realization of the American dream.
However, after a short-lived joy, “a kind of disappointment sank into his heart. The
struggle has ended so soon that he felt as though the whole notion of the American
dream was shoddy, a hoax” (418). He has no idea what to do next and loses his
direction. He then rests his American dream on his unborn daughter, thinking “that
the arrival of his daughter would bring him a lot of joy and solace and would open a
new page of his life” (471). However, the abortion of the baby signals his failure
again. Filled with self-hatred and desperation, he finally comes to know the
emptiness of the so-called American dream. It is not something attached to the
American land and material success, but the antithesis of the migrant’s freedom and
independence. As the authorial narrator states,
[S]uch a dream was not something to be realized but something to be
pursued only. This must be the true meaning of Emerson’s dictum
‘Hitch your wagon to a star’. To be a free individual, he had to go his
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own way, had to endure loneliness and isolation, and had to give up
the illusion of success in order to accept his diminished state as a new
immigrant and as a learner of this alphabet. More than that, he had to
take the risk of wasting his life without getting anywhere and of
becoming a joke in others’ eyes. Finally, he had to be brave enough to
devote himself not to making money but to writing poetry, willing to
face failure. (619)
This epiphany is in line with Jin’s articulation in his interview with Fay that
migration to another country is “not just for material opportunity, but also for the
spiritual dimension” (143). One ought not to expect what one can gain on this land,
because it is merely an illusion. Nan’s disenchantment with the American dream
reflects Jin’s non-allegiance to a capitalist success within the American national
discourse. Rather than following Juncker’s view that “A Free Life simultaneously
upholds and deconstructs the American dreams by critiquing capitalism and
elucidating alternative paths for self-fulfilment”, Jin tends to jump out of the rhetoric
of the dream and argues that as an immigrant, one should accept his migrant and
mobile reality than rather holding on to a dream (228).
GF probes into the Chinese immigrants’ daily struggles to illustrate the
deception of the American dream. Different from traditional Chinatowns, Flushing
serves as a transit center for the new Chinese immigrants, a temporary space where
the newly arrived dwell in order to leave at some point for elsewhere. However, the
vitality and fluidity of Flushing entail the failure of the American promise and the
migrant life there is imbued with hardship. As Juncker suggests, “he explores the
spectrum of (il)legal immigrants struggling to stay alive in a country they find
intimidating, if not frightening” (218). For some, they have to struggle with survival,
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spending all the time on earning their living, e.g., the waitress of a sushi house in
“The Bane of The Internet,” the dishwasher in “Shame,” the prostitutes in “The
House Behind a Weeping Cherry,” and the caregiver in “A Pension Plan.” Some are
intimidated by American society. The Chinese professor in “An English Professor” is
dominated by fear after he makes an insignificant spelling mistake in his tenure
application. But when the news that he is accepted comes, he completely loses his
mind and goes insane. Jin explains the character’s insanity as “an abnormal
presentation of fear, a fear common to the immigrant” (Jiang 4). In this way, Jin
implies that the American promise is not the antidote to the unstable migrant life. On
the contrary, it only causes fear and anxiety. As Ibáñez comments, “the stories of A
Good Fall deal with the misfortunes of Chinese characters in America as they
struggle to survive in a hostile society … no matter where they take place, there
seems to be little hope for [the] characters” (82).
Ganchin, the monk in “A Good Fall”, is cheated to teach martial arts without
being paid. After getting sick, he is fired and kidnapped to be sent back to China.
Escaping from the airport and feeling desperate, Ganchin attempts to commit suicide
by jumping from a building. Ganchin’s disenchantment with the American dream is
portrayed as a matter of regret. As the narrator says,
How he regretted having tried so hard to come here! He’d been misled
by the people who bragged about the opportunity found in America
and wouldn’t reveal the hardship they’d gone through here. They all
wanted to appear rich and successful in their hometown’s eyes. Silly,
how silly. If he went back, he would tell the truth—the American type
of success was not for everyone. You must learn how to sell yourself
there and must change yourself to live a new life. (232)
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However, after the monk’s attempted suicide, his condition is dramatically
changed. All of a sudden, everyone is ready to help. He is taken to hospital by high
school students, his medical bills are paid by a charitable organization, he is visited
by a state senator candidate, offered help by several lawyers, and proposed by an
American girl. He gains a high degree of exposure in public overnight thanks to the
media. It is after he becomes a celebrity-like figure that America turns into a genuine
home for him. Before this, it is impossible for the monk to hear such assured words
as “This is America … a land ruled by law, and nobody is entitled to abuse others
with impunity” (240). By quoting Kong’s words, “‘America’ as the ideal land of law
and benevolence gets activated here only when the social plight of migrants becomes
commodified as a humanitarian new item” (Tiananmen Fiction 210). As a
consequence, there is a “utopian note of this story’s closure” (210). Rather than
becoming an independent man who dominates his own life, he is consumed by media
and politics. The case of the monk is more an exception than a real possibility. Most
of the time, the hardship of immigrants is unseen and ignored, rather than being
revealed and resolved. That is why the monk desperately attempts suicide after being
exploited and bullied by Master Zong in the temple. Jin uses this utopian ending as
an ironic device to expose the unreliability and opportunism of the American dream.
As Kong points out, Jin looks beyond the “faith in America’s renewing capacity for
the immigrant” and critiques assimilationism as well as US state power (208).
III. The Cultural-Lingual Synthesis through Individuals
As Lam contends, Jin provides a “provocative discussion of the cultural
intersections between East and West in A Free Life” (310). This can also be seen in
GF. In opposition to the nation/ethnic-based discourse, Jin creates a transnational
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and cosmopolitan site for the Chinese immigrants, which highlights their individual
experience and subjectivity. For Jin, a resistance to the national/ethnic narrative lies
at the Chinese migrant’s endeavor to transcend cultural and lingual boundaries.
Therefore, in both works, Jin showcases their capability for cultural and linguistic
reconciliation and their potential to open new cultural dimensions.
1. Cross-Cultural Poet
The story in FL narrates Nan’s gradual development into an English poet.
From this point of view, the story can be seen as a Künstlerroman, as Hofmann also
mentions in his article. By placing this Künstlerroman plot into the center of his
novel, there is a “thematic preoccupation with writing” (Byers 389). The act of
artistic writing is also the process of dealing with language and culture. By
thematizing Nan’s writing of poetry, Jin thus highlights the role that languages and
cultures play in the Chinese migrant life. As with the protagonist in Künstlerroman,
Nan transforms himself from a bewildered apprentice to a mature poet. Structurally
speaking, the book consists of two parts. Besides the story itself, there is also a
separate epilogue containing both the extracts from Nan’s poetry journal and some of
his poems. These metafictional reflections and representations on the poetry that the
novel has dramatized expose a poet’s artistic growth. As the novel puts it, Nan not
only succeeds in crossing the gap between languages and poetic views but is also
guided by artistic mentors from both Chinese and American poetic traditions. In the
end, he grows into a cross-cultural artist.
In the first place, Nan is struggling with his language of writing. Perceiving
himself as a Chinese writer, Nan writes poetry in Chinese in the beginning. This
situation does not last long because he simply has no inspiration due to his distance
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from the Chinese literary circle. His daily dealing with the migrant experience makes
it difficult to write Chinese exclusively. Under these circumstances, Nan turns to
writing in English. However, because of Nan’s deficiency in this language, his poetic
creation is linguistically hybrid with the Chinese language. When Nan says “I don’t
know anybody who has written significant poetry in an adapted language”, Dick’s
reply pushes down the language barrier, “Fuck the bunk that says you can’t write
poetry in your stepmother tongue. If nobody can, then you’d better try harder. That
will put you in a unique position, to make yourself original” (FL 263). Dick’s words
reveal Nan’s bilingual status, namely his “unique position” of crossing the language
gap. As Nan’s role model, Dick Harrison plays a significant role in encouraging him
to write in English. According to Hofmann, “Dick guides Nan as a modern Virgil
would guide Dante … [B]oth poets make a huge linguistic step: Dante from Latin to
Italian19, Nan Wu from Chinese to English” (208).
Secondly, Nan is nurtured by both Chinese and American poetic traditions,
which is shown through his frequent references to some famous poets in Chinese and
English. Though stepping away from Chinese poetry writing, Nan does not abandon
the spirit and wisdom of ancient Chinese poets such as Li Po and Tu Fu. At the same
time, Nan reads English poetry and takes many notes, which helps him to develop a
poetics of his own. Among them, Romantic and Modernist poets give him much
inspiration. He loves Frost, Auden, and Whitman, and the free spirit and universal
truth flowing in their poems touch Nan deeply. He is also attracted by Emerson and

19

The big difference here is that Dante’s bilingualism involved writing in his own native tongue, a
vernacular rather than a literary language when he wrote his trilogy, and not in his second language,
literary Latin. The situations are not exactly the same of course.
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Faulkner’s artistic ideas. Emerson’s “Hitch your wagon to a star” encourages him to
transcend his mundane life; Faulkner’s dictum helps him overcome his fear and talk
to his heart. As he quotes Faulkner, “The writer must teach himself that the basest of
all things is to be afraid; and … leaving no room in his workshop for anything but
the old verities and truths of the heart, the old universal truths lacking which any
stories is ephemeral and doomed – love and honor and pity and pride and
compassion and sacrifice” (FL 604). Perhaps, “What attracts Nan to [Romanticism
and Modernism] is the importance they attach to the autonomy of the individual and
their vision of a democratic society” (Hofmann 209). In the invented ‘contemporary
American poet’ Linda Dewit, Nan finds his poetic ideal. He notices that “the dark
luminosity had stemmed not from without but from within, from the depths of [her]
soul” (FL 574). He believes that “the beauty of Dewit’s poetry might be due to the
always present awareness of morality in the speaker’s mind, even when she
celebrated nature and life” (574).
He develops critical thinking toward these traditions, absorbing the useful and
abandoning the useless. Nan’s habit of writing poetry journal is very Chinese, as
Chinese poets tend to introspect by making notes. In his poetry journal, he gives
frequent comparisons between Chinese poetics and Western poetics. Such comments
as Tu Fu’s “confidence verges on megalomania” and Horace “is more human” are
common. Thanks to Dick, Nan is informed of the situation of the literary market in
America. Different from Nan’s assumption from a Chinese perspective that “the
poetry world should be relatively pure, and genuine poets free spirits, passionate but
disinterested”, the American poetry world is “territorial and xenophobic” (306). As
Dick explains, “In fact, it’s a rough-and-tumble territory. Also, most poets live in
cliques; otherwise, it would be hard … to survive. The network is essential” (306).
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Nan has his stance: “he wants to become a self-sufficient individual” instead of
“being accepted by any clique” (306). Besides, he cannot agree on the poets’ pursuit
of fame and fortune by commodifying their poetry. The successful American poets
represented by Dick, Sam, and Edward are good at selling their poetry and also
themselves. In a market-oriented poetry world, sales mean everything, e.g., “a bigger
raise” in school, “get[ting] invited more often to read and conduct writing seminars
at colleges and writers’ conferences” (405-06). As Dick argues, “Poets are not saints.
We have to make our way in the world too … You have to take it as a matter of life
or death if you want to write well” (426). However, according to Nan’s observation,
“[i]n the Chinese tradition, poets often celebrated poverty, believing their art could
improve and mature with hardship and impoverishment” (426). However, he does
not agree entirely with this ancient idea because “too much hardship could dull a
poet’s sensibility and smother his talent” (426). He reminds himself that he must
“keep his mind alert and clear and find his way”, namely, to be an independent poet
inheriting both Western and Eastern poetic traditions with a critical attitude (426).
This neutral attitude testifies to his articulation of universality and similarity through
art.
Based on all these, Nan finally knows how to know his own heart and find his
artistic path. As he claims, “If he went on to write, he’d emphasize similarity instead
of difference. He imagined a kind of poetry that could speak directly to the readers’
hearts regardless of their cultural and ethnic backgrounds” (473). In other words, the
function of poetry was to transcend history and to outlast politics, and a poet should
be responsible only for his words. Through Nan, Ha Jin endorses the transcendent
power of artistic creation. Through combining different languages and cultures, art
makes it possible to escape the burdens of national and ethnic restriction, thus
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accomplishing the universal and the inward that speaks to all. Through art, an
imaginary homeland is built up, “where literature reigns and makes freedom and
beauty possible” and which “has formed a new kind of synthesis between Eastern
and Western literary traditions” (Hofmann 211).
2. Transnational Masculinity
The hardship of migration besets most of the Chinese men in Jin’s fictions. In
the face of stress from all sides, economic and cultural, domestic and personal, they
usually feel impotent and frustrated. The protagonist of FL is described at the outset
as de-masculinized. Through the text it is known that Nan used to be a role model of
traditional Chinese masculinity, which stresses the balance between wen and wu, yin
and yang. According to his wife, on the one hand, Nan used to be a “real fighter”
with a “big temper”, who always wants to “jump up and fight wiz someone” (FL 51).
On the other hand, he is “a feeble bookworm” who writes poetry and looks down
upon menial work (75). His hobby is reminiscent of Chinese literati because he
“wouldn’t do any housework and instead raised four doves, which were snow-white
and lovely” (75). In every aspect, Nan used to show the combination of wen/wu
masculinity. However, the text shows Nan’s change after coming to America, and he
seems to lose his integration of wen/wu masculinity. His name Nan means “male” or
“martial man” in Chinese, but in English, it suggests “a female, like Nancy and
Nanny and Nanette” to others (458). He is even once recognized as a female-like
figure by his American neighbor. What is worse, he has to suspend his writing
career, which intensifies his feeling of impotence. As Nan confesses, “I don’t want to
fight wiz anyone, as eef I lost my spirit ... I feel like a crippled man here” (51).
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Emasculation of the Chinese male diaspora community is commonly
portrayed by Jin in the novel. “Mentally dwarfed and socially handicapped by living
in America and by the tremendous struggle they had to wage for survival”, they
become bad-tempered, dull, and sensitive (286). Nan also notices that “some of the
men had indeed grown feeble and trivial, yet they were all the more megalomaniac”
(286). They cannot keep their wives and support their families, transforming
themselves into lonely souls who are trapped in a chasm of anxiety and doubt.
Interestingly, “small man” is coined by the Chinese female diaspora to condemn the
weakness and spinelessness on the part of their male counterparts. Driven by
desperation, they often resort to national and patriotic discourse in order to reclaim
their masculinity. According to Lezhou Su, “Chinese nationalism may be deeply
rooted in the Confucian moral code of loyalty (Zhong 忠), which is at the core of
Chinese ideal masculinity” (“Transnational Reconstruction” 99). Before him, Geng
Song also suggests,
There is a strong interaction between the construction of masculinity
in popular culture and the conspicuous rise of nationalism in mainland
China since the early 1990s … In mainstream representations,
patriotic politics has been a major venue for accomplishing
masculinity. A good man is, therefore, a man who brings honor to the
motherland and safeguards national dignity on the international stage.
(“Chinese Masculinity Revisited” 409)
This construction of Chinese masculinity had an influence on Chinese
masculinity in Chinese immigrants in America. In the novel, Mr. Liu, Bian, and other
overseas intellectuals all depend on patriotic discourse to retrieve their masculinity.
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As Mr. Liu says, “I cannot afford to lose hope for our nation. The world already has
too many pessimists, a dollar a dozen, so we ought to take heart” (FL 321). However,
Jin rejects this sort of masculine reconstruction by portraying the gloomy life of
those men. For example, Mr. Liu and Bao Yuan depend on women to make a living.
While his wife “put in fifty-eight hours” to work every week and her legs get
“swollen every night”, Liu stays at home and loses money in the stock market (146).
His American life is “based mainly on his wife’s hard work and sacrifice” (147).
Their ultimate return to China of both men implies their failure to reconstruct their
masculinity. Because of the emasculation of Chinese male immigrants, their female
counterparts are shown to be much more powerful. While the Chinese male
immigrants are almost deprived of masculinity and manhood, their female
counterparts seem to be more independent and self-contained. Most Chinese women
in America become the core of their family, because “their small men forced them to
be more responsible and play the role of both wife and husband” (286). So “it [is]
commonplace for young women from mainland China to leave their husbands for
white men and Chinese Americans” (138).
Different from these Chinese male immigrant characters, Nan reconstructs his
masculinity in a transnational and cross-cultural context. To some extent, the process
of deconstructing his Chinese masculinity is also the process of reconstructing new
masculinity for such Chinese immigrants like him. By interacting with another
culture and different ideas, Nan adds into his Chinese masculinity new cultural
aspects, thus making it appear as culturally blended and inclusive. In the first place,
in order to survive, Nan takes on different menial jobs such as busboy, security
guard, and night watchman to support his family. Later, he gives up his Ph.D. study
and learns to be a chef for making a living. These acts are simply beyond the
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imagination of Chinese literati, who often regard menial work as an offence against
their manhood. Nevertheless, instead of suspending his own masculinity, his
devotion to survival revitalizes it in another unexpected way. He begins to know the
toughness of life and perceive how to become a self-contained and responsible man.
Nan feels the change with enjoyment rather than shame. As the narrator goes,
[S]uch an independent condition was new to him. Back in China, he
had always been a member of a work unit that provided a salary,
shelter (usually a bed or at most a room), coupons for cloth and grain
and cooking oil, medical care, and sometimes even free condoms ...
Now he would have to earn a living by himself and also support his
family. He was free, free to choose his own way and to make
something of himself. (17)
His reemerging masculinity is recognized by his wife, who not only is
“pleased by his handymanship”, but also sees Nan as a better man (75). Merchants
are classified as less masculine in traditional Chinese culture. As Louie claims, “In
the traditional Confucian masculinity framework, merchants were the least desirable
in terms of wen-wu. Doing business was certainly not one of the arts and skills
Confucius promoted” (129). However, the migrant life pushes Nan to take a risk and
challenge the unknown. He strives to get rid of the restraints framed by his Chinese
masculinity, confronting new possibilities in the migrant context. His marriage with
Pingping also witnesses the reconstruction of his masculinity. Haunted by his first
love, Nan feels impotent to love Pingping. But after a long struggle with immigrant
life, Nan grows into a man with the potential for love. From this point of view, the
fiction is “a bildungsroman that narrates how Nan finally becomes strong-willed,
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tenacious, idealistic, and independent” (Su, “Transnational Reconstruction” 90).
Most importantly, Nan rediscovers his ability to write poetry, which is a symbol of
the return of his wen masculinity. For a long time, how to make a living becomes
Nan’s sole focus, because he, like other immigrants, has to tackle the problem of
survival, and as a consequence, he is forced to stop thinking of poetry. The conflict
between his artistic dream and his daily reality bewilders Nan, as can be discerned
through the debates between Nan and Shubo. On hearing that Nan wants to write
poetry, Shubo ridicules Nan as ‘impractical’. As he argues, “We’re new here and
cannot go a million miles in one life. Writing poetry can be a profession only for
your grandchildren ... [O]ne must be financially secure first and then think about
making arts or writing books. In other words, it takes generations for the immigrants
to outgrow the material stage” (420-21). To Nan, Shubo’s argument is typical of “a
philistine mentality” (421). He intends not to let the struggle for survival override his
artistic dream. Rather than being “emasculated by reason and pragmatism”, he
prefers to be ‘impractical’ and ‘unreasonable’ (421). He regards them not as
opposing each other, but as compatible with each other. In his way, Nan combines
his identity as a businessman and a poet together, thus fusing different cultural values
into his masculinity, which presents not only his American experience but also his
Chinese tradition. As the narrator says in the end, “Yet he could see that he was no
longer the same man. He had been toughed by the struggle, by the mistakes he had
made, by the necessary process of acclimatization ... he was a better man now, wiser
and more capable, and determined to follow his own heart” (618).
The image of Nan exemplifies Jin’s transnational and cross-cultural
construction of the migrant’s masculinity. As Su aptly observes, “Nan Wu’s journey
from the nadir of failed exile masculinity to entrepreneurial self-actualization” is “a
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symbol of a remasculinization process that results in a self-sufficient, ‘neo-wen’
masculinity” (“Transnational Reconstruction” 12). Significantly it is a masculinity
that contains elements of both American and Chinese cultural heritage.
3. Non-Ethnicity-Based Network and Transnational Adoption
In FL Jin creates a migrant world where the Chinese immigrants’ networking
with others is looked at through the filter of personal welfare, and thus as an
individual experience. Rather than merely embracing a diversity of ethnicities Jin
avoids a preoccupation with the ethnicity-based network. He not only resists the
influence of the ethnic/national discourse but also, by the transnational adoption of a
Chinese girl, inserts in the narrative the healing and communicative power of culture
into the life of the Chinese immigrants.
Jin deconstructs these ethnic politics by depicting Nan as a man who, with no
ethnic preoccupation, always doubts the construction of the ethnic discourse around
him. As Nan realizes, it is the first time in his life that he has encountered the term
“people of color” (FL 65). This makes him wonder, “Is a Chinese also cahlored
(colored)? … [H]e wasn’t sure if he was considered colored. How odd that terms
was. Wasn’t white also a color? Why were whites viewed as colorless? Logically
speaking, everybody should be ‘colored’” (65). Not only is he confused about this
term, but also, he fails to understand the bias in it. After seeing that “[a]ds for
government jobs and teaching positions almost always urged ‘people of color’ to
apply”, he hopes he is colored and thus can apply for those jobs (65). Nan’s thoughts
generate a deconstructive and defamiliarized effect, which subvert the artificial
ethnic boundary.
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The most prominent example to illustrate the non-ethnicity-based network is
the friendship between the Wus, Nan and Pingping, and the Mitchells, Dave and
Janet, and the Mitchells’ transnational adoption. By networking with the Mitchells,
the Wus perceive different ways of thinking and doing things, thus adding new
cultural dimensions in their life. As is noticed, the Wus live in constant
juxtapositions between different ideas and concepts. After rejecting the Mitchells’
request of surrogacy, the Wus expect resentment on the part of their friends.
However, the Mitchells keep close to them as usual without showing any
estrangement. This reaction amazes the Wus because “if they turn down such a
request from a Chinese couple, the friendship might have ended automatically”
(245). As Pingping confesses, “I glad Nan stopped mix with his Chinese friends.
When they’re together, they talk nothing, only politics. How to save the country,
how to run government … Everybody like prime minister or something” (51).
Instead, such discussions as Chinese man’s masculinity and Chinese women’s eyelid
fill the two couples’ daily life. It is clear that the friendship between the Wus and the
Mitchells is rooted in cultural exchange and their individual experience. While Tso
rightly observes a “social interaction or intersubjectivity” in the friendship of the two
couples, she exaggerates in calling it a “relational interracialism”, which stresses the
“interracial respect and cooperation” within the racial discourse (27, 23).
Jin’s endeavor to cross the ethnic boundary through culture is particularly
remarkable in the Mitchells’ transnational adoption of a Chinese baby girl. Some
scholars stress the significance of transnational and transracial adoptees as the
touchstone of “a family’s and a nation-state’s accommodation of multiple races and
ethnicities” (38). They not only “embody the ideal of multiculturalism”, but also
reflect one’s “desire to live with and become the Other” (38). However, during Jin’s
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whole episode of adoption, ethnicity is simply not a matter of significance because
the focus in the novel is given to the process of how mutual understanding is reached
and how they, as individual beings, care about others’ welfare. The Mitchells see
nothing wrong with adopting a Chinese baby. When Pingping tells them that
“Everybody can see she’s not your daughter”, they defend that “We don’t mind. As a
matter of fact, we like Chinese babies” (FL 255). To some extent, Hailee, the
adopted Chinese baby, is an incarnation of cultural synthesis and challenges the
ethnic rhetoric with her very presence in the narrative. Her biological parents are
unrecognized; she is adopted and has many godparents. After calling into question
her origin, Jin then creates an open-minded, humanitarian, and cross-cultural
circumstance for her. When the couple prepares for the coming of their daughter,
they spend much time on learning Chinese and celebrate Chinese festivals so that
their daughter can keep her Chinese heritage. To them, their transnational adoption is
not just a unilateral decision they make, but also a “mutual adoption” (370). In
Janet’s words, “Hailee has also adopted us, so Dave and I must also try to adjust”
(370). In this way, Jin implies that the adoption is not one-sided cultural
acculturation but a matter of mutual understanding and communication.
As Jin shows, to the Mitchells, the adoption is not only about having a baby,
but also about maximizing the benefits or minimizing the harms brought to
whomever it concerns. That is why, when having the freedom to choose one from
two babies, the couple feels guilty for having to abandon one of them rather than
being happy to have the priority to choose. It is not until the other baby is adopted by
a nice family that they feel relieved. Though probably idealizing the images of the
Mitchells in his depiction of their adoption, Jin succeeds in providing a frame of
reference for the Wus to reflect on their own individuality and capability. In the
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beginning, Nan tries to trace the couple’s values and behavior to their religious
beliefs. As Nan assumes, “any religion might improve humanity, at least be able to
make people more compassionate and more humble” (315). Bearing this in mind,
Nan even visits a church. However, as he gradually understands, it is an issue rooted
deeply in culture and humanity. Nan thus concludes that “the Mitchells’ minds must
have another dimension that [is] absent from his” (313). By making Nan saying this,
Jin is not implying there is a deficiency in Nan’s mind; rather he suggests that as a
migrant, he has the potential to perceive other cultural dimensions and be ready to
open up his mind to become more inclusive.
4. Bilingualism as the Migrant’s Language
In his early China-set stories, Jin practiced his bilingualism in different forms.
Chinese proverbs, idioms, and maxims are transposed into English: “a fresh rose is
planted on a cowpat”; “with money you can hire the devil to grind grain and cook
dinner for you”; “under heaven all crows are black”; “it was impossible to recover
the water thrown on the ground” (WT 186, 172; In the Pond 35, 20). Apart from this,
he tends to directly translate and integrate Chinese curse words, terms of address,
proper names, and political propaganda discourse into his English novels. While
some regard his linguistic performance as ‘bilingual betrayal’ (Zhu), others prefer to
see “bilingual creativity” in it (H. Zhang). By placing his linguistic features in the
globalizing context, Ng perceives a “dynamic practice of bilingual (and multilingual)
writing” in which the linguistic collisions created by “mixing English language and
Chinese grammar in dialogue, and Chinese puns and English sayings” enable Jin to
write “across languages and cultures between his motherland and the adopted new
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homeland so as to produce global literature in English(es) and Chinese(s) in their
plural variations and enrichments” (154).
In his immigrant stories, Jin continues his art of linguistic blending. As
scholars like Lam have observed, “the theme of language … play[s] a major role in A
Free Life” (314). He tells the author of the present thesis in their recent interview that
“for an immigrant, all problems turn out to be about language”20. Indeed, Jin shows
his language consciousness by adding language in his plotting of the story. The
protagonist of FL links himself to language in two aspects. As a migrant, he has to
deal with two languages in daily life; as a writer, he has to work between two
languages in his artistic life. For each aspect, he is faced with the problem of
language choices, and is accustomed to shifting between the two languages. From
this point of view, bilingualism is part of his immigrant life. He reads Chinese books
and newspapers, but at the same time, strives to probe into the English language
world. The whole story is also Nan’s process of negotiating between languages. He
always carries an English dictionary with him whenever he goes, first a bilingual one
but gradually changing to a monolingual version. He buys Pingping a New English
Chinese Dictionary and rewards Taotao for his reading the English dictionary. The
motif of the English dictionary runs through the whole novel, highlighting the
significance of learning another language in the making of immigrant life.
Noticeably, Nan’s English is mixed with a Chinese accent. The passage
below is a typical example of Nan’s ‘broken’ English in terms of his pronunciation
and grammar:

20

See the interview in Appendix.
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Yes, but you may end up paying more zan you pay zee agent, and
there will be endless anxiety. Any petty awfficial can interfere and
create trahble for you. Zee awfficial world in China is like a black
hole, and few can keep their bearings once they’re sucked into it.
Besides, your connections in China will have to bribe awfficial at
every turn. (287-88)
Meanwhile, Nan and Pingping despise those members of the Chinese
diaspora who fail to break the lingual boundary, e.g., Bao Yuan, who speaks little
English though having stayed with an English woman for a year, and Shubo, who
collects useless English clichés or translates complex Chinese idioms into English.
Unlike the Wus, who “spoke English better and were never afraid of isolation”, these
people feel isolated and alienated no matter how long they stay in a place (192). For
Nan and his wife, the crossing of the language gap opens up a new space in which
they live their migrant life.
Jin mixes different linguistic elements in his English writing: Mandarin,
Chinese propaganda discourse, Chinese idioms, English with a Chinese accent, and
poor English, all these varieties of language are clustered together in one story. In
order to make them more visible to readers, Jin marks them in distinct forms. In
other words, they are presented by forms that are distinguishable from that of
common English expressions or are foregrounded during the narration. Compared
with his China-set works, he makes more experimentation on forms. As Lam
summarizes, “Mandarin sentences are italicized, English phrases are spelt
phonetically. Sentences that are meant to be spoken in Mandarin are given Chinese
grammar syntax, beginning with prepositions such as ‘besides’ and ‘in fact’ which
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are uncommon in English language dialogue, but a very normal speech pattern in
Mandarin” (312). Evidently, through those “subversive language forms”, Jin displays
“a cross-section of the American and Chinese cultural and geographical landscape”,
which is the reality of the migrant’s life (312). Lam thus suggests a “bilingual
heteroglossia” in the novel, which is an apt reference to Jin’s language use.
According to her, “the different voices, languages and interweaving of both
Mandarin and English add to Bakhtin’s idea of heteroglossia existing in multitudes
rather than existing monolithically in a book” (312). Nevertheless, her idea is
deficient in its regarding English as “the unitary language” and “the unitary voice”,
as if all the heteroglossic acts are preoccupied with the authenticity of the English
system (312). On the contrary, the English in Jin’s immigrant novel is fragmented,
which signifies the fragmentation of identity among the Chinese migrants. Indeed, all
those different interlingual expressions and forms make Jin’s text appear as
something cross-cultural and cross-border, representing the transnational life of the
migrants.
Also, Mandarin and English signify different sentiments and cultures in the
text. In various interviews, Jin has mentioned the difference between the two
languages. According to him, “[In] the vast English vocabulary each word denot[es]
precisely one thing or one idea” (FL 75). Therefore, it is a straightforward and simple
language. By contrast, “Chinese language is very literary … and detached from the
spoken word”, as Jin tells Garner (40). It is thus more expressive and complex. In the
novel, the Chinese immigrants use different languages in different contexts. They
often speak Chinese when they are very emotional in either highly private or public
circumstances. Mandarin becomes a “secret” language between Nan and Pingping. It
is used when they share the most private moment or speak their hearts out.
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Meanwhile, patriots and nationalists give passionate speeches in Chinese, stirring up
the audience’s sentiments to its extreme. Besides, the Chinese dialogues between
Nan and his Chinese friends are always permeated with intense collisions and
vigorous debates. As Lam claims, “Mandarin … is the language of revolutionary
thought, rebellious anger and strong emotion. Strong opinions and arguments … are
in Mandarin” (314). When Nan has English conversations with the Americans, he
experiences a different feeling, more relaxed and casual. As he reveals, he does not
have to “weigh his words or resort to social rhetoric” (FL 486). Nan even admits that
“he felt so uncomfortable to be with Bao despite having known him for years,
whereas with Kent Philips, a stranger, he was at ease” (485-86). Besides, Nan, a
restrained and serious person, begins to play jokes and make puns in English. The
relationship between Nan and his son is smoothed through their communication in
English. It is to him “a sincere … culture, with people allowed to express their
emotions, confess their secrets, releasing years of built up tension and emotion”
(Lam 315). As a whole, the different traits of the two languages make it possible for
Nan to experience different ways of expressing his feelings and releasing his
emotion, thus keeping his subjectivity integral.
Apart from the aspects mentioned above, GF embodies Jin’s bilingualism in
another different, but creative, way. As critics have already noticed, Jin translates
this work back into Chinese on his own. This, according to Ng, shows that “Ha Jin
has tried his hand at bilingualism” and turned himself into “a bilingual translator”
(154, 156). Indeed, by translating his own work, Jin increases the dimensions of his
bilingualism. It shows that as a migrant writer, he is able to create in two
languages—translation also being a process of creation. From this perspective, he
might even be called a bilingual writer. Along with this act of translation is the
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translation of culture and ideas, which are brought to Chinese readers at the same
time. In this way, Jin speaks to two different cultures, becoming an intermediary
between them. Nevertheless, some, though admitting Jin’s bilingual creativity, see it
oppositely. While Tsu in “Bilingual loyalty” claims that “What is unusual is that Ha
Jin translated himself this time, stemming charges and speculations that he had
‘abandoned Chinese’, and showing an open allegiance to the mother tongue in
translation” (110), Guo asserts that “Jin pours his nostalgia into the translation and
tries to build what he imagines as a ‘villa’ in his mother language, the Chinese
language” (14). Those views neglect Jin’s constant insistence that he lives
permanently in an interstitial space between two languages and two cultures. As a
migrant writer, he has the freedom to choose the language of writing, which has
nothing to do with allegiance to a specific place or nation.
By intermingling different language elements in his text, Ha Jin challenges
the authenticity of received ideas about the English language. Jin creates an
interlingual world spanning two different languages and cultures, thus revealing his
inheritance of both the eastern and western traditions. In this way, Ha Jin’s English
not only is distinct from that of the others but also produces a fusion of Chinese
culture and American culture as the hallmark of the Chinese migrant.
5. The Chinatown as A Transitory Place
The Chinese immigrant community in Flushing is characterized by its
diversity and complexity. Jin encountered this community for the first time when he
was invited to a conference in Flushing in 2005. The dynamics of the community
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impressed him. He tells Lyden in their interview21 that he was touched by the scenes
on the streets. To Jin, “the Flushing Chinese immigrants [are] not the stereotypical
relatively poor Manhattan Chinatown immigrants” (Parascandola, “Language,
Immigration and Acculturation” 45). They often come from different socioeconomic
backgrounds. In GF, Jin shows a full range of the Chinese immigrants in Flushing,
including professors and businessmen, laborers and sex workers, the old and the
young, men and women, thus, to highlight the Chinese migrant’s subjects as
rejecting totalization and their experiences as diverse.
Based on the diversity of the Chinese migrant’s subject and their experience,
Jin narrates various and independent immigrant stories. Nevertheless, those stories
are closely connected as they all focus on the life of the most recent arrivals.
Different from the traditional Chinatowns in New York, Flushing is crowded by the
new Chinese immigrants, who are recently uprooted from their homeland but at the
same time have not become rooted in the new place yet. They are remarkably
imprinted with the marks of two cultures and two languages but belong to neither of
them. In other words, the Chinatown of Flushing is akin to an in-between space or a
transitory site, where the Chinese migrants have to negotiate their way of existence
through the disparate realities.
In the text, the daily life of the immigrants is constituted by the freedom to
choose, namely, to choose what language to speak, what food to eat, and what
lifestyle to take, and the freedom to make a fusion. The narrator in “The Bane of the
Internet” speaks English in a sushi restaurant during the daytime but emails her sister
in China by using Chinese during the night; the protagonist in “The Beauty” talks to
21

Lyden, Jacki (December 21, 2009). “Chinese Author Pens 'A Good Fall'”. NPR.
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his wife in Chinese but switches to English when taking care of his daughter; the
man in “In the Crossfire” needs to combine the opinions of his wife and mother to
decide what dishes to make, Chinese or Western. Besides, the characters’ names
include both English names and Chinese names, with such names as Gina, Sami, and
Mandi on the one hand and Meifen, Fuhua, and Rusheng on the other, thus
representing the coexistence of the two cultures. In a land with the dominant
American culture, the Chinese immigrants infuse Chinese culture into the quotidian
experience, and thereby create a cross-cultural site. Flushing is thus characterized by
a culturally blended streetscape, which attracts those who also have transnational
experience. To those migrant beings, it offers “a sense of inclusion” and “familiarity”
(Martin 2). As one of his narrators observes,
There were more pedestrians in downtown Flushing since the summer
started, many of them foreign tourists or visitors from the suburban
towns who came to shop or to dine in the small restaurants offering
the foods of their left-behind homes. The store signs, most bearing
Chinese characters, reminded me of a bustling shopping district in
Shenyang. So many immigrants live and work here that you needn’t
speak English to get around. (GF 50)
Moreover, there are not only trans-species friendships but also trans-facial
practices, which metaphorizes the transnational and transcultural space of Flushing.
In “A Composer and His Parakeets”, the composer, Fanlin, and the parakeet, Bori,
keep each other for company. Their relationship is reminiscent of that between
Flaubert and his parakeet in Jin’s depiction. As the story puts it, Bori has had many
owners before being passed to the hands of Fanlin by his girlfriend. Its origin and age
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are unknown. To some extent, “in the life of Bori [there is] a similar pattern of
(im)migration and translocational identity formation to the human animals of the
story” (Prater 7). Fanlin, a Chinese migrant composer, is frustrated with both his
music and his relationship. He lacks emotional and empathic relationships in his life,
feeling insecure both financially and psychologically. Nevertheless, the coming of
Bori opens a space for Fanlin to look at the possibilities of his migrant life. With its
“ease of being”, Bori “suggests a pattern of both transnational and coevolutionary
adaptability” (7).
Inspired by it, Fanlin, who initially is stuck between a dislike of the Chinese
libretto for which he is composing the musical score and a loss in market-oriented
composition, rediscovers his passion for his art. As Jin writes, after Bori’s death,
“[t]he music flowed from his pen with ease, the melodies so fluent and fresh that he
paused to wonder whether he had unconsciously copied them from master
composers” (GF 20). His empathy with Bori represents an empathy with himself, an
attention to his being and an emotional appeal to his self. By accepting his migrant
being, which contains the two cultures, he finds his artistic path. In “The Beauty,”
Gina, by adopting the plastic surgery, has double faces: an Asian face with “beady
eyes, a bulbous nose, and a broad, thick-lipped mouth” and a Caucasian face with a
straight and high nose as well as double-lidded eyes (44). As a consequence, she is
endowed with “American beauty” and Chinese genes at the same time. Unlike
Juncker’s assertion that “Gina becomes an immigrant Frankenstein, rejected by both
her husband and her daughter”, Jin shapes her as an immigrant archetype, whose
possession of a double face, though tricky, is the externalization of her mixed
identity and is powerful enough for her to live a flexible life (222).
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Jin inserts Chinese cultural traditions in his story of an immigrant Chinese
English professor. In “An English Professor,” Jin appropriates the classic Chinese
story, “Fan Jin Passing the Civil Exam (Fan Jin Zhongju)” in The Scholars, to show
an English professor’s hysterical way of dealing with his tenure application. The
name “Rusheng Tang” unleashes Ha Jin’s attempt. “Tang” reminds readers of the
Tang Dynasty when “keju” – the exam to select civil intellectuals – was invented;
“Rusheng” in Chinese means merely intellectual or scholar. Rusheng Tang’s
abnormality resembles one of the most famous fictional intellectuals in Chinese
literature – Fan Jin, who loses his mind immediately when knowing his acceptance
after attempting the “keju” for many years in the Qing Dynasty. Guo also agrees that
“[i]t would not be an exaggeration to describe ‘An English Professor’ as the modern
version of ‘Fan Jin Zhongju’ for today’s internationalized world” (17). This
combination of ancient Chinese archetype and contemporary American context
makes the story a symbol of cultural juxtaposition.
The juxtaposition of two cultures and two languages sometimes is presented
as radical cultural conflicts in Jin’s stories. In a way, “the conflicts in relationships
between friends, family members, lovers, and spouses” are essentially cultural
conflicts (15). “In the Crossfire”, the conflict is between Meifen and her daughter-inlaw, Connie. Meifen represents Chinese culture while Connie, to some extent, is
imprinted with American culture. Meifen is dissatisfied with the role Connie plays in
the family and thinks she does not take care of her son well. In Meifen’s opinion, a
good wife should do all the housework for her husband and give birth to babies
rather than busying herself with her own business. She accuses Connie as ‘an
irresponsible wife’ who comes from an ordinary family and takes advantage of her
son. Her sexual bias is deep-rooted to the extent that she lectures her son that
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“What’s the good of standing six feet tall if you can’t handle a small woman like
Connie” and tells him “he must be careful about his health and mustn’t indulge in
sex” because “some women are vampires determined to suck their men dry” (GF 89,
93). Though her son tells her that “In America husband and wife both cook—
whoever has the time” and “In America people don’t think much of an intellectual
family, and most kids here can go to college if they want to”, she still keeps judging
and critiquing Connie (89, 91).
In “Children as Enemies”, the cultural conflict between the grandparents and
their grandchildren is so intense that the grandparents have to move out. The
grandchildren want to change their Chinese names into English names for the sake of
convenience, which annoys their grandparents who insist, “You ought to be careful
about changing your names. We decided on them only after consulting a reputable
fortune-teller” (78). The grandparents also complain about education in America,
unwilling to accept their daughter-in-law’s ‘indulgent’ way of education. The
conflict comes to its peak when the grandchildren decide to change their surname.
Whereas the grandparents see the request as a break from the family values, the
grandchildren simply do not care. Worse still, while the grandparents regard their
son’s house as their own home, the grandchildren see them as guests. In “Shame”,
during his academic meeting with an American scholar, the Chinese professor Meng
gives the latter a mahjong set in exchange for her two books. While Meng sees
mahjong as a decent gift to show politeness and respect, the scholar is bewildered by
it. Even the narrator “was troubled by the discrepancy between the two kinds of
gifts” (126).
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In “Temporary Love”, Lina feels miserable after having sex with her
husband, who just joins her from China. She thus thinks of recommending to her
husband a book like The Joy of Sex or She Comes First. However, “she never dared
to bring that up, knowing he might think her shameless” (189). All these stories are
open-ended, and the conflicts remain unsolved or are solved in a tricky way. By
doing this, Jin suggests that cultural conflicts are part of the migrant life. Rather than
looking for a solution, it is better to accept them and turn them into the impetus for
change. From this point of view, while it is apt for Guo to argue that “the conflicts in
relationship” imply that “they start to re-examine relationships with one another and
their inner world in an era of internationalization”, he goes too far in suggesting that
“they have fallen into an internationalized net, a huge yet invisible net that ties them
to the mother country even while they are endeavoring to survive in a new and
perhaps better world” (16).
Kong insightfully captures Jin’s identity as a migrant writer in her argument
that he “grapple[s] with the challenges of inhabiting a contemporary transnational
geography” (“Diasporic Exceptionality” 205). In Jin’s immigrant stories, the
definitions of identity and home are by no means fixed and are always on the move
and change in the process of the subject’s migration. The Chinese migrants
permanently walk along the boundary between the two hemispheres and are
influenced by two different cultures at the same time, thus continually being
involved in collisions, dialogues, and negotiations between the two worlds. The
transnational migrancy that Jin creates for his Chinese immigrants has become the
counter-discourse of the national/ethnic rhetoric, which focuses on individual
humanity and cosmopolitan change.
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Conclusions
As this thesis demonstrates, both Rushdie and Jin communicate their
cosmopolitan imagination through their fictional writings. As diasporic writers, their
cosmopolitan imagination is largely based on the transnational migration of diasporic
subjects rather than on philosophical configurations of an alternative world. In other
words, their cosmopolitan imagination is a reflection of the socio-cultural forms
produced by contemporary diasporic experience, rather than of moral and political
commitments to worldly ideals.
Rushdie’s cosmopolitanism is imprinted with the marks of postcolonial
diaspora. Because of the colonial history which involved many regions of Africa,
Asia and South America, postcolonial diaspora is intrinsically connected to such
concepts as colonialism, imperialism and decolonization. It is thus natural to
recognize that they are preoccupied with the dichotomy between the colonizer and
the colonized, the dominant and the subaltern, the center and the margin, the Third
World and the First World, and Western and non-Western modernities. As a member
of the postcolonial diaspora from India, Rushdie’s writing is characterized by a
salient postcoloniality, which in turn affects his cosmopolitan imagination in his
fictions.
Throughout his earlier fiction, Rushdie shows an attempt to dismantle this
type of dichotomy through cosmopolitanism. By making use of his ability to straddle
two locations and two cultures, he highlights postcolonial migrancy as the way to
bridge the gap between the two hemispheres, as opposed to each confronting the
other. For him, cosmopolitanism is located in the liminal space of cultural hybridity,
bespeaking the initiative role of postcolonial diaspora to deconstruct the world order
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patterned by colonial legacy. Therefore, his cosmopolitanism is closely attached to
his dealing with post-colonial India and post-imperial Britain. India is not the
marginalized, simplified and totalized India under the colonialist gaze, but a
culturally secular, hybrid and diversified place; Britain is not the centered, prioritized
and modernized empire, but a deconstructed and cross-cultural space stripped of its
former imperial aura and occidental self-image. Rushdie creates not only new ways
of being Indian, but also new ways of being British, incorporating an in-and-out
journey and a stereoscopic vision of freedom and detachment. He makes efforts to
synthesize the two worlds by constructing an interstitial space of hybridity and
migrancy, where Indian culture and Anglophone culture are juxtaposed, sharing
equality in their differences.
In his later fiction, Rushdie situates postcolonial diasporic subjects in a
broader/global context to intensify their challenge to the world order, which also
influences and is reflected through his cosmopolitan imagination. This time,
postcolonial diaspora is not limited to the transnational migration from ex-colonial
places to ex-imperial countries but is endowed with more flexible and global
trajectory of movement. To Rushdie, cosmopolitanism is not located in the third
space between two disparate realities anymore but begins to rest in the continuous
border-crossings of postcolonial diaspora. By repeated leave-takings and repositionings, the postcolonial diasporas in Rushdie are able to keep a global
perspective and at the same time capture provisional truths. Rushdie’s fictional
involvement with America as well as other places, such as Trinidad and Pacific
islands, demonstrates his attempt to configure a globalized migration of postcolonial
diaspora. Moreover, he perceives his cosmopolitanism through the lens of global
culture, highlighting such global cultures as rock music, photography, television and
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the Internet as the way to cross boundaries and melt frontiers. Postcolonial diaspora
is therefore depicted as living in those global cultures.
Jin’s cosmopolitanism is marked by the characteristics of contemporary
Chinese diaspora. Rather than registering a move from the periphery to the center,
from the colonized to the imperial, and from the non-west to the west, Chinese
diaspora goes beyond the bipolar view of postcolonial discourse attached to
postcolonial diaspora, and instead bears the social and cultural specificities of
Chinese migration. Compared with postcolonial diaspora, contemporary Chinese
diaspora has a more explicit affinity with global capital and economic mobility. As a
member of the Chinese diaspora located in America, Jin in his fiction offers a vivid
embodiment of Chinese diasporic experience, which distinguishes his
cosmopolitanism from that of postcolonial Rushdie.
In his China stories, Jin focuses on the national context of China to weave his
diasporic views, which is mirrored by his construction of cosmopolitanism. By
taking advantage of his bicultural and bilingual position, Jin juxtaposes the Chinese
setting with a global context to dismantle the national context from both the inside
and the outside. Cosmopolitanism appears to lie in his consistent interrogations of
fixity within the national context versus flexibility within the global context. As his
writing shows, he complicates and destabilizes the historical, political, ethical and
sexual conditions within the Chinese context by not only questioning the existing
forms, but also inserting and mixing different perspectives. He even invokes
universal humanity as the thread to transgress the boundary between the national and
the global. All these, together with his passionate cultural translation as narrative
strategy, illuminate a cosmopolitanism in resistance to the national restraints for the
sake of valorizing a Chinese globality. Jin’s fiction thus provides a glimpse of the
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Chinese diaspora’s unprecedented intimacy with global capital and globalization. In
summary, Jin roots his cosmopolitanism in redefining China and Chineseness by
juxtaposing the Chinese setting with the global context to contest the former from all
aspects. He has been writing in the transnational and transformative space of
diaspora beyond the national and linguistic boundaries, making use of the mobility
and transnationality he carries with himself to resist the national restraints for the
world and also for diaspora itself.
Jin’s most recent works consist of Chinese immigrant stories in America. His
diasporic characters range from intellectuals to laborers, which represents the
diversity of the community. Jin attacks the prevailing national and ethnic politics in
the diasporic communities and denounces the ‘American dream’ rooted in American
national narrative. His cosmopolitanism is thus presented as a mediation between the
two types of national discourses by taking existential migrancy as an alternative. It is
radically detached in terms of its non-allegiance to national and ethnic rhetoric. For
his fictional characters, what makes their diasporic life meaningful is their possession
of two cultures and two languages, which help them to find their individual paths.
This detached cosmopolitanism reveals not only Jin’s rejection of nation/ethnicitybased identity for diaspora, but also his introspection on Chinese diaspora’s intimacy
with parochial cultural understanding. Instead of following the collective imagination
of certain locations, Jin appeals to the Chinese diaspora’s claim of a cultural high
ground through self-improvement.
To sum up, both writers’ diasporic writings are contextualized into the
contemporary reality of globalization and their imagination of cosmopolitanism
elucidates the entanglement between diasporic life and globalization. Behind the
human and cultural migration are the flows of capital and of markets, which
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determine the directions and features of the former. Under such circumstances,
postcolonial diaspora and Chinese diaspora have developed different strategies of
migrancy and mobility to tackle the reality. While postcolonial diaspora in Rushdie
assumes a postcolonial sensibility and postcolonial migrancy along with their quality
of transnational and then global dispersal, Chinese diaspora in Jin is accompanied by
a “Chineseness” or Chinese globality.
Noticeably, Rushdie and Jin are both in favor of an individually diasporic
experience rather than indulging the nostalgic or fanciful imagination of the
stereotypical diasporic community. Rather than emphasizing and highlighting the
diasporic communities as the minority and the marginalized, Rushdie and Jin’s
fictions pay close attention to the migrant subject of diaspora to substantiate their
cosmopolitan interventions. The subjectivization of the diasporic experience in them
underpins the aspiration of both writers to seek a postmodern and poststructuralist
identity. They try to respond to the situations in which their characters are placed
through psychological and linguistic interpretations, thereby endowing their texts
with political significance. In this way, the diasporic subjects in their writing show
more independence and autonomy than others who are living as members of the
diasporic communities. For these diasporas, instead of claiming their identity and
existence by imagining an ethnic community and by linking it to other diasporas,
they are suspicious of the collective construction of ethnicity, nation, home and
identity, and thus turn to a process of self-empowerment and self-reclamation.
Rushdie and Jin’s diasporic writings and their cosmopolitan imagination are
representative of metropolitan experience among the diasporic community. For this
reason, they are often regarded as the detached and weightless side of diasporic
experience in opposition to the serious and weighty side of diaspora politics. For
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such leftist and Marxist critics as Timothy Brennan, Arif Dirlik, Pheng Cheah, and
Ien Ang, nation-state is not the exclusive hindrance to diasporic transnationalism and
cosmopolitanism; instead, what is more dangerous and hegemonic is the problem of
global capitalism which has tended to ideologize contemporary transnational flows.
Following their logic, the diasporic representation in Rushdie and Jin is politically
inefficacious as, rather than valorizing a unique path free from any ideological
construction, their fictions fall into the trap of global capitalism. As Ang claims
when talking about the Chinese diasporas, “The politics involved here reaches far
beyond the identity politics of individual subjects, in diaspora or otherwise. What is
at stake are the possibilities and responsibilities of these subjects to participate, as
citizens of the world, in the ongoing political construction of world futures” (“Can
One Say No to Chineseness” 70). Should diaspora step out of the ‘small’ world of
individual construction and embrace the ‘big’ world to fight against economic
disparity and ethnic inequality? Rushdie and Jin’s writings indicate that it is just a
matter of personal choice. After all, it is global capitalism that provides the impetus
for transnational migration. Before a better apparatus of the world can be introduced,
how the diasporic individual negotiates a way between the nation-state and global
capitalism is still the imperative faced by the those who live the immigrant life.
Along with the global dispersal of the diasporas is the resurgence of world
literatures or global literatures. As Rushdie and Jin keep their fictional writing as the
literary embodiment of postcolonial diaspora and Chinese diaspora, they contribute
to the making of world literature beyond the paradigm of nation-state. In sharp
contrast to national literatures, their works are free from categorization and can fit
into different categories at the same time. Rushdie’s identity as a writer can be
prefixed with British, Indian, Indian-British, English, or global, and the same can
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equally be said of his works. Jin, in the same vein, can be called a Chinese writer, a
Chinese American writer, an American writer, or a global writer. Moreover, his
works belong to both Chinese literature and American literature but at the same time
belong to neither of them by falling into somewhere in between, e.g., “Chinese
American global literature” (Kong, “Diasporic Exceptionality” 206). Like the
transnational diasporas, their works are also the cultural production of a globalized
market and circulation.
By discussing the two writers’ diasporic writing under the framework of
cosmopolitanism, this thesis provides not only a comparative study of postcolonial
diaspora and Chinese diaspora following the historical and social traces, but also
offers an insight into the fictive representations of contemporary Asian diasporic
experience if taking into account the geographical factors. Though both originally
from Asian countries, the two writers’ fictional imagination of diasporic experience
differs. This represents a diversity of Asian diasporic experience. In a broad sense,
the diversity exists not only between Indian diaspora and Chinese diaspora but also
between South Asian diaspora and East Asian diaspora, or even between diasporas
from different Asian countries. This diversity further makes it problematic to totalize
or homogenize Asian diaspora into neat categories without making a distinction
between the rich but unique social, historical and political circumstances of their
original homelands.
Thus, my thesis also opens an avenue for further study. Because postcolonial
diaspora is not limited to India or South Asia, but includes all those from
postcolonial countries or regions around the world, and Chinese diaspora is
inadequate if it fails to include Chinese emigration from Hong Kong, Macao,
Taiwan, Singapore and other Southeast Asian countries, they offer a sufficient site
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for critical examinations of contemporary diasporic experience. In the meantime, by
adopting the theoretical framework of cosmopolitanism, any possible further study
could attach diasporic experience closely to the contemporary reality of globalization
and cultural communication, thus keeping updated the changing global context and
always contextualizing its criticism in the context of fresh circumstances.
My contribution to literary studies of diaspora writing is largely grounded in
the respective authors’ affirmation of the need for connection and communication in
contemporary culture. I highlight the significance of diaspora literature, especially
postcolonial and Chinese diaspora literature, in inspiring rethinking of contemporary
culture. Contemporary culture is often marked by such labels as globalization,
migration, mobility, transformation and transgression. Diasporic experience can be
said to be closely related to these phenomena, thus becoming one of the most
compelling representations of contemporary culture. Also, the more recent revival of
such notions as “world citizen”, “one world” and “universal hospitality” connects
contemporary culture to cosmopolitan ideals, which also finds its cultural form from
the transnational migration of diaspora. All these point to a world characterized by
complex communication networks. The increasing call for connection and hospitality
in contemporary culture serves as the antithesis of the ongoing political rivalry and
economic disparity around the globe, thus promoting further reflections on the
complex contemporary realities of what it means to be a migrant soul.
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Appendix22
1.

About Diaspora and Human Migration

In the preface to The Writer as Migrant, your collection of essays, you wrote: “I
view myself not only as an exile; I am also an immigrant.” How do you define the
difference between these two?
Jin: Usually, as an immigrant, you volunteer to go somewhere; you uproot yourself,
restart somewhere. Your relationship with the past is different. Very often, your past
is very obscure, and very often, insignificant. So basically, you go to new place and
you create your own home – the fabric of the existence. But the exiles are different.
Exile is very often that you have a significant past. The past still asserts a lot of
pressure, a lot of force. Sometime people can’t get out of it. That’s why a lot of
exiles are very, very nostalgic; they are miserable. Basically, they define their
existent with reference to the old land, to the past. So that is why it is very hard for
them to put down roots in a new place.

But is it possible for an exile to become an immigrant?
Jin: Yes. I am in that kind of situation. I can be an exile but at the same time I also
view myself as an immigrant. Because exile can be very heavy. By definition you are
banished. You can’t go home. But the idea of home is in question. Either home is
already somewhere or you create your own home somewhere. I am in between.
Partly because I came to the States at the age of twenty-nine so already a lot of
things, mentality, everything is already shaped. So in that sense it is very hard to
create a brand new self. So that’s why partly I am an exile. But also because of
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I had this interview with Ha Jin at Boston University on 29 August 2019.
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political reason I never be able to return to China. They wouldn’t let me. So in that
sense I was pushed away. That is ok.

You also wrote that “the most significant literature dealing with human migration has
been written on the experience of exile” while “immigration is a minor theme,
primarily American”. Therefore, “a major challenge for writers of the immigrant
experience is how to treat this subject in response to the greater literary traditions”.
What does the expression “the greater literary traditions” refer to?
Jin: When you look at the literature, even most in China, and in West, like the great
epics, Odysseu, The Divine Comedy, from ancient time, all the great founding
works, in fact, they are about exile, and in Chinese too, we have Qu Yuan and even
Du Fu. And those are related to a kind of inland exile. But they are not about
immigrants. Immigrant is a North American theme. So as a result, we don’t have that
many great literature, great pieces of that kind. They are good and fine books written
on immigrant experience. But it is hard to write immigrant experience in response to
the greater tradition. It is hard. Look at Nabokov. He writes about exile, for instance
the book Pnin, but it is also immigrant experience. In that sense he responds to the
greater tradition. He has his own aesthetics that is the form by the creator to write
about the greater literary tradition. Very often, immigrants, especially earlier
immigrants, lots of them came as labors, half educated, and even uneducated, so it is
very hard for them to develop that kind of aesthetics. But now it is different. The
young generation look for their own tradition.

Do you think the boundary between exile and immigrant literature is blurring?
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Jin: I think it is collapsing. Because nowadays travel is very easy; you have internet.
You can be here and there at the same time. There is not much difference. So the
idea of exile is a kind of a bit thing. But I don’t mean it is less painful and less
miserable, especially for those who are banished for political reason. It is very hard.

Can we say that for exile geographical reference is still very important but for
immigrant it is not that important?
Jin: Immigrants are free to go, back and forth. That’s a huge difference. In other
words, there is no disruption between the past and the present. But in the case of the
exile, basically you are forced to separate from your past. This is one of the sources
of the pain. They can’t make the connection. But it is hard for them to continue in a
new place, especially for a lot of people who came to another place in their middle
age. It is very hard for them to restart.

By choosing the word “migrant”, you claim that you place yourself in the context of
human migration and thus are able to investigate some of the metaphysical aspects of
a migrant writer’s life and work. What are the most important metaphysical aspects
of your life and work?
Jin: As a migrant, you are supposed to go somewhere. You take migration as part of
your life and existence. So the work should be done in that process rather than when
you are settled in a place and then you do the work. Migration is now a kind of
human condition.

Do you think that migration is a universal condition of human life?
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Jin: It should be. Exile is even within China, in ancient time. As this kind of exile,
you are not sent to another country. There is a sense that a country, a homeland or
everything is a given. But in fact, it is not. It can be a choice. If you go to different
places, you can see there are different countries and different lands where people can
have better life. So an individual is entitled to choose, to choose your own country,
your own homeland. But most of Chinese have been confined for millennial, they
don’t have the choice, and they don’t have the sense even. Everything is one. But it
is not like that. There are many countries that are better than China, decent and
generous to their citizens. They really protect their citizens. As a common individual,
why can’t you choose? Human migration is one of the human rights. We can’t forget
that. We are supposed to move.

But what do you think of those people who choose to live a very stable life in the
land of their ancestors? What do you think of that kind of life?
Jin: Mentally they are blessed. They have their limitations, but they also have
security. They are very certain about things. They don’t have misgivings. That can be
a source of mental strength. But it is very limited. It can be a very stunted life. They
can’t develop anymore because the space is just limited, and the very idea of
homeland can be conservative.

Before you came to America, did you believe in stable life?
Jin: I planned to return. I had a job waiting for me. I was supposed to finish my
graduate work in four years and return to teaching. But gradually I began to feel
differently, to see differently.
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Do you think your position as a migrant provides you with a transnational and
transcultural perspective? How does it influence your fiction?
Jin: It does. I think my fictions gradually have a global aspect. In the beginning
when I came, I didn’t know anything except Chinese army and Chinese country life.
These are what I could write. But gradually I began to and had to write about things
outside China in a global context because these are what I know now. I can’t write
about, for example, Changsha or another city in China, because I haven’t been there
for a long time. I don’t know what things are like now. I can’t do that.

I notice that the global perspective becomes more and more salient in your most
recent two fictions A Map of Betrayal and The Boat Rocker. Do you think you are
gradually becoming a sort of transnational writer?
Jin: In a way I become a transnational writer, but not for every book. Some books
are also set in China, even in ancient China. But I do have books set in different
countries.

In “Exiled to English”, you said you “exist in a margin between two languages and
two cultures”. Is this margin also your strength? Does it empower your writing?
Jin: In a way it is. Because you have your own space. In English, the mainstream
writers don’t write about margin. Very often they don’t have interesting stories to
tell. But if you are in a margin and you always look at things differently, you might
have a different perspective. Your take on things might be different. You hear things
from different sides that can create different kinds of story. But it can also be very
limited because if you stay in a margin, you are less important to many people. I am
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not bothered by that at all because in a long run it is only the quality of the work
matters. It doesn’t matter whether it is popular or not at the moment.

But is it possible for you to move from the margin to the center?
Jin: I am not sure. I don’t think it is that important. Once you move to the so-called
mainstream or center, you will become conservative. It is better to always stay in a
kind of periphery.

Do you think migration is a possible site against parochialism and nationalism?
Jin: Yes, that is very important. If you go to different places, you are in contact with
people, you see different kinds of life, and you begin to have different kinds of
feeling and senses. For instance, if you visit a small town in Taiwan, you wouldn’t
think that I want to attack it, destroy people and their livelihood for unification. You
can’t do that. So it is important to go to different places. It depends on person. Some
people they go to everywhere, like some Chinese officials, still their mindsets don’t
change. They exist differently. Their livelihood is already supported by a system.
They can’t get out of it.

How is this idea reflected in your fictions?
Jin: Writing about how people live differently from their past is already a kind of
migration that affect, change or even transform their life. So that is a process, in
many of my books.

2.

About Earlier Fictions on China
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How did you feel about it when you wrote on China from, not only a geographical,
but also linguistic and cultural distance? Did you think you were both an insider and
outsider of China? Did you find this double perspective empowering and productive?
Jin: In the beginning, for instance, in my early books like Ocean of Words and
Under the Red Flag, I didn’t feel I was an outsider. I thought I was still an insider.
Even in China, those places like the countryside, remote place, and the army unit on
the border are exotic in a way. They are not common stories in a way. But they do
have common things. I did feel that I was an insider at that time. I planned to return
to China. I didn’t know anything else in the outside world. But I couldn’t publish in
Chinese. Basically, it was a matter of survival. For the question of insider and
outsider, it was not an issue at that time.

When did you feel you are not an insider anymore?
Jin: War Trash is a kind of transition. It is set in different countries. The person
moved around; he was an outside and insider at the same time. He could step aside
and reflect on the situation and people.

How about Waiting?
Jin: For Waiting I was still an insider. Waiting is very different. I started it earlier
and just couldn’t publish it at that time. It for me was really an inside story because it
talks about revolution. It is a kind of 1984 in the sense of the emotional or sexual
aspect. It is about how that was told, about another kind of revolutionary destruction
inside. In that sense I was inside. It took me a long time to figure out what happened
to this man. He is kind, generous and intelligent but couldn’t love. It is a deep inside
story.
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Lin realizes that he has become a “superfluous man”, as does Tong Guhan, for
example, in “Alive”.
Jin: In Russian literature it is a big idea. Lin Kong was familiar with Russian
literature, so he used that phrase. But in terms of the sentiment and psychology,
Waiting is really in deep a Chinese book. But in terms of style, taste and aesthetics, it
is a very European novel.
Did you feel you became a superfluous man when you were writing that book?
Jin: For a long time, yes. I didn’t know what to do with my life. And I didn’t believe
in the use of literature. It was very different from many writers who emphasize that
literature is a kind of weapon or medicine. I did have the sense of superfluity.

You often stress the universal aspects of your China stories. What are these universal
aspects in your judgment?
Jin: There are a lot of things. The way of life, your observation of life. We all
experience the process of aging, struggle with your work, daily existence, worries,
anxieties and happiness. All these are human emotions. Different person can have
different perspective. But at the core or bottom, we share the same qualities. These
qualities and problems are universal.

What is the significance of Muji City to you?
Jin: Waiting and The Bridegroom are set in Muji City. This city is modelled after
Jiamusi. When I worked on Waiting, I needed a city, a small city on the river that has
an army hospital. I knew Jiamusi didn’t have an army hospital. But in Yanji, the
capital of Yanbian, there was a big army hospital. That’s why I had to create a place.
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I needed a city with a river and an army hospital. I therefore combined the two cities.
After Waiting, I realized that I still had materials for other stories. That’s why I wrote
a book of short stories all set in the same place in order to continue to make use of
that locality.

Compared with Dismount Fort and Gold County, what is particular about Muji City?
Jin: It is more distant and more remote. It is in Heilongjiang, a border city. But
Dismount and Gold County are relatively inland. They are in Liaoning. They are
more urban by comparison. But place like Muji is more primitive. It has the tradition
of Chuangguandong, with different kinds of migrants. It is a city, but I also wrote
about countryside. There are a lot of people in the countryside. In The Bridegroom,
there are people who are workers. They are different. The quality of life is very
different.

In your China stories, history and present reality are represented as being in a state of
chaos. Your characters experience a sense of displacement and loss, the private and
the public are in collision, and overall social norms and values are portrayed as being
in contradiction and transition. To what extent do you think this ethos of uncertainty
and instability may derive from your existential condition of migration? Is it a
conscious or unconscious presentation?
Jin: In terms of the disorder and chaos, there are two kinds of consciousness. Partly
it is in China. There is no consistency of values. The authorities and the people you
trust contradict themselves. Gradually you have a lot of doubts. A lot of people get
cynical even. That was common, and still is in China. For instance, the political
policy about Hong Kong changes in a week. The other part is the migration part.
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When you go to another land, you can suddenly see people who have different
values, perceptions and cultures. Very often you don’t know how to do, what is
valuable for yourself and for others, what can you bring to the new life. A lot of
Chinese, especially my generation, the values and references they have and cherish
are less relevant and not applicable here anymore. For instance, if you talk to a
Westerner about the unification of a country, that would be a joke. It is alien. There
are a lot of things like that. In other words, there are kind of results from cultural
clashes in migration.

In Waiting, the protagonist Lin struggles between two homes, one in the village and
the other in Muji City; Manna is an orphan who has no original home; the others are
often depicted as being distanced from home. Do you think it is possible for
characters like these (and indeed the many migrants within China today) to find a
home? What’s your opinion about the concept of home?
Jin: In China, especially in remote provinces, a lot of people were sent there. For
instance, a lot of people from Hunan and Hubei were sent to Xinjiang. A lot of
women were sent there as a kind of prize for the soldiers. That was creative in China.
A lot of people were uprooted, displaced or misplaced. No matter what they had to
create a home, for them home is an emotion, not an entity. You have people who
care about you and love you. But there is an uncertainty very often given the
situation. For instance, in the Cultural Revolution, within the family, couples turn
against each other, children against their parents. That is not a stable home at all. The
idea of home is really problematic. That is why there is always a metaphysical
dimension. If you are a scientist or artist, you may have another kind of home, in you
work maybe.
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Are you saying home is not related to a specific place?
Jin: That’s true. It is more like your individual feeling, your emotion. If you are
attached to a place or you feel at ease and think that it is a good and nurturing place,
sure, that can be your home. But many people don’t have that kind of feeling about
their environment. Hometown in essence is not your home.

So they are going to accept the situation of homelessness?
Jin: Most people don’t think that way. Many people still accept this as their home.
But ideally speaking, that should not be a home.

There are constant moral conflicts in Waiting and The Bridegroom. How does your
migrant position help you understand and represent these moral issues in your
fictions?
Jin: I want to tell a good story. But I do see in my way of revising or editing the
complications of my stories. But most of the time, I don’t have a message. But there
are stories which are emotional response to China. For instance, there is a story in
Under the Red Flag called “Resurrection” in which a man castrates himself. He has
an affair with his sister-in-law. The leaders pressure him to write a pornography
confession and he couldn’t endure it anymore. Later he resurrects himself by
castrating himself. It was a kind of emotional response to Tiananmen massacre. After
the suppression and killing of Beijing residents and students, there are some
demonstrations organized by peasants, shifting to Beijing near Tiananmen Square to
support the Chinese government. I was very angry and upset. The government paid
them, in a way similar to Hong Kong currently. They hire people from mainland. I
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can understand that the mainlanders are hostile to Hong Kong residents because there
is a gulf between them, but in Tiananmen massacre they were basically the same
people. I put my anger in that story as an emotional response.

How about “The Bridegroom”?
Jin: Homosexuality was regarded as a kind of crime or degradation in China at the
time. But because I live outside China, away from China, I could see that
homosexuality is accepted by many people as a human quality. That is important. I
have different perspective. But this story is not just about the gay man but is also
about the narrator. He tries to be good and kind but couldn’t get out of himself. He is
confined. He tries to be decent. He is decent in a way, but he couldn’t step out of his
own boundary. It is about the limitation of human sympathy. My distance from
China really gives me different perspective.

Some commentators have observed that the Chinese women and men in your fictions
are not typical standard representations of Chinese. For example, Manna is
connected to the angel image in the Bible; Lin is the antithesis of traditional Chinese
masculinity of Wen-Wu. What do you think?
Jin: I don’t care about “typical”. When we use the word “typical”, very often it
means a type. Literature is not about type, but about the individuality and peculiarity
of a person. But it is true that spirituality is an important part of that book. They do
have religious longing, but they couldn’t have outlet. That part of them is stunted and
never developed. It is a kind of psychological destruction. It is Western. But I don’t
think literature should be divided that way. There are good literature and bad
literature, and you always try to make the best and create the best thing. Very often
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you create characters, but it doesn’t mean you know them. I think your creation is
related to your perception, understanding and feeling of life and the world. It is
related to that yourself as an author. This is unavoidable.

What do you think is the biggest difference between your writing of China and
Chinese writers’ writing of China?
Jin: There are a few things. Although I am writing in a different language, there is a
sense of presence, historical presence. Writers in China, they are there, but there is a
sense of historical absence. They don’t face the central issue and the central
consciousness of the age. The other thing is that I am more outspoken. When I write
in English, there is no sense of censorship. That’s a big difference. When you live
outside China, especially as an immigrant, you start from scratch. There is no sense
of privilege, and you start as a common person. You look at things differently, you
have different perception. Perhaps for mainland China writers, these are trivial, not
interesting. But from others’ perspective, it is interesting. For instance, in A Free
Life, Nan Wu is very happy to go to supermarket after he just has an argument with
his wife. Because at the supermarket, he has free coffee and free muffin. That is life.
For lots of people, a small thing can make them happy for that moment.

Do you think writing about the past and about the homeland is an inner compulsion
for diasporic writers?
Jin: I don’t know about that. But writers know that their writing career has a very
limited time. You want to read some great books and you want to write. You can
emulate those. It doesn't matter that you publish one more book or two more. It's
really about the quality, because you really want to write a good book.
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Would you please share with me your personal development? Many of them started
to write about diaspora. And then they started to write immigrant stories.
Jin: Sure, yes, because the trajectory of your life is that way. So you write from exile
to immigrant. Sure, most of the times the work you write reflects your way. The
development of the personal life.

Do you think that trajectory is very common to immigrant?
Jin: It really depends. As I just said, if you want to write a story, say, in ancient
China, it takes five to six years. You definitely can do that without reference to
migration. But from your perspective, the undercurrent is still there because as a
creator, every person is different. The way you invest your life and energy is a good
part of your life. It's not about you want to write something. It's about you must write
a good book. You need to tell an interesting and good story. But that takes time. It
depends on how many years and how much you want to give to your writing.

To you, you mentioned that you want to write quality books. It's the most important
thing. You remind me of Wu Nan in A Free Life, who is a poet. He said that if you
are writing, you try to write about similarities instead of differences. He writes a kind
of poetry that can speak directly into the reader's heart, regardless of their cultural
and ethnic backgrounds. Is it also your artistic goal?
Jin: Yes, that's what we talk about universal value. That is similarity on identity,
rather than differences. But on the surface, you want to create something slightly
different. But in the core, it should be the similarities.
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Do you have already found your artistic home?
Jin: Sure, writing for me is a way of life.

3.

About Later Works on Immigration

In A Free Life and A Good Fall, stories are set in New York, about diasporic
communities and the Chinatown of Flushing. How did you get familiar with
diasporic communities there?
Jin: I went to Flushing many times when I was working on the stories.

Did you do research?
Jin: I just walked around. Sometimes stay there for one day or two. I was there for
more than maybe 20 times. Every time I was there, I traveled one place in New
York. I just took a train and went there for a couple of days.

But why Flushing? I think there are four or five Chinatowns in New York.
Jin: Yes, that is still one of the most vibrant Chinatowns. Very big, very new. But
now it's different. At that time, it was very new. A lot of new arrivals. Still, there are
a lot of new arrivals.

So you're more interested in the new arrivals.
Jin: At that time, yes. Sure. Yes. I don't want to write a story that has different kinds
of stories. I want a kind of unity. That's why all my stories are set in the same place.
The beginning when immigrant came.
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From A Free Life onwards you’ve turned to writing mainly about the Chinese
diaspora in America. What does this turn mean to you?
Jin: That's something I know about. You know, I try to tell a story based on that
experience. Basically, it is more related to my personal existence.

So It's very natural.
Jin: Yes, natural things. There are no deliberate efforts.

In A Free Life and A Good Fall, dealing with issues of the past and the homeland
appears to be both haunting and frustrating. Why?
Jin: You know, for Wu Nan, he views himself as an immigrant, but he is also exile
because he couldn't renew passport. He is struggling.

And Nan and his wife are often doing some dreams about their homeland.
Jin: Sure, yes. I think it's very difficult for you to clarify your past. So it's already
part of yourself. Emotions are entangled. So that is also emotional problem. I also
think it's easier for immigrants to deal with that. But for exiles, very hard. They don't
speak English even. So in a way, they literally exist in a space, basically a gap, in the
gap between cultures and languages.

So in your view, do you think this haunting and frustrating experiences of
immigrants can represent other diaspora Chinese in the US?
Jin: Not my personal, but I think it's more for Chinese immigrants. Partly because
the languages and cultures are so alien from the west. However, for Indian
immigrants, they are less difficult because they grew up in the English environment.
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So they are familiar with Western culture. That's why there are so many CEOs from
India. For Chinese, very few people can do that partly because of the culture and
language. You are not supposed to argue and debate. There is no tradition, right? But
for Indian, it's not a big deal. This may create a different kind of situation. I think
language is a big issue. Like, for many Chinese here, they write in Chinese for many
years. Yes, they only write in Chinese. They don't speak any English.

Then how can they survive?
Jin: I am not sure. Some Chinese writers say they want to keep their Chinese pure. I
don't think you can let another language ruin your Chinese. I don't believe that.

You remind me of Solzhenitsyn, the Russian writer.
Jin: Yes, he doesn't speak any English.

He returned to Russia.
Jin: The last day he left for Russia, somebody interviewed him, and he couldn't
speak any English. Russians have a deep attachment to their homeland. A lot of
Russian writers returned, especially when the Soviet Union collapsed. A large
number of Russians, exile Russians, returned.

Is it a kind of tradition?
Jin: Tradition, yes.

It's an exile tradition or?
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Jin: Yes, in a way. In many ways similar to Chinese. They have deep attachment to
their roots.

Have you thought to reflect on the great literature tradition, as we said earlier, in
your immigrant stories?
Jin: I write differently because the world is different. You cannot write Odyssey or
Iliad now, but need to write different things. But I do have a sense of great literature.
For instance, A Map of Betrayal in terms of its form is mainly influenced by a
famous novel called Heat and Dust by Ruth Prawer Jhabvala
, an English writer. But she is German or Jewish origin living in New York. So I do
have a sense of tradition. Naipaul has been a big influence. In my opinion, he is a
great writer. My sense of literature tradition is more contemporary and modern.

How about A Free Life?
Jin: A Free Life is different. It has, in a way, influenced by the Russians.

I remember in some of your interviews, you mentioned Waiting as a love story is
influenced by a few Western novels. Can you tell me more about A Free Life?
Jin: I would say Tolstoy. Because of him, I wanted to do a big narrative. So it's a big
book. But I don't like that anymore. I now tend to write that kind of book like A Map
of Betrayal, in terms of form and narration, and also The Boat Rocker, it's a small
book, but it's a different kind.

Yes, it's very different. But to me A free Life looks like an epic.
Jin: It is.
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Yes, but not about words or the length. It just gives me that kind of feeling.
Jin: That is intended, yes.

You also appear disenchanted with America and the American dream. As you say in
A Free Life, “such a dream was not something to be realized but something to be
pursued only”. Could you elaborate a little on this remark?
Jin: Americans talk about American Dream. They talk about it in a concrete material
world, cars, a house, something like that. But there is more than that. Even for the
early immigrant, they came here because they wanted to see this is the Eden or
promising land. So they moved to the Western world in order to find the Garden.
There is a kind of spiritual dimension in American dream, a kind of quest. This
dimension is important and precious because there is something you look for and it
should not be something you realize.

Spiritual?
Jin: Spiritual. Even in American literature and in great American novels, they
contain this kind of idea or myth. But it looks like, nobody can tell. It's something
there, a goal that is beyond everyone's reach.

For a lot of new arrivals, they are not intellectuals but workers or labors, whose
American dream must be secular.
Jin: That's why I say immigrant literature can be very limited, very minor. Because
you don't have the spiritual dimension of culture, even the religious dimension.
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Do you think the situation has already changed? Among the Chinese immigrants?
Jin: I don't think so, because we tend to think if there is some historical forces create
genius but in fact, it is by accident. Somebody arrived and really had the talent or
genius to change the American landscape. It's an accident.

You have mentioned very little on the subject of racism. Instead, you tend to idealize
interracial relationships in A Free Life. There is even a case of interracial adoption.
What’s your opinion on the issue of race and ethnicity in your adoptive homeland?
Jin: Racism is everywhere but it's more than that. I think nationalism is more
dangerous than racism. Many things are compounded by the nationalistic point of
view. A lot of Chinese immigrants worry about anti-Chinese sentiment. But it is not
because of race, but is a nationalistic sentiment, the so-called patriotism. It is a
complicated issue.

It seems that Nan in A Free Life doesn't have the consciousness of race.
Jin: Yes. In the beginning he even doesn’t know what ‘colored people’ is. That's
common, especially for the new arrivals.

He is lovely.
Jin: Yes, he doesn’t know. And also, to him that's not a problem. Many of the
Chinese, they don't feel any kind of inferiority because they were better educated
than the average Americans. That is important and it means he is not poor. Education
itself is a kind of capital. And he does have that even though he couldn't make use of
it.
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Do you think that a lack of consciousness is good?
Jin: Hard to say. But for Asians, race is not a major issue. American society on the
whole is very welcome to Asian women. There are other sentiments or prejudices
which are more disrupting.

Really?
Jin: Yes, that's very clear. Because most Asian women are easygoing instead of
aggressive. They are hardworking and also family centered. The white people want
to have a family with Asian woman, because it makes them feel their home is secure.
There are many other reasons. By contrast, Asian men are very much prejudiced
against for different reasons. So in that sense, it's very subtle, not about color only.

It is a very complicated issue.
Jin: Yes. If you're a colored person, but you speak English well, that's different.
Most people don't know you can argue and can sue them, which makes difference.
But one thing I know is a lot of Chinese, they have the mentality that now we are
rich, and we can buy things. But others don't respect that, especially those
churchgoers or religious people. They don't believe in that and wealth cannot buy
their respect.

The hybrid landscape of the Chinatown of Flushing is fascinating. Cultural conflicts
are common there it seems. What do you think your portrait in A Good Fall
contributes to our understanding of diaspora and fresh immigrant experience?
Jin: There is basically a life between the past and present. Loneliness, personal
struggle, among others, happen on new arrivals, no matter which culture and which
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place they belong to. Flushing to me is just a setting and I need many details
gathered from that place for my stories. But I think it is now different. There are even
many small democratic parties set in Flushing. In other words, they became a haven
for all kinds of people, immigrants, and exiles.

So not just for new immigrants?
Jin: No, not anymore.

Do you think there are some other Chinatowns that have replaced Flushing?
Jin: I think that is one in Brooklyn of New York. Just similar. Flushing is very big
now, like a city or like a big county in China with all kinds of local foods.

The name Nan (男) means “male” or “martial man” in Chinese, but in English it
suggests “a female, like Nancy and Nanny and Nanette” to others, or even ‘Nanny’
as in ‘governess’. His surname Wu is a homophone of 无 in Chinese, which means
“none”. What do you suggest of Nan’s masculinity?
Jin: About the diminished masculinity. That's the problem for Asian men and also
why most Asian man are not viewed as masculine enough.

Not only Chinese but Asian men?
Jin: Yes, Asian man a whole: Japanese, Koreans, Vietnamese, etc. The American
girls think that Asian men have no muscles and I know some work very hard on their
body building. I know a writer, whose mother was Korean, and his father was
German, wrote a memoir. In the beginning, the publisher said they couldn't publish
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it, because no reader would read a memoir written by an Asian man. They were
simply not interested.

Even though it is written in English?
Jin: It is in English. He had to publish it as a novel. See, that's the difference. The
Woman Warrior was originally read as a novel, but at the last moment was published
as a nonfiction. People are interested in Asian woman. For Hong Ying, her Hungary
Women was published in Chinese as a novel, but in English as a memoir. The same
mentality.

There is also a reversal.
Jin: Yes, reversal.

In A Free Life, Chinese women appear very strong but Chinese men are in
frustration. They feel reluctant to accept new things.
Jin: Look at the exiles. Very often it is the woman who supports man. Sometimes it
is women who go out and work. There is a Chinese writer called Gu Hua, who I
think never walked out of home. It is his wife who worked all the time. It is a
common story. Asian women are more accepted here. In Chinese culture, men
always assume superiority. Once you're here, everything is different. Everything is
diminished to the extent that they often get lost.

Do you think in the end Nan reconstructs his masculinity in the U.S.?
Jin: Everybody has to reconstruct themselves or rebuild themselves. But not only the
masculinity or femininity, but selfhood, their own life, their own sense of values,
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their own system of references. All these have to be eventually reconstructed.
Otherwise, it's very hard to survive.

Do you think Nan succeeds in doing this?
Jin: In the end, yes. He just does his job and write poetry.

There's a kind of combination between the business success and artistic success,
which makes Nan special.
Jin: Yes. But most immigrant writers are like that. Yes, you have to figure out how
to support yourself first, to make a living first.

But for some, if they want to survive, they must give up writing and pursuing artistic
dream.
Jin: That's the case for some of my students. But for some other people, the desire to
create is so strong. Sometimes that can override other things.

4.

About Translation and Language

You insist on the translatability of language. Could you say a little more about this
view?
Jin: Well, I do have the Chinese audience in mind when I write in English, which
means if my works have been translated back into Chinese, the Chinese audience
should find some resonance in themselves. At least essentially truthful. It doesn't
mean every detail I write, but it's about the spirit, a great sense of truthfulness. It can
be illusion, but I do feel that it's important. Otherwise, you could easily abuse the
privilege you write in a different culture about the people who can't read your story.
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It will be very limited in that. So I do feel I have the sense of translatability as a
standard.

You mentioned that you also kept the Chinese audience in your mind when you are
writing in English. And I noticed that the critical reactions of your work in American
and in China are very different. The American audience endorsed the authenticity of
your portrayal of China. But some Chinese scholars critique what you have described
as a kind of misrepresentation. Do you think the main reason is the clash of different
ideologies and economic systems?
Jin: No, that's my way of looking at things. Some people may say you didn't give a
balanced view. But if it is a balanced view, it would be very blind. It would be very
boring. You have to always select some details. Of course, that is the artistic job.
You can't include everything. I'm not bothered by that. Also, there are things people
don't understand. Scholars, even in China, they feel that they know China very well
but in fact they might not. In War Trash right before Yu Yuan goes to Korea with his
troops and he has sex with his fiancé. They said that’s impossible for soldiers. But
they didn't understand because they didn't serve in the army. I knew young officers.
They had sex with their fiancés, thus being punished for that. There were many
things like that. In other words, they don't know and just assume a lot of things.

Do you think that they usually hold nationalistic view when they are looking into
your work?
Jin: That's the problem, because there is a kind of boundary, a limit that is very
national, very nationalist. It's very hard for them to understand with such a patriotic
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view. But I don't really care. The country, in the long run, is not that very important
for literature.

How could you let more Chinese audience to accept your fiction?
Jin: Not more. I would say just some good readers, who can read and enjoy it. That's
all. In the long run, country is an irrelevant element. Even for the best Chinese
fiction, we don't know about the dynasty, the country, the emperor, we don't know
anything about it.

You said that you agree with Rushdie in terms of his conviction that something can
be gained in translation. So what are the gains exactly?
Jin: Most translators are at the same time good stylists. They would spend so much
time on the work. They would make the work look new in another language. By
doing that, basically the work would be proliferated, reach bigger and bigger in
different languages, a process of in reaching the world. I had a colleague at Emory,
who is a great Russian literary scholar. He said Chekhov is a much better writer in
English than in Russian, because there are so many translations in which Chekhov
has become an industry.

But Chekhov didn't write in English.
Jin: Because in English his writings get improved and refined. They become more
polished than in the original.

Did you read Chekhov in English?
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Jin: In English. He has great translations of all kinds. Every a few years, there will
be new translations.

How about the Chinese translation of your work?
Jin: My friends translate them, because I don't have time to look at that and I would
ask a friend who read and translate. But there is also a kind of limit in terms of time.
Under this pressure, I think they just do the best. By comparison you can see that if
you read the English version, you can find it is more polished than in Chinese.

Yes, but what are the gains in the Chinese translation?
Jin: It depends on which book. War Trash in English and in Chinese is different. In
Chinese it is more emotional, I would say.

The Chinese translation of A Good Fall gives me a different reading experience from
its English version.
Jin: Yes, I couldn't give more time to make it more polished. You have a sense of
project of how much time of your life you want to give to it. But in English, there is
no choice. You have to make it really polished to publish the stories first. That's why
I think my English is more polished.

The Chinese version of A Good Fall is translated by yourself?
Jin: Yes. But I spent time differently. Just a few percent of the time I spent in
English.
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You also wrote a preface to the Chinese translation of the book, which elaborates on
something about the little China of Flushing and the big China. I can tell that the
little China of Flushing is be more important to you.
Jin: Absolutely. People tend to think they want the big story of China. But I don't
think that is an issue. It doesn’t matter because the most important thing is how you
tell the story, well, in a meaningful way.

The biggest conflict in your story is between the individual and the national?
Jin: Yes, the country and the individual. That's the major thing in contemporary era.
Look at the Hong Kong struggle.

Will it be a major theme in your fiction in the future?
Jin: Yes, the conflict between the individual and country.

The Boat Rocker as well as your new book The Banished Immortal deal with the
conflicts between the individual and the nation.
Jin: The Banished Immortal is centered in China. Culturally it is not about
contemporary but throughout history.

You endorsed Conrad’s neutral English and Nabokov’s playfulness of words. To
what extent do you think the two masters stylize your language?
Jin: Conrad in term of English, it is very hard to learn from him. His English is quite
standard and confined to dictionary. But he knew other languages. These foreign
things and foreign elements, Polish and French, can get into his writing. His English
is very vigorous. But Nabokov is very different, who is more playful. I think this is
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very important for the immigrant writers to use their defect, to use the mistakes or
flawed English as a kind of style.

Which one do you prefer?
Jin: Nabokov’s style is more accomplished. As for Conrad, I don't think his writing
is as good as Nabokov. But he has the universal space of ocean, which is shared by
all the human races. By definition, his fiction becomes international and thus unique.
I would say it is about global, cosmos, travel, migration. He influences a lot of
writers, even Naipaul who learns from him what can be written about.

Conrad establishes a new tradition.
Jin: Yes. he writes about the island, body of water, and those are far away from the
West.

Because of the Chineseness of your work, and also your self-translation of your
work, some critics call you a bilingual writer, instead of an English writer. What do
you think of this title?
Jin: It doesn't matter. For me, it's better, as a bilingual writer. But honestly, I don’t
write fiction in Chinese, but I translate some and write essays as well as poetry in
Chinese. Chinese is part of my past and I don’t want to abandon it.

You take the title of a bilingual writer as a compliment?
Jin: Yes, it's part of myself. If I am called bilingual writer, that's better. There are
writers, Ma Jian for example, who just want to stay in Chinese. But there are some
other writers who would not do anything about Chinese though they grew up in the
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Chinese tradition and their work has not been translated in Chinese. That's a different
kind of attitude, which is also fine. I am a different person and trying to be able to
exist in both languages.

Making shifts between two different languages?
Jin: Yes, for me, that's my existence. I grew up in China and all my best years were
spent there. There is no way for me to cut the link and severe the past, which takes
much energy and needs courage.

Would it be true to say that you are writing in English about China and Chinese
diaspora, with the literary influence predominantly from the Russian literature? What
do you think of this synthesis?
Jin: I think it's pretty accurate. But in recent years I keep learning things from the
migrant writers writing in English like V.S. Naipaul and Ruth Prawer Jhabvala. But
Russian literature is always a big profit. I do read Chekhov and Tolstoy constantly.

You claim in different interviews that you are a Chinese American writer without a
hyphen. What do you think now? Any change?
Jin: That's fine for me, because that defines my situation.
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